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P R O C E E D I N G S

1

[9:35 a.m.]

2

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN: Good morning. Today we

3
4

continue our hearings to receive testimony of the Postal

5

Service witnesses in support of Docket R2001.

I have a procedural matter concerning written

6
7

cross examination to discuss before we take testimony today.
As you know, the Postal Service has continued the

8
9

practice of redirecting certain discovery questions from

10

witnesses, from a witness who was initially asked a

11

question, to a different witness who might be more able or

12

appropriate to provide a response.
When such discovery answers are offered as written

13

-

14

cross examination, they must be directed to the witness who

15

provided the written response.
The Commission has removed from today's packet of

16

17

written cross examination, several designated answers that

18

were actually answered by witnesses who are not appearing

19

today .

20

I will provide an opportunity for parties to

21

designate discovery responses provided by the Postal Service

22

as an institution, and discovery responses provided after

23

the answering witness has been excused following oral cross

24

examination.

25

Those participants that fail to properly designate
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1

discovery because it was referred by the Postal Service to a

2

different witness, may add those answers to the evidentiary

3

record at the appropriate time.

*

Does any participant have a procedural matter that

4

5

they'd like to discuss this morning?

6

[No response.1

7

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

8

cross examination. We have two witnesses scheduled to

9

appear today, Witness Yacobucci, and witness Kingsley.
Mr. Alverno, if you would please introduce your

10
11

witness?
MR. ALVERNO:

12
13

-

If not, we'll move on to oral

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

Counsel, proceed when you're

ready.
MR. ALVERNO:

16
17

The Postal

Service calls David Yacobucci.

14

15

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Thank you.

Whereupon,
DAVID G. YACOBUCCI,

18

19

a witness, having been called for examination, and, having

20

been first duly sworn, was examined and testified as

21

follows:
DIRECT EXAMINATION

22

BY MR. ALVERNO:

23
24

Q

Please introduce yourself.

25

A

My name is David Yacobucci.

ANN RILEY & ASSOCIATES, LTD.
Court Reporters
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1

Q

And where are you employed?

2

A

I ’ m an economist with the Postal Service in the

3

4

Department of Special Studies.

Q

5

document entitled Direct Testimony of David Yacobucci on

6

Behalf of the United States Postal Service.
I’ve now given those copies to the Reporter. Did

7
8

you have a chance to examine them?

9

A

I have.

10

Q

And was this testimony prepared by you or under

11

12

your direction?
A

Yes, it was.
MR. ALVERNO: Mr. Presiding Officer, I ask that

13

.-

Now, earlier, I handed you two copies of a

14

the Direct Testimony of David Yacobucci on Behalf of the

15

United States Postal Service be received as evidence at this

16

time.

17

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

18

[No response.1

19

MR. HOLLIES:

Is there any objection?

Hearing none, I will direct counsel

20

to provide the Reporter with two copies of the Direct

21

Testimony of Witness Yacobucci. That testimony is received

22

into evidence and, as is our practice with Postal Service

23

direct testimony, it will not be transcribed into the

24

record.
[Direct Testimony of David G

25
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1

Yacobucci, USPS T-25 was received

2

into evidence.]
MR. ALVERNO:

3

4

Library References that Witness Yacobucci would like to

5

sponsor.

6

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

7

BY MR. ALVERNO:

8
9

Q

Please proceed.

Mr. Yacobucci, are you familiar with Library

References USPS-LRI-87, 88, 89, and 9 0 ?

10

A

Yes, I am.

11

Q

And do you sponsor these Library References?

12

A

Yes, I do.

13

-

Mr. Chairman, we also have some

MR. ALVERNO:

Mr. Chairman, I ask that Library

14

References, USPS-LRI-87, 88, 89, and 90 be received as

15

evidence at this time.

16

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

I'll direct that those Library

17

References be received into evidence, and not transcribed

18

into the record.

19

[Library References USPS-LRI-87,

20

88, 89, and 90 were received into

21

evidence.I

22

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN: Mr. Yacobucci, have you had an

23

opportunity to examine the packet of Designated Written

24

Cross Examination that was made available earlier today?

25

THE WITNESS:

Yes, I have.
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1
2

of you today, would your answers be the same as those you

3

previously provided?

4

THE WITNESS:

5

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN: There are no corrections or

6

Yes, they would.

additions?

7

THE WITNESS: NO.

8

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

9

Counsel, if you would please

provide two copies of the Designated Written Cross

10

Examination of the witness to the Reporter, I will direct

11

that the material be received into evidence and be

12

transcribed into the record.

13

-

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN: If those questions were asked

14

15

MR. ALVERNO: We have given it to the Reporter,
yes, thank you.
CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN: Thank you, I appreciate that.

16

[Designated Written Cross

17

Examination of David G. Yacobucci

18

was received into evidence and

19

transcribed into the record.]

20
21

22
23
24
25
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DESIGNATION OF WRllTEN CROSS-EXAMINATION
OF UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
WITNESS DAVID G. YACOBUCCI
(USPS-T-25)

Party

lnterroaatories

Association for Postal Commerce

MPA/USPS-T25-1-3, 5,7
MPNUSPS-TZ1-Id-i redirected to T25
PostCom/USPS-T25-1, 4,6-8
TW/USPS-T25-2-3. 6

Office of the Consumer Advocate
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PostComlUSPS-T25-lI 3-8
TW/USPS-T25-1-3, 6

Time Warner Inc.

TW/USPS-T25-1-6

-.

i

Respectfully submitted,

Secretary
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RESPONSE OF US. POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS YACOBUCCI TO
INTERROGATORtES'OF MAGAZINE PUBLISHERS OF AMERICA
MPANSPS-T25-1. Please refer to Table 11-2 of ywr teaimony and LR-190,
R2OoO-l-FIate Cost ModeLFinal USPS.xls.

a.
Please confirm that the unit cost figurea In Table 11-2 can be obtained by
runningthe cost model In R2OOO-l-Flats Coet Model Final USPSJds for all
S c a w b S %r the Perigdicals Regutar subclass and
when you N n the model
e88 @umS appear on worksheet 'Cost AveraglngDunder the heading
eriodhls Regular cost Averages Normaked Auto-Related Savings: If not
confirmed. please explain how you developed the unit cost figures In Table 11-2.

thz

-

!!

b.
Please conflnn that the unit costs in Table 11-2are based on a ten percent
bundle breakage assumptlon. If not confirmed, what bundle breakage
assumptbn did you use to develop the unit costs InTable 11-27

c.
Please confirm that setting Cell 658 of worksheet 'Data' to 0% changes
the bundle breakage assumption to 0%. If not confirmed, please explain how to
change the bundte breakage assumptbn.
RESPONSE:
a.

Confirmed with the following darificatlon: the unit Cost figures In Table 11-2
appear on worksheet 'Cost Avemghg'under the headings 'Periodicals
Regular Cost Averages -Actual' and 'Periodicals Regular Cost Averages
Normalized Auto-Related Savings.'

b.

Confirmad.

1430

RESPONSE QF U.S. POST4L SERVICE WITNESS YACOBUCCI TO
INTERROGATORIESOF MAGAZINE PUBLISHERS OF AMERICA
MPANSPST25-2. Please refer to LR-1-90, R2OOO~I~Flals
Cost Model-Flnal
USPS.xls. Please confirm thet clrangingthe bundle breakage assumption trOm
10%to 0% and running the model for the Periodicals Regular wbdass reduces
the WEIGHTED AVERAGE MODELEO UNIT VOL VAR COST on worksheet
'Scenario coots" from 6.l98 cents to 5.534 cents. If not conflnned, please
explain.

RESPONSE:
Confirmed.
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RESPONSE OF US. POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS YACOBUCCI TO
INTERROGATORIESOF MAGAZINE PUBLISHERS OF AMERICA
MPAILISPS-l25-3. Please refer to Note (6) on Workehwt 'ProducUvitied of LRt-!20,-R2000_+-Flats C6st Model-Final USPSJds, where It states: 'USPS
Operations. Assumed to equal FSM 881 BCWOCR.'
a.
Please confirm that this note indicates that USPS Operations told you to
aswme that the productivityof an FSM 881 OCR machine Is exadly the same as
that 6f an FSM 881 BCWOCR machine. If not, please explaln.

b.

Please explain USPS Operations' basis for this assumptlm.

RESPONSE:

a.

Confinned that USPS Operations advised that the productivity of an FSM
881 in BCWOCR mode processing barcodedflats should be assumed to
be the same as that of an FSM 881 in BCWOCR mode processing

nonbarcodedflats.

b.

.

It is my understanding that USPS Operations considers the throughput of

an FSM 881 In BCWOCR mode processing barcoded flats to be the same
as an FSM 881 In BRC/OCR mode processing nonbarcodedflats. The
pace of feeding the FSM 881 In BCWOCR mode does not change if the
piece is barcoded or not and requiring an OCR read does not slow down
machine throughput. Hence, the respective producuVitieswould be
equhralent.
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RESPONSE OF U7S.POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS YACOBUCCI TO
INTERROGATORIES OF MAGAZINE PUBLISHERS OF AMERICA
MPAILISPS-TZSb. Please mfer to LR-1-90. R2OOO-l-Flats Cost Model-Flnal
USPS.xle, Worksheets Vds-Per Reg"and Vole-Per Non.'

a.
Please conffm that all 'non-sacked' Periodicals Regular Rete fiats am
palietlzed. If not confirmed, what percentage of non-sacked Periodicals Regular
Rate flats am palletbed?
Please confirm that all 'non-sacked' Periodicela Nonprofitflatsam
palletlted. If not, what percentage of non-sacked Periodicals NonDrafit flats are
palletbed?
b.

RESPONSE:

a.

Confirmed.

b.

Confirmed.
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RESPONSE OF U.S. POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS YACOBUCCI TO
INTERROGATORIESOF MAGAZINE PUBLISHERS OF AMERICA
MPANSPS-T25-7. Please refer to Table 9 of LR-1-87 and LR-1-90,
R2OOO-l-Flals Cost Modd-Finai USPS.xh
a.
Please confirm that appmxlmately eighty percent of Periodicals Regular
Rate carrier-route bundles are presentedon pellets. Ifnot confinned, what
percentage of Perlodlcals Regufar Rate carrier-mute bundles are on pallets.

b.
Please confirm that less than ten percent of ADC Nonautomationbundles
are on pallets.

c.
Please confirm that the per-plece cost difference between basic,
nonautomationpieces and Carrier Route pieces would be larger f you applied a
m t h a n - t e n - p e m f i bundle breakage assumption to bundles In sacks and a
less-than-ten-percent bundle breakage assumption to bundle on pallets. If not
confirmad, please explain.
d.

If you applied a 15 percent bundle breakage assumption to bundles In

sacks and a 5 percent bundle breakage assumptlon to bundles on pallets. what
would the cost difference between basic, nonautomationpieces and carrier route
pieces be?

RESPONSE:
a.

Confirmed.

b.

For Perkdiceis Regular Rate, confirmed.

c.

The modeled unit cost difference between basic, nonautomationpleas
and canier route pieces would tend to be larger Ifthe assumed bundle
breakage rates are applied at each bundle handling adhrity, all other
factors mmalnhgconstant. This methodof differentiatingsacks and
pallets m s M e n containerizetioneffects that introduce new nonpresOrtetkn-related bias Into cost dtfferencer between rate cetegoriea.

MPANSPS-T257, page 1of2
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RESPONSE OF U.S. POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS YACOBUCCI TO
iNTERROGATORlES OF MAGAZINE PUBLISHERS OF AMERICA
d.

Applying the 15 percent and 5 percent bundle breakage rates am88 all

bundle handling adMUes for Periodicals Regular, all other factors
remaining constant. results in a Periodicals Regular CostAverage

-

Actual basic, nonautamation cost average of 23.797 cents and Pericdlcals
Regular Coat Average - M a l canier rwte cost average of 8.154 cents.
The resulting cost difference Is 15.043 cents. These numbers were
derived using an approach functionally equhralentto the approach wtllned
In the response to MPANSPST25-6 (c).

MPAIL)SPS-T25-7, page 2 of2
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Please refer to T a w 4 from witness Degenb testimony in
1 from WHj,Von=TysmHh'e testimony In
R2Wl (USPS-T-17). Thepe two wpm8 give total mailing processing costs by
cost poolfor l a 6 and lW8, respedhrely. A cornpartson ofthew tigurerr s h m
that the FSMwst pool Increwed by 41 peercent over thb twctyear period, from
$737 millionb$1.04 b k n . Over the a(lme pew.the MANF cost pool
daaeasedby 11 percent,frpmS515milllonto$480millbn. Comblnlngthe
fioures for these two cost pools showsthat the total costs for both mechanized
and manuel flets pmkssirtgincreased by 20 percent, from $125 bilibn to $1.50
blllbn.
hlPA&ISPS-l21-1.

R97-1 (USPS.142) and b

...I..

(d)

State byhat percentageof machinable (lats fs pmmssed by manual

methocfs and what percentage 1s pmwssed by machine methods. Please
provide flgure's for 1996, for 1998, and those projected for 2001.

(e)

State what percentage of machinable
flats is processed by
rnrinual nWhcds and whet pehntage ts processed by machine methods.
Please provide figuresfor 1998, for $998,and those projected for 2001.

(9

State,what,prcentageof machinable
flats Is processed by
manualm e w and what percentageie processed by machine methods.
Please provkle t7gures for 1996, for 1998, and those projectedfor 2001.

(g)

State wtyt percentageof machlnable Sj&auU

(h)

State what percentage of machinable flats Is projectedto be processed on
ASFM [sic] 100s in 2001.

(i)

Statewhatpercsntegpofmnchinable~flatsbpmjectedtobe
pmcemsedon k F M [sic]100s in 2001.

flats Is proceseed by
Rienua1~1wU1Pdsandwhat percentage is proew8e-Jby machine methods.
Please provide figures for
fix 1998, and those projected for 2001.

RESPONSE

-

d. 0. It Is my understandingthat data do not exlst Inorder to develop the
percentages of machinable flats pmessed by manual and machine
MPAILISPST21-I, page 1 of3
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methods for lQ96and lQ98. For test year2001 projadions, please refer

to USPS LR-1-90, Flats Mail Pmcesslng cost Model. Thia libraly
reference develops costs by modeling miltlows a408(1 prospecUve
bundle and piece dlsbibutlon a M e s for First-class presort. Perkdiceis
Regular, Perkdlcalo NonproM, Standard Mail (A) Regular. and Standard
Mall (A) Nonprofit flats. As such, data dsl Inthe cost model that can be
utilized lo project the degree of test year pmsslng adhrities. For all
other flats such as Fir@-Classsingle piece, Standard Mail (A) Regular
ECR, and Standard Mail (A) Nonprofit ECR Rats, data do not exist In order
to develop pmpedlve percentages of machinaMe flats processedby
manual and machine methods for 2001.
In USPS LR-LBO, the worksheet entitled ‘Melltlow Model Costs’ provldes
the number of pieces per modeled mal processing activity for a distinct
mailflow and the wohheet entitled ‘Scenedo Cosfa’ provldes the volume
percentages for each distlnct maMw (please refer to USPS-T-25. pages
8-10, for a discussion on the modeling methoddlogy). Further, the
worksheets entitled Vols-Flrst.’Vols-perReg,’ Vdsper Non.’ Volsstd
(4Reg,’.and Vds-sfd(A) Non‘pmvlde total volumes.
The number of pleces and volume percentages can be combinedto
compute weighted pieces permeilpcedng ecWfy. Total volumes

be usedto compute welghted piece8 per mal proccwslng acthrity,aoroclll
sulklasses. The weighted pieces per men proce~~Ing
activity can be
combined In numerous ways to compute various pmxntage0of

machinableflats p m s W by manual and machlne methods.
MPANSPS-T21-1. page 2 of 3
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The resultant percentages vary and answer different q u W n s based on
(Ihow
) the percentages’ numeratorstreat flab that am handled multiple
times possibly by both manual and machine methods through the course
of outgoing and iocOmingdistribution and (2) if the percentages’

denominators are elther (a) an flats, @) an nowcarrier route flats. or (c) all
piece handlings.

-

h. 1. It Is my understandingthat data do not exist in order to computethe
percentage of all machinable flats that Is projected to be processed on the
AFSM 100s In 2001. However. USPS LR-I-90, Flats Mall P m s l n g Cost
Model, provides data as discussed in the response to (d) (g) ofthls
interrogatory that can be combined to compute the percentage of
machinable Periodicals flats that is projectedto be processed by AFSM
100s in Mol.

-
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PortCom/USPS-l25-1. Please refer to Worksheet 'Productiiitied in LR-1-00
[SIC].

Please confirm that the volume variability factors in this
(a)
wohhael are the ones that witness B o a o developed using MODS data.
If not mlrmed. please explain.
Please confirm that the Adjusted Producthritles in this
(b)
worksheet are equal to the Produdivities divided by the Volume variability
Factors. If not confirmed, please explain.

..

.

Please confirmthat Aur model uses these adjusted
(c)
productiiitiesfor flats and bundles sorted at BMCs and non-MODS .
facilies as well as fiats and bundles wrted at MODS facilities. If not
confirmed. please explain.
(d) Please confirm that the Postal Service's Cost Segment 3
costing method only applies these factors to MODS facilities. Ifnot
conflrmed, please explain.
RESPONSE
a.

Not confirmed. The econometric volume variabllity factors are developed
by witness Bono (USPS-T-15). The non-econometricvolume variability
factors are developed by witness Van-Ty-Smlth (USPS-T-17).
USPS-T-17, Table 1, pp. 24-25 presents the specltic econometric and
non-econometric volume variablllty factors. USPS LR-1-00 uses the SPBS
OTH. IPOUCHNG, 1PLATFRM. FSMI, MANF. and LD43 volume
variability factors.

b.

Confirmed.

c.

Conflrmed. The model does not differentiate piece and package handling
activities amongst BMCs, MODS facilities, and non-MODS facllltles.
PostCom/USPS-T25-1, page 1of 2
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d.

Confirmed. It Is my understanding that the Postal Service'sCost Segment

3 costing method, specifically witness Van-Ty-Smith's (USPS-T-17)
costing method for Cost Segment 3.1, mail p d n g direct labor, applies
the seme volume variability factors as found in the woksheet entitled
'Produdlvnie'ln USPS LR-I-w) to MODS facilities which include MODS
plants and their assoclated stations and branches.

PO~mNSPS-l-25-1,page 2 of 2
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PostComlllSPS-T259. Please refer to LR-1-90. In particular, refer to Worksheet
"Scenario Costs" and the tables titled "Standard (A) Regular Cost Averages

-

-

Actual' and 'Standard (A) Regular Cost Averages Normalized Auto-Related
Cost Savings' on Worksheet "Cost Averaging."
Please confirm that the figures in the referenced tables are
(a)
unit costs by rate category and that these unit costs are developed by (1)
weighting the modeled unit volume variable costs from the "Scenario
Costs" worksheet (by volume) within rate category; and (2) applying CRA
adjustment factors to the modeled unit costs. If not confirmed, please
explain.
Please confirm that the unit costs for 3/5 digit nonautomation
(b)
flats are, in principle, weighted averages of the unit costs of 3digit
nonautomation flats and 5 digit nonautomation flats and that the unit costs
for 315 digit automation are, in principle, weighted averages of the costs of
3 digit automation flats and 5 digit automation flats. if not confirmed,
please explain
(c)
Please explain in detail how to mod@LR-1-90 to deaverage
the unit costs for 3/5 digit flats into individual unit costs for 3 digit flats and
5 digit flats so that it provides actual cost averages and normallzed cost
averages for six types of Standard (A) Regular flats: (1) basic
nonautomation; (2) basic automation; (3)3 digit nonautomation; (4) 3 digit
automation; (5) 5 digit nonautomation; and (6) 5 digit automation.
Using this method, what are the actual cost averages and
(d)
normalized cost averages for the six types of Standard (A) Regular flats
mentioned in part (c)?
Please disaggregate Standard (A) Regular flat volume from
(e)
the mail characteristics study into the six types of flats mentioned In
Part (c).

RESPONSE:

a.

Not confirmed. The "Standard (A) Regular Cost Averages -Actual" and

-

'Standard (A) Regular Cost Averages Normalized AubRelated
Savings. figures on the worksheet entitled 'Cost Avemghg'are welghtedaverage mail processing costs by rate category. These unit costs are
PostComlUSPST25-3, page 1 of4
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developed by (1) applying the proportional CRA adjustment factor and not
worksharing-related CRA cost to the modeled unit volume variable costs
on the worksheet entitled Scenedo Cosfs'and (2) weighting the CRAadjusted unit volume variable costs within rate categories using volumes.
b.

Confirmed. The unit costs for 3/5digit, nonautomation flats are the
weighted averages of the unit costs of eligible M i i t , nonautomation flats
and eligible 5digit, nonautomation flats. The unit casts for 3/5diiit,
automation flats are the weighted averages of the unit costs of 3digit.
automation flats and Miglt, automation flats.

c.

This response extends package-based and container-based rate eligibility

rules akin to those in Periodicals to this hypothetical rate design. For
example, a Wigit, nonautomation package in a Wigit sack is eligible for
the 3digit, nonautomation rate whereas a Wigit, nonautomation package
on a 3digit pallet is eligible for the Migit,nonautomation rate.

All modifications to USPS LR-1-90 occur in the worksheet entitled 'Cosf

Averaging.' For the first and second steps, please refer to Attachment 1 to
this subpart whlch depicts part of the worksheet with row and column
headings after modifications are made.

For the first step, enter "3=3-D47it, Noneutometlon,' '4= 3-Dlgfi,
Autometion,' '5= &Digi, Noneutomation,' and '6= &Digit, Autometlon"
into the following cells: AF4:AF7, A14:A17, AL4AL7, and A04:A07.

PostComlUSPS-T253, page 2 of 4
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For the second step, enter either a blank or one of the numbers from one
through six into cells: AF9:AG52, A19:AJ52, AL9:AM52, and A09:AP52 as
depicted in Attachment 1.

For the third step, modify the formulae In cells: A63:A64 and K63K64 as

follows.

~0stcomRISPS-T25-3.page 3 of 4
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d.

The following table presents Standard Mail (A) Regular cost averages.
These numbers were derived using the approach outJined in my response
to part (c) of this interrogatory.

e.

The following table presents Standard Mail (A) Regular flat volume share
by rate category using volume data in USPS LR-1-90.

Basic, Nonautomation
Basic, Automation
3-Digit, Nonautomation
3-Digit, Automation
SDigit, Nonautomation
&Digit, Automation

Standard Mail (A) Regular Volume Share
6.61 %
2.22%
5.97%
23.89%
6.71%
54.61%

PostComNSPS-T25-3. page 4 of 4
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PoatComlUSPS-1254. Piease refer to LR-1-90 and your response to
MPAUSPS-T253(b), where you state "It is my understanding that USPS
Operations considers the throughput of an FSM 881 in BCWOCR mode
processing barcoded flats to be the same as an FSM 881 in BCWOCR (sic)
mode processing barcoded fla@." Pfeasa refer to LR-1-90, In particular, refer to
Worksheet "Scenario C o ~ W
and the tables titled 'Standard (A) Regular Cost
Averages -Actual" and "Standard (A) Regular Cost Averages Normalized AutoRelated Cost Savings" on Worksheet "Cost Averaging."

-

How many addresses can a BCR read per houR If different
(a)
BCRs have different maximum read rates, please provide the maximum
read rate for each and provide a description of each BCR.
How many addresses can an OCR read per houR If
(b)
different OCRs have different maximum read rates, please provide the
maximum read rate for each and provide a description of each BCR.
Please describe the mail flow for a piece that is rejected
(c)
from an FSM. In doing this, please describe the mail flow in terms of both
mail sorting acthrities and allied activities.
Please explain which of these activities must be performed
(d)
for flats that are not rejected.
For each activity that must be performed for rejected mail,
(e)
but need not be performed for mail that is not rejected, please Indicate
whether LR-1-90 models it.

(9 For each activity identified in part (e), please provide
productivity and per-piece cast figures for performing the activity.
(9)

What is the maximum throughput for an AFSM 100

(h) What Is the maximum throughput for an FSM 881 with
automatic feeders?
What is the maximum throughput for an FSM 1000 with
(i)
automatic feeders?

RESPONSE:

-

a. d. Redirected to witness Kingsley.

~ostComNsPS-T254.page 1of 2
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Though USPS LR-1-90 does not explicitly decompose every imaginable

e.

mail processhg activity. it does adjust modeled unit costs using CRA
costs that comprise a// flats mail processing costs. Hence, the model
takes into account any mail processing costs caused by both accepted
and rejected flats.
Further, USPS LR-1-90 explicitly models the mallflow of rejected flats.
Please refer to USPS-T-25, pages 18-19 and 23-24. for discussions on
accept rates and reject flows and to USPS LR-I-QOfor modeled mailflows
and accept rates.
Please refer to the worksheets entitled ’Maimow Mode/ Cosfs’and

f.

‘Pmducfivities’in USPS LR-1-90 for unit cost figures and productivitiesfor
specific activities.

-

g. i. Redirected to witness Kingsley.

postcom/usPs-T25-4. page 2 of 2
-
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PostComNSPS-125-5. Please refer to page 16-19 of Lr-1-126, where It states,
"IMPROVE FLAT SORTER MACHINE (FSM) UTILIZATION -This program is
a local management initiative to maximize the use of the flat sorting machines
through management focus and best practices" and LR-1-90.

Does your flats cost model reflect the increased utilization of
(a)
FSMs described In LR-1-1267
If not, please q u a n t i how the Increased utilization of FSMs
(b)
would affect thevalue of automation.
RESPONSE:

a.

It is my understanding that it does.

b.

Not applicable.
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PostComlUSPS-T25-6. Please refer to witness Kingsley's response to
P0stwm/uSPS-TlO-2, which states, "Barcoded sack labels. which allow more
efficient sack handling, are required for flat automation mailings in sacks."

(a) Please provide the productivity for handling sacks that have
barcoded sack labels.
(b) Please provide the productivity for handling sacks that do not
have barcoded sack labels.
Pleasequantify the Impact of the more efficient handling of
(c)
sacks with barcoded sack labels on the automation cost differentialfor
Standard (A) Regular 3/5dlgit flats. Please provide all underlying
calculations in an electronic spreadsheet.
Please quantify the impact of the more efficient handling of
(d)
sacks with barcoded sack labels on the automation cost differentialfor
Standard (A) Regular Basic flats. Please provide all underlying
calculations in an electronic spreadsheet.
RESPONSE:

-

a. b. It is my understanding that the Postal Service does not measure separate
productivities for sacks with barcoded sack labels and for sacks without
barcoded sack labels. Please refer to USPS-T-26. Attachment A, page 3
for an average sack sorter productivity of 428.2 sacks per workhour.

-

c. d. It is my understandingthat any potential impact on isolated barcoda
related savings due to the handling of sacks with barcoded sack labels
and of sacks without barcoded sack labels cannot be quantlfed due to the
lack of necessary and sufficlent data. Such data include, but are not
limited to, the percentage of sacks with barwded sack labels for flat
nonautomation mailings, the sack sotting machine productMty for sacks

with barcoded sack labels, the sack sorting machine productivity for sacks
without barcoded sack labels, and the pertinent mallflow of sacks.
Any potential Impact from deaveraglng sack sorting machine costs
between barcoded end nonbarcoded flats may be lessened by the amount

PostComKlSPS-T256, page 1of 2
.

.
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of sacks with barooded sack labels for flat nonautomation mailings, by any

averaging of Isolated barcode-related cost savings for sacked mail with
isolated barcode-related cost savings for palletlzed mall, and by the
relative magnitude of sack sorting machine costs.
Sack sorting machine costs account for the following percentages of the
total mail processing CRA unit costs. These percentages are derived
using data from the w o h h w t entitled ‘CRA Cost Pools’ln USPS LR-1-90,
Flats Mail Processing Cost Model. The percentages’ numerators are the
sum of the costs of the BMCS SSM and MODS 13 1SACKS-M cost pools
and the percentages’ denominators are the total costs.
First-class
Periodicals Regular
Periodicals Nonprofit
Standard Mail (A) Regular
Standard Mail (A) Nonpmfn

0.80%
1.W%
2.09%
1.18%
1.34%

These percentages suggest that any potential Impact from deaveraging
sack sorting machine costs between barcoded and nonbarcoded flats may
be of relativelyless consequence than, say, the impact of deaveraging flat
sorting machine costs.

~0~tc0mlusPs-T25-6,
page 2 of2
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PostComNSPS-125-7. Please refer to witness Kingsley's response to
PostwmlUSPS-TlO-Z(a), which states: "Yes, I am told that any differences in
address quality, to the extent that they have an effect on costs,would be among
the factors that cause automation and non-automation mail to have different
accept rates with subsequent processing of rejects in operations with lower
produdlvky." Further, please refer to witness Kingslevs response to
PostcodUSPS-llO-3(Q whlch states: %ssumlng the Zip Code Is correct,we
may be unable to sort to the correct carrier, post office box, or to the correct
recipient. If the msllplece is then undeliverable as addressed, then, depending
upon class, the dispositbn ofthe mailpiece Incurs more costs if it must be
returned to the sender.'

(a) Please confirm that while the flats cost model (LR-1-90) does
model some of the costs of poor address quality, it doesn't model all costs
of poor address quality. If not confirmed, please explain.
(b)
Please confirm that the flats cost model does not model the
added cost of handling undethrerable as addressed mail. If not confinned,
please explain.

Please describe all other costs of poor address quality that
(c)
are not modeled in the flats cost model.
Please quantify the impact of differences In address quallty
(d)
between non-automationflats and automati Rats on the automation cost
differehtlal for Standard (A) Regular 3/5dlgit flats. Please provide all
undertying calculations in an electronic spreadsheet.
(e) Please quantify the impact of differences in address quality
between non-automation flats and eutomation flats on the automation
differential for Standard (A) Regular Basic flats. Please provide all
underlying calculations in an electronic spreadsheet.

RESPONSE:

-

a. b. Not confinned. Though USPS LR-1-90 does not explldtly decompose

every imaginable mail processing activity, it does adjust modeled unll

costs using CRA costs that comprise all flats mail processing costs.
Hence, the analysis takes into eccount any mall processlng costs caused
by poor address quality. Including any mall processing cost of handling
undelwerable as addressed mail. To the extent that poor address quality
is not explicitly modeled and to the extent that it Increases costs within the
_-

PostComlUSPS-T257, page 1of2
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worksharing-related CRA cost pools. it will Increasethe proportional CRA
adjustment factor. whlch ultimately increases any cost differences.

-

As discussed in my response to subparts (a b) ofthis interrogatory, the
cost model considers all flats mail processing costs. Hence, there are no
costs of poor address quality that are not accounted for.

c.
'

-

d. e. USPS LR-1-90 does not quantify the Isolated impact of individualfactors

on the Isolated barcoderelated savings.
Further, it is not certain what the degree of differences is in address
quality between barcoded and nonbarcoded flats. Please refer to witness
Kingsley's response to Interrogatory PostComlUSPSTlO-3(e).

PostComlUSPST25-7, page 2 of 2
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PostComlUSPS-1254. Please refer to LR-1-90, worksheet "Productivitles."

(a) Please confirm that the flats cost model assumes that the
producthii of an AFSM 100 pro@ssing barcoded flats Is approximately
80 percent higher than the productivity of an AFSM 100 processing
nonbarcoded flats. If not confirmed, how much higher is the AFSM 100
productivlty for processing barcodedflats?
(b)

Please confirm that your d e l assumes that the

productivity of an FSM 881 processing barcoded flats Is the Sam as Its
productivii for sorting nonbarcoded flats. If not confirmed. please explain.

Please confirm that the source of these assumptions is
(c)
USPS operations. if not confirmed, please explain.
(d) All else being equal, please confirm that if the productivY,
difference between processingbatcoded flats and nonbarcoded fiats
increases, the automation cost differential should increase as well. If not
confirmed. please explain.
c

RESPONSE:
a.

Confirmed. The model assumes that the average barcoded flat would be
processed on an AFSM I00 effectively staffed by 5 people whereas the
average nonbarcoded flat would be processed on an AFSM 100
effectively staffed by B people. These differences are due to the
presumed staffing of and the relative use of the video coding system.

b.

Confirmed. Please see my response to Interrogatory MPANSPST25-3.

c.

Confirmed. Any comparison of these productivity assumptions Is not
necessarily on an 'apples to apples" basis. The video coding system on
the AFSM lo6 Is a feature that does not exist on the FSM 881.

d.

Confimd. Further, all else being equal, if the productivii difference

between processing barcoded flats and nonbarcoded flats decreeses.
then the automation cost differentialshould decrease as wall.
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TWIUSPS-125-1. Please refer to the 'Productivities" spreadsheet page in LR-I90, at line 17, which shows a productivity of 99.4 for manual opening of carrier
route (CR) containers, and an adjusted productivity of 111 assuming a volume
variability factor of 0.896. Refer also to footnote 1 which states that this is the
"manually dump sacks" productivity used by witness Eggleston, USPS-T-26.

a. Please confirm that you use this productivity only for your scenario 47 which
represents carrier route sacks, containing mail to a single carrier route. If not
confirmed, where else do you use this productivity?
b. Please confirm that for regular rate Periodicals this productivity leads to a
modeled per piece cost of 3.205 cents for mail in carrier route sacks.
c. Please confirm that you use the productivity rate referred to above as if it
were a per bundle productivity rate. If not confirmed, please explain.
d. Please confirm that the 99.4 productivity used by witness Eggleston refers to
sacks per hour, not bundles per hour.
e. Please confirm that according to the mail characteristics data in LR-1-67, there
are 5,127,572 regular rate Periodicals CR sacks per year, containing
7,226,006 bundles, or 1.409 bundles per sack.
f. Would a be more appropriate, in your calculation of the cost of CR sacks for
regular rate Periodicals, to replace the 99.4 sacks per hour productivity that
you use with a 99.4'1.409 = 140.05 bundles per hour productivity, giving a
carrier route sack cost of 2.275 cents per piece, rather than 3.205 cents per
piece? If you disagree, please explain.
g. Please confirm that, with the test year wage rate, piggyback cost factor and
premium pay adjustment that you use for CR sacks, the 99.4 sacks per
manhour implies a cost of about 46 cents per sack for manually dumping
sacks, not including costs of handling and transportation to get the sack to
where it needs to be dumped, or of recycling the sack so it can be used again
by a postal customer, or of handling and eventually delivering the contents
that were in the sack. If you cannot confirm, please explain and indicate what
you believe the costs are of dumping a sack.

h. Please confirm that regardless of the mechanized or manual method used for
bundle sorting and the automated, mechanized or manual method used for
piece sorting, all sacks containing Periodicals bundles must be manually
Tw/USPS-T25-1, page 1 of 3
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dumped. If not confirmed. please describe any other methods used to extract
Periodicals mail from sacks.

RESPONSE:
a. Confirmed.
b. This productivity leads to a modeled unit volume variable cost of 3.205 cents
and a CRA-adjusted unit volume variable cost of 8.815 cents for Periodicals
Regular Rate flats in carrier route containers.
c. Confirmed.
d. Confirmed.
,-

e. Confirmed.
f. Technically, the 99.4 sacks per hour productivity should be converted to a

packages per hour productivity. However, this adjustment is not absolutely
necessary as it, by itself, does not materially affect the calculated costs by
rate category. The following table presents Periodicals Regular Cost
Averages -Actual using the existing productivity and the modified
productivity.
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The "modified using adjusted productivity" cost averages were calculated
using a conversion factor of 1.409 packages per Periodicals Regular Rate
sack which results in a productivity of 140 packages per hour. Please note
that the model uses the productivity for both Periodicals Regular Rate and
Periodicals Nonprofit mail. Thus, if a packages per hour productivity figure is
used in the analysis, either a weighted-average packages per hour
productivity or two distinct packages per hour productivities should be used
for cost modeling purposes.
g. Not confirmed. The 99.4 sacks per hour productivity implies costs for

manually dumping sacks of 40.6 cents per Periodicals Regular Rate carrier
route sack and of 40.5 cents per Periodicals Nonprofit carrier route sack.
h. It is my understanding that the contents in all sacks containing Periodicals
packages must be manually dumped out.
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lW/USPS-T25-2. Please confirm each of the following, or explain if you
cannot confirm.
a. Your model assumes that the bundle sorting productivity rate for a given
container presort level is the same whether the container is a sack or a pallet.
b. Your model assumes that a sack and a pallet with the same presort level,
both containing flats bundles of the same class, have the same probability of
being sent to a mechanized rather than a manual bundle sorting operation.
c. Your model assumes that bundle sorting productivity rates are the same for
containers with mixed ADC. ADC and 3-digit presort.

_-

d. Your model assumes that Periodicals and First Class sacks and pallets with
mixed ADC, ADC and 3-digit presort all have the same probability (64.1 %) of
being sent to a mechanized bundle sorting operation with an appropriate sort
scheme.
e. In particular, your model assumes that a mixed ADC Periodicals sack has a
64.1 % chance of being entered on a mechanized bundle sorting machine
(e.g., SPBS [Small Parcel and Bundle Sorter]) that runs a mixed ADC sort
scheme, and that a mixed ADC Standard A sack has a 74.2% chance of
being entered on a mechanized bundle sorter running a mixed ADC sort
scheme.
f. Your model does not account for the possibility that managen in some
facilitiesequipped with SPBS's may choose not to enter sacked bundles on
the SPBS's, even if they use the SPBS's for bundles on pallets.
g. Your model assumes that in every type of bundle sorting operation ten
percent of bundles break, regardless of whether the bundles come from sacks
or from pallets or from a previous bundle sorting operation, and regardless of
whether the given operation is mechanized or manual.

h. Your model assumes that for each bundle that breaks, the pieces in that
bundle are entered at a piece sorting operation corresponding to the sort level
of the container that the bundle was in.

i. Your model does not account for the possibility that broken bundles may be
recovered, for examples [sic] by an SPBS employee putting a rubber band
around the pieces from the breaking or already broken bundle.
TW/USPS-T252, page 1of4
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j. Your model assumes that, once a flat has been through its first piece sorting

operation, then even if it may need several additional sorts (e.g., a piece
sorted at an ADC scheme that placed it in a 3-digit tray or bundle) there are
further opening unit costs incurred for that piece. For example, in the case
of a piece sorted into a 3-digit tray, your model assumes no costs are incurred
in getting that tray to the next flat sorting operation.

RESPONSE:
a. Confirmed.
b. Confirmed. USPS LR-1-90, Flats Mail Processing Cost Model, does not
differentiate mailflows of sacked packages from maiMows of palletized
packages.
c. Confirmed. The model assumes that mechanized package handling
productivities are the same for MADC, ADC, and 3-digit containers. The
model also assumes that manual package handling productivities are the
same for MADC, ADC. and 3-digit containers.
d. Not confirmed. The model uses data from USPS LR-1-68, Flats Bundle
Study, that indicate that Periodicals packages in MADC, ADC. and 3-digit
containers have a 64.1% probability of being handled in a mechanized
package handling activity with an appropriate sort scheme. As separate data
do not exist for First-class packages, the model uses the Periodicals data as
proxies for First-class data.
e. Not confirmed. The model uses data from USPS LR-1-68 that indicate that a
MADC Periodicalspackage has a 64.1% chance and that a MADC Standard
Mail (A) package has a 74.2% chance of being handled in a mechanized
package handling activity.
.:
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f. Not confirmed. The model uses average data that represent the average test
year facility and that should account for varied local management decisions
across and within facilities.
g. Confirmed.
h. Confirmed.

i. Not confirmed. Though the model does not explicitly develop costs for
specific package recovery activities, it does take into account the possibility
that broken packages may be recovered and may continue to be handled as
packages.
The model uses manual package handling productivities from USPS LR-1-68.
These productivities were derived by measuring the time it took to handle
observed packages, even if that handling involved some form of package
recovery. Hence, these productivities account for any package recovery.

In addition, the model uses mechanized package handling productivities from
USPS LR-I-88. These productivitiis were derived using MODS data. Some
unknown portion of the time spent recovering broken packages should be
accounted for in the MODS data as employees recovering broken packages
may be clocked into the mechanized package handling operation.

In addition, it is my understanding that any costs caused by the recovery of
broken packages should be accounted for in the aggregate mail processing

CRA costs.
In addition, the model uses a 10% bundle breakage rate that represents that

90% of packages within a given package handling activity continue to be
TWIuSPS-T25-2, page 3 O f 4
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handled as packages, regardless if some fraction of the 90% inadvertently
broke and were subsequently recovered.
For further illustration, consider a hypothetical situation where, within a given
package handling activity, 30% of packages break and the packages are not
recovered, 20% of packages break and the packages are recovered, and
50% of packages do not break. For this illustration, it is reasonable to use a

bundle breakage rate of 30%. Hence, 70%, the sum of the 20% and 50%, is
the percentage of packages that continues to flow as packages.
j.
c

Not confirmed. As the model considers the opening unit CRA cost pools’
(1OPBULK and IOPPREF) costs to be workshanng-related, both package
and piece handling activities proportionally incur opening unit costs.

TW/USPS-T25-2, page 4 of4
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TWIUSPS-1253. Footnote 1on the ‘Productivities” spreadsheet page in LR-1-90
gives Manprod.xls and Mechprod.xls in LR-1-86 as your sources for manual and
mechanized bundle sorting productivity rates.
a. Please confirm that your model assumes a manual bundle sorting productivity
rate of 178 bundles per manhour for both mixed ADC, ADC and 3-digit
containers. If not confirmed, please explain.
b. Please confirm that the manual bundle sorting productivity rates shown in
Manprod.xls are as follows:
(1) Outgoing Primary: 75.66 bundles per hour;

(2) ADC:

170.73 bundles per hour,

(3) Incoming Primary: 210.63 bundles per hour.
c

c. Please confirm, or explain if not confirmed. that a mixed ADC container
generally would go to an outgoing primary sort, an ADC container to an ADC
sort and a 3-digit container to an incoming primary sort.
d. Please confirm that the standard error estimated in Manprod.xls for the 75.66
outgoing primary productivity is 11.89.
e. Given that the purpose of your model was to determine the cost differential
between presort levels, are you not defeating that purpose by ignoring the
large differences in manual bundle sorting productivity between different
presort levels that is shown in LR-I-88?
f. Please confirm that according to LR-1-90 and LR-1-67 there are no mixed ADC
Periodicals pallets, or at least not any detectable number of such pallets, and
that mixed ADC bundle sorting of Periodicals therefore must refer to sacked
mail only. If not confirmed, please explain.
g. Is it possible that the fact that mixed ADC bundle sort operates on sacked
mail only, kquiring the frequent dumping of sacks and encountering more
bundle breakage, is the reason why the outgoing primary bundle sort
productivity appears to be so much lower than for the other presort levels?

RESPONSE:
a. Confirmed.

TWIUSPS-T25-3, page 1 of 3
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b. Confirmed. The Outgoing Primary manual package handling productivity is
developed based on one observation. Please refer to the worksheet entitled
‘Obseerations’in the workbook entitled ‘MANPROD.XLS’in the executable
file entitled 'Manus; Productivity.exe’in USPS LR-1-86 to determine the
number of observations by scheme.
c. Confirmed.
d. Confirmed. Please refer to my response to part (b) of this intemgatory.
Please refer to USPS LR-1-86, pages 8-1 1 for a discussion on developing
national estimates and standard errors for manual package handling
productivities.
e. Not using different manual package handling productivities does not, as the
question suggests, “defear the purpose of determining presortation-related
savings. The model captures presortation-related savings due to many
effects. These effects include the number of package handling activities, the
number of piece handling activities, the degree of bundle breakage, the costs
of specific package handling activities, and the costs of specific piece
handling activities.
Manual package handling productivities are one set of data among many that
may influence these effects. Different manual package handling
productivities can result in different presortation-related savings, but may
explain only part of the presortation-related savings.
Further, the differences in the reported manual package handlings
productivities were considered when designing the model. An average was
used for the following reasons:
TwrUSPS-T25-3. page 2 of 3
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-

There is one Outgoing Primary and three ADC observations. Hence, an
average in this case may provide a more reliable estimate.

-

Underlying activities within Outgoing Primary, ADC. and Incoming Primary
manual package handling operations are assumed to be reasonably
similar.

f. Confirmed. When USPS LR-1-87 data were collected, the Postal Service did
not allow preparation of Periodicals packages on MADC pallets. Further, the
Postal Service does not currently allow preparation of Periodicals packages
on MADC pallets.

g. It is possible that the theory presented in the question explains part of the
differences between manual package handling productivities. However, ADC
and Incoming Primary manual package handling activities also operate on
sacked mail. As such, the theory may not sufficiently explain the entire
differences between the Outgoing Primary, ADC, and Incoming Primary
manual package handling productivities. Moreover, the fact that there is only
one observation for the Outgoing Primary manual package handling
productivity may explain more of the difference.

TwlusPS-T253, page 3 of 3
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TWIUSPS-T25-4. Are you the witness to whom questions about the survey of
managers in selected facilities, described in LR-1-88, should be directed? If yes,
please answer the questions below. If no, identify the most knowledgeable
witness and direct these questions to that witness.
a. Were managers asked to state separately the degree to which mechanized
sorting was used for palletized flat mail and for sacked flat mail? Particularly,
if the policy in a given facility were [sic] to sort palletized Periodicals bundles
on an SPBS machine while taking sacked Periodicals to a manual opening
belt, did the survey provide an easy way for the manager to so indicate?

b. Did the survey ask managers to identify the particular SPBS or LIPS (Linear
Integrated Parcel Sorter) sorting schemes they apply to Periodicals andlor
Standard A flats bundles?
c. If your answer to any part of a or b above is positive, please identify the
relevant survey questions and provide a tabulation of the relevant responses.
d. Did this survey, or any other recent USPS survey, provide information
regarding the time it typically takes to set up (1) an SPBS or (2) a LIPS
machine for a new sorting scheme, e.g.. in order to switch from an ADC
scheme to an incoming primary (Wigit) scheme? If yes, please identify all
relevant questions asked and provide a tabulation of results.
e.

How many facilities. and which percent of total responding facilities with
SPBS or LIPS processing systems, specifically stated that they use these
systems for outgoing primary distribution of flats bundles?

f. Given the very small percent of Periodicals and Standard A flats bundles that
come in mixed ADC containers, the much greater depth of sort achieved with
an ADC or 3digit sort scheme, and the substantial delays involved in
switching a mechanized bundle sorting system from one scheme to another,
would it not be more efficient to take the small amount of mixed ADC
Periodicals and Standard A sacks to a manual sorting belt?

RESPONSE:
Yes, questions about the survey of flat package handling activities described in
USPS LR-1-88, Flats Bundle Study, should be directed to me.

TWluSPS-T25-4. page 1 of 3
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a. The survey did not explicitly ask for the degrees of mechanized handling for
palletized flats and for sacked flats. lt is conceivable that assumptions could
be made and combined with survey data to q u a n t i the degrees. As the
entire effort studied complex issues, the survey provided a reasonable means
for the survey respondent to indicate local sack and pallet handling policies.

b. Yes.
c. For part (a) of this interrogatory, the relevant study questions and forms in
USPS LR-1-88 are question 6 of the Operations Questionnaire (Blue Form)
located on page 20, the Identifying Container Flows (Yellow Form) ‘forms
located on pages 27-29. and Identifying Bundle Flows (Green Form) forms
located on pages 30-34. Please refer to my response to part (a) of this
interrogatory. Developing the tabulation would require making new and
currently undeveloped assumptions.
For part (b) of this interrogatory, the study’s cover letter (USPS LR-1-88, page
16) requested Endsf-Run reports. These reports are tabulated in the
Microsoft Excel file entitled ‘Final_Density.x/s’which is in the executable file
entitled ‘Densities and Breakage.exe’ on the diskette accompanying USPS
LR-1-88.
d. I am not aware of any surveys that provide such information.
e. It is my understanding that Outgoing Primary distribution of Periodicals and
Standard Mail (A) flats packages should be performed at concentration
centers, which are usually ADCs. Hence, 16 out of 27. or 59%, of responding
ADCs reported that they use mechanized processing systems for Outgoing
Primary distribution of Periodicals and/or Standard Mail (A) flats packages.
~w/usPS-T25-4.page 2 of 3
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Please refer to the worksheets entitled ‘Prop Mech’in the workbooks entiled
‘Periodica/s.x/s’and STDA.x/s’ in the executable file entitled ‘Number of
Hand/ings.exe’in USPS LR-1-88 to determine the number of responding
facilities that reported mechanized Outgoing Primary distribution.

f. Not necessarily. Though there is a very small percentage of Periodicals and
Standard Mail (A) flats packages that come in mixed ADC containers. these
packages may not be uniformly distributed amongst facilities. It is my
understanding that these varied package volumes may or may not justity
package handlings in mechanized operations. Factors such as volumes,
productivities, depth of sortation, space, and operating windows may affect
whether mechanized package handling operations are more efficient than
manual package handling operations.
Further, it is my understanding that large facilities may find it efficient to
process First-class, Priority. Periodicals, and Standard Mail (A) volumes on
the same mechanized Outgoing Primary scheme. Hence, this avoids any
potential “substantial delays involved in switching a mechanized bundle
sorting system from one scheme to another.” It would be necessary.
however, to sweep the containers.

~wiusPS-T25-4,page 3 of 3
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TW/USPS-T25-5. Please confirm that your mail flow model in LR-1-90 assumes
that bundles of regular rate Periodicals contain an average of 12.66 pieces, and
that you use the same number for all 47 of your scenarios and for both sacked
and palletized mail. Please also confirm that for nonprotit Periodicals you
assume 19.47 pieces per bundle for all scenarios and container types.
Additionally, please answer the following.

a. According to the mail characteristics study in LR-1-87, what is the average
number of pieces per bundle for palletized bundles of regular rate
Periodicals?
b. According to the mail characteristics study in LR-1-67, what is the average
number of pieces per bundle for sacked bundles of regular rate Periodicals?
c. According to the mail characteristics study in LR-1-87, what is the average
number of pieces per bundle for palletized bundles of nonprofit Periodicals?
d. According to the mail characteristics study in LR-1-87. what is the average
number of pieces per bundle for sacked bundles of nonprofit Periodicals?

RESPONSE:
Confirmed. USPS LR-1-90, Flats Mail Processing Cost Model, uses averages of
12.66 pieces per package and 19.47 pieces per package for Periodicals Regular
Rate and Nonprofit, respectively.
a. According to USPS LR-1-67 data, the average number of pieces per package
for palletiied packages of Periodicals Regular Rate mail is 13.82.
b. According to USPS LR-1-67 data, the average number of pieces per package
for sacked'packages of Periodicals Regular Rate mail is 11.00.
c. According to USPS LR-1-67 data, the average number of pieces per package
for palletized packages of Periodicals Nonproft mail is 20.36.
d. According to USPS LR-1-87 data, the average number of pieces per package
for sacked packages of Periodicals Nonprofit mail is 17.17.
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TW/USPS-T25-6. Please explain in as much detail as possible what your model
assumes happens and the cost consequences when bundles break.
Particularly:

a. Besides pieces in the broken bundle eventually being taken to a piece sorting
operation corresponding to the presort level of the bundle sorting operation,
does the bundle that breaks incur less, more or the same amount of handling
in the bundle sorting operation as bundles that do not break? If it incurs more
handling, what precisely are the extra handling steps in (1) a mechanized
operation and (2) a manual operation?
b. Do you assume that the individual pieces from a broken bundle will
sometimes end up being keyed individually on a SPBS or LIPS machine? If
yes, how often do you assume this occurs and how does it affect the SPBS or
LIPS productivity rate?
c. In a manual bundle sorting operation, what extra handlings do you assume
occur when a bundle breaks?
d. Did you or anyone else at the Postal Service analyze the typical standard
operating procedures regarding bundles that break at the time when the
survey was taken? I f yes, please describe the findings. Please also provide
all information you have regarding changes in operating procedures that may
affect costs in the test year.

RESPONSE:
My testimony incorporates inadvertent bundle breakage into the modeled mail
flow as an enhancement to witness Seckar's model methodology and construct
in Docket No. R97-1, USPS-T-26. This recognizes that packages do
inadvertently break, thereby causing incremental mail processing costs that vary
with respect to the degree of barcoding, piece machinability, package
presortation, and container presortation.
Please refer to my testimony (USPS-T-25) at page 12, at 19-23 and at page 16,
at 5-10, to my responses to TW/USPS-T25-2 (g), (h). and (i),and to my
responses to MPNUSPS-T25-6 (a) and (e) for additional insights/explanations.
TW/uSPS-T25-6, page 1 of 3
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USPS LR-1-90, Flats Mail Processing Cost Model, uses an estimated, average
bundle breakage rate of 10% found on the worksheet entitled Data.’ The model
applies the bundle breakage rate every time a package is handled. The model
also adjusts downward the mechanized package handling productivity to account

for individual pieces being keyed on the SPBS or LIPS machines. This is a linear
adjustment using the average bundle breakage rate (USPS LR-1-90, worksheet
entitled ‘Productivities’).
a. The cost model applies the equivalent amount of handling cosfin the package
handling operation to packages that do break as packages that do not break.
This is meant as a proxy of the incremental cost within the package handling
operation due to broken packages. The model does not explicitly differentiate
handling activities within package sorting operations for broken from intact
packages.
b. Yes, Iassume that individual pieces from broken packages will sometimes be
keyed individually on mechanized package handling equipment. This is
incorporated into the model by adjusting the mechanized productivities.
Please see my intmductory response to this interrogatory. This adjustment is

a simplified approach that estimates an effective packages per hour
productivity. This simplified approach does not make any explicit
assumptions regarding the frequency of individual pieces from broken
packages being keyed on SPBS or LIPS equipment.
c. The manual package handling data were collected by measuring the time it
took to effectively sort observed packages within a given package handling
activity, even if that sortation involved various or extra underlying movements
caused by broken packages. As such, the aggregate data account for any
various or extra underlying movements caused by broken packages. This
TWIUSPS-T25-6, page 2 of 3
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approach does not enumerate the type of various or extra underlying
movements.

d. I am not aware that anyone has performed analyses of the typical operating
procedures regarding packages that break at the time when the survey in
USPS LR-1-86 was taken.
Please refer to USPS-T-10 for a discussion on changes in operating
procedures that may affect test year costs. Further, I am,aware of some mail
make-up changes (either pending or recently promulgated) published in the
Federal Registerthat may affect test year costs. These mail make-up
changes include offshore pallets and combining automation and
nonautomation mail. For specific directions provided to the field as to the
procedure to follow for recovering packages that inadvertently break, please
refer to witness Kingsley's response to interrogatory MPNUSPS-TlO-6.

.-

TwRISPS-T25-6. page 3 of 3
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CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

1

2

Designated Cross Examination. Mr. Wiggins?
CROSS EXAMINATION

3

BY MR. WIGGINS:

4
5

Q

Mr. Yacobucci, I have put in your hands, two

6

copies of PostCom Interrogatory 9 to you.

7

look at that, please?

9
10
11

Can you take a

If I ask you that question today, would your

8

c

Is there any additional

answer be the same as that written answer?
A

Yes, it would.
MR. WIGGINS:

Mr. Chairman, I'm handing two copies

12

of this to the Reporter, and I ask that they be included in

13

the record as well.

14

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN: All right, it is so directed,

15

that Additional Designated Written Cross Examination is

16

received into evidence and transcribed into the record.

17

[Additional Designated Written

18

Cross Examination of David G.

19

Yacobucci, PostCom/USPS T-25-9 was

20

received into evidence and

21

transcribed into the record.]

22
23
24
25

RILEY & ASSOCIATES, LTD.
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PostCom/USPS-T25-9. Please refer to witness Kingsley's response to
PostcomlUSPS-TI0-9 (9-(i). In this response, witness Kingsley describes mail
flows for letters with several types of address problems and indicates that the
mail flow for flats with similar address problems would be similar although not
exactly the same.

For each mail flow described in witness Kingsley's response
(a)
to PostcomlUSPS-TI0-9(f)-(g), please indicate whether the flats cost
model contained in LR-1-90 explicitly models the mail flow or whether the
model simply takes the cost resulting from the address problem into
account through the use of a CRA adjustment factor.
RESPONSE:
a.

To the unknown extent that particular address problems affect the accept

rates, then USPS LR-1-90 explicitly models that portion of address
problems. Otherwise, USPS LR-1-90 accounts for any mail processing
costs caused by address problems via the CRA cost adjustments. Please
refer to my response to interrogatory PostComlUSPS-T25-7 for additional
explanations concerning address quality.
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CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN: Anyone else with Designated

1
r_

2

Written Cross Examination?
[No response.I

3

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

4

5

Designated Written Cross, then that moves us to oral cross

6

examination. Two participants have requested oral cross

7

examination, the Association for Postal Commerce, and the

8

Office of the Consumer Advocate.
Is there anyone else who wishes to cross?

9

MR. COSTICH: Mr. Chairman?

10
11

Ran Costich, OCA.

We

will not have oral cross for this witness.
CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN: Thank you, Mr. Costich. I want

12

c

If there is no Additional

13

to note that Time-Warner filed a notice reserving the right

14

to conduct followup cross examination. There are no

15

additional parties that wish to cross?

16

[No response.1

17

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN: Mr. Wiggins?

18

MR. WIGGINS:

19

BY MR. WIGGINS:

20

Q

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Yacobucci, I rudely declined to identify

21

myself when we exchanged papers there. My name is Frank

22

Wiggins, and I'm here for the Association for Postal

23

Commerce.

24
25

In your answer to MPA/USPS-T21-1 - - do you have
that handy?

RILEY & ASSOCIATES, LTD.
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[Pause.1

1
I

I

2

A

Yes.

3

Q

You were asked in Subpart D of that interrogatory,

4

what percentage of machinable flats is processed by manual

5

methods.
And in your response, you refer to Library

6
7

Reference 1-90, and make some suggestions about calculations

8

that can be made.
From the work sheet that I'm interested in, volume

9

c_

10

Standard-A Regular, see that in the second paragraph on the

11

second page of that answer?

12

A

Yes.

13

Q

Do you have hard copy of 1-90 with you?

14

A

Yes, I do.

15

Q

Do you have it handy?

I've got copies of the

16

couple of pages I want to refer to, if that would be

17

quicker.

18

A

I do have it.

19

Q

Okay.

20

I'm looking at the page 1 of 2 of the work

sheet, Volume Standard Mail-A Regular.

21

[Pause.I

22

MR. ALVERNO: Mr. Wiggins, could you give us a

23

24

25

page number for that?

MR. WIGGINS: My copy is not paginated.

I took it

off electronically, and the electronic version isn't

ANN RILEY & ASSOCIATES, LTD.
Court Reporters
1025 Connecticut Avenue, NW, Suite 1014
Washington, D.C. 2 0 0 3 6
(202) 842-0034
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1

paginated.

It's page one of two.

I

MR. ALVERNO:

2
3

know which page number you're on.
THE WITNESS:

4

5

MR. WIGGINS: The electronic age has both virtues
and vices, I guess.

vices, not just the electronic one.

10

MR. WIGGINS: We happen to be living in this one.

11

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN: I think we're kind of straddled

12

on the fence.
[Laughter.I

13
c

I apologize for that.

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN: All ages have virtues and

8

9

Within USPS-LRI-90, it is page 43 of

46 for Volume Standard Mail-A Regular.

6
7

Perhaps Mr. Yacobucci could let us

MR. WIGGINS:

14

15

that page, have it?
BY MR. WIGGINS:

16
17

Does everybody who needs to get to

Q

Mr. Yacobucci, could you describe for me, with

18

reference to the entries on these two pages, the calculation

19

that you would make to answer the question that was put to

20

you, what volume of - - what percentage of machineable flats

21

is processed by manual methods?
I didn't quite understand your explanation.

22

23

A

Referring to my response to MPA-USPS-T21-1,

24

Subpart D, it's my understanding that data do not exist in

25

order to develop those percentages for 1996 and for 1998.
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But projections for 2 0 0 1 , I refer to USPS-LRI-90,

1

2

the Flats Mail Processing Cost Model.
develops costs by modeling

3
4

mail flows across

5

Regular.

activities for Standard Mail-A,

6

One cannot determine the percentage of handlings

7

from these referenced volume pages which were pages 4 3 and

8

44,

in USPS-LRI-90.
It does answer the question of how much of the

9

10

mail within the Library Reference is machineable.
To calculate that, I would look at page 4 3 of 4 6 ,

11

12

look under the fifth column, which is the header of

13

machinability, and sum the sacked volumes and non-sacked

14

volumes which are, respectively, the

15

to total the volume that is considered machineable.
So that can answer the amount of mail that's

16
17
18

19

and ninth columns

machineable.

Q

In terms of

--

Let me ask you to pause there just for a moment,

if you don't mind.
If I sum actually down at the bottom of the sacked

20
21

volume total, there's a total. And down at the bottom of

22

the non-sacked volume column, there's a total.

23

A

Correct.

24

Q

And you're telling me that if I add those two

25

numbers together, I will have the number of machineable mail
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1

pieces; is that right?
A

2

43

4

If you add the two numbers on page 3 4 of 4 6

3

in the sacked volume and non-sacked volume, that is the

4

estimated population volume of flat shaped mail for Standard

5

Mail-A Regular.

6

Q

Okay. And then what do I do?

7

A

Okay, within the fifth column of machinability, we

8

determine which volumes are non-machineable and which ones

9

are machineable.
And if you sum the first row, which is Scenario 1,

10

c

No.

11

it’s non-machineable with a sacked volume of approximately

12

43

13

machinability column has machineable in it.

million; sum that with all the other rows, where the

That portion of the total is considered

14

15

machineable.

16

Q

The 4 3 million 671 is nonmachineable, is it not?

17

A

Correct. That is not machineable, correct.

18

Q

Okay.

19

So you want to combine that with all of the

other nonmachineable rows?

20

A

Correct.

21

Q

Okay. And having summed those numbers, I subtract

22

- - I compare that with the total that I have gotten from

23

summing the two numbers at the bottom of the sacked,

24

nonsacked columns, and that gives me the proportion of

25

nonmachineable?
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1

A

Correct.

2

Q

Thank you.

3

In your answer to PostCom/USPS-T25-4,

you were asked, in subpart (e) of that question, - - do you
have that?
A

Yes.

Q

You were asked in subpart (e) of that question,

for each activity that must be performed for rejected mail,

c

8

but need not be performed for mail that is not rejected,

9

please indicate whether LRI 90 models it, And you tell me

10

that LRI 90 does not explicitly decompose every imaginable

11

mail processing activity.

12

using CRA costs that comprise all flats, mail processing

13

costs, hence, the model takes into account any mail

14

processing costs caused by both accepted and rejected flats.

It does adjust modeled unit cost

Do I understand that correctly that I can't tell

15

16

the difference between the costs of rejected and nonrejected

17

flats, is that right, from LRI

18

A

90?

Though LRI 90 does not explicitly calculate the

19

cost of a rejected flat versus an accepted flat, it is

20

possible to look at the different activities of rejected

21

flats that are modeled using some of the assumed reject

22

flows in the model to perhaps estimate the cost of rejected

23

flats versus accepted flats.

24
25

But, once again, the purpose of the model was not
to calculate those costs specifically, it was to calculate
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work sharing related savings, mail processing costs, for
I

certain types of flats, but within that, there may be some
tools there, some input data which one could use to get
perhaps a reasonable approximation of those costs.

Q

Could you tell me what I would need to do

computationally to get that estimation?
A
8

9

are specifically looking for.

Q

The activities, the cost of the activities that

10

must be performed for rejected mail, but need not be

11

performed for mail that is not rejected.

12

-.

If you could repeat, please, what estimation you

A

Though not designed to calculate these specific

13

costs, once again, I would like to emphasize that there may

14

be some flows or some input data which can help us do that.

15

Some of that would be, please refer to USPS-T-25, page 24,

16

Table 4-2, reject flow.

17

Q

Okay, I have that.

18

A

What I would recommend at this point is to try to

19

identify the flow of rejected mail, identify the activities

20

that that mail goes across and use the cost data to assign

21

cost of activities from which you can then estimate the cost

22

of a rejected piece.

23

For instance, in you start with a machineable bar

24

coded flat, and you assume it is a mixed ADC, from a mixed

25

ADC package, from a mixed ADC container, it would enter at
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1

the outgoing primary bundle handling activity, which is the

2

mixed ADC in USPS LRI 90, incur that cost, which would be

3

the same whether or not the piece was rejected on the piece

4

distribution side, flow to an outgoing primary piece

5

handling.

6

processed on the 100. Some other portion will be processed

7

on other activities, based on coverage factors in the model

8

and capacity SOP factors in the model.

In this case, some portion of those would be

Assuming that it gets on the AFSM 100, due to

9

10

coverage factors and capacity, I think it would make sense

11

then if you are to put a cost to a reject, is to say, yes,

12

it rejected off the 100.
On page 8 of 46 in USPS LRI 90, the mail flow

13
14

model costs, there are some data which assigns cost to each

15

activity. Once you assign the cost to the 100, then, based

16

on this Table 4, which was in USPS-T-25, 50 percent of those

17

flats that are rejected would flow to the FSM 1000 activity

18

for keying, and 50 percent would flow to manual sortation,

19

which have costs as well in USPS LRI 90. And then they

20

would have subsequent downflow densities which are within

21

USPS

22

it is not clear if it rejects off the FSM 1000 as well, but

23

that would have to be an assumption that one could make and

24

put costs to those activities.

c_

25

LRI 90 and flow to other activities at that point, and

Q

So I would have to do the calculations that you
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1

have just described for each of the seven reject flows that

2

are described on Table 4-2 at page 24 of T - 2 5 , and then I

3

would have to make some additional assumptions about
rejection at the second level of machining where the piece
was machined?

And that is just the first step in the

process, right?
A

-

Well, to begin, you would need to frame the

8

question, or just understand what question we are really

9

trying to answer, because there are different types of flats

10

and they have different flows, even reject flows, as

11

mentioned in Table 4-2, page 24 of my testimony.

12

What I would recommend is to start with one

13

specific type of flat. What I mean by that is by the

14

precise scenario of work sharing attributes, at least what I

15

call work sharing attributes, within LRI 90, for example,

16

page 6 of 46 has every reasonable permutation of container

17

presort, bundle presort, bar coded and machinability

18

characteristics, and a rejected flat, whether or not it is

19

rejected more than once in processing, will have a different

20

cost if it came from a five digit package versus a mixed ADC

21

package, for instance.

22

So, I would start with identifying the benchmark,

23

if you will, the flat of interest, and flow it across

24

activities using data within LRI 90, assign cost to those

25

activities, and I believe that is a reasonable estimate of
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1
2

Q

My problem is that I am interested in all flats,

3

because PostCom has within its membership, people who have

4

all different kinds of flats, so that they are concerned

5

with the broader universe.

6

comfortably respond to an interest of that breadth, is that

7

fair?

8

9

I

the mail processing cost of a rejected flat.

A

And your data do not very

It is not a matter of comfortability. It is a

very large question, and to best answer chat, I think we

10

would need to frame some specifics first about what specific

11

kinds of flats we would like to cost using LRI 90.

12

there is a whole range of possibilities, that it is not easy

13

to give one rule of thumb for all possibilities. For

14

instance, once again, the cost of a rejected mixed ADC flat,

15

through the life of its mail processing, will be different

16

than the cost of a rejected flat from a five digit package,

17

over the life of its processing.

18

Q

And

Take a look at your answer to Time

19

Warner/USPS-T25-6,please, which in subpart (a) is asking

20

you a question about bundle breakage. And your answer says,

21

I am looking at your answer to subpart (a) in the first

22

sentence, "The cost model applies the equivalent amount of

23

handling costs in the package handling operation to packages

24

that do break as packages that do not break." That is to

25

say, you have measured the cost of bundle breakage, and you
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have applied it, I take, equally, across those pieces that
are in bundles that do break and those that are in bundles
that do not, is that right?

Do I read this correctly?

I am sorry, could you repeat the last part of your

A

question, please?

Q

Sure. Assume a bundle breakage cost of $100 for

two different bundles. One of them broke and one of them
8

didn't. HOW much cost is going to be added to each?

9

is not precisely the same question, but that is what I

10
11

-

That

meant.
A

When I was developing the cost analysis, I could

12

not determine the specific costs of bundle breakage within

13

specific activities. In my response to Time Warner-6,

14

subpart (a), that is really getting at package handling

15

activity, for instance, a small parcel and bundle sorter

16

activity.

17

of how much of that activity's cost was caused by bundle

18

breakage or caused by just sorting a bundle.

19

I could not disaggregate that into its components

However, using a MOD'S productivity and other

20

input data, I can determine the activity cost for that small

21

parcel and bundle sorter, which is inclusive of loading,

22

keying, sweeping, et cetera. As such, in my mail processing

23

model, LRI 9 0 , when bundles are entered in, for example,

24

just say a mixed ADC sack, a mixed ADC container, and they

25

incur a package handling cost, which they would if they were
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1

five digit packages or three digit packages, for example, I

2

would assign a cost to that package handling activity to

3

those bundles, or pieces in those bundles.
In developing this model, I was also aware that

4

As such, I thought it

5

bundles break, or prematurely break.

6

was reasonable to assign that same activity cost of package

7

handling to, once again, for example, a five digit package

8

in the mixed ADC sack that happened to prematurely break.
So, as stated in my response to the interrogatory

9
10

Time Warner-6-(a), I applied the equivalent amount of

11

handling cost, which my example was the small parcel and

12

bundle sorting activity cost, to the mail that continues to

13

flow as bundles which would incur additional package

14

handling costs, as well as to the pieces from broken bundles

15

that, in the model, flow to the piece distribution, or flow

16

to piece distribution at that point.

17

Q

Let me try and understand this.

I understand that

18

there is a great complexity in your model and I am not

19

trying to oversimplify it, but let's start out with those

20

two bundles that have come in mixed ADC sack, I think you

21

told me, and are going to have some processing before they

22

reach the destination delivery unit.

23

One of those two bundles suffers breakage at the

24

very first sortation, okay?

That breakage, if I understood

25

you right, is part of the handling cost that you are going
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1

to assign to, on the one side, a bundle, and on the other

2

side, a bunch of pieces that used to constitute a bundle, is

3

that correct?

4

A

Yes.

5

Q

And the cost

6

--

there is a cost associated with

that bundle breakage, is that correct?

7

A

Yes.

8

Q

And we take that cost and we divide it into two

9

parts, one of which is assigned to the bundle that remained

10

intact - - two equal parts - - one of which is assigned to the

11

bundle which remained intact and one of which is distributed

12

among the pieces that used to constitute the bundle that

13

broke.

14

A

Is that right, too?

It is not disaggregating the package handling

15

costs into two different costs, one which is applied to

16

intact bundles and the other one that is to broken packages.

17

Both packages incur a package-handling and USPS

18

LRI 90 assigns the same cost, which is a package handling

19

cost based on specific productivities and wage rates and

20

other input data, applies that same package handling cost to

21

both, even though the path those pieces take are different.
The - -

22

Q

Okay.

23

A

Or subsequent path that they take are different.

24

Q

Precisely because of the breakage event, correct?

25

A

Absolutely.
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-

1

Yes.

So though the two bundles really have two

2

different actual costs if you were able to follow along

3

behind them and measure costs at every point of handling

4

that they occasion, you take the aggregate of those two

5

different costs, put it together, and then break it back

6

apart and assign it to the two different bunches of mail, is

7

that right?

8

A

9

10

-

Q

I think my approach is very reasonable, even

though technically every single bundle may arguably incur
distinct costs, whether they are broken or not.

11

Q

Mr. Yacobucci, I am not arguing - -

12

A

Right.

13

Q

--

with the reasonableness of your approach.

I am

14

trying to understand your approach. Did I describe it

15

correctly?

16

A

Could you repeat that description, please?

17

Q

Sure. What you have got, you have got these two

18

bundles that enter the mailstream.

19

okay?

--

One of them breaks,

the other one remains intact.

20

The fact of that breakage you just testified to

21

me, I believe, means that the broken bundle or the pieces

22

that used to constitute broken bundle, are going to have a

23

different mail processing path than the bundle intact, is

24

that correct?

25

A

That is correct.
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1

And because of the difference in the path that is

2

occasioned by that bundle breakage, broken bundle pieces are

3

going to have different handling costs as they proceed

4

through the mailstream than the intact bundle, is that

5

correct?

6

A

Yes, and that is modeled in USPS LRI-90 as well.

7

Q

Is it modeled in a fashion that assigns a

8

different handling cost to broken bundle pieces than to

9

intact bundle pieces?

10

-

Q

A

Within the original package handling activity in

11

which the example package broke, they would incur the same

12

cost in LRI-90, but subsequent costs as we are discussing

13

would certainly be different for those pieces.

14

Q

I'm sorry, I was imprecise. I meant just at that

15

initial handling stage. Their costs will be different in

16

the real world but in the model they will be assigned the

17

same cost?

18

A

Correct.

19

Q

Okay.

Take a look at your answer to PostCom

20

Number 9 to you, PostCom/USPS-T25-9,the one that I just

21

handed you earlier today. Do you have that?

22

A

Yes.

23

Q

I think your answer here is sort of a particular

24

application of the process that we just talked through, but

25

let me be sure I understand it.
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To the unknown extent that particular addressed

problems affect the accept rates, then LRI-90 models that
portion of addressed problems, and what kind of threw me on
that one, you are earlier talking about what I conceive to
be sort of an averaging process, the process that you and I
just talked through with the two bundles.
Here you are saying to the unknown extent that
8

problems affect something they are modeled, and I am saying

9

to myself, golly, self, how can you model something that is

10
11

,-..

unknown?
A

Can you help me with that?
Absolutely.

LRI-90 explicitly takes into account

12

rejected flats and at that level it is not an unknown.

It

13

uses accept rates quantitatively derived from MODS data.

14

The accept rates are in USPS LRI-90, page 3 3 of 46, accept

15

rates.
What is not known are the particular

16

17

characteristics of mail that account for or explain why one

18

accept rate is, for example, 93 percent and why another is

19

99.7 percent.
At that level of data, it is known and modeled

20
21

that there would be subsequent handlings due to those

22

rejected mail.

23

rates or accept rates can be explained by particular, as in

24

PostCom T25-9 address problems.

25

Q

It is not clear how much of those reject

So that the piece of mail that is not accepted
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1

because of address problems is in the cost modeling that you

2

do treated the same as a piece of mail that is not accepted

3

for some other reason, is that correct?

4

not accepted pieces of mail and all not accepted pieces of

5

mail are equal?

6

I

A

You have got two

I think that is a fair representation. I use one

7

accept rate or one set of accept rates and it does not

8

do not decompose that into specific types of mail.

--

9

Q

Such as mail that has address quality problems?

10

A

Correct.

11

Q

Look at MPA/USPS-T25-5, would you please?

12

A

Yes.

13

Q

It is asking you to divide all periodicals into

I

14

two groups, palletized - - well, nonsacked equals palletized

15

is what I read your answer here to say, is that right, for

16

periodicals?

17

A

Yes.

18

Q

In LRI 9 0 , there are the columns that you talked

19

to u s about a little bit earlier, one of which is nonsacked.

20

You could have used the term "palletized" there instead of

21

"nonsacked, is that right?

22

A

Correct.

23

Q

The same thing true of Standard A regular?

24

A

Correct.

25

MR. WIGGINS:

Thank you, Mr. Yacobucci.
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1

further questions.
CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN: Did I understand you to say you

2

3

were done just now?

4

MR. WIGGSNS: Yes.

5

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN: You said it so quietly, I

6

wasn't sure.
MR. WIGGINS:

7

8
9

10
11

c

I slink softly into the night, Mr.

cbairman.
CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

That was Monday.

Hopefully, we

won't be here slinking tonight.
Are there any follow-up questions?

12

[No response.1

13

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN: If there none, then are there

14

15

questions from the bench?

Commissioner LeBlanc.

COMMISSIONER LeBLANC: Mr. Yacobucci, just one

16

clarification. In your colloquy with Mr. Wiggins, you did

17

say that you figured those reject rates actually as a

18

percentage of the bundled break apart as well as just

19

normally being

20

you figured a certain percentage, a locked-in percentage for

21

the rejected amount.

22

--

in other words, bundled versus breakage,

I couldn't find it in LRI 90.

THE WITNESS:

I think there may be two issues

23

there, one is a package breakage rate, and the other is a

24

reject rate, and it is not clear to me how they relate to

25

each other in your question.
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COMMISSIONER LeBLANC:

1

2

either.

That is what I am trying to understand.
THE WITNESS:

3

Okay. USPS LRI 90 makes an

4

enhancement to the R97 model by trying to incorporate bundle

5

breakage.

6

incorporates inadvertent bundle breakage into the modeled

7

mail flow. The model assigns a bundle handling cost to the

8

broken bundle and subsequently flows the pieces to the piece

9

distribution scheme comparable to the bundle handling scheme

10

12

In USPS-T-25, page 12, lines 19 to 23, the model

in which the bundle broke.
Within USPS LRI 90, in page 27 of 46, the data

11

-

It is not clear to me

worksheet,

--

13

COMMISSIONER LeBLANC: That was 27 through?

14

THE WITNESS:

15

COMMISSIONER LeBLANC: Thank you.

16

THE WITNESS: There is a bundle breakage cell of

17

10 percent which is the model's estimate of the percentage

18

of packages that break, lose presort and go to the

19

comparable piece processing scheme at which the bundle

20

broke.

21

example, mixed ADC sack, ideally, it would maintain the

22

integrity of the five digit package and be handled as

23

bundles until the incoming secondary piece distribution.

24

25

Page 27 of 46, in USPS LRI 90.

For instance, if it was a five digit package in, an

One out of 10 of those bundles are going to break
from the mixed ADC package handling, and those pieces, in
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1

the model, flow to an outgoing primary piece scheme as they

2

lost package integrity, and then incur those costs of the

3

downflow piece handlings.

I

In terms of reject rates, in the piece

4

5

distribution side of the model, those pieces, as well as all

6

pieces, incur these average accept rates or reject rates,

7

and which may entail a subsequent handling in another

8

operation. Those accept rates are in USPS LRI 90, page 33

9

of 46.
So, for example, if that five digit package

10

11

prematurely lost integrity from a mixed ADC sack, went to an

12

outgoing primary piece distribution handing, and it was

13

processed on a 100, M 100, and it was non-bar coded, based

14

on the accept rates in LRI 90,

15

would stay

16

piece distribution handling. Whereas, three out of those

17

100 would flow in the model according to Table 4-2, reject

18

flow in USPS-T-25, page 24, according to t h e A R 3 100,

19

non-bar coded rejects. Half would gonl,OOO keying at the

20

scheme and half would go to manual at the same scheme

h6M

23
24
25

out of 100 of those flats

would be accepted in the outgoing primary

m

F

COMMISSIONER LeBLANC: Thank you very much for

21
22

--

97

that.

It breaks it down good. Thank you.
CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

Is there any follow-up to the

response to Commissioner LeBlanc's question?

MR. WIGGINS:

I do have - -
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CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN: I am sorry, I apologize. One
I

I didn't know anyone else had questions

of my colleagues

--

from the bench.

Commissioner Covington.

COMMISSIONER COVINGTON: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Yacobucci, I had a couple of concerns and/or
questions I would like to direct to you this morning.

In

your testimony, USPS-T25, with regard to bundles, and I

-

8

think we all are quite aware of the fact that some of the

9

time the bundles may or may not be adequately prepared when

10

they, you know, get to the Postal system itself, but I think

11

you arrived at a 10 percent assumption that that can or

12

could be expected. In the event that that 10 percent number

13

is higher, what effect would that have on the overall, I

14

guess, the overall numbers that you came up with in your

15

study as far as the bundle composition itself?

16

THE WITNESS:

As mentioned, LRI-90 uses a

17

ten-percent assumption which is based on qualitative

18

responses from in-plant support personnel to LRI-88, the

19

Flats Bundle Study.

20

If that number was to change, holding all things

21

else constant, LRI-90, the Flats Mail Processing Cost Model

22

would show that if bundled breakage went to zero, for

23

example, it would - - the modeled costs would decrease from

24

the ten percent assumption cost.

25

Once again, LRI-90, in terms of modeling bundle
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breakage, assigns the package handling costs to those
bundles, and of those bundles that break, those pieces lose
presort and incur the piece-handling costs.
As it turns out, within the model, holding all
things else constant, those piece-handling costs, according
to the model, are higher than if that bundle maintained
integrity.
8

9
10

I

I would assume as well, that if the ten-percent
increased, that the opposite would be true.
COMMISSIONER COVINGTON:

Okay.

This morning, I

11

was looking over other aspects of your testimony. Can you

12

describe for me or tell me what a true container is?

13

We know that depending on how you optimize

14

containerization, that can have a lot to do with cost

15

reduction; am I correct?

16

THE

WITNESS:

Absolutely.

Within mail processing,

17

because containerization does have an effect on

18

transportation, of which I'm not an expert on, regarding

19

mail processing costs and within the scope of this model, a

20

container is either a sack or a pallet, effectively.

21
22
23

COMMISSIONER COVINGTON: And not a tray?

What

impact would - - what's sack, pallet, and not a tray?
THE

WITNESS:

Within the model, LRI-90, it really

24

looks at presortation level of the container. And that is

25

one of many factors that can determine mail processing
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costs.
For instance, a five-digit pallet would be
expected to have a lower mail processing cost, mail on a
five-digit pallet, than mail in an ADC pallet - - I should
say, that same mail, if it had to be sorted as bundles from
an ADC pallet, because it incurs incremental bundling
7

handlings that it would not have incurred due to the pallet

8

movement.
Within periodicals and Standard A , the model does

9

10

differentiate sacked and pallet volumes because they have

11

different eligibility rules in determining the rate category

12

average costs.
However, once flats are taken off these sacks and

13

-

14

pallets and processed as pieces, they do go into to tubs and

15

those costs of handling those tubs are reflected, at a

16

minimum, in the CRA mail processing cost benchmark in

17

LRI-90.
COMMISSIONER COVINGTON:

18

Okay. When the bundles

19

break, I feel quite sure that you all have to rehandle them,

20

correct?

21
22
23

THE WITNESS:

We have to handle the pieces or

bundles at some point, yes.
COMMISSIONER COVINGTON: Okay, did you or has

24

anybody forthcoming, looked at the costs involved in that,

25

or was that not your area of expertise as for the
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preparation of your testimony here?
THE WITNESS:

I can try.

COMMISSIONER COVINGTON: All right, give it a
shot.
THE WITNESS: At the time of developing and
preparing my testimony, the main focus was to look at
package handling costs, piece handling costs, and put them
together to isolate bar code-related savings, and look at
9

10

presortation-related savings.
As that has taken most of my time and attention

&/L

11

over the past several months, I

12

looking at this other issue you mention.

13
14

e not have as much time

However, dealing with this in terms of my
testimony, those issue do come up or have come up.

I

15

And I know there are some current groups within

16

the Postal Service that are interested in identifying

17

raising and resolving some issues regarding bundle breakage.

18

COMMISSIONER COVINGTON: Okay, speaking of that,

19

not so much as it relates to bundle breakage, but when was

20

the most recent study or when was the last study you can

21

recall that was done on interclass impact as far as your

22

processing costs of flat-shaped mail i s concerned?

23

I'm saying that the testimony that you provided,

24

is that the most recent data that I should be led to believe

25

has been done?

Is this an ongoing process?
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THE WITNESS:

In terms of computing unit volume

variable costs, mail processing costs for flat-shaped mail,
this is the most current analysis that I'm aware of by
specific characteristics of the flats, specifically by
presortation level, by automation, by machinability.
COMMISSIONER COVINGTON: Okay, you mentioned
transportation, and I would imagine that when it comes down
8

to once the mail pieces, mind you, have gone through the

9

process, particular the automation process.
And you also, I guess, maybe alluded to the fact

10
11

that you wasn't the person that could talk about

12

transportation costs.
But I would imagine, as far as cubic capacity is

13

-

14

concerned, and if the bundles either adequately prepared, or

15

you have to go back and rehandle them, how does the

16

utilization of this figure off into the compilation of your

17

testimony here today, or how would that figure into your

18

testimony here today?
THE WITNESS:

19

Transportation issues and costs are

20

outside the purpose and scope of my testimony. The purpose

21

of my testimony is mail processing costs for flat-shaped

22

mail.

23
24

25

So I am not comfortable nor prepared to talk about

transportation issues or costs at this time.
COMMISSIONER COVINGTON: Okay, then, let me ask
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you this, then, Mr. Yacobucci: Would it be fair or what
would you say to a contention that may have probably may
continuously be made that as it relates to the compilation
and the examining of mail profits and costs, that there may
be equipment onhand or equipment that you all have within
the system that sometime is not fully utilized?
THE WITNESS:

Specifically, LRI-90 models mail

processing costs with the expected operations and
9
10

-

utilization in the test year, 2001.
So within that cost model, there are coverage

11

factors which have assumptions about equipment deployments,

12

about access to the machines, as well as some capacity SOP

13

factors which help determine whether or not flats are

14

actually processed on the machines within the model.

15

And it is my understanding that that's the

16

17

snapshot of flats processing in the test year.

Also, any costs or savings in the test year

18

regarding mail processing are accounted for in the CRA

19

benchmark costs for flats in the LRI-90.

20

COMMISSIONER COVINGTON: Okay, well, what I would

21

like to do is commend you, sir, for your responses.

22

to note that I'm quite pleased to see you off and running,

23

by virtue of the fact that this is your first time

24

testifying before this Commission or any Commission.

25

I have

I'd like to thank you for your cooperation.
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1

That's all, Mr. Chairman.

.
I

2
3

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN: It appears that other of my
colleagues now have questions.
COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY: Thank you.
CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

Commissioner Goldway?

COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY:

I just wanted to clarify.

So in the test year, your numbers also include the ten
8

9

percent bundle breakage factor?
THE WITNESS:

Yes.

The flats mail

cost

10

model, LRI-90, only calculates test year mail processing

11

costs, and that incorporates the ten-percent bundle breakage

12

assumption.

13

COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY: Do you know if the current

14

bundle breakage is the same rate, or is that forecast to be

15

an improvement?

16

THE WITNESS:

When I was developing the model, I

17

used the best available information at the time, and that

18

was qualitative responses from in-plant support personnel.

19

And based on their responses, I estimated ten

20

percent at the time. Since then, I am aware of some results

21

from an MTAC package integrity group that has different

22

bundle breakage percentages for sacks, for pallets, and that

23

is different than j u s t my average ten percent, I believe.

24
25

And I think that's a fair snapshot of where we are
today. In terms of the future, I know this is a very
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important issue to the Postal Service and to all
stakeholders, and it's getting attention and we're looking
into it, or least I have participated in looking at it as
well, trying to raise or identify, raise, and hopefully
resolve some of these issues.
COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY:

So the 10 percent was your

7

best guess as to the current operational pattern given the

8

information you had received from your qualitative study.

9

It was not adjusted for some future cost savings in the test

10
11

year?
THE WITNESS:

It was my understanding of today,

12

based on qualitative responses, yes, from in-plant support

13

personnel, that I projected to the test year.

14

COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY: At the same rate as current

15

breakage levels, or did you say we're going to have fewer

16

breakages in the year 2 0 0 1 ?

17
18

THE WITNESS: At the time, I used the same rate as
current, at the time of developing this testimony, yes.

19

COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY: Thank you.

20

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

You said a moment ago that

21

something was a fair snapshot, and I'm wondering whether you

22

meant that your ten percent figure is a fair snapshot or the

23

MTAC figure which you alluded to but did not assign any

24

digits to, any integers to, is a fair snapshot? What's the

25

fair snapshot?
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THE WITNESS: As used in LRI 90, it uses only one
bundle breakage rate for sacks and pallets, and I think the
assumed ten percent is reasonable and would be close to
averaging the MTAC data for one bundle breakage rate;
however, the MTAC bundle breakage rate was based on field
visits and observing packages as they enter small parcel and
bundle sorters, collected data, and they differentiated it
8

between sacks and pallets, as well as collected some - - a

9

rate of the packages that were broken as well as the rate of

10

those packages that were, quote, "suspect."
So if one were to do an analysis - - if I were to

11

12

do the analysis using one bundle breakage rate, I think on

13

average, the numbers are similar. If one were to change the

14

bundle breakage assumptions, then I would believe, because

15

it's newer data, that the MTAC bundle breakage data has some

16

merit.
CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

17

You responded to a question

18

just a moment ago from my colleague, Commissioner Goldway,

19

and I thought I understood something, but after your

20

response, perhaps I don't understand.
You've got

21
22

--

you've developed some test year

costs?

23

THE WITNESS: Yes.

24

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

25

Okay. And you had some base

year costs. Now, you just developed test year costs.
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1

2

I have some data from the

base year or historical data.

3

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

4

what the base year cost is, we think.

5

that the ten percent bundle breakage was assumed in the base

6

year, or something to that effect, when you responded to my

7

colleague?

8
9
10
11

12
13

-

THE WITNESS: Correct.

Now, we sort of kind of know
I thought you said

THE WITNESS: Correct. That was based on I
believe 4 9 responses from

--

qualitative responses from

in-plant support personnel.
CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN: And the assumed level of
breakage in the test year is?
THE WITNESS:

At the time of my analysis, I

14

assumed it was going to be the same.

15

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

So you don't think the Postal

16

Service is going to have less bundle breakage between the

17

test year and, therefore, perhaps less of those piece costs

18

to distribute from broken bundles in the test year than they

19

had in the base year?

20

THE WITNESS:

Since the development of the

21

testimony, I know it has become an important issue to the

22

Postal Service. As such, there are groups looking at it,

23

and I would expect now that we will raise and identify some

24

issues and hopefully resolve them and decrease bundle

25

breakage in the test year.

1025
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CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN: So here we sit on the 13th of
I

April, we've got seven months less a day until we have to
issue a decision, and you say that there is some new
information that indicates that perhaps there's going to be
some improvement, and not to be cute about this, but one of
the things we heard from the joint task force was that
pallets were being dumped from a high level in the bins and
that, you know, bundles were breaking perhaps unnecessarily,
9

and that maybe you'll put some cushions in the bins or drop

10

them from a lower height. And again, I really don't mean to

11

be cute; I ' m just trying to simplify, you know, a particular

12

fact situation that was laid out for us.

13

be some improvements and there's going to be less breakage

14

than you had previously assumed in both the base year and

15

the test year.

16

There are going to

Do you know, since you're the witness that deals

17

with this, whether we're going to receive some supplemental

18

testimony from the Postal Service that portends some cost

19

avoidances associated with less bundle breakage in the test

20

year and, if so, when we might see that?

21

THE WITNESS:

I am not certain.

I am aware that

22

it is currently being looked at, but I'm not aware of any

23

final results at this point or when they're expected to be

24

finalized. I know there's an MTAC package integrity group

25

that is looking at this, and I believe they were planning on
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1

having some results in June, but I am not certain about

2

that.
CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

3

-

If it's an MTAC group, as I

4

understand the make up of MTAC groups, they generally have

5

participation not only from industry, but also direct

6

participation of Postal officials, employees, what have you.

7

is it reasonable to assume that whatever the conclusion is

8

of the group will have the imprimatur of the Postal Service

9

on it?
I believe that's reasonable, yes.

10

THE WITNESS:

11

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

12

Are there any further questions from the bench?

13

Mr. Wiggins, you had some follow-up questions. I

14

hope you can still remember them.
MR. WIGGINS:

15

BY MR. WIGGINS:

17

19

I took a note.

FURTHER CROSS EXAMINATION

16

18

Okay. Thank you.

Q

The MTAC number, Mr. Yacobucci, was 17 percent for

mailing sacks, was it not?

20

A

I believe - -

21

Q

Bundle breakage.

22

A

I believe that number for bundle breakage was

23

first handlings. What I mean by that is the first time the

24

mails entered into the system.

25

Q

Right.

I think the record reflects it.
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1

designated the interrogatory that had that letter attached

2

to it.
At the end of your discussion with Commissioner

3
4

LeBlanc, you had traced the flow through the Postal Service

5

systems of a piece of mail or pieces of mail, and I believe

6

that you had got it down to its final sortation before

7

getting to the destination delivery unit.

8

do you recall that?

9

think that's what the record will reflect.

You may not have made a note, but I

11

if you would, at the last sortation before you hit the

12

destination delivery unit, now, in most instances, that

13

would be an incoming secondary sortation, would it not?

14

--

Assuming for purposes of my discussion with you,

10

-

I don't know

A

It is my understanding that in all instances, it

15

would be an incoming secondary piece sort for non-carrier

16

route packaged mail, and some of that may occur at the

17

destinating delivery unit.

18
19

Q

But generally not; isn't that right?

If it's

machineable, generally not?

20

A

I don't know the answer to that.

21

Q

Okay.

What you said was that at that final

22

sortation, 50 percent would be run over machines and 50

23

percent would be handled manually.

24

correctly?

25

A

Did I note that

In USPS LRI 90, page 27 of 46, the data worksheet,
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footnotes - - or notes 12 through 14 are attached to incoming
secondary machine/manual factors by class for first class,
periodicals and standard mail A.

Of the mail that has

access to and is eligible for, for example, the FSM 881, and
5

this was standard mail A flat, 50 percent of that pool would

6

be handled on the machine at incoming secondary and 50

7

percent would be sent to manual operations, some of which

8

may be in the plant, some of which may be in the delivery

9

unit.

10

Q

Okay. And that's in the test year?

11

A

Correct.

12

Q

And that's just about what you have today, isn't

13

-

it?

Do you know?

A

14

I do not know, but these data, combined with other
once again, coverage factors and capacity factors - -

15

data

16

are used to project the degree of handlings by activity, and

17

I don't know how that compares to today specifically.

18

--

Q

Accept with me, subject to what I hope and trust

19

will be MS. Kingsley's confirmation a little bit later on in

20

the day, that it is about what you have today, it's about 50

21

percent machine, about 50 percent manual, and explain to me,

22

if you know, why that should be true when there's one really

23

important thing going to happen between today and the test

24

year, and that's called the deployment of the AFSM 100.

25

Does your model purport to take into account the deployment
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of the AFSM loo?

A

It does.

Q

273 machines out there in the field for the

entirety of the test year, is that what your model assumes?
Though I do not have the specific number in the

A

test year for mail processing cost modeling, I assume that
they are fully deployed and that these costs, based on the
8

assumptions in the model, are representative and reliable of

9

flats mail processing in the test year and beyond.

Q

10

11

All of the phase 1 purchase AFSMs are going to be

out there for all of the test year, right?

12

A

That's what my model assumes, yes.

13

Q

And yet, subject again to confirmation from MS.

14

Kingsley of the situation today - - let me put it a different

15

way.

We don't need to worry yet about Ms. Kingsley.
Are you able to explain why it is that with all of

16
17

these fancy new machines out there in the field, you've got

18

50 percent of the flats at the incoming secondary level

19

being handled manually?

20

that?

21

A

Do you have an explanation for

Does your model have an explanation for that?
I understand there are a variety of factors that

22

lead to that practice, but I am not comfortable talking

23

about the operations.

24
25

MR. WIGGINS:

I appreciate that and understand it,

and I have nothing further.
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Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

Is there any additional

follow-up?

I

4

[No response.I

5

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

If there is none, that brings

6

us to redirect. Mr. Alverno, would you like some time with

7

your witness?

8

MR. ALVERNO:

Please, Mr. Chairman.

9

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN: Why don't we go for 1 5 minutes

10

and we'll make it our mid-morning break, for at five after

11

the hour, we'll reconvene.

12

[Recess.1

13

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

14

MR. ALVERNO:

15

Mr. Alverno, redirect?

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. We would

decline the opportunity for redirect.

16

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN: There is no redirect.

17

being the case, Mr. Yacobucci, that completes your testimony

18

here today.

19

That

We appreciate your appearance and your

20

contributions to the record. We want to thank you. You

21

know, you have earned your badge, having been here the first

22

time, and I expect we will see you in the future. Thank you

23

again, and you are excused.

24

THE WITNESS:

Thanks.

25

[Witness excused.I
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CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

Ms. Duchek, whenever you are

ready.
MS. DUCHEK:

The Postal Service calls Linda

Kingsley .
CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

We'll give everybody a moment

to shuffle papers around at the witness table.
Whereupon,
LINDA A. KINGSLEY,

8
9

a witness, was called for examination by counsel for the

10

U.S. Postal Service and, having been first duly sworn, was

11

examined and testified as follows:
CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

12

13

Please be seated. Ms. Duchek,

whenever you are ready.
DIRECT EXAMINATION

14

BY MS. DUCHEK:

15
16

Q

Would you please state your name for the record?

17

A

Linda Kingsley.

18

Q

Ms. Kingsley, I am about to hand you two copies of

19

a document entitled Direct Testimony of Linda A. Kingsley on

20

behalf of the United States Postal Service, designated as

21

USPS-T-10.
Are you familiar with that document?

22
23

A

Yes, I am.

24

Q

Was it prepared by you or under your supervision?

25

A

Yes, it was.
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1

2

3
4

Q

If you were to testify orally today, would that

still be your testimony?
A

Yes, it would be.
MS. DUCHEK:

Mr. Chairman, I am going to hand the

5

reporter two copies of the direct testimony of Linda A.

6

Kingsley on behalf of United States Postal Service,

7

USPS-T-10, and I ask that they be entered into evidence.

8

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

9

[No response.1

10

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

Is there any objection?

Hearing none, counsel will

11

provide two copies of the testimony of Witness Kingsley to

12

the Court Reporter.

13

and will not be transcribed into the record.

The testimony is received into evidence

14

[Direct Testimony and Exhibits of

15

Linda A. Kingsley, USPS-T-10, was

16

received into evidence.]

17

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN: Ms. Kingsley, have you had an

18

opportunity to examine that rather large package of

19

designated written cross examination that was made available

20

to you earlier today?

21

THE WITNESS: Yes, I have.

22

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

If those questions were asked

23

of you today, would your answers be the same as those you

24

previously provided in writing?

25

THE WITNESS:

Yes, with the exception of we

ANN RILEY & ASSOCIATES, LTD.
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included some revisions that we had already filed that were
not showing up in the package, Time Warner-l(d)( 2 ) - - we had
changed that response; Time Warner-6

--

there was an

attachment substituted that was more readable, there was no
change in the substance; and then ANM-10, revised attachment
that we had also filed; and then we made one change to
PostCom-8(c) and (d)
8
9

10
11
12

--

MS. DUCHEK:

it just changed a clerk level.
Mr. Chairman, the PostCom change is

wr.itten into the packets.
CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN: Am I correct in assuming that
the parties are aware of the changes that have been made?
MS. DUCHEK:

The parties should be aware of all of

13

the changes with the exception of the PostCom one that she

14

just described.

15

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN: All righty. Well, we will

16

leave it to the PostCom people to make sure that they

17

familiarize themselves with that one.

18

Counsel, if you would please provide two copies of

19

the corrected designated written cross examination of

20

Witness Kingsley to the reporter, the material will be

21

received into evidence and transcribed into the record.

22

[Designation of Written

23

Cross-Examination of Linda A.

24

Kingsley was received into evidence

25

and transcribed into the record.]
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Rate and Fee Changes, 2000

Docket No. R2C

1

DESIGNATIONOF WRITTEN CROSS-EXAMINATION
OF UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
WITNESS LINDAA. KINGSLEY
(USPS-T-IO)

lnterroaatories
Advo. Inc.

ADVOIUSPS-TI 0-1-3
MPNUSPS-T10-8, 11-20
NAAIUSPS-T10-1. 3-7, 12, 14-17. 22a-c
VP-CWIUSPS-T10-1, 5-6, 8

Alliance of Nonprofit Mailers

ANMIUSPS-T10-1-3, 5-6, 9-10, 12-16, 18, 20-27,
29-30, 32a-c, 33-47
DMNUSPS-T10-12, 16, 53
NNNUSPS-T10-8, 10-11
PostComIUSPS-TI04

Association for Postal Commerce

AAPIUSPS-TI0-8
ANMIUSPS-T10-1-3. 5,10, 14, 16, 20-22, 24, 2930,4145
DMNUSPS-TI 0-53-54, 59
MHIUSPS-T10-1-2, 5 , 8
MPAIUSPS-T10-3-6
NAA/USPS-T10-1,4,8, 10-11, 13, 15, 18
PostComlUSPS-TI0-2-10
PostComIUSPS-T25-4a-d, g-i redirected to T I 0
TWIUSPS-TI0-1
UPSIUSPS-TIO-10, 12

Association of American Publishers

AAPIUSPS-TIO-1-3, 5-7, 9-12, 14-15

Association of Priority Mail Users, Inc.

APMUIUSPS-T10-1
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KeySpan Energy

KEIUSPS-T10-2-4.6

Magazine Publishers of America

ADVOIUSPS-TI 0-1-3
ANMIUSPS-T10-1-3, 5-6, 9-10, 12-16, 18, 20-27,
29-30, 32a-c, 33-37. 39-45
DMNUSPS-T10-2-5. 7-15. 17-20, 2243,4548,
50-51, 53-60
MHIUSPS-TI0-7
MPNUSPS-T10-1-8, 11-20
NAAIUSPS-T10-I, 3-6, 13
NNNUSPS-T10-1-4, 9-11, 14-15, 17-18. 21-22
TWIUSPS-TI0-1-5
UPSIUSPS-T10-I2

Major Mailers Association

DMNUSPS-T10-7, 9-10
KEIUSPS-T10-I, 5
MMNUSPS-T10-13

McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc., The

MHIUSPS-TI0-1d, 2-8

Newspaper Association of America

ADVOIUSPS-TI 0-3
DMNUSPS-T10-8, 29, 51
MMNUSPS-TI 0-1
MPNUSPS-T10-8, 11-18
NAAIUSPS-TI0-1-20, 22a-c
OCNUSPS-TI 0-1-2
PostCornIUSPS-TI0-9
UPSIUSPS-T10-4. 10-11, 15

Office of the Consumer Advocate

KEIUSPS-TI0-1-5
MMNUSPS-TI 0-1, 3
MPNUSPS-TI 0-6
OCNUSPS-TIO-1-2

Time Warner Inc.

ANMIUSPS-T10-1-2, 5-6, 10, 12-13, 16, 20-21,
25-26, 29-30, 32a-c, 33-45
MPA/USPS-TIO-lJ, 11, 15
PostComlUSPS-TI0-1-3, 10
TWIUSPS-T10-1-11
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Time Warner Inc.

TW/USPS-T17-16b redirected to TI0

United Parcel Service

AAPIUSPS-TIO-3, 5-7, 12-13
ANMIUSPS-T10-10, 33-35, 39-40,42-44,46
APMUIUSPS-TI 0-1
DFCIUSPS-TIO-10
DMNUSPS-TI 0-51
MH/USPS-TI0-1
MMNUSPS-TI 0-1
NNAIUSPS-TIO-~-~,
14-15.18
PostComlUSPS-T10-4, 8
TWIUSPS-TI0-1
UPSIUSPS-TIO-1-3. 5-17, 20-22, 25-28, 30, 33

Val-Pak Direct Marketing, Val-Pak
Dealers, & Carol Wright

VP-CW/USPS-T10-1-12

Respectfully submitted,

nf+#%Ud
Mhriaret P. Crenshaw
Secretary
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INTERROGATORY RESPONSES OF
UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
WITNESS LINDA A. KINGSLEY (T-I 0)
DESIGNATED AS WRIUEN CROSS-EXAMINATION
Interroqatorv:
AAPIUSPS-TIO-1
AAPIUSPS-TI0-2
AAPIUSPS-TI0-3
AAPIUSPS-TI0-5
AAPIUSPS-TI0-6
AAPIUSPS-TI0-7
AAPIUSPS-TI0-8
AAPIUSPS-TI0-9
AAPIUSPS-T10-10
AAPIUSPS-TI0-11
AAPIUSPS-TI0-12
AAPIUSPS-TI0-13
AAPIUSPS-TI0-14
AAPIUSPS-TI0-15
ADVOIUSPS-TI0-1
ADVOIUSPS-TI0-2
ADVOIUSPS-TI 0-3
ANMIUSPS-T10-1
ANMIUSPS-TI0-2
ANMIUSPS-TI0-3
ANMIUSPS-TI0-5
ANMIUSPS-T10-6
ANMIUSPS-TI0-9
ANMIUSPS-TI0-10
ANMIUSPS-TI0-12
ANMIUSPS-T10-13
ANMIUSPS-TI0-14
ANMIUSPS-T10-I5
ANMIUSPS-TI0-16
ANMIUSPS-T10-18
ANMIUSPS-TI 0-20
ANMIUSPS-TI0-21
ANMIUSPS-TI 0-22

Desiclnatinq Parties:
AAP
AAP
AAP, UPS
AAP, UPS
AAP. UPS
AAP, UPS
PostCorn
AAP
AAP
AAP
AAP, UPS
UPS
AAP
AAP
Advo, MPA
Advo. MPA
Advo, MPA, NAA
ANM. MPA, PostCorn, TW
ANM, MPA. Postcorn. TW
ANM, MPA, PostCorn
ANM. MPA, Postcorn, TW
ANM, MPA. TW
ANM, MPA
ANM, MPA, Postcorn, TW. UPS
ANM, MPA, TW
ANM, MPA. TW
ANM, MPA, PostCorn
ANM, MPA
ANM, MPA, Postcorn, TW
ANM, MPA
ANM, MPA, Postcorn, TW
ANM, MPA, Postcorn, TW
ANM, MPA, PostCorn
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ANMIUSPS-TI0-23
ANMIUSPS-TI0-24
ANMIUSPS-TI0-25
ANMIUSPS-TI0-26
ANMIUSPS-TI 0-27
ANMIUSPS-TI 0-29
ANMIUSPS-TI 0-30
ANMIUSPS-TI 0-32a
ANMIUSPS-TIO-32b
ANMIUSPS-TI0-32c
ANMIUSPS-TI0-33
ANMIUSPS-TI0-34
ANMIUSPS-TI 0-35
ANMIUSPS-TI 0-36
ANMIUSPS-TI 0-37
ANMIUSPS-TI0-38
ANMIUSPS-TI 0-39
ANMIUSPS-TI 0-40
ANMIUSPS-TI 0-41
ANMIUSPS-T10-42
ANMIUSPS-TI 0-43
ANMIUSPS-TI 0-44
ANMIUSPS-TI 0-45
ANMIUSPS-TI 0-46
ANMIUSPS-TI 0-47
APMUIUSPS-TI 0-1
DFCIUSPS-TI0-10
DMNUSPS-TI 0-2
DMAIUSPS-TI0-3
DMNUSPS-TI0-4
DMNUSPS-TI0-5
DMNUSPS-TI0-7
DMNUSPS-TI0-8
DMNUSPS-TI 0-9
DMNUSPS-TIO-10
DMNUSPS-TI0-11
DMNUSPS-TI0-12
DMNUSPS-TI0-13
DMNUSPS-TI 0-14

ANM, MPA
ANM, MPA, PostCom
ANM, MPA, TW
ANM, MPA, TW
ANM, MPA
ANM, MPA, PostCom, TW
ANM, MPA, PostCom, TW
ANM, MPA, TW
ANM, MPA, TW
ANM, MPA, TW
ANM. MPA, TW, UPS
ANM, MPA, TW, UPS
ANM, MPA, TW, UPS
ANM. MPA. TW
ANM, MPA, TW
ANM, TW
ANM, MPA. TW, UPS
ANM, MPA, TW, UPS
ANM, MPA, PostCom. TW
ANM, MPA, PostCom. TW, UPS
ANM, MPA, PostCom. TW, UPS
ANM, MPA, PostCom, TW, UPS
ANM, MPA, PostCom. TW
ANM, UPS
ANM
APMU, UPS
UPS
MPA
MPA
MPA
MPA
MMA, MPA
MPA, NAA
MMA, MPA
MMA, MPA
MPA
ANM, MPA
MPA
MPA
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DMNUSPS-T10-15
DMNUSPS-T10-16
DMNUSPS-T10-17
DMNUSPS-TI 0-18
DMNUSPS-TI 0-19
DMNUSPS-T10-20
DMNUSPS-T10-22
DMNUSPS-TI 0-23
DMNUSPS-TI 0-24
DMNUSPS-TI 0-25
DMNUSPS-TI 0-26
DMNUSPS-TI 0-27
DMNUSPS-TI 0-28
DMNUSPS-TI 0-29
DMNUSPS-TI 0-30
DMNUSPS-TI 0-31
DMNUSPS-TI 0-32
DMNUSPS-TI 0-33
DMNUSPS-TI 0-34
DMNUSPS-TI 0-35
DMNUSPS-TI 0-36
DMNUSPS-TI 0-37
DMNUSPS-TI 0-38
DMNUSPS-TI 0-39
DMNUSPS-TI 0-40
DMNUSPS-TI 0-41
DMNUSPS-T1,0-42
DMNUSPS-T10-43
DMNUSPS-TI 0-45
DMNUSPS-TI 0-46
DMNUSPS-TI 0-47
DMNUSPS-TI 0-48
DMNUSPS-TI 0-50
DMNUSPS-TI 0-51
DMNUSPS-TI 0-53
DMNUSPS-T10-54
DMNUSPS-TI 0-55
DMNUSPS-TI 0-56
DMNUSPS-TI 0-57

MPA
ANM
MPA
MPA
MPA
MPA
MPA
MPA
MPA
MPA
MPA
MPA
MPA
MPA. NAA
MPA
MPA
MPA
MPA
MPA
MPA
MPA
MPA
MPA
MPA
MPA
MPA
MPA
MPA
MPA
MPA
MPA
MPA
MPA
MPA, NAA, UPS
ANM, MPA: PostCom
MPA, PostCom
MPA
MPA
MPA
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I

DMNUSPS-TI0-58
DMNUSPS-TI 0-59
DMNUSPS-TI 0-60
KEIUSPS-T10-1
KEIUSPS-TI0-2
KEIUSPS-TI0-3
KEIUSPS-TI0-4
KEIUSPS-TI0-5
KEIUSPS-TI0-6
MHIUSPS-TI0-1
MHIUSPS-TI0-Id
MHIUSPS-TI0-2
MHIUSPS-TI0-3
MHIUSPS-TI0-4
MHIUSPS-TI0-5
MHIUSPS-TI0-6
MHIUSPS-TI0-7
MHIUSPS-TI0-8
MMNUSPS-TI 0-1
MMNUSPS-TI 0-2
MMNUSPS-TI 0-3
MPNUSPS-TI0-1
MPNUSPS-TI 0-2
MPNUSPS-TI 0-3
MPNUSPS-TI 0-4
MPNUSPS-TI 0-5
MPNUSPS-TIO-6
MPNUSPS-TI 0-7
MPNUSPS-TI 0-8
MPNUSPS-T10-11
MPNUSPS-TI 0-12
MPNUSPS-TI 0-13
MPNUSPS-TI 0-14
MPNUSPS-T10-15
MPNUSPS-TI 0-16
MPNUSPS-T10-17
MPNUSPS-TI 0-18
MPNUSPS-T10-19
MPNUSPS-TI0-20

MPA
MPA, PostCom
MPA
MMA, OCA
KeySpan. OCA
KeySpan. OCA
KeySpan, OCA
MMA, OCA
KeySpan
PostCom, UPS
McGraw-Hill
McGraw-Hill. PostCom
McGraw-Hill
McGraw-Hill
McGraw-Hill, PostCom
McGraw-Hill
McGraw-Hill, MPA
McGraw-Hill, PostCom
MMA, NAA, OCA, UPS
MMA
MMA, OCA
MPA, TW
MPA, l
W
MPA, PostCom. Tw
MPA, PostCom, TW
MPA, PostCom, TW
MPA, OCA, Postcorn, TW
MPA, TW
Advo, MPA, NAA
Advo, MPA, N M . TW
Advo, MPA, NAA
Advo, MPA, NAA
Advo, MPA, NAA
Advo, MPA, NAA, TW
Advo, MPA, NAA
Advo, MPA. NAA
Advo, MPA, NAA
Advo. MPA
Advo, MPA
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NAAIUSPS-T10-1
NAAIUSPS-T10-2
NAAIUSPS-TI0-3
NAAIUSPS-T104
NAAIUSPS-T10-5
NAAIUSPS-T10-6
NWUSPS-TI0-7
NAAIUSPS-T10-8
NAAIUSPS-T10-9
NAAIUSPS-T10-10
NAAIUSPS-T10-I1
NAAIUSPS-T10-12
NAAIUSPS-TI0-13
NAAIUSPS-T10-14
NAAIUSPS-T10-15
NAAIUSPS-T10-16
NAAIUSPS-TI0-17
NAAIUSPS-TlO-18
NAAIUSPS-TI0-19
NAAIUSPS-T10-20
NAAIUSPS-TI0-22a
NAAIUSPS-TI0-22b
NAAIUSPS-Tl0-22c
NNNUSPS-T10-1
NNNUSPS-TI 0-2
NNNUSPS-T10-3
NNNUSPS-TI 0 4
NNNUSPS-TI 0-7
NNNUSPS-T10-8
NNNUSPS-T10-9
NNNUSPS-T10-10
NNNUSPS-T10-11
NNNUSPS-TI 0-14
NNNUSPS-T10-15
NNNUSPS-T10-17
NNNUSPS-T10-18
NNNUSPS-TlOdl
NNNUSPS-T10-22
OCNUSPS-T10-1

Advo, MPA, NAA, PostCom
NAA
Advo. MPA, NAA
Advo, MPA, NAA, PostCom
Advo, MPA, NAA
Advo. MPA, NAA
Advo, NAA
NAA, PostCom
NAA
NAA, PostCom
NAA, PostCom
Advo, NAA
MPA. NAA, PostCom
Advo, NAA
Advo, NAA, PostCom
Advo, NAA
Advo, NAA
NAA, PostCom
NAA
NAA
Advo, NAA
Advo. NAA
Advo, NAA
MPA
MPA
MPA
MPA
UPS
ANM, UPS
MPA
ANM, MPA
ANM, MPA
MPA, UPS
MPA, UPS
MPA
MPA, UPS
MPA
MPA
NAA, OCA
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OCNUSPS-TIO-2
PostComIUSPS-T10-I
PostComIUSPS-TI0-2
PostComIUSPS-TI0-3
PostComIUSPS-TI0 4
PostComlUSPS-TI0-5
PostComIUSPS-T10-6
PostComIUSPS-TI0-7
PostCom/USPS-TI0-8
PostComlUSPS-TI0-9
PostComlUSPS-T10-I0
PostCom/USPS-T25-4a redirected to T I 0
PostCom/USPS-T25-4bredirected to T I 0
PostCom/USPS-T254c redirected to T I 0
PostCom/USPS-T254d redirected to T I 0
PostCom/USPS-T254g redirected to T I 0
PostComIUSPS-T25-4hredirected to T I 0
PostComlUSPS-T254i redirected to TI0
TWIUSPS-TI 0-1
TW/USPS-T10-2
TWIUSPS-TI 0-3
TWIUSPS-TI0-4
TWIUSPS-TI 0-5
TWIUSPS-TI 0-6
TwIUSPS-TI 0-7
TWIUSPS-TI 0-8
TWIUSPS-TI 0-9
TWIUSPS-TI 0-10
TWIUSPS-TI 0-11
TWIUSPS-T17-16b redirected to T I 0
UPSIUSPS-TI0-1

N M . OCA
TW
PostCom, TW
PostCom, TW
ANM, PostCom, UPS
PostCom
PostCom
PostCom
PostCom, UPS
N M , PostCom
PostCom. TW
PostCom
PostCom
PostCom
PostCom
PostCom
PostCom
PostCom
MPA, PostCom, TW, UPS
MPA. TW
MPA, TW
MPA, TW
MPA, Tw
TW

UPSIUSPS-TI0-2
UPSIUSPS-TI0-3

UPS
UPS
N M
UPS
UPS
UPS
UPS
UPS

UPSIUSPS-TI0-4
UPSIUSPS-TIO-5
UPSIUSPS-TI0-6
UPSIUSPS-T10-7
UPSIUSPS-TI0-8
UPSIUSPS-TI0-9

Tw
Tw

Tw
Tw
TW
TW
UPS
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UPSIUSPS-TI0-10
UPSIUSPS-T10-11
UPSIUSPS-T10-12
UPS/USPS-T10-13
UPSIUSPS-TI0-14
UPSIUSPS-T10-15
UPSIUSPS-TI 0-16
UPSIUSPS-T10-17
UPSIUSPS-TI 0-20
UPSIUSPS-TI0-21
UPSIUSPS-TI0-22
UPSIUSPS-TI 0-25
UPSIUSPS-TI0-26
UPSIUSPS-TI 0-27
UPSIUSPS-TI0-28
UPSIUSPS-TI0-30
UPSIUSPS-TI 0-33
VP-CWIUSPS-TIO-1
VP-CWIUSPS-TI 0-2
VP-CWIUSPS-TI 0-3
VP-CWIUSPS-TI 0-4
VP-CWIUSPS-TI 0-5
VP-CWIUSPS-TI 0-6
VP-CWIUSPS-TI 0-7
VP-CWIUSPS-TI 0-8
VP-CWIUSPS-TI 0-9
VP-CW/USPS-T10-10
VP-CW/USPS-T10-11
VP-CWIUSPS-TI 0-12

NAA, PostCom, UPS
NAA, UPS
MPA. PostCom, UPS

UPS
UPS
NAA, UPS
UPS
UPS
UPS
UPS
UPS
UPS
UPS
UPS
UPS
UPS
UPS
Advo, VP-CW
VP-cw
VP-cw
VP-cw
Advo, VP-CW
Advo. VP-CW
VP-cw
Advo, VP-CW
VP-cw
VP-cw
VP-GW
VP-cw
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AAPIUSPS-110-1 On page 25 of your testimony, you describe as an 'inefficiency"
the following example: 'Bound Printed Matter (BPM) at the local rate might be
dropped at a Main Post Office (MPO) for local delivery, but it would not be distributed
from the MPO directly to stations and branches. Instead. the BPM for the stations
and branches is twcked to the plant for distribution. The inefficiency caused by the
drop at the MPO is compounded if the drop at the MPO indudes mail that its outside
of the plant's service area, so that the plant must ship 1 on to the appropriate
destinating plant." With respect to this statement:
Please provide all studies. reports, data or other evidence that
(a)
you relied upon that demonstrates that this example actually does, in fact, occur for
BPM and that the example occors with any frequency.
Please provide any internal reporb or analyses of any kind
(b)
prepared that address the cast consequences of this alleged 'inefficiency" for BPM
mail.
Please provide any studies, reports. data or other evidence that
you relied on showing the frequency of drops of BPM mail outside of Me plant's
service area.
(c)

Please state the number and locatkm of each MPO where this
(d)
alleged, ineRiciency actually did occur and the number and locstion of all plants to
which the BPM mail in question then had to be tmcked for distribution. Explain how
these counts were derived.

(e) Please state the volume of BPM mail for which this alleged
inefficiency actually did occur. Explain how this volume a u n t was derived.
Reaponso:

a. The evidence is inherent in the current requirements. For example, to obtain the
local rate for all mail destined for the 3digit city of Adlngton. VA. the minimum
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requirement states that the Bound Printed MaHer for all the ZIP Codes in
Ad ngton need only be deposited at any one of the multiple stations witnin rhe

city. Transportation that links each of Adington's stations does not exist, requiring
mail for other stations to be transported back to the local plant Jvhich happens to
be located outside of Arlington. The mail is then sorted and placed on
transportation to the correct stations. Attachment H to witness Crum's (LSPS-T27) testimony supports the occurrence of this and similar examples. Ideally, in

the example of Arlington. the prefemd deposit location for this level of presort
would be the plant. yet the mail is ineligible for the local rate at this location
because the plant is located outside of the 3 d g i t city of Arlington.
b. Please refer to Attachment K. Table 2.1 of the testimony of witness Crum (USPST-27). The Postal ServicO estimates that the tn'p from the M

W back to the plant

would cost 5.024 per pound on average in the test year. Note that 'Local
costs/piece" should read 2ocal costdpound'. Also. local cost per pound has
nothing to do with the Local rate. but is meant to estimate the average cost of a

leg of transportation between a plant and delivery unit or similar facility below the
plant level.
Data neceaaafy to &mate the mail processing costs of unloading, sorting.

crossdockhg, and loading at the plant can be found in Attachment J, Table 1 of
witness Cwm's testimony. Speciftcally refer to the section labeled Destination

SCF. An arrival and dispatch profile (Le. what containers the pieces arrive and
leave in) would be necessary to get an accurate estimate of costs.
.-

c. Refer to Attachmsnt H of the testimony of witness Crum (USPS-T-27).
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d. Refer to Attachment

H of the testimony of witness Crum (USPS-T-27) which

shows the frequency at which BPM shipments entered at the local rate require
transportation to another facility. The counts were derived by combining
sampling data from BPM shipments at 44 offices (stratified by size) along with
actual mailer supplied profiles for their BPM mailings. A list of multi-ZIP Code
and unique 3digit ZIP Code cities. where the BPM local rate is eligible when all
mail for the city is dropped at any one of the multiple offices. will be provided as

USPS-LR-1-226.
e. Refer to Attachment H of the testimony of witness Crum (USPS-T-27). The
volume counts were derived by combining sampling data from BPM shipments at
c

44 offlces (stratified by size) along with actual mailer supplied profiles for their

BPM mailings. The data were then inflated, combined. and extrapolated to the
total FY 98 volume.
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AAPIUSPS-TlO-2 On pages 18-19 of your testimony you describe Primary and
Secondary Parcel Sorters used at Bulk Mail Centers (BMCs) and at Auxiliary Service
Facilities (ASFs). On page 21 of your testimony you describe the manner in which
bundles are sorted at BMCs and mail processing plants. With respect specifically to
Bound Printed Matter (BPM) that arrives at a BMC on a pallet:
(a)

Please list and describe all considerations that would affect whether the BPM

would be processed using Parcel Sorters instead of Bundle Sorters or vis versa.

(b)

Please list and describe all considerations that would affect whether the BPM

would be processed using Parcel Sorters instead of Manual Sortation or vis versa.

Response:
a. If the physical and presort characteristics of the bundles match the requirements
for processing on the Parcel Sorters. the bundles may be sorted on this
equipment. A portion of the Bound Printed Matter bundles often exceed the
weight limit for (25 Ibs. for printed material) or have a tendency to lose their
integrity during Parcel Sorter processing. In addition, the Parcel Sorters primarily
sort to 5digit destinations. Bound Printed Matter bundles on BMC pallets will
likely contain 3-digit and higher presort bundles that are incompatible with the
Parcel Sorters. This issue is assuaged with processing on a bundle sorter (e.g.
SPBS or LIPS), but the maximum weight limit is often still an issue. If the BPM is
prepared as machinable parcels sorted to the BMC level; these pieces will, most
certainly, be processed on the Parcel Sorters.
b. The decision to process BPM on the Parcel Sorter is based on the criteria
described in part (a), If the bundles are incompatible with the Parcel Sorters and
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the bundle sorters, the BMC may attempt to use an NMO (non-machinable
outside) sorter, if available and compatible, before resorting to manual
processing.
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AAPIUSPS-TIO-3 On page 20-21 of your testimony, you describe the Small Parcel
Bundle Sorter (SPES). You state that for certain bundle sorting operations, "[tlhe
SPBS is the equipment of choice." Please state or estimate the frequency with
which BPM bundles are sorted using SPES verses other types of mechanical or
manual sortation.

Response:
Volumes by class or subclass are not tracked for these operations. However, the
various mail processing volume variable costs (MODS1 and 2 Cost Pools) for Bound
Pnnted Matter are listed in row 15 of Table 3 contained in Witness Van-Ty-Smiths

(T-I 7) testimony.
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AAp/USPS-TlO-5 Please list and describe each of the most typical conditions under
which bundles of Bound Printed Matter would be sorted by the Linear Integrated
Parcel Sorters (LIPS) equipment instead of the SPBS.
Response:
It is my understanding that LIPS machines have various configurations, and certain

machines may be able to process a wider variety of bundles compared to an SPBS.
Consequently, certain BPM bundles may be processed on the LIPS due to the
bundle characteristics. However, many BPM bundles exceed the weight limits of
either machine. An additional reason for processing on a LIPS is the lack of
available tun time on the SPBS. Finally, I have been told that certain facilities
choose to dedicate their bundle sorting machines (SPBSs and LIPSs) to a certain
mail type(s) andlor sort scheme(s), so lhis could dictate BPM processing.
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AAPIUSPS-T10-6 Please list and describe each of the most typical conditions under
which bundles of Bound Printed Matter would be sorted manually and not by the
SPBS.
Response:
Equipment availability is an issue because not all facilities, including BMCs, have an

SPBS. In addition, if the bundles exceed the machinability requirements for SPBS
processing, or, to a lesser extent, a processing window is not available on the
machine, manual softation may be required. Finally, it is possible that a local
decision could be made that the necessary volume for a sort plan or a given service
level does not exist to justify mechanized processing.

,-
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AAPIUSPS-TIO-7 Please list and describe each of the most typical conditions under

which bundles of Bound Printed Matter would be sorted manually and not by the
LIPS.
Response:
The decision for LIPS processing is similar to the SPES decision in response
AAPIUSPS-TlO-6. The primary reason for sorting bundles of BPM manually is due

to any non-machinability characteristics of the bundles. In addition, LIP% are often
dedicated to a particular mail type(s) and/or sort scherne(s). possibly leaving little or
no window for BPM processing.
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AAPIUSPS-TI04 On page 22 (lines 18-19) of your testimony, you describe the new
technology for reducing manual labor associated with mechanized parcel sortation in
BMCs. Please provide a mathematical example that quantifies the degree to which
the new equipment will reduce manual labor associated with mechanized parcel
sortation at BMCs.
Response:
See LR -1-126. Page 3 of report -Summary of Test Year After Rates Cost Reduction
Program Changes From Prior Year (last page of library reference). The total dollar

amount is $1,372,000.
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AAPIUSPS-TlO-9 On page 23 (lines 27-29) of your testimony. you describe allied

operations and state “[elxcept for the cancellation operation, volume is not
consistently measured for these operations due to the difficulty of measuring the
workload, so piece productivities cannot be calculated.” Please confirm that
although the IOCS system measures direct tallies associated with allied operations
such as Pouching and Platform, the Postal Service does not consistently measure
mail volume associated with these activities.

Response:
Confirmed.

...
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AAP/USPS-TlO-IO On page 23 (lines 18-21) of your testimony, you state that
"[pllatform consists of the activities required to load and unload mail from trucks,
identifying container contents for movement to the appropriate operation, and moving
containers to and from the docks and operations." With respect to the activities that
constitute platform operations:
(a) Please provide any estimates of the BPM mail volume attributed to each of these
activities during 1998.
(b) Please provide any estimates of the EPM mail volume projected for each of these
activities for the test year after rates in this case.
(c) Please provide any trend information maintained by the Postal Service that shows
or identifies trends in the number of employees, work hours and accrued costs
associated with platform operations since 1995.

Response:
a,-b. I am told that estimates of BPM volume for these activities are not available.
The In-Oflice Cost System (IOCS) allocates activity costs. but not volumes.
c. I am told that FY 96 platform workhours may be found in R97-1. LR-H-146. page

1-20. The comparable FY 98 data are in LR-1-107. page 1-22. The following cost
table is extracted from the sources indicated and was adjusted to real 1996
dollars using the clerkfmailhandler index found in ROO-1, POlR #4.

"Real- Cost Pool Dollars (1996 dollars SO6ai__..
I

.-

.

-

Year

--

.-

__

I
.: .I
!
I

1996 (Dockel No. R97-1. USPS-T-12. Table 4)

I

I

1997 (FY 1997 CRA. USPS melhod)
1998 (USPS-T-17. Table 1)
1999 ?(i'

.-

1999 C M .USPS method)

Platform

!

-.

I

MODS1&2

BMCS

891,539
960.885
1.001.428
1,037,171

176.3531

.

..

192.331
197.841
__
197.164

-
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AAPIUSPS-TIO-I1 On page 23 (lines 29-30) of your testimony, you state that "allied
functions are still closely monitored because of their impact on service and cost."
With respect to this statement please identify and provide all studies or reports
maintained showing that the Postal Service "closely monitored" allied functions
during 1998.

Response:
I am not aware of any such study or report. My statement was based on my
experience in Postal operations, watching the bottom-line facility productivity. and
knowledge of the approach of other Postal Operations managers. For example, Jon
M. Steele, then Vice President, Area Operations for the Northeast Area of the USPS.
testified eloquently in R97-1:
"Productivity in distribution operations is carefully monitored, but everyone is
aware that excess workhours in allied operations such as Opening Units,
where there are no effective workload productivity measures, would wipe out
hard-won gains in distribution productivity. Witness Stralberg describes
Opening Units as the "least monitored". This is the opposite of the truth.
Opening Units are usually in a very visible location where they are easily
monitored. The Plant Manager and supervisors pass by Opening Units
frequently. Any experienced manager can evaluate the workload based on
visual inspection and recognize whether it is operation efficiently."
(R97-I-USPS-RT-8, pages 9-10)

.,..
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AAPIUSPS-TI042 On page 24 of your testimony, with respect to allied operation
costs, you state that "costs have appeared more significant over time because our
automation and mechanized efforts have reduced costs in distribution operations
much more than in allied operations." Please identify and provide all studies,
reports, data or other evidence that you relied upon to support this statement.
Response:

I relied on my knowledge of the large Postal Service investment in automating letter
and flat piece distribution operations in the 1980s and 1990s. These investments
resulted in substantial savings in our distribution costs. As I describe on page 24 in
my testimony, advancing technology is now providing opportunities to invest in
improving allied productivity. We expect to see substantial savings in our allied costs
in the future, just as we have seen savings in distribution costs. especially for letters,
in the past.
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AAPlUSPS-TIO-13 On page 34 of your testimony, you state that "[wle retain Priority
Mail, Periodicals and Standard Mail (A) within the main plant whenever possible."
With respect to this statement, please explain why the Postal Service has adopted
this policy only for these particular subclasses. Please describe or identify particular
service standards for any of these subclasses that support this policy.
Response:

As I stated in my testimony in the immediately preceding sentence on page 34:
"Although these shortLterm expedients are important when we must resort to an
annex, they should not be confused with the long term goal of centralized
distribution." The goal of centralized distribution is for all mail classeslsubclasses. I
mentioned these specific classeslsubclasses only because of the significant dialogue
recently with mailers of these classeslsubclasses concerning annexes. My intent in
my testimony was to clarify our policy and decision making process on annexes for
these mailers. I did not mention Standard Mail (B) because it is primarily worked at
plants. Our policy of centralized distribution is not related to specific service
standards.
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AAPIUSPS-Tl O-14 Please refer to your response to AAPIUSPS-T-I 0-1 (a). Please
confirm that, other than Attachment H to the testimony of Postal Service witness
Crum (USPS-T-27) and the data supporting that attachment, the Postal Service has
no other 'studies. reports, data or other evidence" that proves the existence of the
inefficiency claimed for BPM. In addition, please confirm that, other than Attachment
H of witness Crum's testimony and the data supporting that attachment, the Postal
Service has no other 'studies, reports, data or other evidence" that quantifies the
frequency that this alleged inefficiency claimed for BPM actually occurs.
Response:
This is not the only evidence that proves this inefficiency of the outdated local entry.

In most situations, customers must notify the Postal Service in advance about where
and what they are depositing at destination facilities. Consequently, we have been
provided on numerous occasions information from customers that clearly shows that
they are depositing mail at facilities addressed to locations outslde of that faciliis
service area. This information is often provided directly from the customer to the
delivery units. Even though it was obvious that these situations were regularly
occurring based on this evidence, as well as the existing requirements, the extent to
which this was ocwrring was not available because specific facilii entry data is not
collected nationally, only rate and volume information. This was the primary reason

-

for the study In witness Crum's testimony to devblop statistically significant data
showing the extent of this inefficiency. Generally speaking, the results signaled that

these situations were occurring more frequently than anticipated. This is the only
study of which I am aware that quantiies this obvious inefficiency.
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AAPIUSPS-TlO-15 Please refer to your response to AAPRISPS-T-lO-l(e). In your
response you state that data from Attachment H to the testimony of witness Crum
was " inflated, combined, and extrapolated to the total FY 98 volume.' With respect
to the statement, please explain In detail how data collected during FY 99 was
extrapolated to FY 98 volume.' Please provide overall BPM volume figures for FY 98
and for PI 99 and explain how differences between these volume levels were
assigned to the destination entry categorles that appear in Attachment H of witness
Crum's testimony.

Response:
Please refer to pages 7-8 of USPS LR-1-109.

Overall BPM volume for 1998 can be found In the testimony of witness Hunter

(USPS-T-5, page 8). It is my understanding that Fiscal Year 1999 volumes have
been supplied to the PRC under the Commission's periodic reporting requirements.
are supplied below for your convenience.
Total BPM volumes (OW)

I am informed that differences between these volume levels are not assigned to the

destination entry categories as you suggest.
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ADVONSPS-TlO-1 Does the level of mail volume received by a delivery
unit in any way influence USPS decisions with respect to any aspect of

DPS impternentation? If so, explain how. If not. explain why not
ReSpOllSe:

In marginal cases, consideringwhether to implement DPS in a small delivery unit
with 5 to 10 mutes, analysts consider a number of factors such as distance to the
plant, schemes, and processingcapacity. Volume may be e consideration in
such cases.
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ADVOILISPS-TIO-2 Does the average daily volume of DPS mail received

by a delivery unit or carrier route tend to correlate in any way with the
average daily total volumes of mail received (DPS and non-DPS) e.& do
delivery units or routes with high DPS volumes also tend, on average, to
have high total mail volumes, compared to units or routes that receive low
volumes of DPS mail? Please explain, and provide any available data or
analyses.
Response:
Generally, yes. However, there are exceptions such as routes with a high

proportion of flats. I am not aware of any available data or analysis on this topic.

"..
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ADVORISPS-T10=3 Do delivery units or carrier mutes with high DPS
volumes tend, on average, to have higher pieces per stop and pieces per
delivery than units or routes that receive low volumes of DPS mail? Please
explain, and pmvide any available data or analyses.

Respanse:
Not necessarily. The number of stops on a route, largely determined by the

travel time between stops, certainly affects the total DPS volume, but I am not
aware of any direct effect on the DPS volume per delivery. 1 am not aware of any

analyses on this topic.
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ANMNSPS-TlO-1. Please refer to your testimony at pages 10-11, concerning the
FSM 881.
In what year did the Postal Service install the first of the 812 FSM 881s
a.

now in operation?
How many FSM 881s were installed in that year, and each subsequent
b..
year (through total deployment of all 812 FSM 881s)?
Response:

a.

The FSM 775 was deployed 1982-1988. The FSM 775 is the existing
machine with all four consoles at one end of the machine. The FSM 775
was converted to the FSM 881 in 1990-1992. which moved two

consoles to the other end of the machine for improved throughput.
b.

The information as to how many 775~1881swere deployed each year is
no longer available.
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ANMIUSPS-T10-2. At p. 11, lines 28-29 of your testimony. you state that ‘“A second
phase of approximately 400 additional AFSM 100s is also planned to start at the end
of 2001.”
Does the Postal Service anticipate procuring and deploying any
a.
additional AFSM 100s beyond the 575 discussed in your testimony? If
so, when?
By the time all 400 or so additional AFSM 100s have been fully
b.
deployed and are operational, how many FSM 881s (if any) will be
retired?
How many FSM 881s will be retired one year after deployment of the
additional 400 or so AFSM 100s is complete?

c.

Response:
a.

Not at this time.

b. The number of FSM 881s to be retired is currently being evaluated.
c.

The majority of the FSM 881 s are expected to be retired.
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Please produce all studies, analyses and similar documents
created since January 1, 1998, concerning the costs. benefits, productivity,
deployment, updating, replacement or retirement of the FSM 881.

ANMIUSPS-Tl0-3.

Response:

I am told that the costs, benefits, productivity, deployment, updating, replacement, or
retirement of the FSM 881 are currently being evaluated.
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ANMIUSPS-T10-5 Please produce all studies, analyses and similar documents
created since January 1, 1998. concerning the cost, productivity, deployment,
updating, replacement or retirement of the FSM 1000.

Response:

There are no plans at this time to replace or retire the FSM 1000 machine.
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A N M I U S P S - T I 0 4 Please produce all studies, analyses and similar documents
created since January 1, 1998, concerning the cost, benefits, productivity,
deployment, updating, or financing of potential successors or alternatives to the FSM

1000.

Response:

I am informed that there are none at this time.
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ANMIUSPS-T10-9 Please produce all documents submitted to or generated by the
Board of Governors or senior Postal Service management relating to any further
deployment of AFSM 100 flat sorting machines after the second phase.

Response:
There are no further plans at this time.
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ANMIUSPS-Tl0-10 Please produce all studies, analyses, reports or similar
documents generated by or for the Postal Service concerning the costs, benefits,
productivity, performance limitations. financing, or appropriate deployment rate of the
AFSM 100.
Response:
Partial objection filed February 17, 2000. Deployment schedule determined by
manufacturer's capabilities. See attached deployment schedule.

..
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ANMIUSPS-T10-12 At page 11, lines 12-14 of your testimony, you state that 'It is
possible that an OCR modification will be added to the FSM 1000 in the future, but
deployment currently is not scheduled before FY 2002 at the earliest."
a.

Please provide a full explanation of why the Postal Service is delaying
an OCR modification for the FSM 1000 until at least FY 2002.

b.

Produce all studies, analyses or similar documents performed by or for
the Postal Service concerning the appropriate rat8 of deploying an
OCR modification to the FSM 1000.

Response:
a. Engineering has not resolved all the technical and procurement issues at this
time. Plans are evolving but further work needs to be done.

b. There are none available at this time. The rate of deployment depends primarily
.-

on ttie manufacturets production capabilities.

.
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ANWUSPS-T10-13 If the Postal Service has equipped 240 of its 341 SPBSs with
the SPBS Feed System, and has 101 SPBSs not so equipped, please explain why
the Service is procuring only 50 additional Feed Systems, instead on an additional
101.

Response
There are two major reasons for not deploying feed systems to all SPBSs:
I)
Not economical - if a site has too many sacks to dump, the savings are not there,
2) Not enough space -the feed systems have a large footprint.
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ANMlUSPS-TI044 Please produce all studies, analyses, reports or similar
documents generated by or for the Postal Service since January 1.1998, concerning
the costs and effectiveness of the Postal Service's existing efforts to automate the
processing of flat-shaped mail.
Response:
Please refer to Library Reference USPS-LR-1-193.
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ANM/USPS-T10-15 Please produce all studies, analyses. reports or similar
documents generated by or for the Postal Service since January 1.1998, concerning
the costs and benefits of any proposals to expand or improve the Postal Service's
automated processing of flat-shaped mail.
Response:

Please refer to Library Reference USPS-LR-1-193.
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ANMIUSPS-110-16 Please produce all studies, analyses, reports or similar
documents generated by or for the Postal Service since January 1, 1998, concerning
any potential means of increasing the Postal Service’s productivity of processing flatshaped mail.

Response:
There are two indicators, increased FSM utilization and decreased manual flats, that
are being tracked and discussed on teleconferences on a regular basis (once or
twice per month) between Headquarters and Area operations.
Attached is a list of the latest FSM utilization indicators.
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Attachment
ANMIUSPS-T10-16
page 1 of 1

FSM UTlLlZATlON

AP 5 FY 00

FSM 881

AP Target: 2.0 Million Utilization Rate per Machine
Area

TPH(000)

100,653.7
149,270.7
87.254.7
150.682.7
112.556.3
127.332.1
122,184.2
136.841.0
110,173.8
75.689.0
68.715.3
1,239.353.5

Workhrs Inventory

169,450
285.480
134,359
. 213.872
212.399
217.654
199.538
260,851
195.432
138.367
126.387
2,153.789

51
86

52
91
68
77
75
87
74
51
51
763

Utilization
Rate

1.973.6
1,735.7
1.678.0
1.655.9
1.655.2
1,653.7
1.629.1
1,572.9
1,468.8
1,484.1
1.308.1
1,624.3

Prod

.

594.0
522.9
649.4
704.5
529.9
585.0
612.3
524.6
563.7
547.0
527.9
575.4

FSM 1000

AP Target 1.4 Million Utlhzalton Rate per Machine
Utilization
Area

TPH(MH))

47.968.7
40,412.4
70.182.3
51,554.6
60,322.4
51.806.9
36,845.7
34.941.9
55.853.3
43,574.9
12,601.2
506,064.3

Processing Operations

.. . .

.^.^,^I

Workhn Inventory
80.874
67.067
122.637
79,071
97.177
74.628
66.185
62,821
95.679
78.936
29,128
854,203.0

28
24
42
32
38
33
24
23
37
29
11
321

Rat.
1.713.2
1.683.9
1.67?.0
1.611.1
1,587.4
1.569.9
1,535.2
1,519.2
1.509.5
1,502.6
1.145.8
1,576.3

Prod

593.1
602.6
572.3
652.0
620.7
694.2
5M.7
556.2
583.8
552.0
432.6
592.4
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ANMIUSPS-TI048 Please identify each financial, budgetary, supply or operational
constraint that prevents greater investment by the Postal Service in automated
equipment for processing flat-shaped mail in the test year. Produce all studies,
analyses, communications and other documents that support your response.

Response:
Engineering is always looking to improve the processing of flat shaped mail.
However, I am told that there are no constraints that prevent greater investment in
automated equipment to process flat shaped mail in the test year since there are no
new innovations or plans, beyond what is envisioned today, to be evaluated at this
time.
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!

ANMIUSPS-Tl0-20 When an FSM 881 is operated in a manual-keying mode, what
is the maximum throughput per hour using the full complement of six employees?
Please produce documents sufficient to verify your response.
Response:

I am told that the maximum, sustainable, throughput of the FSM 881 in manual
keying mode is approximately 10.000 pieces per hour. A throughput of 14.000 may
be possible in an ideal environment with very "clean" flats that would not cause jams
and that have very readable, clear addresses that are easy to locate and decipher by
the keyers.
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ANMIUSPS-T10-21 On pages 10-11 of your testimony, you state that the
throughput of the FSM 881 is approximately 6,500 pieces per hour for BCWOCR .
operations, and the throughput of the AFSM 100 is approximately 17.000 pieces per
hour. Please confirm that the throughput capacity of the AFSM 100 is about 2.6
times the capacity of the FSM 881. If you do not confirm fully, please provide your
best estimate of the ratio of the throughput capacities of the two machines, explain
the basis for your answer, and provide documents sufficient to verify your response.
Response:

Confirmed. We have been using a 2-3 ratio depending on mail arrival profiles,
operating windows, accept rates (on-line encoding will reduce the amount of OCR
rejects requiring rehandling), and any mail piece machinability characteristic changes
that have yet to be determined or tested.

'
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ANMIUSPS-T10-22 When the FSM 1000s are modified to include OCR capability, is
the throughput expected to exceed the current rate of 5.000 pieces per hour? If an
increase in throughput is anticipated, please state the expected rate. Produce all
studies, analyses and similar documents that support your response.

Response:
Based on our experience with the FSM 881 OCR modification, we expect the FSM
1000 throughput to be consistent 4 t h the current BCR rate. Please see responses

DMNUSPS-T10-12. NNNUSPS-TlO-lO(c), and PostCodUSPS-Ti04 The OCR
and automatic feeder are tied together and are In the development stage, so the
expected rate with both modifications is not known at this time.
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ANMIUSPS-T10-23 When flats are sorted into vertical flat cases, what is the
average rate of sortation for: (a) primary outgoing; (b) secondary outgoing; (c)
primary incoming; and (d) secondary incoming? Produce all studies, analyses and
similar documents that support your response.

Response:

a - d. Vertical flats casing is not used for any of these operations. The vertical flat
case is used by the majority of city carriers to case flats into delivery sequence. The
various productivities requested in a-d, however, are contained in LR-1-90, Flats Mail
Processing Cost Model.
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ANMIUSPS-T10-24 Your testimony at pp. 10-12 states that the FSM 881 sorts to
100 bins, has a throughput of approximately 6.500 pieces per hour for BCWOCR
operations (when fully staffed with six employees), and sorts mail directly into flats
trays. or tubs.
a.
How much more productive is the FSM 881 than manual sortation of
flats?
b.
How many clerkhailhandler work hours are required to give flats the
same sortation as can be achieved in one hour on the FSM 881?
c.
Produce all studies, analyses and similar documents that support your
response.
Response:
a - c. The requested information, by operation. is contained in or can be derived
from LR-1-90, Flats Mail Processing Cost Model. The depth of sort is not included in

..

these productivities but should be reflected in the cost mailflow models in witness
Yacobucci’s testimony (T25).
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Your testimony at p. 19, lines 11-14, discusses the secondary
ANMIUSPS-Tl0-25
parcel sorting operation at BMCs.
On average, how many 5-digit locations does a typical BMC serve?
a.
How many separations can the BMCs secondary parcel sorter achieve
b.
on a single pass? If the number of separations of the secondary parcel sorters
varies between different BMCs. please provide the minimum, maximum and average
number of separations achievable by the machines expected to be in operation
during Jest Year.
If a BMC must prepare parcels to more 5-digit locations than can be
c.
achieved with a single pass on the secondary parcel sorter, please describe how the
required number of separations is achieved.
Please produce documents sufficient to verify your answers to the
d.
previous parts of this question.
Response:

a. A typical BMC serves approximately 2,000 5-digit locations.
b. When fed from the Primary Parcel Sorter. the Secondary Parcel Sorters
combined will make from approximately 500 up to 1,500 separations in the Test

Year. The average in the Test Year will be approximately 1,000 separations.
This information refers to the number of separations made at the BMCs, not the
number of run-outs on the sorters. There are many run-outs in the BMCs that
dump parcels onto slides, and then the parcels are manually sorted into multiple
separations.
c. This would not happen in the BMCs. Parcels that are not finalized to the 5-digit

level in the BMCs are sent in a 3digit container to an ASF or SCF for further
processing.
d. I have been told this information and am not aware of any documents:
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ANMIUSPS-Tl0-26
At p. 20, line 9 of your testimony, you state that "The SPBSs
are deployed with four, five or six induction stations." You subsequently state (at .
lines 20-22),"When the SPBS Feed System is incorporated, staffing is reduced by
one-half to three people per crew, depending on the number of induction stations."
a.

For those SPBSs with 4 induction stations, what reduction in staffing
results from installation of a SPES Feed System?

b.

For those SPBSs with 5 induction stations, what reduction in staffing
results from installation of a SPBS Feed System?

c.

For those SPBSs with 6 induction stations, what reduction in staffing
results from installation of a SPES Feed System?

d.

Please produce documents sufficient to verify your answers to the
previous parts of this question.

Response:
a. The staffing reduction vanes between .5 and 2 positions.
b. The staffing reduction varies between 1 and 3 positions.
c. The staffing reduction vanes between 1 and 3 positions.

d. Please see attached.
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operational goals through reduced manual loading and staffing workhours.

These feed systems consolidate all Small Parcel and Bundle Sorter induction lines
into a centralized network capable of uansferring mail &om all types of postal
service mail containers and transporting it on mechanized conveyors to the Small
Parcel and Bundle Sorter induction and keying consoles. The mechanized container
unloading equipment utilized in the system reduces manual handling tasks and
should reduce unloading workhours, as well as industrial accidents. Additionally,
the container unloading equipment design incorporates a mail backlog, or surge,
capacity, which supplies keyers With staged mail on demand and without delays,
Feed system configuration designs also provide‘effective space for culling nonmachinable mail and for bundle breakage repair. These features expand the potential
for Small Parcel Bundle Sorter productivity improvements.
The Small Parcel and Bundle Sorter Feed System production conmct contains a
“modular” design requirement to ensure that the feed system can be adapted to all
existing Small Parcel and Bundle Sorter machine configurations.

lV.

SYSTEM BENEFITS
StafFreduction and machine throughput benefits are anticipated *om the new Small
Parcel and Bundle Sorter F e d System. MailhandlerAoaderstaffing reductions are
anticipated which should e l i t e between 0.5-2 positions on a four-station Small

Parcel and Bundie Sorter and between 1-3 positions on the five-station and sixstation Small Parcel and Bundle Sorters. Exact reductions depend on the quantities
of sacked mail a plant handles. Sabked mail dumping was not mechanized with the
Small Parcel and Bundle Soner Feed System. However, we still realize nominal
savings for sacked mail dumping as a result of the efficiencies offered by only only
having one induction point. The exact crew sizes would then range between 10- 12
and IS-17,depending on machine configuration. It is also anticipated that the
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mechanized container unloading equipment may generate M e r staffing reductions
due to its capacity to increm mailhandler productivity.
Reductions in industrial accidents, and their associated medical, compensation. and
lost work day costs, are also anticipated due to h e enhanced ergonomic and safety
conditions of Small Parcel and Bundle Soner Feed Systems unloading equipment.
Productivity gains will be further augmented through the reduction of keying clerk
fatigue. Additionally, minimized mail starvation will improve operational
throughput. Today’s feed system wi!l also minimize bundle breakage, and its
resultant work. Where bundles do break. the design improvements will better
accommodate rebundling and efforts to cull non-machinable and damaged mail.
The design improvements, which support culling non-machinable mail and
rebundling broken mail activities, will increve operational efficiency and
productivity.

,-

V.

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS AND FUNDING SUMMARY
A. Basis of Savings

Savings projections are based solely o n mticipated reductions in loader s-g,
was the case in the savings projections for the first buy of 230 Small Parcel and
Bundle Sorter Feed Systems.
Annual workhour savings for the 5 3 Small Parcel Bundle Sorter Feed Systems
currently requested was based on machine con6guration (four-station, five-station,
and six-station), Small Parcel and Bundle Sorter runtime, and the containerization
of mail received for Small Parcel and Bundle Sorter processing (sacked or non-

sacked mail). A combination of these factors was used to determine the staffing
impact and resultant savings.
The full annual workhour savings for the 53 feed systems equates to 288.000
workhours, which equates to $8 million.
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ANMIUSPS-T10-27 Please produce all studies, analyses or similar documents
produced by or for the Postal Service since January 1. 1998, evaluating the Service's
automation of flat processing in light of the automation achieved by the Service's
counterparts in other advanced industrial nations.

Response:
I am informed that there are no such documents. However, I understand that
Engineering is continually involved with international symposiums, which include
counterparts and manufacturers from other nations.
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ANMIUSPS-TlO-29 For the last batch of FSM 881s purchased and deployed by the
Postal Service, what was the average cost per machine?

Response:
I am told that the approximate cost per machine was $230,000.
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ANMIUSPS-T10-30 What is the average cost of an FSM 881, including 'barcode
readers (BCRs) and optical character readers (OCRs)?

Response:
I am told that the approximate cost per machine was $290,000.
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ANMIUSPS-TIO-32 In your testimony at page 24, lines 20-22, you state that "The
TMS system has been deployed to 17 facilities, with 15 more plants to come on-line
by FY 2001. Plans are to extend the system to most large and medium facilities."
Aside from the 32 facilities that will have a TMS system by FY 2001.
a.
how many large facilities will NOT have a TMS system
Aside from the 32 facilities that will have a TMS system by FY 2001,
b.
how many medium facilities will NOT have a TMS system?
How many years will the Postal Service require to extend the TMS
c.
system to most large and medium facilities under the plans that you mention in your
testimony?
d.
Please produce all studies, analyses and similar documents produced
by or for the Postal Service concerning the costs, benefits, and appropriate
deployment rate of the TMS system.

Response:

a. It was not my intention to indicate that there is a strict designation of plants based

on small, medium, and large. Consequently, numbers can not be provided
specifically for large or medium facilities. There are 357 total plants in the Postal
Service leaving 325 without TMS by FY 2001.
b. See response for a.

c. It is not known at this time. It is now my understanding that though it is still the
goal of the Postal Service to automate more of the material handling functions
related to tray staging, sorting, and movement in a majority of the existing

medium to large facilities, the exact technology that will perform the TMS
functions is currently being reevaluated and may or may not ultimately vary from
the current configurations. Any deployment schedules will be subsequent to this
evaluation.
d. Objection filed February 22,2000.
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ANMIUSPS-T10-33. Please refer to your response to ANMIUSPS-T10-16 and the
attachment thereto.
(a) Please define the "utilization rate" as you use that term in your response and
the attachment.
(b) What are the units shown under the 'utilization rate" column in the
attachment?
(c) For the period FY 1996 to present, please provide data on the manual flats
indicator that, according to your response, is being tracked between Headquarters
and Area operations. Ifyou have not been tracking manual flats since FY 1996, then
provide data from the time you started tracking manual flats,
Response:
(a) The utilization rate is the number of pieces finalized across a piece of equipment,
generally viewed on an AP basis. For example, in the ANMIUSPS-T10-16
.-

response attachment, the national utilization rate for the FSM 881 of 1,624.3 is
the equivalent of 1,624,300 pieces sorted per FSM 881 on average for the AP.
(b) Total Pieces Handled per FSM on average for the AP (pieces finalizedlsorted. not
pieces fed).
(c) Please see attached for percent of manual flat volume to total pieces handled in
the plants, excluding incoming secondary manual flat volumes. Incoming
secondary volumes are excluded in order not to 'penalize" a plant for having the
manual scheme clerk processing at the plant (centralized) instead of at the
delivery unit(s) (decentralized).
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ANMIUSPS-T10-34. This question concerns your testimony concerning the FSM
881 OCR modification.

(a) When did the Postal Service first deploy the FSM 881 OCR modification?
(b) How many of the 812 FSM 881s were equipped with the OCR modification
at the end of Base Year 1998?
(c) How many of the 812 FSM 881s will be equipped with the OCR modification
at the end of FY 2001?
Response:
(a) July, 1998. Please see POSTCOMIUSPS-T10-4 for deployment schedule.
(b) As per the deployment schedule, approximately 105 FSM 881s were equipped
with the OCR modification as of September 14,1998.
(c) All of the FSM 881s are equipped with the OCR modification.

.
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ANMIUSPS-TIO-35. Please refer to your testimony at page 11, concerning the
FSM 1000.

(a) In what year did the Postal Service install the first of the 340 FSM 1000s
referred to in your testimony?
(b) How many FSM 1000s were installed in that year and each subsequent year
through total deployment of all 340 FSM lOOOs?
(c) For the most recent batch of FSM 1000s purchased and deployed by the
Postal Service, what was the average cost per machine?
(d) Did those machines come equipped with BCR capability? If not, what was
the cost to modify and include BCR capability?
Response:

(a) CY96
(b) CY96 - 25; CY97 - 170; CY98

- 145

(c) $425.000 each.
(d) No. $32,000,000 for all FSM 1000s.
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ANMIUSPS-TlO-36. Please refer to your responses to ANMIUSPS-Tl0-12 and
22.

(a) When did the Postal Service start developing OCR capability for the FSM

lOOO?
(b) You have stated that you expect an increase in throughput when FSM 1000s
are finally modified to include OCR capability. Please explain why it takes so long for
the Postal Service to develop and procure OCR capability for the FSM 1000. given
that the technology already has been developed and deployed successfully for the
FSM 881.
(c) Is the project underfunded?
(d) Is the Engineering Department understaffed or short of Research and
Development funds?
Response:
It is my understanding that:
(a) The OCR for the FSM 1000 is a Siemens development based on the same
technology used on the FSM 881. The development was not funded by the USPS
and we do not know when Siemens started the development.
(b) The deployment of OCR capability on the FSM 1000 is dependent on having an
automated feeder for the FSM 1000. See DMNUSPS-T10-16. The earliest that a
competitive test for feeders could be arranged is summer of 2000. It was
expected that the competitive testing could start as early as April. 2000. but
‘because of the complexity of development of feeders that can handle the wide
variety of mail that is processed on the FSM 1000, the testing will be later than
originally anticipated.
(c) No.
(d) No.

.
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ANMIUSPS-TlO-37. Please refer to your response to ANMIUSPS-T10-25.

(a) At EMCs, how many run-outs does the typical parcel sorter have?
(b) In what years were the parcel sorters now in operation at BMCs deployed?
Response:

-

a. I am told that each BMC averages between 250 350 run-outs combined on their
secondary parcel sorters depending on the size of the facility and service area.
b. The parcel sorters were deployed at the BMCs during the original construction of
the network back in the early to mid 1970s. Since the original construction, I am
told that a few of the sorters have been expanded, modified, or refurbished.
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ANMIUSPS-T10-38. Please refer to your response to ANMIUSPS-T10-13, How
many plants lack enough space to modify their SPBSs with an SPBS Feed System?

Response:
The requested information has not been tracked.
I am told that USPS Headquarters interest has been largely focused on plants
submitting requests for SPBS Feed System Installation. However, USPS
Headquarters has acted to rnaximhe the number of SPBS Feed System installations
by surveying the plants and by decreaslng feed system floor space requirements.

...
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ANMIUSPS-T10-39. Please refer to your response to ANMIUSPS-T10-21, in
which you confirm that the throughput capacity of one AFSM 100 is between 2-3
times the capacity of the FSM 881s and is expected to be approximately equivalent
to 2.6 FSM 881s.

(a) Since the first 175 AFSM 100s will be used to supplement and expand
existing flat sorting capacity, please confirm that the Postal Service's current shortfall
in flat sorting capacity is at least equal to the equivalent of 450 FSM 881s.
(b) Please explain fully any failure to confirm without qualification.

Response:
(a) and (b) Not confirmed. FSMs and AFSMs were purchased using two different
processing assumptions. Existing FSM 775/881s were purchased specifically to
support expected volume growth through FY1992, turnkey facility equipment needs,
and very limited sortation to carrier route. The Phase I AFSM purchase is expected
to support volume growth and sortation to carrier route for zones with approximately

10 or more carrier routes. Over half of the savings for the 173 AFSM 100s is from
moving incoming secondary processing from manual operations. Please see
response to DMNUSPS-Tl0-53. An indicator of flat volume growth from FY92 to
FY98. is a 50 percent increase in Standard Mail (A), non-ECR. non-letter volume.
Therefore, I believe the 450 equivalent FSMs is overstated and is not a true "apples
to apples" comparison.

...

.
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ANWUSPS-Tl0-40. Your testimony contains numerous references to a current
shortfall in ffat processing equipment. For example, at page 11 (lines 26-28) you
state that "the first phase of deployment [of the AFSM 1001is primarily intended to
supplement our existing flat sorter equipment by providing needed flat sorting
caeacity" (emphasis added). At page 12 (lines 20-21) you state that "The FSM 1000
has helped reduce the volume of mail that is processed in manual operations"
(emphasis added). At page 13, you state that 'FSM 881s will be relocated to smaller
sites that do not have flats sorting equipment or lack sufficient flats sorting capacity
today" (emphasis added)
(a) Considering that-the FSM 775/881 and the FSM 1000 have been available
for purchase for so many years, please provide a detailed explanation of why the
Postal Service allowed such a shortage of mechanized flat sorting capacity to occur
in Base Year 1998.
(b) Please produce documents sufficient to verify your response to part (a).
Response:

It is my understanding that we were pursuing the next generation of FSM and the
c

existing FSM 775/881 technology was outdated. The thought was why invest capital

in old technology when there was much better equipment technologies availabie.
The FSM 775/881 is not a machine that can be bought off the shelf; a production line
did not exist afler FSM 775 deployment was completed in 1992 and considerable
costs are incurred to re-start a production line. In addition, deployment of the AFSM
has been delayed as long as seven months from the original plan due to production
difficulties. A limited number of suppliers are able to manufacture the required
quantity at a reasonable price. The limited long-term value of the FSM 7751881 is
supported by the expected replacement of FSM 775/881s starting in FY2001 with the
AFSM Phase 2 deployment.
The FSM 1000 is intended for flab with different machinability characteristics than
the AFSM 100 (thicker, flimsier. heavier). The amount of FSM 1000s purchased was
based on this more limited flat mail base. Again. why purchase more FSM 1000s for
FSM 881/AFSM 100-compatible flats when a much better machine is on the near
horizon. Please see response to NNNUSPS-T10-8.
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To clarify, not all facilities have FSM capacity shortages. Some identified shortages
have been in the fastest growing metropolitan areas in the West and Southwest.
However, improved service pressures in some other metropolitan areas without
capacity constraints prevented FSMs from being relocated.
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ANMIUSPS-TI041 Please refer to your testimony about the FSM 881 at pages
10-11.
a. In what year were the first barcode readers ('BCRs") deployed to the FSM
881s?
b. In what year did the Postal Service complete equipping the FSM 881s with
BCRs?
C.

In what year were the first optical character readers (OCRs) deployed on the
FSM 88ls?

Response:
a. 1992
b. 1993

c. 1998. See PostComlUSPS-T10-4.

..

. .

...

-.
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ANMIUSPS-TI042 Please refer to your response to ANMIUSPS-TlO-1.

a. What was the average productivity of the FSM 775s (in terms of pieces per
hour) during each year before 1990. when they began converting to FSM 881 s?
b. What was the average productivity (in terms of pieces per hour) of the FSM
881s during each year before deployment and installation of the barcode readers
(‘BCRS”)?
c. What was the average productivity (in terms of pieces per hour) of the FSM
881s each year after deployment and installation of BCRs?
d. What is the average productivity (in terms of pieces per hour) of FSMs
during each year that they have been equipped with optical character readers
(OCRs) and BCRs?

Response:
a) The average productivity of the FSM 775s, before being converted to FSM 881s
was approximately 750 Total Pieces Handled (TPH).
.-

b) The average productivity of the FSM 881s before installation of the BCRs was
approximately 750 TPH.
c) FY 1993-94 Separate data not available for keying and BCR.
FY 1995

(keying)

680 TPH

FY 1995

(BCR)

1047TPH

FY 1996

(keying)

670 TPH

FY 1W6

(BCR)

995TPH

FY 1997

(keying)

630 TPH

FY 1997

(BCR)

900TPH

FY 1998

(keying)

565 TPH

FY 1998. (BCR)
FY 1998 (OCR)
d) FY 1999

800TPH
856 TPH (only 2 months of data in FY 1998)

(keying)

465 TPH

FY 1999

(BCR)

720TPH

FY 1999

(OCWBCR) 710 TPH
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ANMIUSPS-T10-43 What was the average productivity, in terms of pieces per
hour, of the FSM I000 (a) during each year before deployment and installation of
barcode readers CBCRs"), and (b) during each year following deployment and
installation of BCRs?
Response:

a) FYI997 (keying)

534TPH

FY 1998 (keying)

590 TPH

b) FY 1999 (keying)

580TPH

FY 1999 (BCR)

1036 TPH
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ANM/USPS-T10-44 Please refer to your response to ANMIUSPS-T10-20. which
indicates that (i)the maximum, sustainable throughput of the FSM 881 in manual
keying mode, using a full complement of six employees. is approximately 10,000 per
hour, our (sic) about 1,667 pieces per workhour; and (ii) a throughput of 14,000, or
about 2,333 pieces per workhour may be possible in an ideal environment. Also refer
to your response to ANMIUSPS-T10-16, which indicates that average productivity in
AP 5 of FY 2000 was only 575.4 pieces per workhour.
a. What was the average productivity of FSM 881s when used in manual keying
mode during AP 5 of FY ZOOO?
b. What was the average productivity of FSM 881s when used in BCR mode during
AP 5 of FY 2000?
c. What was the average productivity of FSM 881s when used in OCR mode during
AP 5 of FY ZOOO?
d. Please provide a detailed explanation why the actual productivity of FSM
881s in all modes combined was less than 35 percent (= 1,667/575.4) of the
maximum throughput in manual keying mode.

Response:
As information, I provided only the machine throughputs per hour in your question,
not the pieces per workhour.
a) The average productivity of FSM 881s for all keying operations during AP 5 of
FY 2000 was 480 Total Pieces Handled (TPH).
b) The FSM 881 no longer processes flat mail in BCR mode only.
c)

The average productivity of FSM 881s for all BCWOCR operations during AP 5

of FY 2000 was 640 TPH.
d) Throughput does not take into account the pieces not finalized, such as BCR
and OCR rejects, jams. time required to make sort plan changes, mail
preparation time at the machines, breaks, set up and pull down, etc. TPH
productivity, pieces per workhour. takes these factors into account. The
maximum throughput is also in an ideal environment which includes processing
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the "cleanest", most machinable volumes, not the mixturelvariationof flats we

actually must handle.

,
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ANMIUSPS-1104 Please refer to your response to ANMIUSPS-T10-16, which
indicates that in AP 5 of FY 2000 the average productivity of FSM 881s was only
575.4 pieces per workhour. whUe the average productivity of FSM JOOOs was 592.4
pieces per workhour.
a. Confirm that in AP 5 of FY 2000 all FSM 881s were equipped with OCRs and no
FSM lOOOs were equipped with OCRs. If you do not confirm, please provide the
number of each FSM that were equipped with OCRs.
b. Confirm that the FSM 1000s are supposed to be used for pieces that cannot be
processed on the FSM 881 (e.g., fllrnsies, oversized or thicker pieces, certain
polybagged items) and are generally considered more difiicult to handle. If you do
not confirm, please explain the types of mail that are being processed on the FSM
1000.

c. Please explain in detail why the productivity on the FSM 881 is lower than the
productivity on the FSM 1000.

Response:
a. Confirmed.
b. Confirmed with the qualification that some FSM 881 compatible volume also is

processed on the FSM 1000s as mentioned on page 12 of my testimony.
c. Unlike the FSM 1000, a portion of the volume on the FSM 881 has to make a turn
at the ends of the machine. This can cause more jams and is more restrictive on
the type of piece the FSM 881 can run compared to the FSM 1000. Ibelieve the
primary reason for the higher FSM 1000 productivity is due to the FSM 881 with
OCR has a higher reject percentage than the FSM 1000 without the OCR. The
producthrity accounts for pleces finalized or sortad, not pieces fed. The OCR
rejects must be rehandled and subsequently are reflected in reduced FSM 881
productivity.
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ANMIUSPS-TIO- 46 Please refer to USPS-LR-1-193, Publication 128, Strategic
Improvement Gulde for Flats Processing (September 1999) at page 4.
a. Please confirm that the productivities shown above the bars in the bar chart on
that page represent pieces per hour. If you do not confirm, please explain what they
mean.
b. What are the meanings of '140c" and '960c" that appear in the small box?

c. For each pair of bars shown for each fiscal year, what do the bars on the left and
the right represent?
d. The right-hand bars show the following productivities:

-

FY 94 1520
FY 95 - 1450
FY 96 1332
FY 97-1165
AIPOI-N 9a a45

-

Most alarmingly, not only has year-to-year productivity been declining, but also at an
accelerating rate, as follows:

FY 94-95
FY 95-96
FY 96-97
FY 97-98

-- 70118pcs/hr
pcslhr
- 167 pcs/hr

- 320 pcs/hr

In light of these data, has the declining trend in flat sorting productivity been
projected in the roll-forward model to TY 20017 If not, for TY 2001 what underlying
assumptions were used for flat sorting productivity and cost. and what was the basis
for extrapolating or not extrapolating the downward trend in productivity7

Response:
a) Confirmed.
b) The '140c" includes the combination of MODS operation codes 141-148 which
represent the keying processing of flat sorting machine outgoing primary through
incoming secondary operations. The '960c" includes the combination of MODS
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operation codes 961-968 which represent the flat sorting machine BCR outgoing
primary through incoming secondary operations.
c) The leh side represents the 140c and the right side represents the 960c MODS

operations, which are described in (b) above.
d) It is my understanding that a decline in FSM productivity is NOT in the roll-

forward. LR-1-126 page 18, includes increesing manual flat productivity and
improving flat sorting machine utilizationlpmductivity.The productivities you cita
above are for BCR Total Pieces Handled (sorted) per hour, not total FSM
productivity. See, LR-1-193, page 56 (Appendix D)for FSM productivity goals.
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ANMIUSPS-TlO-47 Now that all FSM 881s are equipped with BCRs and OCRs,
why is flat sorting productivity on FSMs lower than in earlier years when all or most
flats were keyed manually? Please produce (or cite, if already produced) documents
sufficient to verify your response.

Response:
With OCR and BCR operations, there are more rejects and subsequent second
handlings to finalize a piece. The pieces then left to key include BCWOCR rejects,
which can be more difficult to read.
In addition, before FSM 1000 deployment provided some FSM capacity relief, the

volume competing for the FSM 881 allowed the most efficient mail for the longest
runs to be put on ihe machines. Similar to letters, as the cleanest volumes are
automated, the less machinable pieces and shorter sori plans are added, thereby
effecting productivity.
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APMUIUSPS-Tl0-1. In June 1998, the Postal Service completed activation
of the last of its 10 PMPCs. Within the two areas served by the PMPC

network (Le., the Northeast and Florida), processing of Priority Mail was
transferred from Postal Service plants to the PMPCs.
a. Please specify the extent to which the transfer of Priority Mail
processing to the PMPC network has helped generally to free up space
and mail processing equipment (e.g.. flat sorting machines or SPBSs)
within Postal Service plants in the Northeast and Florida, especially
during critical dispatch periods.

b. Please specify the extent to which the transfer of Priority Mail
processing to the PMPC network has helped to reduce or eliminate
congestion and critical bottlenecks as regards space and mail
processing equipment (e.g., flat sorting machines or SPBSs) within
Postal Service plants in the Northeast and Florida, especially during
critical times such as Christmas.
.-

c. Please specify the extent to which the transfer of Priority Mail
processing to the PMPC network has helped to increase efficiency and
reduce costs of the other (non-Priority) mail that is processed in Postal
Service plants within the network area.
d. Please specify the extent to which the transfer of Priority Mail
processing to the PMPC network has helped to increase on-time
delivery performance of mail processed in the Northeast and Florida.
Response:
a. There is no data available to quantify the amount of space freed up by moving
Priority Mail to the PMPCs. However, no mechanization was moved out of
the Postal facilities supported by PMPCs. The space needs for rack and tub

set-ups may have been reduced, however, most facilities still must maintain
Priority Mail operations for late arriving mail. The first attachment compares
the SPBS and FSM 1000 utilization by volume for plants affected by the
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PMPCs before and after implementation of the network versus plants
unaffected by the PMPCs.

b. See response to part a.
c. The transfer of Priority Mail processing to the PMPC network has freed up
capacity on mechanized systems to move other classes of mail. However, a
quantitative analysis detailing the impact of this transfer on efficiency and cost
reductions is not available. However, increased efficiencies and cost
reductions for mail remaining in the Postal Service plants would be reflected,
to some extent, in the base year costs of the various classes of mail

presented in the case.
d. The PMPC contract was awarded as a pilot test of an approach for improving
the service delivery for Priority Mail. Though there has been measurable
improvements in Priority service with the PMPCs compared to the rest of the
network, any theoretical benefit to other classes of mail delivery arising from
the creation of a dedicated mail stream for Priority Mail would be incidental.
USPS does not have measures that would isolate this one factor from all
other factors that affect service delivery performance among other mail
classes. Even if this could be accomplished, the EXFC service scores in the
second attachment for First-class Mail, specifically, do not indicate an
appreciable improvement in scores in the PMPC affected Clusters compared
to the non-affected Clusters.
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DFCIUSPS-T10-10
a. Please provide the BCWOCR acceptance rate for the FSM 881 when it is
operating in BCWOCR mode.
b. Please refer to your testimony at page 11, lines 3-5. Does the throughput
of 6,500 refer to total pieces, whether accepted or not?
c. What is the normal throughput of an FSM 881 that is not operating in
BCWOCR mode?
d. Please confirm that an operator must manually feed each flat into the
FSM 881 when it is operating in BCWOCR mode. If you do not
confirm, please explain.
e. Please explain why the BCWOCR mode leads to greater efficiency
. compared to a manual-keying mode.
f. Please explain @eextent to which plants use the BCWOCR mode for
outgoing primary operations throughout the evening, given that a
certain percentage of flats will reject and will have to be processed a
second time, potentially causing mail to miss dispatches. For example,
do plants typically stop using the BCWOCR mode after a particular
hour in the evening?
g. Are single-piece First-classflats that are processed successfully in
BWOCR mode placed in containers that are labelled to indicate that
the flats were processed successfully on the BCWOCR?
h. Will single-piece First-class flats that are processed successfully in
BCWOCR mode in the outgoing primary operation typically be labelled
so that these flats can, if necessary, be processed in BCWOCR mode
on the obtgoing secondary operation in that plant as we117
i. Which percentage of single-piece First-class flats that are processed on
the FSM 881 are processed on the FSM 881 in BCWOCR mode?
j. If machine capacity is limited, is the Postal Service more likely, on an FSM
881 that is running in BCWOCR mode, to run metered singlepiece
First-classflats rather than stamped single-piece First-classflats?
k To which extent do prepping operations make separations between FSM
881-compatible flats and non-FSM-881ampatibleflats? Or are the
FSM 881 crews typiCalfy responsible for removing a substantial portion
of the flats that are not compatible with the FSM 8811
1. Which percentage of single-piece First-class flats that could be processed
on the FSM 881 are processed manually due to capacity constraints on
the FSM 881's and FSM 1OOO's?
m. Can the FSM 1000 run simultaneously in BCR and manual-keying modes,
thus allowing operators to bypass manual keying ifa particular flat has
a bar code on it?
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n. Does the FSM 1000 have an automatic feeder for bar-coded flats?
0. Which is the finest level -carrier route or sector-segment
to which
bar-coded flats currently are processed on either the FSM 881 or FSM

-

1OW?

p. Please reconcile the following two statements in your testimony: The net
result was that 60 percent of the total incoming secondary volume in
plants was processed on flat sorters, (page 14, line 30 to page 15, line
1)and 'The majorify of incoming secondary distribution of flats is
performed manually in delivery units in the current environment largely
because of h e shottfall in mechanizedflats sorting capacity" (page 15
lines 12-14). Which percentage of machinable flats receives incoming
secondary sortation on FSM's?
q. Please describe the methods used for sorting Priority Mail Flat Rate
Envelopes (e.g., envelope EP-I4F).

Response:
a. The acceptance rate is from 80-96% depending upon mail type.

b. Yes - it refers to total number of pieces fed to the machine.
c. The throughput of an FSM 881 in keying mode is influenced by whether scheme
knowledge is required. The throughput ranges from 4500 to 5500.

d. Confirm.
e. The flat does not have to be faced for the keyer since the BCWOCR can read an
address upside down, horizontally or vertically. It also does not require time for a
keyer to find the address among the other graphics on the mail piece. A lower
level derk without keying skills can be used to feed the flats into the FSM in
BCWOCR mode.

f. The BCWOCR is used approximately 50 percent for outgoing primary opertations
and keying mode the other 50 percent. Yes, depending on the volume and
accept rates specific to the mail.
g. Yes.
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h. Yes.
i. Percentages are not tracked by class of mail or by single-piece or presorted mail.
j. Yes.

k. Separations between FSM 881 compatible and non-compatible flats are done to
the greatest extent possible in prepping operations. The FSM 881 crews are not
typically responsible for removing a substantial portion of FSM 881 noncompatible flats but will do so whenever necessary.
I. I believe very l i i e First-class Mail is diverted to the manual operation due to
capacity constraints since First-class Mail is a small portion of flat volume, has
priority on the FSMs, and is not the driver for equipment requirements.
m. No. The feed stations must be either in BCR or keying mode. Hence, if a keyer
sees a barcode while in keying mode, the flat still needs to be keyed.
n. No.
0.

Carrier route.

p. The first statement refers specifically to incoming secondary flat distribution
occurring in the plants. The second statement is referring to all incoming
secondary flat distribution at plants and delivery units. I am told the breakdown of
total incoming secondary flats distribution is approximately 60% occurring at
delivery units and 40% occurring at plants. Ofthe plant incoming secondary
distribution, approximately 60% is processed on flats sorters and 40% is manual.

Iam told that the percentage of machinable flats receiving incoming secondary
distribution on FSMs is unknown since we do not track machinable verses nonmachinable volumes.
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q. The Priority Mail Flat Rate Envelopes are processed in manual operations,

mechanized operations (FSM lOOO), and on the SPBS.
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DMAIUSPS-T10-2. You go on to say "it is however, currently more efficient to first
send the pieces to the OCR for attempted resolution.' Please reconcile this
statement with your previous one.
Response:
This statement refers to the OCR readable pieces, not script mail. The combination
of OCR and RCR read rates are superior to just the RCR read rate for this mail,

thereby reducing the amount of images requiring keying at the REC.
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DMNUSPS-TI03 On page 4. line 24 of your testimony you use the phrase "staffing
index". Please describe fully the meaning of this term.

Response:

The staffing index for a mail processing operation is the ratio of work hours to
operating time (e.g. machine run time for a mechanized or automated operation). In
common usage, it means either the actual ratio observed or the normal, expected
ratio. In my testimony, this phrase - which appears several times, but not at page 4,
line 24 -generally means the normal or expected ratio, i.e. the amount of staffing
necessary for a machine fully up and running.
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DMAIUSPS-TIO-4. On page 4, in describing the MLOCR, you say These
enhancements have improved the overall encode rate of the MLOCR." What is that
rate following the improvements? What was it before the improvements? Are there
currently plans to further improve the encode rate?
Response:
The MLOCRs coded approximately 3540% of the mail to 9digit. The latest MLOCR
software codes 62% of the mail to Ildigit. New software will be tested in March
with contract award expected sometime afler that. We are requiring a minimum
improvement of 3% but a slightly higher percentage is anticipated.
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DMNUSPS-TlO-5. What is the acquisition cost of an MLOCR?

Response:

The most recent purchase of MLOCRs was in 1995, deployment in Nov.. 1995
through April, 1996. The unit price of these systems was $550,000. This does not
include the ISS kits, nor the co-directorylco-processormodifications.
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DMARISPS-TIO-7 As the RBCS is currently configured does it currently sort mail in
addition to applying barcodes? Please provide the through put for the RBCS.

Response:
I

No. RBCS is a system to assist current sortation equipment (OCR and BCS)in
applying more barcodes. There is no throughput related to RBCS alone.
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DMNUSPS-TI04 On page 8 of your testimony you say 'manual cases are staffed
to sort the somewhat uncertain volumes of automation rejects in order to meet the
transportation dispatch schedules and, ultimately, the service commitments." Does
this imply that if service standards for first class mail were less stringent, staffing
could be reduced? Are transportation dispatch schedules more critical for preferred
mail than for Standard A mail? What percentage of the mail sorted in these manual
cases is Standard A mail?

Response:
In response to your first question, I am not sure what you mean by hypothetical
service standards for First-class Mail that were "less stringent." If you are asking
about a hypothetical in which service standards for all mail, including First-Class Mail
and Standard Mail. were the same, it seems most likely that the hours used to
handle First-class Mail would be scheduled for a different time of day. Yes. We do
not track volumes within operations by class but see USPS-T-17, Table 3, for
Standard A distribution key shares in manual operations.
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DMNUSPS-TlO-9 On page 8 you say "Processing and Distribution plants
processed 93 percent of their total incoming letter volumes in automated
operations Please provide an estimate of this measure for the Test Year.

..."

Response:
94.1 percent for p/ 2001.
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DMAIUSPS-TI040 You say that "improved read rates will further reduce the
number of RECs" (p 9.line 26) Please describe other operational changes that the
improved read rates will induce.

Response:
Improved read rates on the OCRs will increase the amount of mail that can receive a
barcode immediately without the use of an RCR or REC keying. These pieces can
be moved directly to the downstream barcode sorters which could result in a small
portion of mail being finalized earlier in the tour. Improvements in the RCR
technology will serve primarily to reduce the amount of images that need to be keyed
at the REC.
c

...
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DMNUSPS-TlO-11 Please explain how the addition of the Mail Cartridge System to
the DBCSs will eliminate sweeping and second pass edge loading for DPS
processing.

Response:
The specifications for Mail Cartridge System call for the existing sweep-side stackers
to be modified so the mail will now be sorted into mail cartridges. For second pass
mail, the cartridges will be automatically swept and transported to the feeder end of
the DBCS in the correct sequence. The mail from each cartridge will be
automatically fed back into the machine.
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DMAIUSPS-TlO-13 You say the maximum staffing on the FSM 881 is six

employees. Under what circumstances and how often is an FSM 881 staffed with
fewer than six employees? When it is staffed with fewer than six. is there a
proportional effect on throughput?

Response:

An FSM 881 would be staffed with fewer than six employees when in lower volume
situations when the operation window allows. For example, an incoming secondary
program may only require half the machine or is run on Tours 2 and/or 3. Since the
throughput is feeder paced, it would be proportional based on the number of feeders
staffed.
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DMNUSPS-T10-14 What is the throughput of the FSM 881 when staff is keying the
mail?

Response:
The throughput of an FSM 881 in keying mode is influenced by whether scheme
knowledge is required. The throughput ranges from 4500 to 5500.
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DMAIUSPS-T10-15 What is the throughput of the FSM 1000 when staff is keying the
mail?

Response:

The throughput of the FSM 1000 in keying mode is influenced by whether scheme
knowledge is required. The throughput ranges from 4000 to 5000.
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DWUSPS-TlO-16 Have there been any tests or experiments showing what the
throughput of the FSM 1000 will be with the OCR modification cited on page 1I?
If
so, what is the predicted throughput with a staff of six? Do you expect that staffing
reduction will result in proportionate throughput reductions? If throughput on the FSM
1000 is better in an OCR mode than in a manual mode, why is deployment not
scheduled before 2002 at the earliest?

Response:

-

No Engineering has not resolved all the technical and procurement issues at this

time. Plans are evolving but further work needs to be done, therefore, the OCR
modification on the FSM 1000 is not expected until later than originally anticipated.
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DMNUSPS-TIO-17 Please provide the deployment schedule for the AFSM 100.
Response:
Please see attached.

I
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DMNUSPS-T10-16 Will the AFSM 100 be able to process mail with the same set of
characteristics as is currently processed on the 881 and the lOOO? Will it be able to
handle thicker mail? Longer mail? Wider mail? Flimsier mail?

Response:
The machinability requirements of the AFSM 100 were based on the FSM 881
requirements. We have not yet evaluated the AFSM 100 for any deviations from
these requirements. Testing is expected to be conducted on the first production
machine.
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DMAIUSPS-T10-19 Please provide the throughput of the AFSM 100 in the OCR
mode. Please provide the throughput of the AFSM 100 in the BCR mode.

Response:
The OCR mode is not a separate mode from the BCR mode. The process occurs
simultaneously.

i
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DMNUSPS-T10-20 Why is the Postal Service not planning a more rapid

deployment of the AFSM IOO? At the end of the first phase of deployment of the
AFSM 100,will there still be a shortfall in mechanized flat sorting capacity? At the
end of the second phase of deployment of the AFSM 100, will there still b e a shortfall
in mechanized flat sorting capacity?

Response:

I

Due to problems with the manufacturer of the AFSM 100, a more rapid deployment

was not possible. A shortfall in mechanized flat sorting capacity is not expected at
the end of the first phase of deployment. No - t h e expectation is, at this time, that
phase 2 will b e to replace the FSM 881.

I
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DMAIUSPS-Tl0-22 You say that the FSM 1000 is also "utilized as an "extra FSM
881" to process machinable flats because of a lack of FSM 881 capacity" (page 12).
Given that the through put of the 881 is higher than that of the 1000, does this lack of
capacity increase sorting costs? If so. why are there no plans to purchase additional
FSM 881s?

Response:

I

Assuming only that the throughput is higher, then the answer is yes. This does not
take into consideration read rates, jam rates, processing mode, etc. which all have
an effect on sorting costs. As mentioned in my testimony, the AFSM IOOS, which are
more technologically advanced, are to supplement the FSM 881 capacity.
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DMNUSPS-TIO-23 In the Test Year, what percentage of all flats processed on
machines will be processed on the AFSM IOO?

Response:

We d o not know at this time. As mentioned in my testimony, the AFSM 100 will have

I

processing priority based on machine availability. The percentage will depend upon
sortation level (outgoing, incoming secondary), machinability characteristics, volume
growth, and other similar factors.
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DMNUSPS-TlO-24 Will the shift from manual incoming secondary to automated
processing discussed on page 13 reduce costs?

Response:
Yes.
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DMNUSPS-TlO-25 On pages 13 and 14 you say There are also heavy volume
periods where our existing shortfall in flats sorting capacity results in some flats, that
could otherwise be processed on the FSM 881 or FSM 1000,being processed in
manual operations.” What is the mix of mail by class that is typically processed in
manual operations during these periods? During what time of day do these periods
typically occur? Does this imply that if service standards for first class mail were less
stringent, staffing could be reduced?

Response:
We do not track the volume in operations by class. Generally speaking, the heavy
volume period is tour 1 (approximately 11:OO pm through 7:OO am )for incoming
secondary. The low volume of First Class flats, as a proportion of all flats, does not
drive the FSM requirements. Therefore, if service standards for First Class Mail were
less stringent, there would not be an expected reduction in staffing of flat operations.
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.-

DMAIUSPS-TlO-26 Please provide an estimate of the percentage of non-carrier
route flats bearing a barcode in FY 2000 and 2001.
Response:
Based on trends and where we ended at FY 99, it is estimated that 70% of noncarrier route flats will bear a barcode in FY 2000 and 75% will bear a barcode in FY

2001.
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DMNUSPS-T10-27 Why is scheme training more difficult to maintain at the plant
than at the delivery unit?

Response:
When a clerk performs a manual scheme sort in a delivery unit, this operation, in all
likelihood. occurs in the same facility as the carriers that deliver the sorted mail. The
carriers are often the first to obtain address information related to their route (e.g.
new housing development). This information is continually communicated from the
carriers to the clerks, particularly when mail is incorrectly sorted to a particular carrier
and requires a re-sort. In the plant, this information is typically passed on through
periodic scheme training.
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DMNUSPS-T10-28 Do you expect that sorting flats to DPS will reduce costs to the
Postal Service? Please provide an estimate of the cost savings from a DPS program
for flats.

Response:

Yes. we believe that sorting flats to DPS will reduce costs to the Postal Service given
what we have learned from DPS letters. Because the method required to DPS flats
has not yet been finalized, an estimate of the cost savings from a DPS program for
flats has not yet been developed.
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DMNUSPS-T10-29 Will D P S of flats increase the value of the barcode?

Response:
The method to D P S flats has not been finalized, so the value of a barcode in a D P S
flats environment can not yet be determined. However, as mentioned in my
testimony, given the current technological options, an 11-digit, readable barcode will
have value and continue to be the most cost efficient mail.
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DMAIUSPS-Tl0-30 When does the Postal Service expect to begin DPS of flats?

Response:
We expect to begin DPS of flats in approximately five to six years given current
available technology.
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DMNUSPS-T10-31 Are there any studies or other information bearing on economic
justifiability of bundle collators? Is so. please provide them.

Response:
No, not at this time.
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DMNUSPS-TI032 How many Priority Mail Processing Centers are there? Where
are they located? Is the equipment for sorting parcels in these centers the same as
the equipment in the BMCs for sorting parcels? If not, please describe it.

Response:
The number and specific locations of the PMPCs has been addressed in the
response to DFCIUSPS-T34-1. The parcel sorting equipment in the PMPCs is not
the same as the equipment in the BMCs. It is my understanding that the Postal
Service does not specify the sorting equipment to be used in the PMPCs. From what
I have been told, configurations of the Rapistan sortation equipment installed at
some, but not all. sites vary with the number of induction stations ranging from 8 to
10 and the separations ranging from 147 to 455. The machines typically sort into
rolling stock, pallet boxes, or sacks.
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DMAIUSPS-TI033 You say that the throughput of the SPBS is between 678 and
945 bundles or small parcels per induction station per hour. What accounts for the
wide variation in throughput? Does the variation depend upon how mailers have
prepared the mail? If so, how? Does it depend on circumstances which are under the
control of the USPS? If so, please describe them.

Response:
The SPBS machines are located in a variety of different facilities processing a variety

of different products. Processing can range from outgoing single-piece Priority that
requires only 3-digit keying to incoming bundle distribution that requires 3- or 5-digit
keying based a combination of the ZIP Code and the Optional Endorsement Line. In
addition, bundles are often more difficult to induct than parcels with bundle breakage
negatively impacting the process. Finally, the SPBS Feed Systems improve
productivity as a result of more consistent and singulated mail flow to the keyer
workstations. Not all of the machines have the Feed Systems due to space
constraints, which contributes to the variation.
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DMNUSPS-T10-34 When bundles are manually sorted. what is the throughput?
How many separations are bundles typically sorted to in a manual sort?
Response:
Based on a study cited in Witness Yacobucci's testimony (USPS-T-25)with data
collected between September and December of 1998, the average productivity of
bundles sorted manually is 178 per hour. Bundles sorted in a primary breakdown
typically have separations that range between 5 and 30. Bundles from 3-Digit, SCF.
ADC, or mixed containers are typically sorted into 50 to 100 separations.

c
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DMNUSPS-71035 When wlll the additional SPBS feed systems that are under
contract be deployed?
Response:
Deployment is now taking place. The projected end date is the end ofthe Fiscal Year
2000.
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DMAIUSPS-TI036 You say there are 341 SPBS machines and that 240 have feed
systems and that another 50 are under contract. Please describe all plans to procure
feed systems for the 51 machines that will be without feed systems following the
deployment of the 50 under contracts. Include any schedule for deployment in your
description.

Response:
The remaining machines without feed systems will probably not receive them. Two
major reasons for not deploying feed systems to all SPBSs are: 1) Not economic - if
a site has too many sacks to dump, the savings are not there; and 2) Not enough
space -the feed systems have a large footprint.
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DMNUSPS-TI037 Given that 'SPBS is the equipment of choice for these bundlesorting operations" (p 21) please describe any plans for deploying additional SPBS
machines. If there are no plans, does this imply that there is no capacity shortage?

Response:

There are currently no plans to deploy additional SPBS machines. We are looking to
improve existing equipment and to the next generation machines. Given input from
the field, I understand that there is no SPES capacity shortfall.
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DMNUSPS-T10-38 On page 21 of your testimony in reference to unloading sacks
you say 'Bedloads are labor intensive and time consuming to unload" What
percentage of vehicles are bedloaded and what percentage are loaded with
containers? Does the USPS bedload vehicles. If so, please explain why in light of
your statement.
Response:
According to the Drop Shipment Appointment System (DSAS) and input from the
BMCs, the percentage of scheduled appointments with bedloaded contents is
approximately 25 percent. With the exception of a few isolated instances, the Postal
Service has moved away from bedloading vehicles to other postal facilities. For
example, inter- and intra-BMC transportation is now containerized as a result of
modifications to mechanization systems that included the installation of container
loaders.
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DMNUSPS-TlO-39 On page 20 of your testimony, you describe new technology for
parcel sorters which %illeliminate, to a large degree, manual labor currently used for
facing and keying." (Line s 12-13). Please estimate the amount of labor currently
used in these tasks. How much will be saved in the new system?

Response:

In FY 99, the time spent facing and inducting parcels on the BMC secondary parcels
sorters was 814.899 hours. For the Singulate, Scan,Induction, Units (SSIUs), a fullup savings of approximately 622,044 hours for the induction function is estimated.
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DMNUSPS-T10-40 On page 22. lines 22-28 of your testimony you describe robotic
systems for processing letter trays. Please describe the deployment plans for these
systems.
Response:
The current deployment of 100 RCS units for loading letter and flat trays into
containers will begin in May and end in November of this year. The systems will be
deployed primarily in medium to large plants, but also in the BMC and AMC and
network.
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DMNUSPS-TI041 On page 23 of your testimony you describe the "next

generation of sorters" which will Yurther reduce labor hours" for sorting bundles and
parcels. Please describe the deployment plans for these systems.
Response:
There are no deployment plans at this time.
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DMAIUSPS-TlO-42 Please describe the deployment plans and schedules for
Universal Transport Systems described on page 23.
Response:
A prototype Universal Transport System will be installed at the Ft. Myers P&DC

starting this June with the operational phase-in scheduled to begin this October.
There are no deployment plans or schedules beyond the prototype at this time.
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DMNUSPS-T10-43 Please describe the deployment plans and schedules for
robotic systems for loading and unloading parcels, bundles, pallets, and sacks into
and out of containers described on page 23.

Response:
At this time, there are no deployment plans or schedules for robotic systems for
loading and unloading parcels, bundles, pallets, and sacks into and out of
containers. Advanced robotics systems for these purposes are in the research and
development stage.
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DMNUSPS-TI045 On page 24 of your testimony, you describe Robotic

Containerization Systems and say that in PI 2000 there will be 100 robots loading
trays and tubs into containers. Please describe plans for additional deployments

Response:
We have two options of 175 units each. The earliest we would exercise the option@)
I

would be the fall of 2000. One of the key factors in the decision is the performance

of these 100 and the resulting cost savings to the field.

I
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DMNUSPS-Tl046 On page 24 of your testimony, you describe Tray Management

systems and say "Plans are to extend the system to most large and medium
facilities." Please describe these plans.
Response:
Currently, our plans are to install TMS in newly constructed facilities when
economically justified. It is still the goal of the Postal Service to automate more of
the material handling functions related to tray staging, sorting, and movement in a
majority of the existing medium to large facilities. The exact technology that will
perform the TMS functions is currently being reevaluated and may or may not
ultimately vary from the current configurations.

c
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DMNUSPS-T10-47 On page 27 of your testimony you say motorization has
increased "the proportion of carriers with vehicles from 85 percent in FY 88 to 91
percent in FY 98." Please provide an estimate of this proportion for FY 99,OO. and
01.
Response:

I am informed that the proportions for FY 99 and N 2000 year-to-date are both 91%.
This proportion is not normally estimated for future years. However, I am informed
that there is little reason to anticipate any significant change in the proportion by Fy
2001.

I

L
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DMAIUSPS-TlO48. In your response to DMNUSPS-TIM. you say "New software
will be tested in March with contract award expected sometime afler that." When do
you anticipate contract award? When do you anticipate the start of implementing this
new software? When will the implementation be complete?
Response:

I am told that the new MLOCR contract award is expected in June, 2000. I am also
told that implementation of the new software will begin sometime afler contract
award. No specific dates are available. In this particular case, however, we don't
know whether the new software will suffice or additional hardware or hardware
modifications will be necessary. Software deployment generally takes approximately
one month, however, in the case where additional hardware or modifications are
necessary, a longer deployment time could be expected.
.-

I
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DMAIUSPS-Tl0-50. Please refer to your response to DMNUSPS-TIO-6. What are
the employees of the RECs who are not TEs? Please confirm that the ratio of nonTEs to TEs is estimated to increase according to your response. Please explain why.
Response:
The other Postal Service employees in the RECs are career keying positions, the
installation heads, supervisors, industrial engineers, maintenance employees, and
secretaries. It is my understanding that the ratio of non-TEs to TEs will increase
slightly based on the 2001 estimates. This slight increase would be expected
because the TEs are, by name, temporary employees and terminated as the amount
of images to key decreases.
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DMNUSPS-TIO-51. Please refer to your response to DMNUSPS-Tl0-8. If service
standards for First-class Mail were less stringent than they are now, but more
stringent than those for Standard A Mail, could staffing be reduced?

Response:
Assuming a sufficient relaxation in FCM service standards to allow some FCM
processing to be deferred, I would expect the primary effect of the hypothetical
change to be modification of FCM processing schedules to reduce premium pay for
night work and overtime, as per my response to DMNUSPS-T10-8.
Manual cases are staffed to:
1. Sort the mail pieces.

2. Provide the ancillary setup, takedown, and mail movement activities
associated with scheme changes and dispatches.
3. Accommodate the uncertain volume and timing of mail arrival, much of it nonmachinable or rejected from automated operations, that must be sorted and
dispatched in a relatively short processing window.
Factors 1 and 2 are driven by mail volume and network requirements, respectively.
A relaxation in service standards would have little, if any, effect on staffing related to
factors Iand 2. As I explained in my testimony (page 31), to satisfy the third factor,
‘Postal Service supervisors can move personnel from operation to operation as
needed, but there is an unavoidable loss in productivity due to lost time in the move,
using people with less skill, and difficulty in getting the timing just right given the less

than predictable workload.” A relaxation in service standards could potentially allow
some reduction of staffing due to this factor. .

However, since FCM would not be indefinitely deferrable in the hypothetical situation,
staffing due to factor 3 could not be eliminated altogether. The extent to which a
staffing reduction would be possible, net of any labor required to stage the deferred
mail, is a matter of conjecture.
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DMAIUSPS-Tl0-53. Please refer to your response to DMAIUSPS-TIO-24. Please
provide an estimate of the work year and the cost savings from this shift.

Response:
For the Phase I buy of AFSM 100s. it was assumed that at least half of the savings
would come from moving Incoming Secondary flats soried manually to the AFSM
100. We are still assessing the savings associated with the second buy of AFSM

100s; they will be site-specific.

I
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DMNUSPS-TI 0-54. Please refer to your response to DMNUSPS-T10-26. Please
provide an estimate of the work year and the cost savings from this increase in the
percentage of barcoding on non-carrier route flats.
Response:

I am not aware of any analysis that has isolated the cost savings from the increase in
the percentage of barcoding of non-carrier route flats, holding all other things
constant, including new machine deployment and local management initiatives (e.g.
increasing FSM utilization). For isolated cost savings due to barcoding in the Test
Year, please refer to USPS-T25 Witness Yacobucci's testimony. The savings would
vary depending on the presort level and whether the mail was FSM 881 or FSM 1000
compatible. AFSM equipment savings presented in LR-1-126 include savings for
barcoded and non-barcoded (with OCR and video encoding results) volumes.
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DMNUSPS-110-55. Please refer to your response to DMNUSPS-T10-36. In your
response, you say, "If a site has too many sacks to dump, the savings are not there"
as o n e of two explanations as to why not all 'SPBS machines will have feed

systems.
Please explain why "too many sacks" changes the economics of feed systems. HOW
many sacks are "too many"? Please provide studies or analysis in support of this
number.
Please provide a n electronic spreadsheet showing how many sacks a r e dumped at
the sites with feed systems and at those sites with feed systems under contract.
Please provide another spreadsheet showing the number of sacks to be dumped at
those sites where you have concluded feed systems would not be economic.
Response:
After gaining experience from the initial deployment of feed systems, it was
discovered that the benefits of the feed system are reduced when manually dumping
sacks compared to dumping other containers via mechanized unloaders.

Consequently, sacks result in smaller savings for the feed system compared to other
containers (e.g. pallets). There is not a specific number of sacks that results in a
feed system becoming non-economical for any and all locations. Sites were required

to generate approximately 5,000 hours of annual savings for an economic
justification. For every hour spent manually dumping sacks into the SPBS, it was
estimated that the feed system would generate approximately 143 hours of annual
savings. For every hour spent dumping non-sacks into the SPBS, it w a s estimated
that the feed system would generate approximately 572 hours of annual savings.
Sites with the appropriate combination of existing daily machine run time were able

to justify a feed system based on the full economic requirements. Again.
requirements were based on run time which is a byproduct of t h e site's SPBS
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productivity, so sack quantities by site were not collected and are not maintained in
our site specific data systems.
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DMAIUSPS-T10-56. Please refer to your response to DMNUSPS-T10-37. Please
describe the status of USPS plans to improve existing equipment.

Response:
The SPBS hardware and software upgrade project is still under review by senior
management. It is scheduled for presentation to and possible approval of the Board
of Governor's in June of this year. Pending approval, modifications will occur
between July 2000 and December 2001. The modifications will involve hardware
and software upgrades that will accommodate potential barcode and optical
character reader technology in the future, install ondemand label printers, add bin
displays, improve scheme maintenance to a level comparable to our other
equipment, and increase the management tools available to Postal supervisors.
These modifications are not expected to impact SPBS throughput or productivity.
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DMAIUSPS-110-57. Please refer to your response to DMNUSPS-T10-37. When do
you anticipate piloting the next generation of SPBS machines? Are these
engineering designs, conceptual, or preconceptual designs for these machines?
Response:

Based on progress from the multiple vendors, it is possible that one or more
prototypes could be in the field by the end of this calendar year. The designs are

.

still conceptual in nature. The earliest projections estimate that deployments will
take place sometime between 2003 and 2005 at the earliest.
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DMNUSPS-TIO-58. Please refer to your response to DMNUSPS-T10-33. Is the
rate-limiting factor in SPBS throughput the keying rate? If not, what is the ratelimiting facto0 Please fully explain your answer and provide any studies, which
support it.
Response:
Assuming enough mail is available for continuous SPBS processing, the machine
throughput is typically limited by the keying operation. It should be understood,
however, that this function requires tasks in addition to simply keying. Grabbing,
orienting, and deciphering which sort code to key are also required. These tasks,
along with keying, impact throughput in addition to other factors such as the number

of keying consoles, the mix of mail (e.g. shape, presort, bundle machinability, piece
machinability), and the ability to keep mail available for the keyers.
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DMAIUSPS-Tl0-59. On page 14 of your testimony you say ’In AP 13, FY 99,
Processing and Distribution plants processed 48 percent of their incoming flat
secondary volume using the BCWOCR on flat sorters...” Please provide an estimate
of this percentage for the Test Year.

Response:
The estimates for FY 2001 are not available at this time. We are currently assessing
the addition of AFSM 100s to our plants and the subsequent relocation or disposal of
existing FSM 881 equipment. These changes will impact the amount of incoming
I

secondary volume that will be processed on the AFSM 100s and remaining FSM
881s.
We are also considering the addition of an OCR (and automatic feeder) to the FSM
1000. Deployment of this enhancement, assuming it is feasible and economically
justified, has not yet been determined. (See MPNUSPS-T104) However, there is a
chance that it could also impact the amount of incoming secondary flat volume
processed using the BCWOCR in FY 2001.
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DMAIUSPS-TIO-60. You go on to say "Keying operations on the flat sorter
accounted for another 12 percent of their total incoming secondary flat volume."
Please provide an estimate of this percentage for the Test Year.

Response:
See DMNUSPS-T10-59. Given we do not know the amount of incoming secondary
volume sorted using BCFUOCR on the FSMs in the Test Year, we do not know the
amount that needs to be keyed.
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KEIUSPS-TI04 On page 2 of your prepared testimony you note that the Advanced
Facer Canceller System culls out nonletter-sized pieces over 6 1/8 inches tall, over X
inch thick or over 11 X inches long. Is there a weight limitation above which a
standard size letter will be culled out? If so, what is that weight limitation and how
was it determined?

Response:

No. The AFCS does not have a mechanism to weigh pieces.
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KEIUSPS-TlO-2 In your description of the Remote Bar Coding System on page 5 of
your prepared testimony, you mention that the address is resolved to the depth of
sort required, either 5. 9 or 1Idigits.
(a) What are the circumstances under which the 5. 9 and 11 digit depths of sort are
required?
(b) If only a 5 or 9 digit zip code is required and the letter is barcoded as such, how
are the letters eventually sorted to carrier sequence in the delivery office?

Response:
(a) Eleven digits are required to sort into walk sequence for most residential
addresses (the ZIP+4 and the last two digits of the address). Nine digit unique
codes are usually assigned to firms or buildings, business reply mail, and PO
Boxes. In these cases, a sort to the 9digil level is the finest depth of sort
necessary for delivery since it is delivery point specific. In other cases, firms
which receive large volumes of mail, are assigned unique 5digit ZIP Codes. In
these situations, a 5digit sort is the finest depth of sort required for delivery.
(b) If 5digits is the finest depth of code required, mail can be sorted on automation to
5-digits. and no carrier sequencing is required. A unique 9digit code. which is
specific to a single delivery point, can be sequenced on automation in with the
1l d i g i t encoded letters. If the mail requires an 1ldigit code and receives only a
5 or 9digit code, the sort plan can sort out the 5digit volume into one hold out
and the 9digit volume into carrier route. These letters subsequently will be sorted
manually by the carrier in the office into walk sequence.
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KEIUSPS-TlO-3 On pages 5 and 6 of your prepared testimony you describe a
Delivery Bar Code Sorter (DBCS) and a Carrier Sequence Bar Code Sorter
(CSBCS).
(a) What is the current cost for the Postal Service to employ such a machine at a
facility which has no such equipment deployed?
@) If a recipient with its own unique 1l d i g i t zip code consistently receives 5,000 or

more letters per day, how likely is it that such mail would be separated to the final
addressee in the incoming secondary sortation?
(c) What volume to a specific addressee is generally necessary in order to have a
bin specified for that addressee in the incoming secondary sortation?

Response:

(a) I assume you are requesting the cost of a DBCS and a CSBCS. The last
purchase of DBCSs was in 1999 at a cost of $250,000 per machine and CSBCSs
.-

was in 1997 at a cost of $64,000 per machine.
(b) Very likely.
(c) The minimum volume necessary can vary depending on the volume
characteristics of the destinating facility. For example, the minimum volume to
justify a bin on incoming secondary in Everett WA is likely to be less than in New

York City. The minimum could be as little as 1,000 pieces per day on average.
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KEIUSPS-T104 On page 6 of your testimony you describe the Mail Processing Bar
Code Sorter (MPBCS), which has 96 bins and is used primarily for the outgoing
primary and incoming primary operations.
(d) If a recipient with its own unique 1 l d i g i t zip consistently receives 5.000 or more
letters per day, how likely is it that such mail would be separated to the final
addressee in the incoming primary sortation?
(e) What volume to a specific addressee is generally necessary in order to have a
bin specified for that addressee in the incoming primary sortation?

Response:
(no a.-c.)
(d) Not likely. Depends on densities and destination similar to KE/USPS-T10-3(c).~
(e) Generally, 20,000 pieces per day on average. Incoming primary is sorted on
multiple machines within a plant, unlike incoming secondary for a zone, which is
sorted on a single machine. Therefore, a higher volume is necessary to justify the
holdout since the volume is spread across multiple machines, especially in larger
metropolitan areas.
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KEIUSPS-TlO-5 Please refer to your response to Interrogatory KE/USPS-

T10-1,where you indicate that the Advanced Facer Canceler System (AFCS) does
not cull out heavy letter-sized mail.
(a) Please explain whether or not the Postal Service culls out any letter-sized mail
pieces, based on weight, prior to processing that occurs in the Mail Preparation
operation. If the Service does so, at what weight level are letter- sized pieces culled
out and how is this task accomplished?
(b) Please explain whether or not the Postal Service culls out any letter-sized pieces,
based on weight, prior to processing that occurs in the Outgoing RBCS operation. If
the Service dqes so, at what weight level are letter-sized pieces culled out and how
is this task accomplished?
(c) Please explain whether or not the Postal Service culls out any letter-sized pieces,
based on weight, prior to processing that occurs in the Outgoing Primary Automation
operation. If the Service does so, at what weight level are letter-sized pieces culled
out and how is this task accomplished?
(d) Please explain whether or not the Postal Service culls out any letter-sized pieces,
based on weight, prior to processing that occurs in the Outgoing Primary Manual
operation. If the Service does so, at what weight level are letter-sized pieces culled
out and how is this task accomplished?
Response:
(a)

- (c) Like the AFCS, our letter automation equipment does not have a
mechanism to weigh individual pieces. However, letter dimensions are used for
various purposes including as a proxy for weight in mail processing. Pieces over

6 1/8 inches tall or over X inch are culled out by the AFCS as part of the mail
preparation operation. For other automated operations, operators are looking for

pieces outside of the machinability requirements (dimensions, flexibility, open
edges) as well as if the mail properly faced. Automation compatibility dimensions,
including additional machinability criteria for automation letters over 3 ounces, are
located in DMM C810. If the letter does not meet the automation -compatible
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criteria, the equipment may jam, causing the machine to stop and possibly
damaging the piece,
(d) The Postal Service does not cull out letter-sized pieces, based on weight, in
manual operations. Similar to above, the letter dimensions, not weight, are the
driver of what volume is processed in the letter operations. The M t e r dimensions
can be found in DMM C050.
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KENSPS-TI04 On page 5 of your prepared testimony, you state that there are
currently over 4,850 Delivery Bar Code Sorters (DBCS) in place and that, with
addition of 270 more. deployment of this type of processing machine will be
completed by September 2000. On page 6 of your prepared testimony you state that
there are currently 1.369 Mail Processing Bar Code Sorters (MPBCS) in operation
with no plans to deploy additional procebsing machines of this type.
(a) Please provide a schedule showing, by year, the number of DBCSs deployed
from the beginning of the DBCS program through September 2000.
1

Please provide a schedule that shows, by year, the number of MPBCSs deployed
from the beginningof the MPBCS program through the date the final MPBCS was
deployed.

(c) Please provide an estimate of the percentage of First-class letters that were
sorted in the incoming secondary for each year induded in your responses to
parts (a) and (b) and the test year m this case.

Response:
a) Please see USPS-LR-1-271 for deploymnt schedules for DBCS machines Phase
1 - 5. and the DBCSlOSS I1 schedule. Phase 1 consisted of 714 Siemens DBCS
machines as well as 614 Martin Marietta DBCS machines. These Marietta
systems were, however, replaced by the DBCS Phase 5 deployment last year
and am no longer in service.
b) I am told that the original deployment schedule of the MPBCS was over 10 years
ago and those records not available.
c) Generally, we do not track operations by dass. Ofthe barcoded letter volumes,
the following are the percentages of letters finalired on automation for incoming
secondary operationsfor which actual figures were avallable:
Fy 95

- 70K

-

FY 99 93% (Seetestimony page 8)

The projected mure for the pemntage of letters finalized on automation for M
2001 is 94.1%. (See DMNUSPS-T10-9)
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MHIUSPS-TI04 With reference to your testimony at p, 15, lines 12-14. that
"[t]he majorii of incoming secondary distribution of flats is performed manually in
delivery units in the current environment largely because of the shortfall in
mechanizedflats sorting capacitf:
a. Please explain fully why the Postal Service did not timely order sufficient flat
sorting machines in order to avoid the shortfall in mechanizedflats sorting
capacity.
b. Please explain fully the reasons why the shortfall in mechanized flat sorting
capacity at processing and distribution plants would lead the Postal Service to
perform the majority of Incoming secondary distribution of flats at delivery
units, very few of which have any mechanized flat sorling capacity.

c. Please reconcile your answer to part b above with your testimony at p. 35.
lines I O - 12, that delivery units *are the least desirable alternative because
they introduce an additional stop in the path between mailer and addressee,"
and explaln the advantages of processing the mail at the processing and
distribution plant."
d. Please reconcile your answer to part b above with your answer to
ANMIUSPS-T10-16 Indicating a nearly 20% underutilizationof FSM 881s.
Isn't fuller utilization of the FSMs a preferred and practical alternative to
manual processing at delivery units?
e. Please reconcile your answer to pari b above with your anwer to
DFCIUSPS-TI0-lO(p) that '[elf the plant incoming secondary distribution.
approximately 40% is manual." Is the shortfall in mechanized flats sorting
capacity 80 severe as to strain capacity for manual processing at the
processing and distribution plant?
f. Please explain the extent to which, and the reasons why. "the FSM 881 is not
able to efficiently process BCR sort plans," as stated in the USPS Strategic
Improvement Guide for Flats Processing, September 1999. p. 14 (USPS-LR-I193). and explain the impact of that fact on FMBCR operations and on the
costs of processing Periodicals mail.

Response:
a. Please see ANMIUSPS-T1040.

b. Please see NNANSPS-TIO-I8 and DMANSPS-TlO-27.
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-

c. The complete paragraph from which you extracted the sentence fragment

-

in your interrogatory is quoted below.
'Build or lease a new customer sewice facility specifically to deliery point
sequence or manually case letters, and carrier route sort flats and parcels for
nearby offices. These facilities, commonly called Delivery and Distribution

-

Centers (DDC) and Delivery and Distribution Units (DDU DDUs are
smaller), are the least desirable alternative because they introduce an
additional stop in the path between mailer and addressee."
Clearly, Idid not refer to delivery units that perform incoming secondary for
the carriers at the same location (which does not introduce an additional
stop).

d. ANM/USPS-TlO-l6 does NOT indicate a 20% underutilizationof FSM 881s
.-

as you state. This response provides the average utilization for AP5 FY2000
of over 1.6 million pieces sorted per FSM 881 (TPHlper machine/AP). Yes,
fuller utilizationof FSMs is preferred but in many circumstances is
constrained by the arrival profile of the mail compared to the service
commitment. BCWOCR accept rates (portion of rejects to be rehandled),
preventive maintenance windows (the machines can not run 24 hours per
day), time requiredto switch schemes, and operating windows (to meet
transportation schedules to meet delivery).
Centralizeddistribution benefRs from economies of scale as demonstrated in
the testimonies of USPS witnesses Degen and Bozo on volume variabilii.

In addition to the multitude of specific advantages in various g m p s of
operationsthat they discuss. centralizationprovides the mail volumes that
permit economical mechanization and automation, improves management

control, and facilitates equipment maintenance.
e. I am not sure I understand your question. Ido not believe manual incorning
secondary processing at plants is "strained". The portion of volume on manual
incoming secondary operations at plants is due to many factors such as
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machinability characteristics, arrival pmfiles, operating windows, equipment
type and quantity, and service requlred for the mail.

As mentioned In page 14

of my testimony, manual incoming secondary processingoccurs
predominantlyai deliiery units due to space constraints at plants, the ease of
maintaining scheme knowledge, etc.
f. When the F S M 881 only had a BCR. it required the barcoded volumes to be

separated from non-barcodedvolumes for several reasons. Each console
can either be set to key or to sort on barcodes and so lower level clerks could
feed the barcoded volumes. So separate mail streams for each sort program
(i.e., each incoming secondary zone and each 3-digit sort plan) were required

to estimate volumes, and staff and schedule the 'best-sulted" personnel to
sort and to key BCR rejects. When using a BCR sort plan, you also lose
three sortation bins on each side of the FSM 881 sort plan which results in
three potential holdouts that now will require sortatlon further downstream.
(The three bins right after the BCR on each side can not be used by the
pieces fed on that same side due to the time required for the BCR to
determine the result. Therefore, the three bins on side one can only be filled
by volume originating from side two and vice versa. So these three bins are
duplicated on both sides, thereby eliminating three other sort options).
Prior to implementation of Classification Reform in July, 1996, barcoded flats
were allowed to be commingled with up to 15 percent non-barcoded flats.
which resulted in a higher portionof BCR rejects. After ClassificaUon Reform.
the bundles were required to be 'pure" barcoded and 'pure" non-barcoded.
This allowed better scheduling and reduced the amount of BCR rejects and
subsequent rehandlings.
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MHIUSPS-110-2 With reference to the productivity of the FSM 881:

a. Please explain the reasons whythe volume of pieces processed on
FSM 881s in FY 1998 declined by more than 500 million pieces from
FY 1997, as set forth in DMA/USPS-T21-2, Attachment 1.
b. Please explain the reasons why the work hours associated with FSM
881 processing In FY 1998 nevertheless increased by approximately
1.43 million over FY 1997, as set forth In DMAIUSPS-T21-2,
Attachment 1.
c. Please explain all of the reasons why "[despite the technological
advances made over the past 5 years and a more favorable mail base
for automation processing, productivity in both mechanized and
automation flats processing operations continues to decline each year,"
as set forth in USPS Strategic Improvement Guide for Flats Processing,
September 1999, p. 3 (USPS- LR-1-193).
Response:

a - c. The volume is the pieces processed, or finalized on an FSM, not pieces
fed. I believe the reduction Is due to the OCR on the FSM 881 which has a
higher reject rate than the BCR. therefore, there is less finalization per pieces
fed. OCR rejects need to be subsequently keyed, which requires an additional
FSM 881 handling and, obviously, additional machine time.
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MHIUSPS-TlO-3 With reference to your response to DCFIUSPS-TlO-lO(1)that
"very little First-class Mail is diverted to the manual operation due to [flat sorting]
capacity constraints since First Class Mail is a small portion of flat volume [and]
has priority on the FSMs":
a. Please explain the extent to which Periodicals mail has priority on the FSMs,
b. Please explain the reasons why "FSMs are primarily used to sort First-class
Mail and Standard Mail (A)" (USPS-T-16, p. 43,line 1). and reconcile that
statement with your answer to part a. above.

c. Please state the portion (or your best estimate of the portion) of flat mail
volume in BY 1998 that is comprised of machinable, prebarcoded, non-carrier
route Periodicals mail, and provide the source or basis of your answer.
d. Please state the portion (or your best estimate of the portion) of machinable.
prebarcoded, noncarrier route Periodicals mail that was processed in manual
operations rather than on FSMs in FY 1998. and provide the basis or source of
your answer.
e. Please explain fully all of the reasons (in descending order of importance)
why machinable, prebarcoded, non-carrier route Periodicals mail was
processed in manual operations rather than on FSMs in BY 1998, and
remnclle your answer to this part with answer to part a above:
f. Please explain fully how, and by whom, the decision is typically made to
process machinable, prebarcoded. non-carrier route Periodicals mail in
manual operations rather than on FSMs.

Response:
a.

- b. Processing priorities are listed in the Postal Operations Manual (POM)
Section 453 and apply to all operations. Other factors wme into play on what

volumes are processed on equipment including machinability characteristics
(weight, polywrap, flimsy, rolls),presort level (ADC. 3D. or 5D bundle), arrival

time (see below), service commitment (class, daily, weekly. monthly),
operating window (critical entry time and clearance times to meet
transportation and service), and volume (3,000 vs. 30,000pieces). For
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example, if a Periodicals mailing is dropship entered at the SCF at 4 am and
the DOVs to the delivery units for flat volumes is at 5 am. which provides time
to separate bundles by zone but not enough time to process the zones to
carrier route. Plants would not hold this volume an additional processing day

in order to sort to carrier route on FSMs. subsequently delaying delivery one
day. The majority of customer complaints that plants hear about from delivery
units are Periodical service-related. So when in doubt, send it out.
b. Seeabove.
c. Please see USPS-LR-1-87. This periodicals mail characteristics study is for

\F\

Y 1999. We do not have similar information for BY 1998.

.-

d. We do not track volume by class or rate category in operations. For mail

\

processing volume variability costs by cost pool, see witness Van-Ty-Smiths
',~

testimony (TlZ).
'\

e. I believe witness Van-Ty-Smith's testimony shows a considerable amount of

',

\

Periodicalstallies in FSM operations. See a. above for reasons.
.'
f. The decision to process volymes in manual operations is determined by many
'\

factors including volume arrival profiles, presort levels, operating windows,

\~

scheduling, and unplanned for daily events (e.g., a FSM goes down,

\

inclement weather). These decisions are-madewith the assistance of InPlant Support (arrival profiles, staffing,
operating plans) with input from
by the MDOs

MDOs, and SDOs. While the daily decisions
and SDOs. If manual operations in Delivery units are

\
%\.
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MHIUSPS-TI04 With reference to the response of the Postal Service to
Presiding Officer's Information Request No. 4, and the Attachment thereto:

a. What is your best understanding of the reasons why the unit mail processing
costs for Periodicals Regular Rate mail in 1998 would increase by 9.5 percent
over 1997. while the unit mail processing costs for Standard A Nonprofit flats
in 1998 would decline by 15.2 percent from 1997? To what extent is the
increase in Periodicals costs attributable to non-automation processing of
machinable, prebarcoded, non-carrier route Periodicals mail? To what extent
is the cost decrease for Standard A Nonprofit flats attributable to the
automation processing of such mail?

_-

b. What is your best understanding of the reasons why the unit mail processing
costs for Periodical Regular Rate mail in 1999 would increase by 2.3 percent
over 1998, while the unit mail processing costs for Standard A Regular flats in
1999 would decrease by 2.6 percent from 1998? To what extent is the
increase in Periodicals costs attributable to the non-automation processing of
machinable, prebarcoded. non-carrier route Periodicals mail? To what extent
is the cost decrease for Standard A Regular flats attributable to the
automation processing of such mail?

Response:
a. I am told that for both Periodicals Regular and Standard A Nonprofit, FSM
costs went up and manual flats costs went down. However, unit FSM costs
went up more for periodicals and unit manual flats costs went down less for
periodicals. In addition, allied and non-MODS unit costs decreased for
Standard A Nonproft. but increased for Periodicals Regular. Even with these
changes, overall, the total mail processing costs for Periodical Regular and
Standard A flats converged and were virtually identical in FY98.
There are several differences belween Periodicals and Standard Mail such as
mail make-up requirements and options, level of presort. service commitment.
I

amount of dropship entry, amount of versiqning. and physical piece
characteristics (e.g.. weight). Without knowing the extent of the cost
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implications of these differences, it is my understanding that the increased
aaention to service and apparent increase in bundle breakage would impact
mail processing costs..
b. I am told that the POlR 4 costs used the pre R97-1 cost methodology and that

the preliminary FY99 CRA shows no increase in the wage adjusted unit cost
for Periodical Regular.
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MHIUSPS-TIO-5 With reference to your testimony at p. 11, lines 6-8. that the
FSM 1000 "is intended to process a vast majority of the 25-33 percent of noncarrier route flats that are not machinable on the FSM 881":

a. Please explain fully all of the distinguishing characteristicsof such flat mail (u.
by reference to specific weight and/or dimensions, polywrap, etc.) that make it
machinable on the FSM 1000 but not on the FSM 881.

b. Please confirm that the machinability limitations of the AFSM 100s are
expected to be similar to the machinability limitations of the FSM 881,
c. For both BY 1998 and N 2001, please state the extent (or your best estimate
of the extent) of the shortfall, if any, in the number of FSM 1000s necessary to
handle the full volume of non-carrier route flats that are machinable only on
the FSM 1000, and provide the source or basis of your answer.
d. Does the Postal Service currently have, or is it considering, any plans to
purchase additional FSM IOOOs? If so, please describe those plans. If not,
please explain fully why no such plans exist or are under consideration.

Response:
a) See DMM C820.2 for FSM 881 criteria and C820.3for FSM 1000 criteria. A
summary of mail that is machinable on the FSM 1000 that is not machinable
on the FSM 881 is pieces which are flimsier, heavier, rigid, thicker, and with
fewer polywrap properties.

b) Confirmed.
c) The Postal Service expects sufficient FSM 1000 capacity in TY2001 given
phase IAFSM deployments. For BY1998 there was an adequate number of

FSM 1000s deployed, however, not necessarily to the right locations due to
insufficient capacity for FSM 881-compatiblevolumes.
d) No. See ANM/USPS-TIO-40.
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MHIUSPS-T10-6 With respect to the respective throughputs of the FSM 881 and
the FSM 1000:
a. Please reconcile your answer to DMNUSPS-T10-14 (throughput of FSM 881
in keying mode "ranges from 4500-5500) with your answer to ANMIUSPS-T1O20 ("maximum sustainable throughput of the FSM 881 in a manual keying mode
is approximately 10,000 pieces per hour").

b. Please reconcile your testimony (p.11) and interrogatory answers
(ANMIUSPS-TIO-20, DMNUSPS-TlO-14, 15) regarding the respective
throughputs of the FSM 881 and FSM 1000 with the information regarding those
throughputs that was provided over the past three years to the USPSIlndustry
Cost Task Force on Periodicals, and produce all written conclusions of that Task
Force in this regard.
c. Is your testimony (p. 11, 11.3-4) that "[the throughput of the FSM 881 is
approximately 6.500 pieces per hour for ECRlOCR operations" consistent with
the statement in the USPS Strategic Improvement Guide for Flats Processing,
September 1999, p. 5 (USPS-LR-1-193) that "[tlhe FSM 881 has a maximum sort
rate of approximately 14,000 pieces per machine hour when using a 100 bin sort
program and approximately 20,609 when using two 50-bin sort programs"? If so,
please explain how the statements are consistent. If not, please explain the
actual capability of the FSM 881 in this regard.
d. Please reconcile your testimony @. 11, II. 14-15) that "[tlhe throughput of the
FSM 1000 Is approximately 5000 pieces per hour in ECR operations" with the
statement in the USPS Strategic Improvement Guide for Flats Processing,
September 1999, p. 5 (USPS-LR-1-193)that "[tlhe FSM 1000 can process
approximately 10,000 pieces per hour with four keyers."
e. Please explain all reasons why the USPS obtains less than the manufacturerspecified maximum throughput for the FSM 881 and/or the FSM 1000, and
produce all documents that discuss such reasons.
f. Please explain fully the extent to which, and all of the reasons why, Periodicals
mail which meets the specifications of the FSM 881 is processed on the FSM

1000 instead and explain who typically makes that decision.
Response:
a) The maximum sustainable throughput was from the Guide you cite in part d
below. See ANMIUSPS-TI0-44d.
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b) Written conclusions of the task force are included in USPS-LR-1-193.
I am
not clear what throughputs the team was provided since they are not included

in the report. therefore, I can not reconcile any possible differences.
c)

- e) The guide was written to provide the field with the machine's capabilities
in an ideal environment. In my discussions with various Engineering
personnel, they agree that the maximumthroughputs are not sustainable nor
are they realistic in our operating environment. See ANM/USPS-T1044d.

f ) See MHIUSPS-TIO-3.
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MHIUSPS-T10-7 With reference to your testimony on p. 34, 11. 23-26, that the
processing of bundles of flats is often an attractive candidate for retocation" to
annexes to plants:
a. Please provide your best estimate of the volume of Periodicals mail processed
in annexes, and explain the source or basis of your answer.
b. Please provide your best estimate of the percentage of mail processed in
annexes that is comprised of Periodicals mail, and explain the source or basis of
your answer.

c. Please provide your best estimates of the volumes of mail, by subclass and
shape, that are processed in annexes, and explain the source or basis of your
answer.
d. Please confirm that in BY 1998. Periodicals mail was more likely than other
mail to be processed in an annex. Please explain the source or basis of your
answer, and provide all relevant documentation.

e. Please explain the reasons (in descending order of importance) why
Periodicals mall was processed in annexes in FY 1998.
f. Please confirm that a principal reason why Periodicals mail was processed in'
annexes in FY 1998 was to accommodate increased volumes of other mail.
Please explain the source or basis of your answer

g. Please confirm that the use of annexes for mail processing involves additional
handling and transportation costs, and provide any and all information and
documentation that verifies or quantifies such costs. If you do not confirm,_please
-.
explain your answer.

h. Please state the number of FSM 881s and FSM 1000s that are deployed in
annexes.
Response:

a.

-

- c. We do not separately track volumes of mail processed in annexes, much
less by class. However, to give some feel for the magnitude of Periodicals
processing in Processing and DistributionCenters (P&DC) and Processing
and Distribution Facilities (P&DF)annexes, there appears to be some form of
Periodicals processing in 34 of these annexes. Furthermore, all 34 of the
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annexes process other mail in addition to periodicals. There also are many
other annexes that do not process periodicals. For comparison, there are 251
P&DCs and P&DFs.

d. Not confirmed. See a. - c. above.
e. As described in my testimony starting on page 32, when space is inadequate
and all other lessdisruptive, less-costly alternatives have been exhausted, we
will resort to an annex. As also discussed in my testimony, many different
considerations go into deciding exactly what operations to relocate to an
annex, often unique to the particular facility. Periodicals are processed in an
annex when a review of the factors for that annex indicates it would be costeffective to include some periodicals operations in annex processing. I am
not able to order the factors or considerations any further than already listed

in my testimony.
f. Mail, sometimes including periodicals. is processed in annexes when space is
inadequate and better options have been exhausted. Space may become
inadequate due to some combination of the space requirements of ne$

-

equipment, employee safety and welfare. changes in mail makeup, and
volume increases. I do not have information to classify any one of these as
the "principle' reason.

g. I would expect that in most cases, additional handling and transportation
costs could be incurred with the use of annexes. However. there are
situations were the processing costs might be less in an annex than if
processed in the plant. For example. if the annex contains FSMs and the

'

-r
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plant does not. I would expect annex processing costs to be less. I am not
aware of any information that quantifies any additional handling and

transportation costs associated with annexes.
h. I do not have information to reliably distinguish FSMs by type and number in

the main plant from FSMs in a plant annex. However, I am told that 22 of the

P8DC and

P&DF annexes have FSMs.

.
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MHIUSPS-TlO-8 With reference to the statement in the USPS Strategic
Improvement Guide for Fiats Processing, September 1999. p. 3 (USPS-LR-1-193)
that "Another alarming statistic provided through MODS indicates that in FY 97
more than 50% of ail non-carrier-routed barcoded flats (approximately 12.9 billion
in FY 97) presented by mailers at automation discount rates was processed and
distributed in operations other than automation:"
a. Please provide the number and percentage of non-carrier route prebarcoded
flats that were processed in non-automation operations in FY 98 and FY 99,
respectively.
b. Please provide the number and percentage of non-carrier route flats that were
barcoded by Periodicals mailers but processed in non-automation operations in
PY 98 and FY 99, respectively.
c. Please provide all of the reasons (in descending order of importance)why so
many prebarcoded flats were not processed in automation operations during this
period.
d. Please provide all of the reasons (in descending order of importance) why so
much prebarcoded Periodicals mail, in patlcular. was not processed in
automation operations during this period.
e. Please explain fully the extent to which the non-automated processing of
prebaFcodedflats has impacted USPS estimates of workshare savings in this
proceeding, andlor the level of proposed automation discounts for Periodicals
mail in this proceeding. Please quantify your answer and provide sources.

Response:
a. No such data are available.
b. In operations, we track barcodedvolume but we do not track volumes by
class.

c.

- d. As mentioned in my testimony, thaprimaty reasonwas due to not
enough flat sorting machine capacity, which required the flats to be sorted in
a manual operation. See MHNSPS-T1O-3for other factors.
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e. For estimates of periodical workshare savings and proposed discounts,
please refer to the testimonies of Witness Yacobucci (USPS-1-25} and
Witness Taufique (USPS-T-38).

I
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MMANSPS-TlO-I. On page 8 of your prepared testimony, you indicate that
almost 71% of the total letter mail barcodes were provided by mailers in AP13 of

M99.
(a) Please provide the breakdown of that 71% among Standard Mall (A), FirstClass Presorted. and First-class Single Pbce.
(b) Do you know what percent of the Flrst-Ctass Single Piece prebarcoded letters
were prebarcoded, automation compatible reply pleces that were sent to
nonpresort mailers inside First-class presorted envelopes?
(c) Are the Postal Service's barcodingcepabilitles at or nsar their peak operating
capacity? If not, what additional percentage of total barcodes could the
Postal Service provide before its existing systems and equipment reached
capacity?
(d) By the beginning of the Test Year, how much money will the Postal Service
have spent on the equipment that makes up the Remote Bar Coding System?
.-

(e) During the Test Year, how much money will the Postal Sewlce spend on
implementingthe Remote Bar Coding System?

Response:

a. There were 5.90 billion customer letter barcodes in AP 13 of FY 99. Out of the
total. 2.51 billion were Standard Mail (A), 2.86 billion were First-class PresoW
(includes basic automation rate), and 532 million were First-class Single Piece.

b. Almost all prebarcoded First-classSlngle Piece letters fall In the automation
compatible reply categov. We do not collect data pertaining to how these reply
pieces were originally prwlded (by class. shape. or other means).
c. Yes.

d. Iam told the capital expenditurn for the first three phases of RBCS program that
included some DBCS equipment to provide needed capacity totaled
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approximately $1.09 billion. Additional capital expendituresforthe RCR
tschndW totaled to approximately $420 million. The Mal cost of all capital
expenditures related to RBCS (w/ RCR) Is expected to be approximately $1.5
billion by FY 2001.
e. I am told that there are no major capltal expendihrresplannedfor the

Implementationof RBCS during the Test Year.
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MMANSPS-Tl04. Please refer to page 8 of your prepared testimony, where
you state 'customer Incentives have produced substantlal growth In
prebarcoded letters:

(a) Please identify aU the %ustomer incentives"that you are referring to, state
when the incentive was first Implemented. and provlde all documents that
quantify or discuss the extent to whlch such inmnthres have contributed to the
gmwth in prebarcoded letters.
(b) Please identify any addnional customer lncentlves that the Postal Service is
corbsldering implementing In order to generate additional growth in
prebarcodedletters. state when you expect such customer incentives to be
implemented, and provide all documents that quantify or discuss the extent to
which the Postal Service expects such additional incentives will contribute to
the growth in prebarcoded letters.
(c) Does the t e n 'customer incentive,' as you have used it in the referenced
portion of your prepared testimony. Includethe Postal Service's requirement
that First Class mailers who want to include reply envelopes In their outgoing
automation letters must apply prebarcodes to such reply envelopes?

Response:
The customer incentives referred to in my testimony are the following:

a. 1)On April 3,1988, the first discount for barcoding letter size mail became
effective. 2) The concept of allowing requests for value added refunds was
intended to facilitate the efforts of business entities. such as presort service
bureaus. who receive mail from multiple sources and then upgrade the mail by
adding ZIP + 4 barcodes. By allowing the presenter ofthe mail to request a
refund ofthe d ~ r e n m
betweenthe Presort Flrst-Class MaU postage paid on the
mail and any applicable barcoded mail rate, the Postal Service hoped to
emurage these entitiesto make additional investment in barcoding equlpmsnt
and Somnere required to document the value added to the pieces In each SnaHng.
Implementationof this procedure became effectlvs August 8,1990.
3) lmplementatlonof discounts for basic and Wigit optional rate fur Fir~t-Cb3

Mail and required Standard Mail (A) end Periodical letters rate became effediW
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on February 3.1991. 4) Reclassification,whkh eliminated the need to make
small bundles, became effective in Juiy.1996. 5)Also. effective January 1,1997.
any courtesy enclosure must contain a barcode if automation rate is claimed on
the mailing. Please refemnca OCANSPS-35. I am unaware of any such
documents, but I am Informed that witnesses Thress (USPS-1-7) and Bemsteln
(USPS-T-41) include discussbn in their testimony that may be relevant
b. I am not aware of any additional customer incentives.
c. Yea.
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MMNUSPS-T10-3. Please refer to your answer to MMNUSPS-T10-1. In
that response you provide the volume of prebarcoded letters that were mailed
in AP13 of FY 99.

(a) What are the corresponding outgoing letter volumes separately for FirstClass nonpresorted, presorted and Standard Mail (A) for that same time
period?
(b) Please identify the source(s) of your data and provide all copies of, or
refel.ences to, such source documents.
(c) In your opinion, is AP 13 of FY 99 representative of a full year? Please
explain your answer and provide any studies or other documents you
reviewed in formulating your answer to this question.

.-

(d) What is the volume of outgoing prebarcoded letters sent at First-class
nonpresorted rates (excluding QBRM) for the base year in this case?
(e) What is the volume of prebarcoded reply envelopes mailed out at (1)
nonpresorted rates, (2) presorted rates, and (3) nonpresorted and presorted
rates combined?
Response:
(a) For AP 13, FY 1999, the First-class presort volume was 2,857,9.13,000.
Standard (A) volume for this period was 2,510,592,000. Automation rate mail
requires presort so I assume that when you refer to pre-barcoded non-presorted
First-class letters, you're referring to reply mail and the volume for that period
was 532,225.000.
(b)

The reference for Reply Mail Pre-barcode is the ODlS (Origin Destination

. Information System) report. The Rate Pre-barcode (First-class letter presort and
Standard (A)) is CBClS (Corporate Business Customer Information System)
report.
...

.-
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(c) The average volume of pre-barcoded letters for the year is lower, as would be
expected since trends are slightly increasing. The AP13 letter volume
represented our current volumes and provides an actual starting place for looking
to the FY 2001 environment.

I

(d) In FY 1998. the outgoing pre-barcoded letters, sent at First-class non-presorted
rates (excluding QBRM) for the base year, was 7,332.781.000.
(e) We do not track the amount of reply envelopes that would be mailed out
presorted (perhaps by a presort bureau). The vast majority of reply envelopes
are mailed at the FCM non-presort rate.
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MPNUSPS-TIO-I. Individually for each size of canvas sack used by the Postal
Service:
(a) Identify the cost of each size of sack. Please explain the
source of these figures.
(b) State, on average, the number of times each she sack can
go through a sack sorting machine before 1 breaks or is
rendered unusable. Please explain the source of these
figures.

Response:
(a) See attached document for costs of all sacks. The sources are the current
contracts for sacks.
(b) On the average a canvas sack will last approximately 10 years. The number of
times each sack goes through a sack sorting machine is not tracked.

1700

Attachment

Last Revision:
02109100

WAIUSPS-T~O-~

MTE Codes 2000
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MPNUSPS-TlO-2. Individually for each size of plastic sack used by the Postal
Service:
(a) Identify the cost of each size of sack. Please explain the
source of these figures.
(b) State, on average, the number of times each size sack can
go through a sack sorting machine before it breaks or is
rendered unusable. Please explain the source of these
figures.

Response:
(a) See response to MPNUSPS-TIO-I. The sources are the current contracts for
sacks.
(b) On the average a plastic sack will last approximately 6-8 uses. The number of
times each sack goes through a sack sorting machine is not tracked.
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MPNUSPS-T10-3. The Postal Service hosted a Flats Day at the Baltimore PBDC on
February 8.2000. During the day, the Service described the current processing
environment for flats and the future environment. Your testimony also descilbes the
current and future environment for processing flats. Please provide a copy of the
briefing the Postal Service provided on Flats Day.

Response:
Please see USPS LR -1-195.

a
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MPNUSPS-TlO- 4 Please confirm that under Planning Issues, the briefing
cites "Automatic feeders to FSM 881" and "Plan to incorporate automatic
feeders and OCR capability to FSM 1000."
(a) What is the status of these plans? Specifically, will either be
implemented in the Test Year?
(b) Are either of these plans described in your testimony? If so,
where?

I

Response:
Confirmed.
a) The Great Lakes Area has purchased and plans to deploy automatic feeders on
the FSM 881 and the Northeast Area has deployed its version of the FSM 881
flats feeder. The Great Lakes Area automatic feeder is currently being evaluated,
and if it is deemed cost effective, the optimum number of automatic feeders per
machine will also need to be determined. Ultimately, each Area will identify the
number of machines to be modified, if any. Depending on the results of the
evaluation. expected some time in late-March, any additional deployments should
occur in or before the Test Year.
Three vendors of automatic feeders for the FSM 1000 are expected to
participate in upcoming competitive testing conducted by Engineering with results
anticipated in April. 2000. Automatic feeders may be implemented as soon as
July of the Test Year, but that is dependent on the results of the test, the chosen
manufacturer's production capabilities, required changes to the existing FSM

1000,and the Board of Governors approval of the DAR in August, 2000.
The OCR capability to FSM 1000 deployment is tied to the automatic
feeder and is discussed further in ANMIUSPS-T10-12. Deployment of the FSM
1000 OCR may or may not occur in or before the Test Year.
b) The FSM 1000 OCR is mentioned in my testimony on page 11. Since OCRs are
currently on the FSM 881. I thought it was appropriate to add to my testimony.
The automatic feeders, however, are not discussed in my testimony. Given that
.
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FSM automatic feeders have been researched and pending since the early
1990s without any proven results, I did not think it was appropriate to include
them in my testimony.
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POSEALSERVICE

December 30.1999

MANAGERS, IN-PLANT SUPPORT (AREA)
SUBJECT: Periodical Package Breakage Recovery Methods

Arecent survey has found that approximately 17 percent of mailer-prepared periodical flat packages
in sacks are breaking either before or during induction into USPS processing operations. Periodical
flat packages on pallets are breaking at the rate of approximately 0 5 percent System-wide this
equates to approximately 50 million broken periodical packages per year. These broken packages
have proved wsny to rewver and process
The attached report has tried to identify some of the methods of package recovery and the added
cos15 associated with the different methods. Although this letter is mainly addressing periodical flat
packages. these methods are also applicable to Standard A flat packages
Clearly. the most economical method of package breakage recovery is to recover the broken
packages as original y secured by the mailers at induction and re-band them using rubber banas
andlor strapping machines and re-induct them inlo the system This is the prelerred method and
Shoul? be utdized whenever the package integrily is sufficient to identify the contents because it
retains the correct presort level.
If the packages have broken and lost their integrity, they snould be recovered and. whenever possib e'.
faced and put directly into the proper container, i.e , flat tub. L.cart etc , for further processlng on lhe
appropriate Flat Sorter Machine (FSM) son program.

The least ewnom:cal method is incurred when the broken package is keyed as indlvidual pieces on
Ihe Small Parcel Bundle Sorters (SPBS). Produclivities are considerably lower on the SPES as
wmpared to the FSM. Not only is this process a great deal more expensive. i t also inflates SPBS
volumes. At no lime should this method be used as a processing opt:on.
When you receive large volumes of broken packages from the same mailing. it is imperahve that ma I
preparation inegubrity reports (PS Form 3749) are lillea out and the mad preparer and
publisher/advertiser are notified
Please disseminate this information to all Plant Managers for their action. If you have any queSlt0nS
as it relates to this request, please wntaci Patrick KJleen at (202) 268.2473.

Manager
Attachment

.-
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MPNUSPS-TI 0- 5 Please describe how implementingthese plans will
enhance flat sorting productivity. Please include descriptions of staffing
changes and throughput. Once automatic feeders have been
incorporated, how will the productivity of the FSM 881 and the FSM 1000
compare to the productivity of the AFSMIOO?
Response:
Please see response to MPNUSPS-T10-4. Evaluation of the Great Lakes automatic
feeders on the FSM 881s has just begun and, as yet, there are no specifics on
expected changes to staffing or throughput. The feeder/OCR for the FSM 1000 is
currently being evaluated so throughput and staffing cannot be substantiated by test
data. The productivity of the FSM 881 and FSM 1000 with automatic feeders
compared to the productivity of the AFSM 100 cannot be determined at this time.
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MPNUSPS-TI06 Please confirm that the USPS has issued a new SOP on broken
bundles at SPBS machines. Please provide the date of release of the SOP and a
copy of it. Please describe the treatment of broken bundles at SPBS prior to the
issuance of this SOP.
Response:

I cannot confirm. The attached letter was sent in December to the field providing
directionas to the procedure to follow for periodical package breakage recovery
methods. The letter was not a new SOP. but rather, it identified some of the means
of package recovery and the most economical methods of handling broken

packages.
The treatment of broken bundles at the SPBS in the past varied from one plant to
another. Some handled broken packages as described above. In other cases,
broken packages, which had lost their integrity, were gathered and put into
containers to be processed on the appropriate flat sorting machine and still others
were keyed as individual pieces on the SPBS.
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-

MPNUSPS-TlO- 7 Please refer to your response to MPNUSPS-Tl0-1-2.
a) Please define the term "use."
b) Based on this definition of use. on average how many uses
per year does the Postal Service get from a canvas sack?
c) Is there a cost per use for maintaining a canvas sack? If so,
what is it?
d) Is there a cost per use for maintaining a plastic sack? If so,
what is it?
e) Please explain the source of your estimate that "On the
average a canvas sack will last approximately 10 years."
f ) Please explain the source of your estimate that "On the
average a plastic sack will last approximately 6-8 uses..
.-

Response:
a) The "use " of MTE is the period during which it carries mail, or product which will
become mail. It is measured from the time it is loaded until it is unloaded.
b) It is assumed that the term "canvas" is used generically and is
intended to include nylon or other manufactured material woven into a
fabric. There is no empirical data available to provide a
statistically valid response to this question. Moreover, depending on
4he class of mail being transported and the facility "using" the sack,
the number of uses per year for a canvas sack can vary dramatically.
For example. a #3 sack provided to a catalog mailer may get only 3
"uses" per year. On the other hand, sacks which are used primarily
between Postal Service Processing and Distribution centers may get 50
"uses" per year.
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c) This depends on the definition of "maintaining". If "maintaining"
means preparing a sack for reuse, e.g. sorting, inspecting, and
palletizing, the cost is about $.25per sack, with the assumption that
a sack must be "maintained" before every use. If the term
"maintaining" means "repainng" the question is unanswerable since the
number of "uses" cannot be empirically developed. The approximate
cost to repair a canvas sack is approximately $.90plus transportation
and handling cost of about $.75 per bag. Repair includes patching
holes and replacing grommets. The cost to "remanufactured" sacks,
e.g. replace lacing cords, and stitch seams, is $1 30 per bag plus
transportation and handling of $.75 per bag.

d) A "plastic" sack is taken to mean a polypropylene sack. As above, if
"maintaining" means preparing a bag for reuse, the cost is about $.20
per bag. If "maintaining" means repair, we do not repair plastic
bags.
e) There is no empirical data available to calculate the actual mean life
expectancy of a canvas sack. A ten year mean life expectancy has been
experientially estimated by informed observers.

9

Again there is no empirical data available to calculate the actual
mean life expectancy of a plastic sack. The 6 to 8 uses has been
experientially estimated by informed observers.
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MPNUSPS-TI04 For each of the years in the period 1987-1999, please
provide the following, for each route type (e.g., business curbline, residential
park & loop):

(a) The yearend total number of city routes.

(b)The number of city carrier hours that were spent as in-office and
out-of-office time.
(c) The year-end total number of city carriers.

Response:

a. Data on the number of city routes by type is fragmentary prior to 1995. Among
these earlier years, data is available for FY 90 and PI 92 only, and the
classification of routes is different for FY 90. In FY 90 the counts were: Foot 22.386; Park 8 Loop - 102.330; Business Motorized - 2,479; Curbline - 30,470.
The counts for FY92 and FY 95 - FY 99 are shown in the table below. A
breakdown on the basis of residential or business is not available.

Year
FY 92
FY 95
FY 96
FY 97
FY 90
FY 99

b.

Foot
38.730
21,272
20.352
17.495
15.434
14.390

ParkBLoop
71.889
90.829
90.041
08.349
87.767
89.250

Curbline Dismount
Other
34.750
12.840
3.296
36.002
18.060
2.555
36.693
10.010
1.060
37.126
20,092
1.753
38.679
22,623
1.438
30,030
23,359
1.070

- c. I am told that this data is not available by type of route.
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MPNUSPS-TIO-11 On pages 26-27. you state that "DPS reduces office time by
saving each carrier up to 1 1/2 hours a day for casing letters. This time was
captured by reducing overtime or assistance that had been provided the
carrier."
(a) Please provide all documentation for the 1 112 hour estimate,
(b) For what time period has this savings been estimated?
(c) For the time period in (b), please quantify the savings in terms of
system-wide office time savings caused by DPS.

(d) For the time period in (b), please quantify the increase in systemwide out-of-office time caused by DPS.
(e) Please explain how this relates to the additional 25 minutes on the
street that has been incurred since FY88.

c

Response:
a.

- b. See NMUSPS-T10-1

c. As reported by the General Accounting Office in April 1998, the Postal Service

projected that DPS would cumulatively save 27.2 million city and rural carrier
workhours during the period FY 94 to FY 97. Actual reductions of carrier office
workhours for this period were 22.5 million. I am told that, using the GAO
methodology, Postal Service savings from the DPS program were 6.5 million city and
rural workhours in FY 98.
d. Street time has increased since 1992 for a variety of reasons. I am told that the
portion of the increase that might be due to DPS is undetermined.
e. See NAAIUSPS-T1OB for an explanation of the 25 minutes. The relation
between time saved in the office and time incurred on the street is undetermined.

.-
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MPAIUSPS-110-12 Was "auxiliary assistance," as the term is used on page 27
of your testimony, included in city carrier out-of-office time during the period
1994-1999?If not, please identify the cost component in which it was included.
Response:

Yes, in my testimony the tern refers to assistance outside the office, and I am told
that workhours incurred by that assistance are included in street time. However, to
be complete. note that the carrier providing auxiliary assistance may, on occasion,
assist the carrier in casing a portion ofthe route. When that occurs, the time is
charged to oftice time.
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MPNUSPS-TlO-13 Was "router time," as the term is used on page 27 of your
testimony, included in city carrier in-office time during the period 1994-1999? If
not, please identify the cost component in which it was included.

Response:
Yes, I am told that they were included.
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MPAIUSPS-T10-I4 On page 27, you state that DPS and the resultant route
restructuring has 'eliminated 3.200 routes outright nationwide, and avoided
approximately 3,000 to 4.000 new routes that would have otherwise been
created due to the growing number of delivery points."

(a) Over what time period has this route restructuring taken place?

(b) For what time period has this savings in number of routes occurred?
(c) Please provide all documentation available to demonstrate that
3,200 routes have been eliminated and 3,0004,000 new routes have
been avoided.

Response:
a. Route restructuring began with the implementation of DPS in March, 1993, and
continues to the current time.
b. The savings were calculated over the period FY 94 to FY 98.
c. According to the GAO audit of DPS. page 21, "city carrier routes increased 267 in
fiscal year 1995 and decreased in fiscal years 1996 and 1997 by 858 and 2.561,
respectively". They decreased by another 24 routes in FY 98. yielding a net
decrease of 3.176 routes for FY 94 to FY 98. I am told that, during the period FY
95 to FY 98. about 1.5 million delivery points were added to the postal network.

Evaluated at the FY 95 average of 478 delivery points per city street route, this
equates to 3,138 routes that would have otherwise been required.
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MPANSPS-110-15 Please provide any estimates you may have as to $he
volumes of DPS and non-DPS letters that are delivered by city delivery

camers.
Response:

I am told that the following estimates are based on all city carriers:
Cased Letters
1997 64 Billion
'1998 57.9 Billion
1999 54.3 Billion

DPS Letters
37.3 Billion
44 Billion
50 Billion
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MPNUSPS-110-16On page 27.you state that ‘some older developments”
have been converted to cluster boxes.
(a) Please provide all documentation as to how that has been
achieved and the time period over which it was achieved.
(b) Please quantify the number of conversions (in terms of delivery
points, if possible) for the time period in (a).
(c) I f the same is true for other types of delivery (e.g., curbline). please
identify that and provide all documentation as to how that was also
achieved and the time period over which it was achieved.
(d) If the same is true for other types of delivery, please quantify the number of
conversions for the time period in (c).

Response:

a. Any delivery can be converted to a more efficient and economical delivery as long
as the customer approves the change. See the attached two pages from the Postal
Operations Manual. section 631.6 which defines the criteria for conversions.
b. No data is kept on the number of conversions made.
c. See (a) above

d. See (b) above
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631.6
double rooms with connecting bath) and separate centrally located facilities

for dining and receiving visitors. Whether located on or off campus and
regardless of private ownership. such buildings are nevertheless dormitories
'
and either the school or building owner is responsible for final delivery of
student mail. Post office personnel are not to distribute mail into
apartment-type mailboxes.

631.53 Married Student Housing
Apartments and housing units for married students ordinarily are complete
quarters consisting of a living room. kitchen-dinene. bedroom, and bath.
Whether located on or off campus and regardless of ownership, the
apartment mail receptacle requirements in 631.45 apply.

631.54 Fraternity and Sorority Buildings
Deliver mail in bulk lo a common mailbox or to a representative of the
organization if addressed to a specific building.

631.55 Parcel Post
Deliver parcel post in the same manner as other ordinary mail matter.

631.56 Special Delivery
Provide special delivery service to buildings in the same general manner and
to a like degree as other delivery service. Include buildings that are
authorized to receive regular bulk mailings on special delivery runs. Once the
messenger arrives ar the delivery address. however, handle the article in the
same fashion as other mail.

631.57 Forwarding of Mail
Forwarding mail for former students and for current students during the
summer and vacation periods is the responsibility of the institution or building
owner, except where delivery to individual apartment receptacles for married
student housing is being provided. Encourage school officials to include mail
forwarding. proper mail addressing. and other related postal features in
general instructions to studenrs.

631.58 Noncity Delivery Offices
Where clty delivery service ISnot established. students may rent post office
boxes or use general delivery. or the institution may arrange to pick up the
mail in bulk and make its own distribution and delivery.

631.6 -of

Mode of Delivery

In this section, conversionrelers to changing existing mail delivery to a more
economical and efficient mode. The key to converting existing deliveries is
identifying those deliveries that are most costly to the Postal Service. Delivery
managers can go into any delivery territory where delivery has been
established for over 1 year and solicit to convert the mode of delivery if it
would be cost beneficiallo the Postal Service.

.-
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631.7

Postmasters should no1 establish a mixed delivery area where the carrier
must zigzag from the door to the curb when previously the carrier took
obvious shortcuts to effect delivery. Postmasters must weigh the advantages
and disadvantages of convening less than 100 percent of the deliveries.
Customer signatures must be obtained prior to any conversion. In singlefamily housing areas (includingmanufacturedhousing and mobile homes)
where the residences and lots are owned. each owner must agree to the
conversion in writing. Owners who do not agree must be allowed to retain
their current mode of delivery.
When a residence is sold. the mode of delivery cannot be arbitrarily changed
prior to the new resident moving in. The existing mode of delivery must be
retained. If an owners’ association represents the community, it can direct the
mode of delivery for the community. In rental areas, such as apartment
complexes and mobile home parks. the owner or manager can approve the
conversion.

631.7 Correction of Improper Mode

of Delivery

In the event an improper mode of delivery is extended by a postal carrier or
manager, the Semite w ~ lbe
l withdrawn provided that the error is detected
within 90 days. If the error IS not detected within 90 days, the service will
remain in place.

631.e

Military Installations

631.81 Family Housing
Delivery to family housing on military installations is effected in accordance
with 611. 64. 65. or 66. whichever is appropriate.
631.82

Other Services

- Agreement With the Military

Other services are provided to military installations in accordance with
Publication 30, Postal Agreement with the Oepanment o/De/ense.signed on
February 22. 1980. reprinteed in pertinent pan:
111.

POLICY
A. The Military Postal Service is operated as an extension of the United
Stales Postal Service as authorized by 39 U.S.C. 406.

8. The Department of Defense and the Postal Service agree to attempt
to furnish mail service to the military equal to that provided the
civilian population in the United States.
C. The Department of Defense and the Postal Service affirm the
importance of the national goal of energy conservation, and both
panies resolve to minimize energy expenditure while conducting
military postal operations.
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MPNUSPS-TlO-17 On page 27, you state that 'DPS implementation allowed for
additional handling costs on DPS letters, calculated as one hour per 5000

pieces of DPS."

(a) Please provide all documentation for that productivity figure.
(b) Please provide the Decision Analysis Report mentioned in footnote 10 on page
27 and please explain why you believe it is "conservative".
(c) Please provide all documentation quantifying or discussing the
effect of DPS volume on out-of-office time.
(d) Please explain fully what you mean by "residual handling" as used
in Footnote 10 on page 27.
(e) Is the following considered out-of-office time: when carriers go to a
rack to pick up their trays of DPS. verify that it is their mail and that it
is in accurate walk sequence? Please explain.
Response:

a. I am told that the productivity figure was an assumption in the Decision Analysis
Report.

b. The DAR mentioned in footnote 10 is being provided under protective conditions
in response to ANMIUSPS-T9-23(a). Footnote 10 annotates the additional
handling assumption, "one hour per 5000 pieces of DPS". This assumption,
covering potential tasks that might be largely nonexistent, illustrates what I
consider a "conservative" approach common to engineering DARs.

c. There is no data that would specifically quantify the effect of DPS volume on street
time.

.

d. Prior to DPS implementation, the amount of additional handling required to
prepare DPS mail (as an addition to the time required for cased mail) was uncertain.
However, there was a realization that some incidental handling of this mail would
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occur, and the potential savings that delivery units were expected to capture were
reduced accordingly. Some examples of residual handling include riffling through
trays as a quality check ensuring that DPS mail in the tray does belong to the carrier
route number, and pulling out mail to honor a hold request or change of address
I

notice.
e.

It could be either, warranted by local conditions. I f the DPS mail is stored at

the back dock and the carrier does not verify this mail until performing the loading
function, it would be street time. If the DPS mail is stored more centrally, the carrier
will normally verify the DPS trays, place the trays with other mail and then proceed to
perform the loading function. In this case, the activity would be considered an oftice
.-

function. Foot carriers need to prepare relays, and consequently, verify and
separate their DPS mail in the office.

.

-
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MPAIUSPS-Tl0-18 On page 27, you state that: "there were 5.6 pieces per
delivery in FY98 compared to only 5.1 in FY88."
(a) Please provide all documentation and calculations to support those
figures.

(b) Please identify the type of delivety(ies) described in this statement
(e.g., SDR, MDR. BSM).
(c) For both averages (5.6 and 5.1). please provide the breakdown in
terms of non-DPS letters, DPS letters, flats, parcels, and accountables.
Response:
a. See NAA/USPS-T104.
b. I do not understand your question. If you mean the distribution of route types,
see MPAIUSPS-T10-8 for FY 98. I am told that the corresponding data for PI88
is not available.

c. I'am told that this data is not available. However. I did find a limited study of 202
routes performed in 1997. Using data from route inspections, the study
calculated that the average route on an average day had 1,069 cased letters, 798
flats. and 995 DPS letters.
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MPNUSPS-Tl0-19 With respect to your statement on page 28 that:
comparing FY88 to FY98 , , , today’s city carriers average an additional 25
minutes on the street delivery 8 percent more mail to 2 percent fewer delivery
points, most of which are centralized or on curbline routes, ,” please provide
the following:

(a) All documentation, assumptions. and calculations supporting your
statement.
(b) A clear explanation and quantification of how much of the
additional 25 minutes is caused by DPS rather than additional
volume.
(c) A clear explanation and quantification of how much of the
additional 25 minutes is caused by increases in deliveries that
require direct interaction with the recipient, such as those for large
parcels, multiple parcels, and accountables.
(d) A clear explanation and quantification of how much of the
additional 25 minutes is caused by increases in the fixed time to
access centralized delivery locations (e.g.. contained in
locked/gated communities, large high-rises, industrial parks, etC.)
and open locked central delivery boxes.
Response:

a. See NAA/USPS-T10-5 and MPAIUSPS-T10-8.

-

b. d. I am told that information necessary for the requested computations is

unknown.
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MPNUSPS-Tl0-20 Over the past twelve years, what has been the USPS policy
with respect to:
(a) The size, shape, or placement of new delivery receptacles?

(b)The replacement or relocation of older receptacles?
(c) The adequacy of streets and roads over which a city carrier must
travel to deliver his route?

Response:
a. The size, shape and placement of mail receptacles are determined by the method
of delivery being extended. See the attached excerpts from the Postal Operations
Manual that defines the criteria for establishment and extension of delivery, and
mailbox design and placement requirements.
b. Customers are required to provide appropriate and adequately sized mailboxes to
ensure the safely of the carrier and to accommodate the customer's average daily
volume. If the customer fails to meet these criteria. delivery can be withdrawn until
the appropriate mail receptacle is provided. Local postmasters have the authority to
withdraw delivery under these circumstances. (POM 623.1.623.21.632.14.632.53,
632.63)
c. POM 641.2 defines the requirements for establishment and extension of delivery.
The criterion is that the streets are paved or otherwise improved to permit the travel
of Postal Service vehicles at all times, without damage or delay.
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63 Modes of Delivery, Mail Receptacles, and Keys
631
631.1

Modes of Delivery
General
For all establishments and extensions. the options tor delivery service are to
the door. curbline boxes. or central delivery points or receptacles.
supplemented as given below.

631.2

Business Areas
The type and design of buildings govern the mode of delivery to be
implemented. The options are as tollows:

631.3

631.31

a.

CentralDeiivev.Central delivery service is tor business office
buildings, which may inciude call windows. horizon:al locked mail
receptacles. cluster box uni:s (CBUs). neighborhood delivery and
collection box m ! s (NDCBUs). or mechanical conveyors (only tor
high-rise. multiple-tenant buildings. and only it certain conditions are
met: consult pos:master tor details).

b.

Singe Point Debvery Single point delivery is tor single points,
receptacles. or door slots provided by business management. If there is
an elevator and it the offices are open to receive mail, or it door slots
are provided. delivery is authorized to all floors of office buildings. If
there is no elevator. delivery is provided to the first floor, and to the
second floor if it is occupied primarily by business offices and it the
service is requested.

Residential Housing (Except Apartment Houses
and Transient Mobile or Trailer Homes)
General
For all residential areas. except apamnent houses. transient mobile or trailer
homes, colleges and universities. and other sites covered under 615. the
delivery options. under the regulations given below. are curbside. sidewalk. or
central delivery.

631.32

Curbside Delivery
Delivery may be provided to boxes at the curb so they can be Safely and
conveniently served by the carrier from the carrier’s vehicle. and SO that
customers have reasonable and sate access. Mail receptacles may be
grouped, lwo to a property line where possible.

631.33

Sidewalk Delivery
Options and requirements for sidewalk deiivery are as follows:

a.

352

If the sidewalk abuts the curb or if other unusual conditions exkt (e.%.
excessive street parking) that make it difficult or impractical to install or
serve boxes at the curbline. those customers may be permitted to
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631.42
install all their boxes at the edge of the sidewalk nearest the residence,
where they can all be Served by the carrier from the sidewalk.
b.

If the average lot frontage is 75 feet or less, the boxes are not required
to be grouped together: if the average lot frontage exceeds 75 feet. the
boxes must be installed in groups of at least two.

c.

If the average lot frontage is 50 feet or less. customers may locate their
mailboxes at the edge of the sidewalk nearest the residence rather than
at the curb. regardless of whether the sidewalk abuts the curb or other
unusual conditions exist. All the boxes must be located so that the
carrier can sewe them from the sidewalk.

631.4 Exceptions
631.41 Extension of Service Within an Existing Block
New homes or businesses built within a block of existing homes or
businesses receive the same type of service as the older homes or
businesses. When new development replaces more than one block, delivery
methods must comply with mode of delivery options for establishment and
extension of delivery service.

631.42 Hardship Cases
Procedures and guidelines for changes in delivery in hardship cases are as
follows:
a.

Changes in the mode of deiivery authorized for a delivery point are
considered where selvice by existing methods would impose an
extreme physical hardship on an individual customer. Any request for a .
change in delivery mode must be submmed in wnting.

b.

Approval of these requests should be based on humanitarian and not
economic criteria: however. rural delivery customers requesting a
hardship extension must also meet current criteria for extension of rural
delivery service (see 653).Each request for a change in delivery
service should be evaluated based on the customer’s needs: a request
should not be denied solely because of increased operational costs O r
because a family member or other parly may be available to receive
mail for the customer.

c.

Ifthe local postmaster denies a request, the request must be sent to
the district for review. The final decision is made by the district
manager.

d.

If a customer no longer requires a variation in the type of delivery
service. mail service must be restored to the mode of delivery in effect
in the area.
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631.43

631.43

Local Ordinances
If a customer chooses not to erect a curbside box because of a local. city.
county. or state ordinance prohibiting the installation of mailboxes at the curb,
the delivery options in establishments and extensions are as follows:

631.A4
631.441

a.

Central Delivery Service. See 631.44.

b.

Post OfficeBox or General Delivery Service. Post office box or general
delivery service may be provided at the nearest postal facility where
carner delivery emanates.

Central Delivery
Delivery Requirements
NDCBUs or CBUs may be approved for use at one or more central delivery
points in a residential housing community. The local postal manager must
approve the mailbox sites and type of equipment. Boxes must be safely
located so that customers are not required to travel an unreasonable distance
to obtain their mail. Normally. within one block of the residence is appropriate.

631.442

Central Delivery Addresses
Central delivery mail receptacles (including NDCBUs and CEUs. delivery
centers. and postal cenfers) must be identified by the same addresses as the
dwellings for which they serve as mail receptacles. These identical individual
addresses should be placed inside the boxes to be visible only to the Camer
as he or she serves the receptacle or the customer. For security or privacy,
mailer associations or customer groups may use another alphanumeric
identification system on the outside of the receptacle that is not part of. or
used in. the mailing address.

631.45
631.451

Apartment Houses
General
Delivery of mail to individual boxes in a residential building Containing
apartments or units occupied by dlfferent addressees (regardless of whether
the building is an apartment house, a family hotel. residential units. or
business units in a residential area and regardless of whether the apartments
or units are owned or rented) is contingent on the following:
a.

The building contains three or more units (above, below. or behind: not
side by side) with:
(1)

A common building entrance such as a door. a passageway, or
stairs;

(2)
b.

A common street address (some pan of the address is shared)
approved by local or municipal authorities.

The installation and maintenance of mail receptacles is approved by the

USPS.
c.

354

Each apartment is provided one box. including that of any resident
manager or janitor. unless the management has arranged for mail to be
delivered at the office or desk for distribution by its employees.
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631.462

d.

The grouping of the boxes for the building is at a single point readily
accessible to the carrier.

Note: The tenant's correct mailing address is the address of the
entrance at which the mail receptacles are located. and should
include the apartment number or designated mailbox number.
631.452

Exceptions
Exceptions to the above requirements are as follows;

631.46
631.461

a.

Ifmore than one such building in an apartment house complex has the
Same approved common street number, delivery of mail to individual
boxes is contingent on the grouping of all the boxes for the common
street number at a single point readily accessible to the carrier, even
though the boxes Serve residents in more than one building.

b.

If such a buiiding has more than one entrance, delivery of mail to
receptacles grouped at more than one entrance is contingent on each
entrance to which delivery is made serving three or more apartments or
flats and the assignment. by local or municipal authorities, of a different
sweet number io each such entrance.

c.

When new apanments are being erected or existing ones remodeled,
postmasters will inform builders and owners of the requirements of
these regulations and will provide a suitable inspection to ensure that
safe and durable receptacles are installed in conformance with these
regulations. Postal Service-approvedparcel lockers may be used with
approved mail receptacles.

Mobile or Trailer Homes
Options
The delivery options tor mobile or trailer home developments depend on
whether the development IS permanent or transient.

631.462

Permanent Developmenls
Permanent developments consist of managed mobile home parks or
residential mobile home subdivisions where the lots are permanently
assigned, the streets are maintained for public use, and the conditions are
similar to those of a residential subdivision. For permanent developments. the
delivery options are either curbside. sidewalk. or central delivery, under the
regulations below.

a.

Curbside Delivew Delivery service may b@provided to boxes at the
curb so that they can be safely and conveniently Served by the carrier
from the vehicle.

b.

Sidewalk Delivery
(1)

Ifthe sidewalk abuts the curb or other unusual conditions exist
(e.g.. excessive street parking) that make it difficult or impractical
to install or serve boxes at the curbline. those Customen may
install all their boxes at the edge of the sidewalk nearest the
residence where they can all be served by the carrier from the
sidewalk.
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631.463

c.

631.463

(2)

In such conditions. if the average lot frontage is 75 feet or less.
the sidewalk boxes are not required lo be grouped together: if the
average lot frontage exceeds 75 feet, the sidewalk boxes must be
installed in groups of at least two.

(3)

If the average lot frontage is 50 feet or less. customers may be
permined to locate all their mailboxes at the edge of the sidewalk
nearest :he residence rather than at the curb, regardless of
whether the sidewalk abuts the curb or other unusual conditions
exist. All the boxes must be located so the carrier can serve them
from the sidewalk.

Central Delivery
(1)

Delivery Service may be provided to a single point or receptacle
destgnated by the management of the development for the
receipt of mail for distribution by its employees.

(2)

Delivery service may be provided to one or more central points
for the direct receipt of mail by postal customers within the area.
The requirements for such central delivery are as follOws:
(a)

The local USPS managers must approve the mailbox sites
and eauivnent.

(b)

Cus:omers must not be required lo travel an unreasonable
dis:ance !o obtain their mail.

Transient Developments
Transient developments are mobile home, trailer. and recreational vehicle
parks where the lots are temporarily occupied or rented and considered
transient or seasonal. even though some families may live in them for an
extended period. For these developments. the only option is delivery to a
single point or receptacle designated by park management and approved by
local USPS managers for the receipt of mail for distribution and mail
forwarding by employees of :he park. This method is one of the service
options for permanent developments.

631.5
631.51

Colleges and Universities
Administration Buildings
Mail is delivered to principal administration buildings. Mail undeliverable as
addressed or not addressed to a specific building is delivered lo the main
administration building office for further handling. At larger universities.
deliver to the different departments. colleges, faculty buildings, and principal
campus structures. Such as the Chemistry Building. Engineering Building.
and so forth. provided that mail is thus addressed and the volume warrants.
Delivery is not to be made to individual administration Offices.

631.52

Dormitories or Residence Halls
Mail is delivered to dormitory buildings and residence halls when addressed
to a specific building. Deliver mail in bulk to a designated representativeOf
the school, who then is responsible for funher distribution to students. A
dormitory building or residence hall ordinarily consists of single-room Units (Or

.-
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631.6
double rooms with connecting bath) and separate centrally located facilities
for dining and receiving visitors. Whether located on or off campus and
regardless of privale ownership. such buildings are nevertheless dormitories
and either the school or building owner is responsible for final delivery of
student mail. Post office personnel are not to distribute mail into
apanment-type mailboxes.
631.53

Married Student Housing
Apartments and housing units for married students ordinarily are complete
quarters consisting of a living room. kitchen-dinette. bedroom, and bath.
Whether located on or off campus and regardless of ownership, the
apanment mail receptacle requirements in 631.45 apply.

631.54

Fraternity and Sorority Buildings
Deliver mail in bulk 10 a common mailbox or to a representative of the
organization if addressed 10 a specific building.

631.55

Parcel Post
Deliver parcel pos: in lhe same manner as other ordinary mail maner,

631.56

Special Delivery
Provide special delivery service to buildings in the same general .manner and
to a like degree as other delivery service. Include buildings that are
authorized to receive regular bulk mailings on special delivery runs. Once the
messenger arrives at the delivery address. however, handle the article in the
same fashion as other mail.

631.57

Forwarding of Mail
Forwarding mail for former Students and for current students during the
summer and vacation periods is the responsibility of the institution or building
owner, except where delivery to individual apartment receptacles for married
student housing is being provided. Encourage school officials to include mail
forwarding. proper mal! addressing. and other related postal features in
general instructions to students.

631.58

Noncity Delivery Offices
Where cny delivery service IS not established. students may rent post office
boxes or use general delivery. or ;he institution may arrange to pick up the
mail in bulk and make its own distribution and delivery.

631.6

Conversion of Mode of Delivery
In this section. conversion refers to changing existing mail delivery 10 a more
economical and efficient mode. The key to converting existing deliveries is
identifying those deliveries that are most costly to the Postal Service. Delivery
managers can go into any delivery territory where delivery has been
established for over 1 year and solicit to convert the mode of delivery if it
would be cost beneficial to the Postal Service.
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631.83

exclusively under the SAM/PAL law without prior consultation with
the other party. Committee meetings may be held upon written
request of either party. Following such consultation. a joint
committee repon may be prepared for transmission lo the respective
managements.

-

C. Nothing herein is intended to provide for the joint administration of
any activity whose administration is not provided for by 39 U.S.C.
3401 (f)(1976).
D. This Section supersedes the supplementary agreement dated
September 30. 1976. concerning "Joint Administration of Ttle 39.
United States Code, Seclion 3401 (the SAMIPAL Law) by the United
States Postal Service and the Department of Defense."
631.83

Reference
See Publication 38-A. Guidelines for Providing PostalSemces on a Milirary
Instalfation.for details on providing delivery, collection. and retail Services.

632
63.1

632.11

Mail Receptacles
Customer Obligation
Responsibilities
Appropriate mail receptacles must be provided for the receipt of mail. The
type of mail receptacle depends on the mode of delivery in place. Purchase.
installation. and maintenance of mail receptacles is the responsibility of the
customer. Appropriate locations for installation should be verified with local
government officials. Customer obligations are as follows:

a.

If door delivery is authorized. customers must provide either
house-mounted boxes that provide adequate proteclion and security for
the mail and that are approved by the local postmaster, or they must
provide door slots (see 632.3).

b.

If curbline delivery IS authorized. customers must erect curb-mounted
receptacles that comply with USPS STD-7 (see 632.5).

c.

If centralized delivery is authorized. customers must install mail
receptacles that comply with USPS STD-46 (RDD). Aparfment House
Mail Receptacles. or USPS STD-1118. Cluster Box Units or
Neighborhood Delivery and Collection Box Units (see 632.6).

.

632.12 Exception
The Postal Service may elect. under cenain conditions. to purchase. install.
or maintain curb or cluster box units.
632.13

Receptacles Not Required
Business houses are not required to provide mail receptacles or door slots if
they are open and someone is on hand to receive the mail when the Carrier
arrives. If the offices are not open when the carrier arrives. mail receptacles
or door slots must be provided.

366
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632.4
632.14

Approach to Mailbox
The customer is responsible lor keeping the approach to his or her mailbox
clear to facilitate delivery. Where the approach lo the mail receptacle located
at the curb 1s temporarily blocked by a parked vehicle during normal delivery
hours for the area. or snow or ice hampers the approach to the mailbox. the
carrier normally dlsmounts to make delivery. If the carrier continually
experiences a problem in serving curbline boxes and where the customer is
able to control ovstreet parking in front of his or her mailbox but does not
take prompt corrective action atler being properly notified, the postmaster
may. with the approval of the district manager. withdraw delivery service.

632.2

Keys to Customer's Private Mail Receptacle
Carriers are prohibited from accepting keys for locks on private mail
receptacles. build;ngs. or offices. except where an electromechanical door
lock system or a key returning box located within convenient reach of the
door IS used. Both devlces must incorporate an Arrow lock lo access the key
or device needed to gain entry to the building. If customers place locks on
their receptacles. the receptacles must have slots large enough to
accommodate their normal daily mail volume so that delivery may be made
by the carrier without using a key.

632.3

Door Slot Specifications
The clear rectangular openmg in the outside slot plate must be at least
1V2inches wide and 7 inches long. The slot must have a flap, hinged at the
top if placed horizontally or hinged on the side away from the hinge side of
the door if placed vertically. When an inside hood is used to provide greater
privacy, the hooded part must not be below the bonom line of the Slot in the
outside plate if placed horizontally or beyond the side line of the Slot in the
outside plate nearest the nmge edge of the door if placed vertically. The hood
at its greatest projection must not be less than 2'h6 inches beyond the inside
face of the door. Door slots must be placed no less than 30 inches above the
finished floor line.

632.4

Receptacles Purchased by USPS
Neighbomood delivery and collection box units and parcel lockers may be
purchased by the USPS from approved manufacturers. Specificationsfor
construction and approval procedures for manufacturers are covered in
USPS-11180. USPS Speahcaton. Cluster Box Unils. Individuals or firms
interested in the manufacture of cluster units should write to:
OFFICE OF TECHNICAL SUPPORT
US POSTAL SERVICE
475 LENFANT PLAZA SW
WASHINGTON DC 20260-6203
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632.5
632.5
632.51
632.511

Curbside Mailboxes
Specifications for Manufacturers
Policy
Manufacturers of all mailboxes designed and manufacturedto be erected at
the edge of a roadway or curbside of a street and to be served by a carrier
from a vehicle on any city. rural. or highway contract route must obtain
approval of their products according to USPS STD-7, MaJboxes, Cipand
Rural Curbside. Construction standards and drawings (USPS STD-7) for
guidance in the manufacture of curbside mailboxes may be obtained by
writing to:
DELIVERY a CUSTOMER svcs EOUIPMENT
US POSTAL SERVICE
8403 LEE HWY
MERRlFlELD VA 22082-8101

632.512

Dimensions and Styles

The permitted sizes and styles for mailboxes are as follows:

a.

SiIes and Styles. Three standard sizes and two styles of mailboxes are
approved for use on city. rural. and highway contract routes:
~

L

StytdSire

Length'

Width'

Height'

TI ana ci2

18'.

5

6

T2.ana C2

19'.

6

7

13 and C3

22'.

8

11%

'
2

b.

632.513

Dimensions In dooroximare mches.
T=lradmonaIs!v/e. C=conrempomystyle.

Variances.Curbside mailboxes may be constructed in any size
between Ihe maxlmum and minimum outside dimensions specified on
approved drawings if the general shape and the proportions of height,
width. and length are maintained.

Application for Approval
Manufacturers must notify USPS Delivery and Customer Services Equipment
by letter that mailboxes are being submined for approval. To secure apprOVal
of a curbside mailbox, manufacturers must submit the following to Delivery
and Customer Services Equipment at this address:
DELIVERY a CUSTOMER svcs EOUIPMENT
US POSTAL SERVICE
8403 LEE HWY
MERRlFlELD VA 22082-8101

a.

368

Samp/e Madbuxes. No fewer than hvo complete mailboxes with
markings required in paragraph 3.7 of USPS STD-7 of each Style made
of exact materials. construction. coating, paint, and so forth. including
the panels required by paragraph 3.14.8 of USPS STD-7. and
otherwise idenlical in every way with the boxes intended to be
marketed.
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632.514

b.

lnsfrucfions.A copy of the instructions required by paragraph 3.11 of
USPS STD-7.

c.

Color Samples. Color samples showing all color schemes to be used.

d.

Proposed Packaging. Boxes or packaging of the type proposed for
shipping production units.

e.

Documenlation. Two complete sets of manufacturing drawings and
installation instruclions showing that the units submitted meet the
requirements of USPS STD-7. The drawings must be dated. signed.
and cerlified to represent the production units exactly as Submitted. The
drawings must include enough details lo allow the USPS to document
and inspect all materials. construction methods. processes. coatings.
treatments. finishes. control specifications. parts. and assemblies used
in the construction of the units. The USPS may request individual piece
pans to verity drawings.

Modifications During Application Process
The manufacturer may not make changes to its products or drawings without
written notificationof and approval from the USPS. Any changes must be
submitted with reasons in writing and documented in the revision block of the
affected drawings. Two un;ts of each type with the changes incorporated
must be submilted.for;es:ing and approval. All changes are subject to written
approval by the USPS.

632.515

Application Approval
The following pertain to the approval process:
a.

Authorizing Organization.The decision to approve or disapprove
mailboxes is issued by Engineering. All correspondence and inquiries
must be directed to :hat office.

b.

Retention of Drawmgs andSampJe MaJ7bOXeS.The USPS returns one
set of manufacturing drawings to the manufacturer. with written
notification of approval or disapproval and. if applicable, reasons for
disapproval. The drawings are stamped and identified as representing
the production unit type if the mailbox is approved. After testing. the
USPS keeps approved boxes and disposes of disapproved boxes
unless the manufacturer requests their return and pays the shipping
costs.

632.516

Production Units
The following guidelines apply to production units:

a.

Construcrion.Manufacturers must construct production units in
accordance with idenlified (stamped) drawings and USPS STD-7.
These units must be of the exact materials. construction. Coating.
workmanship. finish. etc.. as the approved units. The USPS reserved
the right at any time to examine and retest production units obtained
either in the general marketplace or from the manufacturer, and may
require the manufacturer to provide units for examination and testing.
Failure of these production units to be manufactured in Striel
accordance with the approved units. the identified drawings. and the
provisions of USPS STD.7 may result in the rejection of units and the
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632.517
L

suspension or revocalion of :he manufacturer's authorization as an
approved manufacturer through a decision issued by Engineering.
b.

Packaging. Mailboxes and accessories must be packaged in a manner
to ensure arrival at destination in satisfactory condition. Boxes must be
shipped fully assembled except that protruding parts. such as door
latching hardware. mounting adapters, and mounting posts or stands.
may be removed if necessary to protect :hem from damage. Containers
and packaging must comply with the National Motor Freight
Classification Rule 222. sections 2 and 3. Boxes must be suitably
wrapped or protected and packaged in separate Containers to prevent
damage to painted surfaces by rubbing against other parts or the
internal surfaces of the container.

c.

Changes. Manufacturers must receive written approval from the USPS
before making any change to the production unit or the identified
design drawmgs. Approval for changes requires resubmission of units
for testing and updaied drawings for review.

I

632.517

Marking

All curbside mailboxes mus: have the following legible inscriptions on the
carrier service door: "U.S. MAIL" and "APPROVED BY THE POSTMASTER
GENERAL." Manufacturers must mark these inscriptions by embossing on
sheet metal. or they must use raised lettering on plastic or engraving on
wood or other materials that would not be suitable for embossing. The name
and address of the manufanurer and the month and year of manUfaCtUre
must also be marked on the oox. Manufacturersmust either emboss this
marking on the rear wall or affix a permanent decal on the inside near the
front opening of the box.
632.518

List of Approved Manufacturers
Following is a lis: of manufacturers of traditional and contemporary-style
curbside receptacles whose mailboxes are approved by the LISPS.
Approved Curbside Mailbox Manufacturers and Models
Sizes for contemporan/-style mailboxes are approximate.
AMERICAN MAILBOX CORPORATION
35 CENTURY TRL
HARRISON NY 10528-1717
Model:
Large Domed Root IC21
ARMOR PLATE MAILBOX INC
PO BOX 1060
STERLING HEIGHTS MI A8377-1060
Model:
MB-001-COLOR;C2;
BACOVA GUILD LTD
1 MAIN ST GENERAL DELIVE3Y
EACOVA VA 24122-9999
Model:
a122 Flj
-128F21
L121 F3l
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EERARDI AND COMPANY
15745 CRABBS BRANCH WAY
ROCKVILLE MD 20855-2634
Model:
Designer474 !C11
EERKELY PRODUCTS INC
14680 ALONDRA BLVD
LA MIRADA CA 90638-5603
Model:
MlOOO (aluminum) [n'a]
BRANDON INDUSTRIES INC
1601 W WILMETH RD
MCKINNEY TX 75069-8250
Model:
M1 [CZ]
M l [CZ]
CLAPPER SUPPLY
8 TERRACE AVE
BINGHAMTON NY 13901-5736
Moeel:
Secured Mallbox jniaj
CUTLER MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
PO BOX M
EATON PARK FL 33840-1903
Model:
Maiimasrer [n:a]
FLAMBEAU AIRMOLD CORPORATION
PO BOX 610
ROANOKE RAPIDS NC 27870-0610
Model:
Post Max [ C l ]
FLAMBEAU PRODUCTS CORPORATION
15981 VALPLAST RD
MIDDLEFIELD OH 44062-0097
Model:
6529 [Cl]
6530 IC11
6531 [Cl]
FULTON CORPORATION
303 EIGHTH AVE
FULTON IL 61252-1632
Model:
T1 IT11
T2 IT21
GDM COMPANY
1316-1R CLEVELAND RD
SANDUSKY OH 44870-4213
Model:
HE1 [Cl]
HB2 [CZ]
HT2 [CZ]
HB3 jC3]
GER-IVA BERRY COMPANY
1400 INDUSTRIALAVE
HIAWATHA IA 52233-1159
Model:
Secure Mailbox [n:aj
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632.518
HECHT HOME PRODUCTS
7804 HAYMARKET LN
RALEIGH NC 27615.5441
Double Door Rural Delivery [ C l ]
Model:
HOME IMPRESSIONS
1923 TATE BLVD SW
HICKORY NC 28602-1430
Model:
PosIMasler [ C l ]
IMPERIAL MAIL BOX SYSTEMS INC
3901 NORRIS DR
MILLBROOK AL 36054-2433
Model'
Slyle 001 [C2:
JANZER CORPORATION
6 LINCOLN CTR
HULMEVILLE PA 790;:-5ai6
Model:
Stony 3rae 5 2 :

J 8 J MAILBOX
20594 OTTAWA RD
APPLE VALLEY CA 92308-6253
Model:
Leifer L o c w :1 a!
JAMESTOWN ADVANCED PRODUCTS INC
2855 GIRTS RD
JAMESTOWN NY 14701-9666
Model:
23 [ C l ]
27 [Cl!
29 [ a ]
44 [ c l ;
49 [ C l j
54 [CZi
56 [C2]
86 [CZ]
LEIGH A HARROW COhlPlNY
411 64TH AVE
COOPERSVILLE MI 494OC.1234
Model:
Parkway 4064 8 4066 IC11
Hilltop 4053. 4054 8 4055 [Cl]
Lamplighter41508 4156 [ C l ]
MB CLASSICS
909 CENTENNIAL RD
NARBETH PA 19072-1407
Model:
Contemporary Slyle !Cl]
MR TWO-DOOR MAILBOX INC
9750 PAGE RD
STREETSBORO OH 44241-5014
Model:
Two Door [CZ]
Boxglow [CZ]
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NORTHWEST METAL PRODUCTS
PO BOX 10
KENT WA 98035-0010
Model:
Traailional 41 [ T l ]
RUBBERMAID
1147 AKRON RD
WOOSTER OH 44691.6000
Model:
7271 Econo Mailbox (Cl]
7272 Small ( C l ]
7273 Large IC21
SHELLTER INC
PO BOX30011
INDIANAPOLIS IN 46230-0011
Rural Mailbox S m 1 [ C l ]
Model:
THE SOLAR GROUP
PO BOX 525
TAYLORSVILLE MS 39168-0525
Model:
CC-1R (uses S T ~ l O ) ( C l ]
CC-2R (uses ST-101 [ C l ]
LP-12 IC11
PL-10 [Cl!
RB-15 [C2]
ST-10 Aluminum i l l ]
ST.10 [ T l j
ST-15 [TZ!
ST.20 [T3]
BB2D IC21
STEEL CITY CORPORATION
190 N MERIDIAN RD
YOUNGSTOWN OH 4L501-1227
Model:
CA-18 Carlyle [ C I l
LE-18 Brute I C l j
PX-1 Polybox [ C l ]
1-1 [Tl]
1-1 112 [T2]
2-2 p31
3158 Streamline: [ C l j
20-1 Two-Door Brute [ C l l
STEP 2 CORPORATION
10010 AURORA-HUDSON RD
STREETSBORO OH 44241-1621
Model:
5401 IC11
5402 [ C l l
5403 IC21
THREE 60 CORPORATION
10823 PLAZA OR
WHITMORE LAKE MI 48189-9737
Model:
Classic Combo
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632.52
TRAIL SIDE MAILBOX INC
2100 E 32ND PKY
AURORA CO 80011-8148
Model
1012M [n a]
10t3Mpaj

VEEDERS MAILBOX INCORPORATED
PO BOX 42048
CINCINNATI OH 45242-0048
Model
SmVMB-W A SmVMB-B [Cl]
LgVMB-W 8 LgVMB.8 [C2]
SmVMB-G A SmVMB-T [Cl]
L9VMB.G A LgVMB-T [CZ]

I

SmVMB-SS [Cl]

LgVMB-SS !C2]
ZUBIEL RF SYSTEMS INCORPORATED
PO BOX 71.94
MONUMENT CO 80:32-1184
Model
201 MaKail IC11
1 - Curbsiae Box Ssze No 1
2 - Curbside Sox Slze No 2
3 - Curbsiae Box S c e No 3
T
Traditional Curasiae aox Slyle
C - ContemporaryCurbsloe Box Style

-

632.52
632.521

Installation and
Use
.~
Custom-Built Curbside Mailboxes
Postmasters are authorized to approve curbside mailboxes constructed by
individuals who. for aesiheltc or other reasons, do not want to use an
approved manufactured box. The custom-built box must conform generally to
the same requirements as aporoved manufactured boxes relative to the flag.
size. strength. and quality of construction.

632.522

Painling and Identification
The USPS prefers that curbside mailboxes and posts or supporls be painted
white. although other colors may be used. Where box numbers are used. the
numbers must be inscribed in contrasting color in neat letters and numerals
nor less than 1 inch high on the stde of the box visible to the carrier's regular
approach. or on the door i f boxes are grouped. Where Street names and
house numbers are assigned by local authorities and the postmaster has
authorized use of a street name and house number as a postal address. the
house number must be shown on the box. If the box is on a different street
from the customer's residence. the street name and house number must be
inscribed on the box. Placement ot the owner's name on the box is optional.
Adverlising on boxes or suppons is prohibited.

632.523

Posts and Supports

Posts or other supports for curbside mailboxes must be neat and of adequate
slrength and stze. They may not be designed to represent effigies or
caricatures that tend to disparage or ridicule any person. The box may be
attached to a fixed or movable arm.
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632.526
632.524

Location
Curbside mailboxes must be placed so that they may be safely and
conveniently served by carriers without leaving their conveyances. They must
be reasonably and safely accessed by customers. Boxes must also be on the
right-hand side of the road and in the carrierk direction of travel in all cases
where driving on the left-hand side of the road to reach the boxes would pose
a traffic hazard or violate traffic laws and regulations. On new rural or
highway contract routes. all boxes must be on the right side of the road in the
carner's direction of travel. Boxes must be placed to conform to state laws
and highway regulations. Carriers are subject to the same traffic laws and
regulations as are other motorists. Customers must remove obstructions.
including vehicles. trash cans. and snow. that make delivery difficult.
Generally. customers Should install boxes with the bonom of the box at a
vertical height of between 3'% and 4 feet from the road surface. Because of
varying road and curb conditions and other factors. the USPS recommends
that customers contact the postmaster or carrier before erecting or replacing
their mailboxes and S U D P O ~ S .

I

632.525 Grouping
Boxes should be grouDed wherever possible, especially at or near
crossroads. sewice turnouts. or other places where a considerable number of
boxes are presently located.
632.5.3

More Than One Family

If more than one family WlSheS to share a mail receptacle. the following
standards apply:
a.

Route andBox mumberdddressing. On rural and highway contract
routes authorized to use a route and box numbering system (e.g.. RR 1
BOX 155). up to fwe families may share a single mail receptacle and
use a common route and box designation. A wrinen notice of
agreement. signed by the heads of the families or the individuals who
want to join in the use of such box. must be filed with the postmaster at
the distributing once.

b.

Conversion Io SIreer Name and NurnberAUdressing. When street
name and numoerlng systems are adopted. those addresses reflect
distinct customer locations and sequences. Rural and highway Contract
mute customers who are assigned different primary addresses
123 APPLE WAY vs. 136 APPLE WAY) should erect individual mail
receptacles in locations recommended by their postmasters and begin
using their new addresses. Customers having differentPharV
addresses. who wish to continue sharing a common receptacle. must
use the address of the receptacle's owner and the "Care of' address
format:

JOHN DOE
C/O ROBERT SMITH
123 APPLE WAY

Customers having a common primary address (e.g.. 800 MAIN ST but
different secondary addresses (e.g.. APT 101. APT 102. etc.] may
continue 10 share a common receptacle if single-point delivery is
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632.527

authorized for the primary address. Secondary addresses should still
be included in all correspondence.

632.527 Locks
The use 01 locks on mailboxes on rural and highway contract routes is not
required. If. however. a box is equipped with a lock. the box must have a slot
large enough to accommodate the customerk normal daily mail volume. The
USPS does not open locked boxes and does not accept keys for this
purpose.

632.528 Unstamped Newspapers
Curbside mailboxes are to be used for mail only, except for newspapers
regularly mailed at Periodicals rates. Publishers of these newspapers may, on
Sundays and national holidays only. place copies 01 the Sunday or holiday
issues in the rural and highway contract route boxes of subscribers, with the
understanding that these copies must be removed from the boxes before the
next day on which mail deliveries are scheduled.
632.529

Newspaper Receptacles
A receptacle for the deliven/ of newspapers may be attached to the post of a
curbside mailbox used by the USPS under the following conditions: no pan
of the receptacle touches or is anached to or is supported by any part of the
mailbox. interferes wilh the delivery of mail. obstructs the view of the flag, Or
presents a hazard to the carrier or the carrier's vehicle. The receptacle must
not extend beyond the front of the box when the box door is closed. NO
advertising may be displayed on the outside of the receptacle. except the
name of the publication.

632.53 'Nonconforming Mailboxes
Carriers must repon to the postmaster any mailboxes not conforming lo
postal regulations. The postmaster sends Form 4056, YourMai1boxNeeds
Attention. to the owners of these boxes. requesting that they remedy the
irregularities or defects.

632.6 Apartment House Receptacles
632.61

General
Specifications for construciion and approval procedures for manufacturers
are covered in USPS STD-4 (ROD). USFS Standard Receptacles. Apartment
House Mal Individuals or firms interested in the manufacture of apartment
house mailboxes should write to:
PROCUREMENT QUALITY ASSURANCE
US POSTAL SERVICE
475 CENFANT PLAZA SW
WASHINGTON DC 20260-6203

632.62 Installation
632.621

General
Owners and managers of apartment houses, family hotels. flats. or
complexes with obsolete apanmenr house mail receptacles should inStall
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632.624
up-to-date receptacles approved by the USPS to ensure more adequate
protection. When such buildings are substantially renovated or remodeled to
provide additional apartments. or when location of the boxes changes,
obsolete receptacles Should be replaced with currently approved receptacles.

632.622 Location and Arrangement
Regulations for the location and arrangement of receptacles are as follows:

a.

Receptacles and parcel lockers in apanment houses should be located
reasonably Close to the entrance in vestibules, halls;or lobbies. The
carriers must be able to serve the boxes without interference from
swinging or Open doors. The area must be adequately lighted to afford
the best protection to the mail and to let carriers read addresses on
mail and names on boxes without undue eye strain.

b.

Installation of srandard. approved apanment receptacles in exterior
walls of buildings may be authorized. provided that they are not
insialled direely on Ihe street or a public sidewalk. Wherever possible.
keep at least 15 feet between the boxes and the street or sidewalk: the
location should be c!early visible from one or more apanment windows.
A canopy must be provided. and it must be designed and located to
afford maximum protection from the weather. including driving rains. In
addition. adequate night lighting must be installed.

c.

Vertical-type installarms must meet the following requirements:
(1)

Receptacles must De installed so that the center of the barrel of
the master lock of ihe upper tier is no more than 58 inches from
the floor. The center of the barrel of the master lock of the lower
tier of letter boxes must be at least 30 inches from the floor.

(2)

Do not install more than two tiers: boxes must be arranged in
groups. No more than seven boxes in each group may be
installed under one Arrow lock. When there are fewer than seven
apartments or ;f ielephone units are installed with the boxes.
fewer than seven may be grouped but never'fewer than three.

d.

In horizontal-typeins:allations. the distance from the finished floor to
the tenant locks on Ihe top tier of lenerboxes should be no more than
67 inches: the disiance io the bonom of the lowest tier of letter boxes
should be no less than 28 inches.

632.623 Access to Rear-Loading of Horizontal-Type Receptacles
Provide access to rear-loading installations by a door fined with an inside
Arrow lock that opens into a room with at least 3 feet of unobstructed work
space from the rear of the units 10 the wall, The room must be adequately
ventilated and lighted. The rear of the unit must have a door or cover of
suitable material to prevent rhe removal of mail from adjacent boxes and 10
prevent mail from coming OUI through the back. The cover or door must be
either easily opened and closed or removed and replaced by the letter Carrier.

632.624 Installation With Telephone Units
The guidelines for installing receptacles with telephone units are as followS:
a.

When it is necessary or desirable to install mail receptacles with a
standard-size telephone unit. vertical-type receptacles may be placed in
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two tiers. They may also be installed in groups of fewer than seven if

'

necessary to properly arrange the groups in two tiers. This does not
apply if the telephone unit IS installed independently of the mail
receptacles. Although there is no objection to combining these two
services. the mail receptacles must be separated from the telephone or
electrical unit. Electric pushbunons. connected to wires outside the mail
receptacles. may be placed in the frame of the installation if the
pushbuttons can be removed from the outside and if the wire
connections can be repaired without removing the receptacles.
b.

632.625

632.626

Telephone units combined with mail receptacle units must allow access
to the telephone unit without having to enter the mail receptacle; the
mail receptacle must not be accessible when the telephone unit is
opened.

Key and Record Controls
The following key and record controls apply for apanment houses:

a.

Apanment house managers must maintain a record of the number of
keys supplied by manufacturersso that new keys may be ordered when
necessary. The record should match the key number lo the receptacle
number. Do not place key numbers on the outside barrels of the locks
because this would allow unauthorized persons access to keys and
boxes. Clearly number each individual receptacle lock on the back;
replace lost keys according to lock numbers. Master-keying is not
pennined.

b.

Apartment house managers must also maintain a record of key
numbers and combinations of keyless locks so that new tenants may
be given the combination. These records must be kept in the custody of
the manager or a trusted employee. The record of key numbers must
be kept until the lock IS changed. when it may then be destroyed.

c.

Combination locks are not approved under current Postal Service
receptacles standards.

Directories
The guidelines for apanment house directories for USPS use are as follows:

378

a.

For all apanment houses with 15 or more receptacles. maintain a
complete directory of all persons receiving mail. If an apartment house
is divided into units. each with separate entrances and 15 or more
receptacles. each unit should have a separate directory. In addition. if
mail is not generally addressed to specific units. a directory must be
kept at the main unit of the building listing all persons receiving mail in
the various units.

b.

Directories must be alohabetical by surname and must be maintained
and kept up-to-date. The receptacle number and apartment number
should always be the same and rhe apartment number should appear
lo the right of the name in the directory. If the apanment number if
different from the receptacle number. the receptacle number should
appear to the left of the name in the directory. Follow the same
arrangement for apartments that are either lenered or lenered and
numbered.
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632.627

c.

632.627

The directory must be legible. enclosed in a suitable protective frame.
and attached to the wall immediately above or to the side of the mail
receptacles where it can be easily read. If mailrooms are used, the
directory should be placed for the carrier's convenience. If an
attendant. such as a telephone operator. doorman. or elevator
conductor. is on duty between the hours of 7:OO a.m. and 11:OO p.m..
and the mail is deiivered either to apanment house receptacles or in
bulk for distribution by employees of the building, the employee on duty
in the building may keep the directory to make it available to the carrier
or special delivery messenger on request.

Maintenance and Repair

The guidelines for receptacle maintenance and repair are as follows:

POM

a.

Owners or managers of buildings must keep receptacles in good repair.
When an Inside-lerterboxArrow lock is no longer needed, the building
management must immediately notily the postmaster, who will then
send a posta! employee to supervise removal of the lock from the
master door and return it to the post office.

b.

Carriers will reDon on Form 3521, House Numbers andMail
Recep(ac/esRepon. all apamnent houses that are 3eing remodeled
and all unlocked or out-of-repairmailboxes. Delivering employees and
postmasters must ensure that all inside-letterbox Arrow locks are
recovered when buildings are tom down or remodeled.

c.

Upon receipt of a repon of lack of repair or irregularity in the operation
of apanment house mail receptacles. postmasters will promptly initiate
an investigation and direct what repairs must be made by, and at the
expense of. the owners or managers. To avoid any questions aboui
disposition or treatment of mail. repairs must be made only when a
postal representative is present. It is unlawful for anyone other than
postal employees to open receptacles and expose mail.

d.

Failure to keep boxes locked or in proper repair as directed by
postmasters is sufficient lustificationfor withholding mail delivery and
requiring occupants to call for their mail at the post office or carrier
delivery unit servlng the area. A reasonable notice of approximately 30
days will be given in writing to the cusomers and the Owner or manager
of the apartment bullding.

e.

If mail deposited by a carrier in an apartment house mail receptacle is
reponed lost or stolen. or if there is an indication that the mail has been
willfully or maliciously damaged, defaced, or destroyed. the postmaster
must immediately repon the circumstances to the POStal Inspection
Service.

f.

The U.S. Code prescribes criminal penalties for the wrongful
possession of mail locks and the willful or malicious injury or destruction
of letterboxes and the then of mail therefrom.
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632.628

Manufacturers
The following IS a lis1 of approved manufacturers of apartment house mail
receptacles:
Auuroved Manufacturers of Auarlrnent House Mail Receutaclcs
AMERICAN DEVICE MFG
PO BOX 8
STEELEVILLE IL 62288-0008
(8001 637-3763
Models. H.V

CUTLER MFG CORP
PO BOX M
EATON PARK FL 33840-1903
(800) 237-2312
.
Models: C. N. H. V, P. U

AMERICAN LOCKER GROUP
PO BOX 1000
JAMESTOWN NY 14702-1000
(716) 664 9600
1800)828-9118 Ouislae New York
Models: C. P

FLORENCE CORP
2101 N ELSTON AVE
CHICAGO IL 60614-3993
(800) 275-1747
Models' N. H. V

BOMMER INDUSTRIES
PO BOX 187
LANDRUM SC 29356-0187
(800)334-1654
Models: N. H. V

JENSEN INDUSTRIES
1946 E 46TH ST
LOS ANGELES CA 90058-2097
(800) 826-7001 (CaliforniaONLY)
(800) 325-8531
Models: H. V

LESLIE-LOCKEINC
4501 CIRCLE 75 PKY STE F-6300
ATLANTA GA 30339-3025
(800)
.
. 775-9392
Model: N

SECURITY MFG CO
815 S MAIN ST
GRAPEVINE TX 76051-5535
(800)762-6937
Models: H. V. U

PAGE SPECIALTY CO
5877 SO FULTON WAY
ENGLEWOOO CO 80111-3719
(800)770-2842 (Colorado only)
(800)327-7439
Model: U
632.63

New or Remodeled Apartment Buildings
When new apartmenrs are being erected or existing ones remodeled.
posfindsters will inform builders and owners of the requirements of these
regulations and will provlde a suitable inspection to ensure that sate and
durable receptacles are installed in conformance to these regulations. Postal
SeNiCe-apprOved parcel lockers may be used voluntarily with approved mail
receptacles.
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641.2

the carrier draws. The sets of keys may be issued to regular carriers
upon surrender of key checks issued to them.
633.53 Keys Assigned to Other Employees

Keys assigned to other employees for collection purposes must be accounted
for as prescribed above.

633.6 Keys Lost, Stolen, Missing, or Found
Report the recovery or finding of keys in the same manner as described in
ASM 273. except that a duplicate copy of the memorandum shall be sent
direct to the Mail Equipment Shops with the key. Retain serviceable LA keys
for local use if needed.
633.7 Keys From Discontinued Offices

Handle keys from discontinued offices under instructions received from the
district manager.
633.8

Unserviceable Keys
Forward unserviceable mail keys by registered mail to:
MAIL EQUIPMENT SHOPS
US POSTAL SERVICE
2135 5TH ST NE
WASHINGTON DC 20260-6224

A lener of transmittal or a lis: of the keys by number is not necessary, but the

package of keys must be properly identified. Do not send any other item or
requisition in the same package with UnSeNiCeable keys.
633.9

Receipt and Control
Receipt and control all mail keys and locks according to the instructions in
subchapter 250 of Handbook AS-701, Materia/Management.

64 Citv Deliverv Service
641

Establishment of City Delivery Service
See 63 for authorized modes of delivery.

641.1

Definition
In this section. establishment refers to the initiation of city delivery Service in
a community through a post office that does not currently provide it.

641.2

Requirements
In establishing city delivery service. a combination of delivery methods is
considered to provide adequate service lo all residential and business
sections of a community. All establishments of delivery Service mUSt have
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642

final approval of the district manager. Customer Service and Sales. or
designee. Establishment of city delivery service is considered when the
following essential requirements are met:

642
642.1

a.

Within the area to be served there is a population of 2.500 or more or
750 possible deliveries. (The postal customer population may vary
greatly from the general census population because of different
boundary interpretations and designations.)

b.

At least 50 percent of the building lots in the area to be served are
improved with houses or business places. Where a house or building
and its yard or ground cover more than one lot. all lots 50 covered are
considered improved.

c.

The streets are paved or otherwise improved to permit the travel of
Postal Service vehicles at all times. without damage or delay.

d.

Streets are named and house numbers are assigned by the municipal
authorities in accordance with Management Instruction DM-940-89-3.
Addressing Convenlions.

e.

The street signs are in place and the house numbers are displayed.

1.

The rights-of-way.turnouts. and areas next to the roads and streets are
sufficiently improved so :hat the installation and servicing of boxes IS
not hazardous IO the public or USPS employees.

g,

Satisfactory walks exist for the carrier where required.

h.

Approved mail receptacles or door slots are installed at designated
locations.

Extensions
Definition
In this section. extension refers to the expansion of city delivery service to
any areas not currently receiving delivery service but that are within the
delivery limits of a pas! ofice from which city delivery service is already
provided.

642.2

Requirements
The delivery service requirements for extensions are the sameas those listed
in 641.2 for establishments. with the following exceptions:

642.3

a.

Section 641.2a does not apply to extensions.

b.

The applicability of b may be waived if:
(1)

There is a reasonable expectation that the requirements of
641.2b can be met within 12 months. and

(2)

CBUs or NDCBUs are to be used for delivery.

Out-of-Bounds Customers
Customers outside the limits of city delivery service may be given delivery
service ifthey erect boxes on the delively carrier's line of travel. Special
delivery. parcel post. insured. Cerlified. COD, and registered mail are
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652.3
652.3
652.31

Requirements
Customer Density
A newly established route should serve an average of at least one residential
or business delivery per mile. On routes of less than 10 miles. an average of
at least six deliveries per mile should be eligible for service before a route is
established. Unusual conditions such as the volume and type of mail should
be considered.

652.32

Minimum Workloads
In post offices with no existing rural delivery service. the proposed route
evaluation should reflect sufficient workload to meet minimum rural carrier
scheduling requirements efficiently. unless the intermediate office concept
can be used in conlunction with an existing rural route (see Handbook M-38.
Management of Rural Delivery Services. 225).

652.33

Roads

652.331

General
Roads should generally be public and must be well maintained and passable
for delivery vehicles year round.

652.332

Road Maintenance
Rural delivery service is not established over roads that are not kept in good
condition, that are obstructed by gates. or that cross unbridged streams that
are not fordable throughout the year., If travel over private roads iS proposed.
the person responsible for road maintenance must provide a Written
agreement to keep the road passable at all limes. The agreement mUSt
include the statement: " I t IS understood that if the road is not property
maintained, rural delivery service will be withdrawn."

652.4
652.41

Submission and Approval
Postmasters
Forward requests for establishment of delivery to the district, along with the
proposed route statistics. a completed Form 4003, Oficial Rural Route
Descr/ption,a map clearly identifying the potential line of travel, road
maintenance agreements. and any other relevant documentation. Include a
recommendation.

652.42
652.421

District Responsibilities
Review and Approval
The district manager or designee must review and approve any requests for
establishment of rural delivery.

652.422

Delivery Boundaries
Districts should avoid duplication of existing delivery and the Commingling Of
delivery boundaries with another post oifice. Postmasters' recommendations.
customer preferences. and community or municipal identify should be
considered in establishing delivery boundaries.
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653.6

652.423

support

-

If the request is approved. ensure that necessary equipment. staffing. rural
delivery management procedures, and so forth. are in place prior to initiating
service.
652.424

Customer Notification

Ensure that Customers are notified of changes in service promptly.

653

653.1

Extensions
Definition
In this section. exlension refers to the expansion of rural delivery service into
any areas not presently receiving delivery service. but within the delivery
limits Of a post office for which rural delivery has already been established.
See 631 for authorized modes of delivery
Note: Provide carrier sewice to persons who erect approved boxes on
the line of travel of the rural carrier. and to persons for whom approved
neighborhood delivery and collection boxes and parcel lockers are
erec:ed and maintained 3y the USPS on the carrier's line of travel, but no
rural carrier sewice may be extended to persons residing within the
boundary formed by existing ciry delivery sewice.

653.2

Eligibility
At noncity delivery post offices of the first-. second-. and third-class. rural
delivery may be extended to families who reside outside a ii4-mile radius
(in-mile radius for fouRh.class post offices) of the post Ofice if such Service
is requested and the other requirements in this Seclion are met. CUSlOmen
residing within the I 2-mile radius may erect a box along the carrier's
established line of travel.

653.3

Requests
Customers may request extension of rural delivery service using Form 4027.

653.4

Customer Density
Extensions must serve a minimum of one customer per mile of.additional
travel. including retrace.

653.5

Roads
The requirements of 652.33 must be met

653.6

Multiple Routes
Where routes from two or more post offices travel one road, the district will
determine which office will provide delivery and contact the appropriate
postmaster for the resulting route assignment.
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619.4

Overprinting
Information such as post office. station. or branch: address; business hours:
and telephone number on Form 3849 can be overprinted more economically
at the same time the basic form is printed. This must be limited. however, to
large quantities (20.000 or more) and in increments of 20,000 thereafter (for
example, 80.000. 100.000. and so forth). The area office coordinates the
overprinting.

62 Delivetv Schedules and TriD Freauencies
621
621.1

Schedules
Express Mail, First-class Mail, and Priority Mail
Deliver on the firsf trip all Express Mail, First-Class Mail, and Prionty Mail
received at the central distribution facility prior to the established cut-off time.

621.2

Periodicals
Deliver Periodicals on the first scheduled delivery trip following receipt at the
delivery unit, provided that such delivery does not delay First-class Mail.

621.3

Standard Mail (A)
Deliver Standard Mail (A) not later than second delively day after day of
receipt. (Day of receipt begins at midnight unless the area manager approves
a different time.) Deliver mail received on Saturday no later than Tuesday.
Deliver circulars received on a day preceding a holiday no later than the
second delivery day following the holiday.

621.4

Standard Mail Parcels
Where possible. schedule delivery of Standard Mail parcels so as to maintain
Dublished service standards for these classes ofmail.

622

Trip Frequencies
Frequency changes must be approved by the area manager

623
623.1

Withdrawal of Delivery Service
Suitable Receptacles
Consider withdrawing service if a customer does not provide a sudable mall
receptacle after being so notified by Form 1507. Request to Pmwde Proper
Mail Receptacle (city delivery routes), by Form 4056. YourMailbox Needs
Anention (rural and highway contract routes). by letter or Verbally

c
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623.4
623.2
623.21

Blocked Mail Receptacles
General
The customer is responsiblefor keeping the approach to the mailbox clear to
facilitate delivery (see 632.13). If the carrier continually experiences a
problem in serving curbline boxes and where the customer is able to control
access or on-street parlcing in front of his or her mailbox but does not take
prompt corrective action after being properly notified. the postmaster may.
with the approval of the district manager, withdraw delivery service.

623.22 Delivery to Mailbox Inside of a Screen or Storm Door
These mailboxes must meet the following requirements:

a.

When the box is inside a screen or storm door, the door must be lefi
unlocked; otherwise. the box should be located outside the door or a
slot should be provided in the outer door.

b.

When porches are screened in or enclosed by other material, and are
used as living or sleeping quarters. the screen or storm door is
considered the entrance door to the house. In these cases. request that
customers place their mail receptacle outside the door or provide a slot
in the door.

623.3 Safety or Security
Delivery service may be suspended when there is an immediate threat
(including, but not limited to, threats due to loose animals) to the delivery
employee, mail security, or postal property. Suspension of service should be
limited to an area necessary to avoid the immediate threat. Postmasters
should request corrective action from responsible parties and restore normal
service as soon as appropriate.
623.4

Travel Obstructions
Persons responsible for road maintenance must be notified of road conditions
obstructing the delivery of mail. Ifrepairs are not made promptly. Service may
be withdrawn with the approval ofthe district manager. Resume Service aS
soon as the road conditions are improved.
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TO IMERROGATORIESOF THE NEWSPAPER ASSOCUTION OF AMERICA

NAANSPS-T10-1. Please refer to your testrmony at page 26, lines 27-28.
where you mte that 'DPS reduces office time by saving each carrier up to
1 112 hours a day for casing letters."

a. Please provide the basis for this statement, including all underlyfng data,
and indlcate for whlch geographical area and time periodthis saving
applies.

b. To the e%bntnot answered h pari (a), please estimate this saving by
pa& of FYW, WOO, and FYOl. If you am unable to provide estimates for
these flgures, pleam defer the request to the Postal Service.

Rerponro:
a. I am told that the natlonal average DPS latter volum per DPS cily route was

about 1350 piecer In 1998. Thb equator to about94 minutes a routs in cast
avddance calculated at the current Mer mall canhg standard, 18 per minute,

and pull dawn 8fandard, 70 per minulo. Savings for indh4dual mutes wll vary
depending on local circumstances, such as DPS volume, address hygiene

and carrier t3fklency.

b. Iam told that the DPS work hour savings budgetedfor cemr inoffice time
fromFY99toFYOl are:

FY W. 4.8 mMbn workhour8

FY 00:9.6 mfllkn workhour8
FY 01: 4.2 millbn wofkhwn
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NAANSPS.Tio-2, Please refer to your testlmony at page 27, lines 12-14,
M e n , you state: 'Molorlzalion has gradually eliminated many walking
routes and Increasedthe proportlohof carriers with vehicles from 85
pemnt In FY 88 to 91 percent In FY 98..

a. Please provMe the bas18 for this statement, induding all underlying data,
and Indicate for which geographical area this Increase applies.

.

b. Please d m a t e this factor for each ofFYQQ,WOO, and FYOl If you are
unable 16 provide sstlmafee for these flgunw. please defer the requestto
the Postal Serfice.

Respons.:
a. This statement was based on Operatbns testimony in the 1998 interest

Arbitretion with the NALC. Iam told that tho testimony was in turn based on
informatlon in the Addm88 Management System database and that, cumntfy.
the database shows thet foot mutes am 8.8% of Wet mutes compared to
24% of routes In FY 92. As further substantlation, Iam told that from FY 88 to
FY 98,an addkkinal28.900 vehicles were pvided on city mutes while the

number of city mutes only imreased by 13.900.
b. See my responseto DMANSPS-11047.
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NAUUSPS-TlO-3. PleaSe refer to your testimony at page 27. lines 1618 at
W c h you state: 'Finally. coverage, the propodion of delivery points
receiving mail on any one day, has increased to 85 percent, so there is
less travel time without useful acthrity at a deiivety point.'

a. Please provide the basis for this statement, IncludingaH underlying data,
and tndlcate for which geographical area and U r n perlod thl5 saving
ePPlh.
b. To the extent not answmd Inpart (a), please estimate this factor for
each of FY99, FYOh and FYO1. if you am unable to provide estimates for
these figures, please defer the request to the Postal Service.

Responre:
a. The bask for this statement was Operations tedmny In the 1998 Interest
Arbbation with the NALC. I am told that merage factor data are not available at
the national level because it h measured locally on a mute by mute basis during
x

a fonnal count and inspection. Howewr, a rurvey of 202 mutes In 1997 using
mute inspedbn data revealed the f d l o w l ~
cowraw p m g w by T m of
route:

Residentiel Othr
CurMbm
NDCBU
Centralized Res.
BUSiMISS othsr
Budness Curb
.Bwlness NDCBU
Budnes5 cotltfalrn

.Qa
.Q2
.85
.82
.83
.BO
.80

.79

I am told that the 85% tlgurewar esUrnatedfromthbdata and that the fact of an
i m s e b widely -ked.
b. I am told that the requested informatbn is not available. The cowrage fador
is determined by the mailing practices of businesses and households.
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b. I am told that estimates of mlum changes are available in the testimony of
witness Tdley (USPS-T-6) and that the number of city dellvery points is expected

to increase at the rate of 0.6% per year. Sea NNANSPS-TlO-25.
c. canffrmed. It refento an incream In the mil with a parcel shape.
d.

NA
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NAAIUSPS-TlOS. Please refer to your testimony at page 27 lines 20-21 at
which you state: "First, there were 5.6 pieces per delivery in FY 98
compared to only 5.9 in FY 88. Flats volume has grown during this time;"
llnes 25-26 at whkh you state that 'IncreaiPes In parcel dellverks per route
would also account for c&eta spending a 1 e mom time per delivery;'

and page 28, fines 8-9 at which you state that 'Parcel and flat volumes are
expected to increase.'

8,Ptease provide the bask for these statements,Including all underlying
data, and indlcate for whkh geographical area and time periods these
increases apply.
b. Please estimate these factors, In total end separately for flats and
pamls. for each of FY99. MOO. ahd FYOl If you are unable to provide
estimates for these figures.please defer the request to the Postal Service.

.

c. Please confirm the! the second statement that 'increases in parcel
deliveries pet route would also account" refers to increases that "did"
occur.
.-

d. if(c) is not confirmed, please provide the intent of the statement.

Rerpolue:
a. This statement waa part of Management's testlmony in the 1898 Interest
Arbltratbn with the W C . I am told that the Wormatbn was based on an

enalyah ofthe nationatFLASH data system used to monbr Postal Service
operations.

MW

M'88
city Poorible D d m
Daily Clty Volume
Pieces per delivery

77.2 MUlbn
394.7 MUtlon

5.1

.

M

'99

82 MUlbn 82.7 Millbn

459.6 Mlllbn 482.1 Million

5.8

5.8
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NAANSPS-Tl0-5. Please mfor to your testimony et page 28, lines 4-6 at
which you state that 'In summary, comparing FY 88 to FY 98, today's city
cenlers average an additional 25 minutes on the street delivering 8 percent
more mail to 2 pemnt fewer delhrery polnts:

a. Please provide the bads for thib $tatemant, includlng all underlying data,
and lndlcatr for wMch geographical area these figures epply.
b. Please estimate those fedon for each of FYW, MOO, and F Y O l If you
are unable to providb estimates for these figures, please defer the request
to the Postal Sewlce.
Response:
(a) + (b) This informationwas part of Management's testimony in the 1908
Interest Arbitratbn with the NALC. The Information h based on an anaiysls of
the FLASH and NWRS data systems used to monitor P a l Service Operations.

The data shown below is natkmal data from thew sources. FY QQ data was

available and is provided. I am told that estimates for FY 00 and FY 01 are not
available.

ww

wm

M'BO

7?.16S,371
1s3.1

ss

MY

82,005,021
1W.047
49)

-2.0% Mlvy POMl

82.738.083
ItM.Ds2
492
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NAANSPS-TlO4. Please provide the beet avaUaMe estimate ofthe number
of dellvery pbints for each type ~f city cader route.

Rnpow:
Thb data b not available in tho form requested. The average number of city

ddlvetlw per mute WLIS 496.3 In PI00. Oftha appcowknatdy 83 millbn city

deliveries, the percentage h k d m by ddhwy

- 22.2%. Centralrzed- 30.2%.

-

Ir;Door 47.6%,CurMlne
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NAANSPS-T10-7 How many carrier routes are served by a typical delivery
unit? If this infomallan la difficult to obtaln. please provide your best
estimate and the likely range.
RO#ponBO:
I am nat sure exactly what you mean by ryplcal', but mre are approximately

26,800 offices with delivery. Of them, 6,122 offices have 10 01more routes,
3.201 offices have between 5 and 9 routes, and 16,310 offices haw 1 to 4

mutes. Also, there are approximately 232.000 rwtes so there is an average of
about 8.7 mutes per unit.
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NAANSPS-1108 Please refer to the discussion of Delivery Bar Code

Sorters at page 5 of your testimony.
a. When did the deployment of DBCS equipment begin?

b. In what types of facilities will the 'additional 270" sorters be deployed?
R.rpOn80:

a. The deployment of DBCS equlpmsnt began In October 1Wl.

b. The additional mtem will be deployed In the same types of facilities as the
previous deployments &e.. primarily PBDCs and PBDFs, WMa few in

delivery units).
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NAANSPS.Tl0-Q Please refer to page 6, lines 613 of your testimony. Are
Canfer Sequence Bar Code Sorters used to sort:

a. First Class letters with Standard (A) Regular ktbrs?
b. First Clers letters with Standard (A) Enhanced Carrier Route letten?

RNponso:
a. Yea, to Delivery Point Sequem.

b. Sometimes, W prebarcoded, or if machinable and barcoded on an OCR to
Delivery Point Sequence.
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NAANSPS-TlO-10 Please refer to page 25, linea 21-23 of your testimony,
where you state that in 'many cases, ECR lettam are transported from the
delivery unit to the processing plant to be barcoded on an OCR and sorted
in with DPS letters on a DBCS?

a. What proportion of ECR letters we expected to be transported back to
the pmcesslng plant for this purpose In the Test Year'?
b.. Are ECR letters sorted in with First Class letters in this process?
R~pOn80:

a. it would depend on the portbn of ECR letters that am machinable and

entered at a delivery unit that need to be transpotled back to the plant. Ihave
no data for this on whlch to base an estimate.
b. ECR letters are SOW
in with Fint-Cksr latten when delivey pow

sequencing on the DBCS, but am not normslly r n M @ether on the OCR.
However, If there are small volumes of ECR on Tour 1 and they are due fw

dispatch by the end of Tour 1, It h possible that pemonnelwould not clear the
OCR of Fint-Class letters in order to run ECR letters separately.
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NAMJSPS-11041Nter ECR letters am sorted In with OPS letters on a

D&S, a10 the ECR letters handled or delivered any differently from that
point on than First crass letters that M y are sorted in with?
Rasponso:

No.Thy am handled the ~ m o .
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NANUSPS-TlO-12Are detached address labels aMociated with saturation

mailings ever run on barcode sorters7 Ifyour answer Is yes, please explain
the circumnces in whlch this would occur.
Rasponso:

No, not that I am aware of.
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NAAIUSPS-11043 Please refer to page 25. lines 28-29 of your testimony,

where you state that flab in finesf-travel sequence allow for Very efficient
ie
mthe most recent Pestal Sewice analysis of the
casing." Please d
relative caslhg efficiencyof maillngs prepared In lineof-travel compared to
Other methods of SeQUenclng. lncludihgwalk-8equencIng. and provide a
copy if it la not already pert of the r
d In a Commission proceeding.

Ro8ponu:
The statement that flats in Iineof-travel sequence aibw for %OF/efficient casing'
was based on the self evident knowledge that mail can be cased more efficiently
if the carrier does not have to search all over the caw for the proper separation
to sort each mail piece. If reviewed on a methods, time and motion (MTM) basis,

lineof-travel reduces the total amount of reach required to molt the mail.
Whencasing detached address cards, for example, carrkn am instructed to pick
up a handful of these cards in one hand, n b the Mp to be cased to eye level
and hold the mail dose to tha shelf that the cards will be cased Into. This allows

the carrlen to mom efllciently case these cards since they em generally in lineof-travel order. It is also recommended thal these catds be cased into an empty

case for even more efficient casing. Lineof-travel is parllarlarly helpful for new
and relief carden that do not kmm the route wqwnca as wrll as the regular
carrier.
Iam told that ths most rocen! study ofthhh matterwar mportsd by USPS witness

Shipe in -0-1USPSTlO.
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NAAILISPS-110-14 PleaW (sic) how a city carrier handles a Standard (A)
Enhanced Canier Route saturation mailing with detached addressed cards
while irkoffice.
Responsm:
A cltycanleron a park and roop or-

cads. The manner in which the a

route wiu case the detached address
m &ration

mail piece is hand^

depends on whether the carrier m&es DPS. and, if@, whlch DPS work
method was selected for that route.
If the carrier on a park and Imp or foot route is in a non-DPS environment or

volunteers to carry a fourth bundle in a DPS ermironmant, the approprlate
number of aseoclated saturation mil pieces will be placed at the back ofthe
addrewed ilai bundle during tk down. Then h no prohibrUon as to the number
of bundles that may be carded on a mounted route (curbhe or dhmount

deliveries). These canlen may caw the detached address card8 In the office at
the discretion of local management. RegerdlWSof whether the address cards

am cased, they put the appropriate number of assodated saturation mail places
in a separate tray In pmparetbn for ddhnry from their v e h k .

In a DPS envlmnment, when carriers select tbe DPS work method whem
residual letter mall h rortsd In with vewly cased flab, the atsoclated
saturnion mall p l e a b handled 88 a b . If the unkr use8 the Cornposb DPS
work m&

(three bundles), wh.n detIIchsd addnu hkl maillngs are

received, one bundle mudbe allminated unless the Curlervolu~rilycaMs a
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fourth bundle. This could indude casing or CcllaUng the associated saturation
mail piece in the offlee.
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NAANSP8-Tl0-4S PI=describe how casing of flat6 differ8 depending
upon whemer vertlcal Rats cases or hokontal flats cases are used.
Rmsponso:
flats am cased into a vcnlicsl fiat caw In tha same manner an Idtern am cased
into a letter case. Le., wrtlcony md In tha sequonca thrt will be used for delivery.

There are generally 1 012 addresses per case separptkn. After all the flab are
cased. the Earrlet 8jmply pub them cut d the cam In walk sequence and

prepares the mail for delivery.

Horizontal flat cases generally contain multiple streel addresses per case
separation, consequently, thew.flata require another handling alter ail mail is

cased. During the CSWS
tie dorm activity, flab from each upentionam
fanned out on the case ledge and further sorted into walk 8equsm for each

street contained in that oepantlon.
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NAANSPS-TlO-16 Please descrlbe how a city carrier handles a Standard
(A) Enhencbd Carrier Route saturaticn mailing during street delivery.
Please indude In your explanation a discusdon of:

a. How the delhrety of detached address label saturatJon mailings differs
bytypedroute7

b. In what Instances In detached addresa label saturation mailing Is
carried as a third bundle?
c. Inwhat Instances in detached address label saturation mailing Is
carrledas a fourlh bundle?
d. In what situations a carrier will handle the detached address label and
the associated flats separately?
e. Please indicate. where appropriate, how delivery of such malilngs In the
Test Year 1s expected to dHler from current practke.
Raspow:
In a m D P S environment. a park and loop or foot carrier Wll phmthe

appropriate number of saturation maU piema at the back of the flat bundle. At
the delivery point, when the carrier sem a detachd addm88 card she 8lmply
pulls the asaoclated mail piece from the back d the fist bundle. if them is mom
than one WSS bundle. they must be d a t e d together, or one of them must be
sorted with the Wm. or ar~Wed,dopanding on tho se&a

required. Them Is,

however, no pmhibHbn as to the numbr of bundles that mcly k canled on a
mounted mute. In a non-DPS anvbonment, a mounted unh will rlmply take a

detached addm8 card forthe delivery point and an S a e d saturation mail
piece from a separate tray. She will comblne them wlth other Mtem and iiats
contained In sepantb trays In the vehicle and, In one motkn. make the delivery.
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In a DPS envlmnment wss bundles are COnSM8red a fourth bundle if a canier Is
on a foot or park and loop mute utUiZing the third bundle method of handling

DPS. This fourth bundle can be cased or collated, or hken directly to the street
only if another bundle k eliminatedthrough caslng or cdlatlng. The carrier may

wluntwlly c ~ ayfourlh bundle and would ddiver tha assodatad saturation mall

piece Inthe ma manner as before DPS was initiated. The uniw may also
case restdud letter mail In wlth the vertically cased flat mail and would handle
detached address mailing in the same manner as prlor to DPS implementation.

a. Mounted mutes (curMlne and dkmount dallveries) have no bundle restrictkns
whether they are In a DPS environment or not, and may take both t
h detached
add-

labd and the assoc&ted mal plece dlmctly to the street.

b. Any mute in a non-DPS environment, on a mounted mute whether In DPS or
not, and on a park and kop or foot mute in a DPS environment when tho DPS

work method selecIed k caslng reddual letter mail In with ve!tkally cased flats.
0.

On a pa& and loop 01 foot muto In a DPS emimnment where the Composite

(thlrd bundle) work method has been selected and the carfler volunteers to carry
four bundles, or on mounted mutes.

d. On a mounted row.
e. It h not expwted to dMer In thelest year.
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NAANSPS-110-17 Please refer to page 28,lines 4-5 of your testimony.

a. Please explain what you mean by "depending on the sewice required."

more than one customer supplied
satur8ffonwslk sequencd malllng buMh to be delivered on the same
day, how 48 it d d e d whkh mailing I8 cased and which Is cartied as a
third bundle?
b. In situations where a carder m&ea

Rorponro:
a. 'Depending on the service required. refento the in home delivery date, or if
there is no in home delivery date on the mail. it depends on the color code
(approximately fi&-in-first-oul bawd on when the mail was received).

b. If two WSS mailings require dellwry that day with the same in home delivery
date, the address cards for both mailings am cased, the aawdatod flats for

"-

each mailing am collated togalher, and the appmpfiate number of flats Is
placed at the back of the regular ilat bundk. AbmaWy, one WSS mailing Is
sottad with the regular ilat bundle and

other mailing is placed at the back

of the bundle. If two WSS mailings am received on the same day and one
has a later in home delivery date, then, everythingeke behg equal. the
earlier in horn delivery date mailingwill k ddtverod that day, and the WSS
mailing wkh a later date wlll be curt.lleduntil the fdkwing day.
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Please refer to page 27, line 1 of your testimony. What
- NAANSPS-TlO-18
do you mean by %mistanee"that Is prwidd to the carrlen
RO8ponSO:

Aa I say In the Imrnedhtelyfoaowino line of my teshony The asslstanm might
have k e n on the rtnrt dsthmdng part ofthr route,cdled 'wxiliary a88i8tancs'
01in the ofke casing mil,called 'router time."
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NAA/IJSPS-T10-19. Has the deployment and use of vertical flats cases had any
discernible effect on city carrier street time? If so,please describe how city
carrier street time activities have been affected by vertical flats casing.

Response:
I am not aware of and would not expect any such effect.

L
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NMSPS-T10-20 What percentage of delivery points do cluster boxes serve?
If you do not have specific data, please provide your best estimate of the
penetration of duster boxes compared with 1985.

Rerponrm:
I am told that as of March 11.2OOO. data from the Address Management System
indicates that 8.7% of delivery points are served by cluster boxes.
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NAAIUSPS-110-22 Please confirm the following that it is possible that Delivery
Point Sequencing equipment can sort barcoded mail incorrectly.
a. Does the Postal Service have data regarding the frequency of missortations
by DPS equipment (that is, mail is sorted into the incorrect bin so that it is
placed out of sequence)? If so.please provide the missort e m r rate.
b. Please confirm that a city carrier will in-office typically will not verify the
sequence accuracy of DPS-sequenced mail. If you cannot confirm. please
explain why not
c. Please confirm that when mail is incorrectly sequenced, carriers (cityand rural)
will spend more time at the delivery point due to the need to verify the address or
to identify and pull an incorrectly-sequenced piece.
d. Would time devoted by a city carrier to handling a mis-sequenced piece at the
delivery point be categorized as elemental load time, coverage-related load time,
or some other category.
Response:
a. I am told that this data is not available at the national level.
b. Confirmed. City carriers are required to take DPS mail directly to the street
once the DPS sort accuracy exceeds 98% for three consecutive days.

c. Not confirmed. City carriers Tinger' the mail as they approach the delivery
point. This method would not differ between pieced incorrectly sequenced due
to DPS or due to a manual sort error. Rural carriers have the option to case

DPS mail and, Iam told, generally exercise that optkn.
d. Redirected to USPS witness Baton.
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NNAILISPS-T10-1. Please respond to the following questions with respect to
broken bundles:
a. At which point in operations are bundles most likely to break? (e.g.,opening
units, bundle sorters, dock transfers, etc.)
b. Please explain the procedure required in FY 99 for handling of broken
bundles, including any steps workers are required to take to preserve the sorting
scheme within bundles after breakage.

c. Please explain any changes in the procedure described in b. that have been
prescribed for FY 2000 or beyond.
d. Are there circumstances where a worker might reassemble a collection of
broken bundles without regard to the presort or destination levels within the
original bundles?
Response:
a. The Postal Service does not have data that responds to this question. It is
thought that more broken bundles are observed at the locations where mailer
or postal containers are dumped, such as at the SPBS. because the volume
of bundles is very concentrated at these locations.
b. The treatment of broken bundles varies from one plant to another as do
instructions for preserving the sort if broken bundles are recovered.
c. As discussed further in MPNUSPS-T10-6, a letter was sent to the field in
:December 1999. providing direction as to the procedure to follow for

Periodicals package recovery methods. The letter identified some of the
means of package recovery and the most economical methods of handling
broken packages.
d. Yes, this might occur.

.
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NNARISPS-TlO-2. Please confirm that sFSM 1000 presently in operation is
equipped with Optical Character (OCR) readers.
Response:
Confirmed.
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NNAIUSPS-T10-3. If your response to NNNUSPS T10-2 is yes,
a. Please state whether it would have been technologically feasible to instalt
OCRs in the initial deployment of FSM 1000s.
b. Please state why FSM 1000s were not equipped with OCRs prior to original
deployment.
Response:
(a) + (b) I am told it would not have been technically feasible to install OCRs in
the initial deployment of FSM 1000s. There were read issues with flimsier pieces
(the piece "bends" at the edge often where the barcode and address are located)
as well as a problem on where to mount the OCR on the FSM 1000. Deployment
of the FSM 1000s occurred in 1996-1998, before the FSM 881 OCR
deployments in 1998-1999 (see PostcomlUSPS-T10-4, a). Unlike the FSM
1000. deployment of the OCR on the FSM 881 was not hindered by difficulties of
mounting the hardware and reading flimsier pieces. There are different
automation readability issues with flats compared to letters, such as, more
graphics to look through to locate an address, no standard location for an
address, and barcodes can be vertical or horizontal. upside down, or right side
UP.
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N N N U S P S - T I 0 4 Please refer to the statement in your testimony on p. 11,
lines 12-14,

a. Please explain why USPS has decided, if it has decided, that OCRs should
be added to the FSM 1000s;
b. What degree of certainty causes you to state that it is "probable" that
OCRs will be added to FSM 1000s;

c. What throughput will you expect from FSM 1000s after OCRs are installed?
Response:
(a) The addition of OCRs (and automatic feeders) to the FSM 1000s are
expected to increase productivity and decrease handling costs.
(b) Success of FSM 881 OCRs and the pending competitive testing of the FSM

1000 OCR and automatic feeder combination planned for April, 2000. both
I

support that the OCR addition to the FSM 1000 is "probable". Also see
MPNUSPS-T10-4 and 5.
(c) I am told that it is not possible to adequately project expected throughputs on
the FSM 1000 with OCR and automatic feeder until the upcoming competitive
test is completed. The OCR alone will not increase throughput on the FSM
1000 over the existing BCR throughput. See Postcom/USPS-T104fV.
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Please assume that followingfull deployment of the AFSM
lOOs, a given Processing and Distribution Plant has no FSM 881s on site and the
FSM 1000 has either been taken down for a given tour or is no longer in
operation at that plant. Wan AFSM 100was unable to handle the newspaper
piece described in NNNUSPS T10-5, how would you expect the piece to be
NNAIUSPS-T10-7

handled:
a. In outgoing primary sort?
b. In outgoing secondary sort?

c. In incoming primary sort?
d. In incoming secondary sort?

Response:
(ad) If the site has no FSM 1000 (57 of 244 FSM sites were FSM 881 only sites
as of October 1998 after full FSM 1000 deployment),or the FSM 1000 is down
due to mechanical problems, and it is the only FSM 1000 on site, then the piece
would be handled in a manual operation.
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NNAIUSPS-110-8 Please explain why the USPS plans no further purchase of
FSM 1000s.
Response:
Currently there is enough FSM 1000 capacity to meet the processing needs of
our flat mail base that falls outside the FSM 881/AFSM 100 specifications. In
today's environment, some of the FSM 1000s are being used to process FSM
881 mail where we have 881 capacity shortfalls. However, as the AFSM 100s are

deployed, we expect to handle all of the 881 compatible mail on the AFSM 100
and bring FSM 1000 compatible mail that is currently being sorted manually onto
the FSM 1000.
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NNNUSPS-TlO-9 Please refer to your statement on p. 18, lines 3 through I O .

a. Would a mailer of carrier route bundles be required to prepare mail in
walk sequenced sorts if the bundle was entered at the delivery unit?
b. Does the Postal Service plan at the point when the DPS capability is
fully developed, as you state in your testimony, to alter eligibility for or in any way
diminish the ability of mailers to prepare carrier route bundles for entry at the
delivery unit?
c. Will the machinery that you envision in this section of your testimony
handle the newsprint piece described in NNNUSPS T10-5?
d. If your answer to c. is no, please state whether the mailers of a carrier
route bundle be required in the environment you envision in this section to
prepare mail in Delivery Point Sequencing and explain the rationale for such a
requirement.

Response:
a. If the future of DPS for flats requires a collator or similar equipment, the
answer is yes. The final method(s) have not yet been determined.
b. Once a method is determined. current requirements will need to be
reevaluated, just the same as occurred previously for letters.
c. I am told that is not likely.
d. It is envisioned that if walk sequence becomes a requirement for carrier route
presort, when and if we DPS flats, then a flat that does not meet the DPS
machinability requirements would also be required to be walk sequenced.
The requirement has two rationales. One, we would not want to incent flats to
become non-DPS machine compatible by lessening the requirements. Two.
walk sequence still has value to the carrier casing mail.

-. .
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NNARISPS-T10-IO Please confirm that the intended effect of the deployment
of AFSM 100s is to move some mail from downstream delivery units for outgoing
secondary sort to a point further upstream where flat processing machinery will
perform the sort.

Response:
I do not confirm. The first deployment of 173 AFSM 100s will be primarily used to
add additional capacity to our flat mail processing network. They will handle

incoming secondary (not outgoing secondary) flats that are currently sorted
manually to carrier route at our plants and associated offices.
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NNAIIISPS-TlO-11 If you confirmed NNNUSPS T10-10, please provide an
estimate of the percentage of the following types of mail that is likely to be moved
upstream for processing:

a. Letter mail
b. Flat mail that can be processed on an AFSM 100
c. Flat mail that cannot be processed on an AFSM 100.

Response:
(a) 0%. The AFSM 100 impacts flat mail processing operations, not letter mail
processing.
(b) + (c) As mentioned on page 13 of my testimony, we expect to process flats for
zones with 10 or more carrier routes to incoming secondary on the FSMs once
the AFSM 100s are deployed. The percent of flats that will actually be sorted to
carrier on the FSMs is not currently available. We are in the process of
assessing the impact of the AFSM 100 to our existing mail flows and still have
not determined the exact number of AFSM 100s that will be ultimately deployed
or the exact AFSM 100 machinability requirements.
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NNNUSPS-T10-14 Please explain the operational steps required to "set up and
pull down" an FSM 1000, as you mean those terms on page 12 of your testimony
and provide an estimate of the amount of time required to carry out the totality of
those steps.

Response:
The set up includes loading the sort program, placing flat tubs into each run out
and loading mail on the ledges. Labeling the flat tubs can be done once the
machine has started. The pull down includes pulling flat tubs, ensuring they are
labeled and put on a conveyor or sorted into rolling containers for dispatch or a
subsequent operation.

x
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NNAIUSPS-T10-15 Please explain whether the following circumstances cause a
flat mail piece eligible for sorting on the FSM 1000 to be sorted manually and
why such a decision would be made by a plant manager:
a. the volume of that type of mail to be sorted on that tour is low;
b. another type of mail is occupying the machine during the service window;
c. plant personnel deem the "set up and pull down" time to be longer than the
time that would be required for a manual sort;
d. workers are on hand during that tour who are otherwise unoccupied.

Response:
a. Yes. Operating plans are based on arrival profiles and service commitments
for each type of mail. For example, if volume is low on a tour, equipment
.-

maintenance might be scheduled for that time. That does not mean that the
mail ends up being sorted manually on that tour, it may be held until the next
tour for FSM processing depending on mail arrival and service commitment.

I

b. Yes. Assuming that FSM 1000 capacity is constrained and that another mail
type with a similar service window is more advantageous for that operating
window. For example, the other mail type may have greater volume, more
barcodes, and fewer machine rejects, thus providing a long and highly
productive run on the machine.
c. Yes. Certainly if it is more economical to sort the mail in manual cases, plant

management would be expected to choose that option. For example, if there
are only 1000 pieces for a particular sort plan with the same service
requirement, that would only be approximately 12 minutes of run time and on
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average 10 pieces per flat tub. plus set up and pull down. This would not be
the most efficient use of the FSM if more volume of another type of mail was
available.
d. No. We staff to workload and personnel would either be moved to where they
are needed or the workforce would be reduced to match the workload.
Casual and Part Time Flexible employees would be sent home first. Next,

Full Time Regulars would be encouraged to take leave. As an alternative,
non-preferential volumes might be worked immediately even though they
were scheduled for later (e.9. during non-premium hours). It would not be
advantageous to us cost wise since any clerk can feed an FSM 1000 in the
BCR mode and manual operations are a level 5 which is more expensive than

the level 4 clerks that can operate automation.
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NNAIUSPS-TIO-17 Please state whether the Postal Service will no longer
encourage mailer application of barcodes to flat pieces after it has reached a
point where maximum deployment of O C R s and other reading equipment has
been installed on flat sorting machines. If your answer is no, please explain why
the Postal Service would continue to find mailer applied barcodes of value.

Response:

No. As with letters, there is a higher barcode accept rate than OCR accept rate,
and the barcode may be used more than once. Currently flats are not being
barcoded with any OCR or encoding results as are with letters.
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NNAIUSPS-T10-18 You stated on p. 14 in your testimony that lack of machine
capacity has caused a "decentralization" of processing.

a. Does this statement mean that you believe outgoing secondary sorts were
once more "centralized" than in days before automation
b. If your answer to be is yes, please explain what year the trend to
'decentralization" began.

Response:
I assume that you meant 'incominq secondary sorts" and are referring to the
sentence "Decentralization of manual flat incoming secondary operations from
the plant to the delivery units has occurred due to FSM capacity, service, scheme
training and/or space considerations."
a. Not necessarily. It is my impression that the trend to decentralization of
manual flat incorning secondary sortation reversed an earlier trend toward
centralization.
b. The decentralization trend became noticeable in the mid 1990s. It was driven
by local considerations on a plant by plant basis. Commonly, there was more
demand on space in the plant, DPS freed space in the delivery units, and the
declining volume of manual incoming secondary processing, both letters and
'flats, made it difficult to maintain scheme proficiency within the plant.
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NNNUSPS-TlO-21 Please confirm that the Postal Service has increased the
usage of plastic sacks in the past three years and explain the rationale for doing
so.

Response:
The Postal Service has purchased plastic sacks predominately for approximately
the past 5 years. The rationale was based on the ability to acquire significantly
more plastic sacks than cloth sacks for the same net expenditure.
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NNNUSPS-T10-22 Please respond to the following questions regarding use of
plastic sacks for periodicals mail.

a. Do all plastic sacks employ plastic closers or grippers instead of metal
closers or grippers?

b. Has the Postal Service observed a higher incidence of periodicals spilling
from sacks with plastic grippers than from sacks with older style metal grippers?
c. If the Postal Service has collected any data or conducted any studies with
regard to the phenomenon of periodicals mail spilling from sacks, please provide
that data or those studies.
Response:
a) Yes, except for a very limited number of international sacks which use a
cable tie as a closure devise.
b) + c) I am told that there are no studies to provide data regarding spilling of
mail from plastic or cloth sacks, therefore I cannot answer these questions.
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OCAIUSPS-T10-1 Please refer to your testimony at page 8. lines 9-10
What portion of the 88.3 percent of all Iktters that were barcoded are FirstClass
(i)
Automation Presort Letters and Parcels, and
(ii)
Automation Carrier Route Letters.
(iii)
Please provide the volumes for the mail identified in subparts (i) and (ii)
of this interrogatory.
What portion of the 88.3 percent of all letters that were barcoded are Standard
(A) Regular
(i)
Automation Category Letters, and
(ii)
ECR Subclass Letters.
(iii)
Please provide the volumes for the mail identified in subparts (i) and (ii)
of this interrogatory.
Show all calculations used to derive the "88.3 percent," and provide citations
for all figures used in the calculations.
Please confirm that data exists to calculate the percent of all letters that were
barcoded in AP 1 through AP 12 of FY 99. If you do not confirm, please
explain.
Please confirm that data exists to calculate the percent of all letters that were
barcoded in AP 1 through AP 13 of Fiscal Years 1996, 1997 and 1998. If you
do not confirm, please explain.
Please calculate the percent of all letters that were barcoded for the
Accounting Periods (AP) identified in parts (d) and (e) of this interrogatory.
Show all calculations and provide citations for all figures used in the
calculations. Also please provide the data identified in parts (d) and (e) of this
interrogatory in hardcopy and electronic formats.

Response:
a) and b) The break down of the 88 3 percent of barcoded letters in AP13. FY99:
Total Letters:

9.463.365.000

Total 9&11 digit barcoded letters: 8.352.241.000
First Class barcoded rate:
Basid3/5 digit auto
Crte auto letters:

2.857.913.000
2,771.566.000
86,346,000

532.225.000

Reply
Standard (A) barcoded rate:
Basid36 digit auto:
ECR auto letters:
MLOCR and RBCS barcodes:
FCM:
Standard ( A ) .

2.51 0,592,000
2,305,673,000
204.918.000
2,451.51 1,000
2,397.824.000
53.687.000
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Excluding the postal barcoded volumes since they are not tracked by class, the
portion of:
(i) First-class automation presort rate letters to all barcodes is: 33.2%
(2771566 I8352241)
(ii) First-class automation carrier route to all barcodes is: 1 .O% (86346 /
8352241)
(iii) See above.
(i) Standard Mail A automation presort rate letters to all barcodes is: 27.6%
(2305673 I8352241)
(ii) Standard Mail A automation carrier route to all barcodes is: 2.5% (204918 I
8352241)
(iii) See above.
The numbers of total letters and 9 & 1I-digit barcoded letters come from
various reports contained in our Corporate Data Base. See attached Barcode Letter
.-

Mail Report.
(d) Confirmed.
(e) Confirmed.

(0See attached hardcopy Barcode Letter Mail Report. Data is available for each
Accounting Period listed for FY 1999, FY 1998, FY 1997 and FY1996. These data
are provided on diskette in USPS-LR-1-253.
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OCNUSPS-TI09 Please refer to Chapter 111, entitled "Staffing and Complement." of
your testimony.
(a) Please confirm that the single-piece First-class mail volume fluctuates by the
(i)
day of the week,
(ii)
week of the month, and
(iii)
month of the year.
If you do not confirm, please explain.
(b) Please describe in percentage terms the range of fluctuation above and below
the average for subparts (i). (ii) and (iii) in part (a) of this interrogatory for several
representative Processing and Distribution Centers.
(c) Please confirm that workshared First-class mail volume fluctuates by the
(i)
day of the week,
(ii)
week of the month, and
(iii)
month of the year.
If you do not confirm. please explain.
(d) Please describe in percentage terms the range of fluctuation above and below
the average for subparts (i).(ii) and (iii) in part (c) of this interrogatory for several
representative Processing and Distribution Centers.
(e) To the extent that fluctuations in volume result in shifts in the proportion of FirstClass single-piece and workshared volume, please explain, for each time period
identified in parts (a) and (c) of this interrogatory, how plant managers of
Processing and Distribution Centers plan for and accommodate such shifts in the
proportion of single-piece and workshared volume.
(f) Please confirm that there are operating manuals, handbooks, instructions and
other written guidance to plant managers on how to plan for and accommodate
shifts in the proportion of First-class single-piece and workshared volume. If you
do confirm, please identify such operating manuals, handbooks, instructions and
other written guidance to plant managers and provide copies. If you do not
confirm. please explain and provide copies of any documents advising plant
managers on how to plan for and accommodate any periodic fluctuations in mail
volumes.
'

.-

Response:
(a)

(i)Confirmed.
(ii) - (iii) Operational records are kept in four week blocks called accounting

periods (AP). 13 APs per year. Accordingly. I do not have data to confirm
fluctuations by week of the month or month of the year. However, it is well known
that single piece FCM volume surges with bill payments near the first of each month.
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and that there are surges near holidays when greeting cards are traditionally
exchanged
b. Using volumes processed on the Advanced Facer Canceler System (AFCS) in FY
99 as a proxy for single piece FCM volumes, a table depicting fluctuations from the
average by day of the week at six facilities is shown below. I am told that data to
construct similar tables by week of the month and month of the year are not
available.
Pillsburgh

Sal
-20.5%

Sun
-97.4%

Mon
43.3%

Tue
32.3%

Wed
16.2%

Thu
10.7%

Fri
15.4%

Philadelphia

-32.7%

-96.7%

47 2%

34.3%

18.0%

14.4%

15.6%

Denver

-40.6%

-98.1%

45.7%

39.1%

17.6%

22.5%

73.7%

Los Angeles

-42.2%

-93.9%

46.5%

36.0%

17.3%

23.2%

13.1%

Lexington

-9.2%

-99.3%

40.6%

32.6%

14.9%

9.8%

10.5%

Springfield

-29.2%

-98.3%

47 7%

31 5%

16.2%

14.2%

17.9%

Total

-32.4%

-97.1%

45.5%

35.3%

17.1%

17.2%

14.4%

c. - d. Workshared FCM is largely destinating mail and, there are no destinating
operations that process or track just workshared FCM. Accordingly, I d o not have
any data to confirm such fluctuations

However, in my personal experience, I

have noticed that entries are heavier towards the end of each week.
e. As I discussed in my testimony, operating and staffing plans are developed for
the various processing operations in a plant based on hourly volume arrival
profiles b y operation. with given operating windows by day of the week. They are
based on the total flow through the operation without regard to the rate category

of the mail (except in as much as the sources relate to service commitments).
The staffing plans reflect the daily and monthly volume fluctuations and even take
into account employee unavailability rates (annual leave, sick leave) and are
generally not specific to a class or subclass. In addition to years of operational
experience, historical data is used by plant management particularly for holiday
peakload planning.
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f. Not confirmed specific to FCM. Planning guidance is provided through the Site
META Users Manual filed under protective conditions in R97-1 as LR-H-221. and

by the annual guidelines for the fall and Christmas mailing seasons. A copy of
the 1999 fall guidelines is attached. The FY 99 Christmas Plan is provided as
USPS-LR-1-253.
Staffing for volume fluctuations was discussed extensively in R97-1. See, for
example, MPNUSPS-T4-II DMNUSPS-T4-63 through 83. and lW/USPS-T4-18
through 20.

.- .

.
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UNITED STATES
POSTAL SERVICE

June 24. 1999

VICE PRESIDENTS, AREA OPERATIONS

SUBJECT 1899 Fall Mailing Season Planning
As stated in my memo dated April 12, last year we had a very successful fall mailing season, but
there is always opportunity for improvement. N t h your help, we are anticipating success again
this year. For planning purposes, a national increase of 3 percent to 5 percent is projected for
Standard (A)volume. Initial estimates from our major customers reflect an increase of up to 7
percent for Standard (A) volume compared to last year. These customers have an expectation
that the USPS will put plans in place to maintain or improve the performance that was achieved
last year. Likewise, we must maintain service on periodical and Standard (B) volume.

.

In order to meet customer expectations, all performance cluslers will need to process and deliver
this mail volume in a timely manner. All processing facilities must comply with operating plans to
ensure that the mail is processed and delivered to meet customer demands. To ensure that mail is
processed timely, we must plan for the fall mailing period with the same emphasis that we put into
Christmas planning.
Each processing facility must develop a plan for processing. dispatching, and delivering the fall
mail volume. The attached check-off sheet should be provided to each processing facility, along
with the entry guidelines to in-home delivery (also attached), to assist in developing this plan. The
check-off sheet includes some of the items that need to be addressed when planning for the fall '.
'
mailing period. All items on the list should be addressed. This list is only a starting point. so
planning should not be limited to these items. As with Christmas planning. facilities must try to
anticipate ail concerns ahead of time and have plans in place to overcome any problems.
Each processing facility within your Area musl perform an analysis of their mail conditions from last
year and complete the check-off sheet. Facilily plans must be in place within the next few weeks
in order to be properly prepared for the increased volume, which is predicted to begin by the end of
July. These plans must be completed by each processing facility and reviewed by your Manager,
Operations Support (Area) by July 16.
I greatly appreciate your dedicated attention to this planning process to ensure that we are
positioned properly to achieve a successful 1999 fall mailing season. I f you have any questions or
would Ilk: to discuss this further, please feel free to call me.
7

.?

+A--Nicholas F Barranca

Attachments
cc

Mr. Lewis, Mr. Potter, Mr. Black. Mr. Rapp. MS Brennan
Managers. Operations Support (Area)
Manager. Capital Melro Operations
'.,,

.
I
.,I

.

,

..

. , .,,,

.

:

.

'. . .
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.-1999 FALL MAILING SEASON CHECK-OFF SHEET
Standard A and Periodicals O p e r a t i o n s
Customer Communications
Ensure Business Service Network (BSN)is involved in fall planning process, the drop
ship appointment process and problem resolution.
BSN update customer/manager contact list:
o Ensure appropriate postal personnel are aware of customer support team and BSN
process.
o Fully utilize ADVANCE.
o Check for accuracy of facility information in the Drop Ship Appointment System
(DSAS). Pay special attention to opedclose information, location and mail type
accepted.
o Review new Drop Ship Guidelines available in mid-July.
Mail Volume & Capacity
Calculate volume per day using previous year’s volumes for Standard A and Periodical
mail throughout fall season. Expect more appointments on Friday and Saturday and
before holidays.
Determine capacities of current operations based on local productivity rates,
complement, and schedules, paying close attention to opening flat, manual, and dock
operations.
o Using volume figures and capacities, determine where potential problems exist.
Identify the steps needed to overcome potential problem days.
o Plan to segregate Standard A from Periodicsls for processing
o Review drop shipment appointment cap~biiitits2nd identify opportunities to expand
capacity.
- Input close-out information in a timely nisnne:
- Update MCRS thresholds.
Instruct dock personnel on acceptance of PS Form 8 125 for Standard A and
Periodicals, and the Drop Ship Management Sys:em
o Open communications to “servicing” BMC andlor transfer hub for Standard A and
Periodicals.
Complement
o Review availability of employees and operational hours to identify opportunities 10
expand throughput capacity.
o Identify the number and type of employees needed to expand capacity
o Coordinate with Area Office on identified sources of needed employees, i n compliance
with COO Lewis’ letter dated 06/11/99.
o If additional employees are authorized, begin liiring process in time to assure
eniployces are available and trained to mcet projected voluiiie increases

I
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EquipmenUSort Plans
Review equipment utilization reports (run time, idle time, throughput) by sort plan to
identify areas of opportunity to increase utilization and throughput.
- Set equipment performance benchmarks (e.g. FSMs operation 20 Ius per day etc.)
- Identify available SPBS time for pure processing of Periodicals volume
o Ensure proper identificatiodtaggingg of Standard A and Periodical to define urgency of
processing.
o Ensure appropriate employees are trained on color code policy and procedures.
o By mid August,'fine tune all equipment to ensure it is operating at peak performance,
especially Flat Sorters, Sack Sorters, SPBSs, and other bundle Sorters.
o Conduct density counts for primary operations to ensure Standard A and Periodical
operations finalize highest volumes in a single handling whenever possible.
Consider expansion of SPBS capacities by installing slide extensions (rollers or chutes)
to filly utilize all slides to finalize and containerize volumes.
o Evaluate forklift, pallet jack, dumper, and conveyor requirements and ensure that all
available equipment capacity matches fall and R-97 volume levels.
0 Ensure that a sufficient number of cardboard boxes are purchased to be utilized when
rolling stock is at a premium.
o Ensure all necessary purchases are made well enough in advance to arrive in time for
fall mailing.

TransportationlMTE
o Develop a MTE backflow plan.
- Identify ClusterPlant MTE coordinators
Identify requirements for dedicated hlTE F.!:-,j
Review local transportation to keep mail :I n :!': i.c.:l.:.ecn BMCs, annexes, AMCIFs,
and AOs.
o Evaluate need for additional trailers ( M TI: 'i:,::.:;~
prcloaded in yard, etc.)
0 Ensure trailers are loadedunloaded in 3 ,,I<.: c ! . ! ' x r arid ~ i t h OSHA
n
guidelines.
o ReviewHCRs:
- Capacity
- Additional service responsive trips
- Drivers
Spacc
0 Determine if added space will be needed for processing large mail volumes Look at
utilizing large StatiodAssociate Ofices or, if ~iccessary.leasing added space for the
fall period
0
Analyze the potential for expanding cross doch opcralions for Standard A and
Per~od~cals
volumes

'.
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Contingency
n Develop a contingency plan to determine where mail can be worked if a plant becomes
overcome by mail volume, with no chance of recovery (within 2 days) on its own.
o Evaluate capacities at non-ADC Plants to determine if they have available windows to
process mail for larger ADC Plants:
- If significant capacity exists at “downstream” plants evaluate the need for seasonal
hold-outs (National, Area, Local).
- Smaller offices may be used to process barcoded flat volumes during a period when
their machines are not currently utilized
n Develop contingency plan for large mailers.
- Holdouts for locaVSCF volumes and other large volume destinations.
n Develop contingency plan for Acceptance personnel.
- For special contingency make up requirements.
- To segregate mails that do not pass ABE bar-coding requirements.
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ENTRY POINT

MAIL SORT

TRAYS

5-DIGIT
3-DIGIT
SCF
ASFIBMC

DSCF

DDU

3-4 DAYS
3-4 DAYS
3-5 DAYS
4-5 DAYS
4-5 DAYS

2-3 DAYS
2-3 DAYS
3 4 DAYS
3-4 DAYS
3-5 DAYS

2 DAYS
2 DAYS
2 DAYS

I

CRRT
CRRTS
5-DIGIT
3-DIGIT
ADCIAADC

PALLETS

DBMC

I

3-5 DAYS
4-5 DAYS
4-5 DAYS
4-6 DAYS

I

3-4 DAYS
3.4 DAYS
3-4 DAYS

I

2 DAYS

SACKS
CRRT
CRRTS
5-DIGIT
3-DIGIT
ADC

3-4 DAYS

2-3 DAYS

2 DAYS

3-4 DAYS
3-5 DAYS

2-3DAYS

2 DAYS
2 DAYS

4-5 DAYS
4-5 DAYS

3-4 DAYS
3-4 DAYS
3-5 D A Y S

,,I.",",",
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POSTCOMIUSPS-TlO-1. Please provide a source (or sources) for the figures set
out at lines 13-16 of Page 32 of your testimony and provide copies of any source
documents that are not published or available in this docket.

Response:

As stated in my testimony, the figures noted came from the NWRS (National
Workhour Reporting System) cost per hour by LDC (Labor Distribution Code),
multiplied by the MODS (Management Operating Data System) hours and divided by
TPH (Total Pieces Handled). This calculation came from numbers in the above
mentioned sytems which are part of the Corporate Data Base. The National
Workhour Reporting System includes the workhours of all clerks nationally. The
Labor Distribution Code distinguishes the automation workhours from manual
workhours. The Management Operating Data System includes plant processing
data. Total Pieces Handled is the number of pieces handled and finalized from a
particular operation in the plant.
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POSTCOMIUSPS-T10-2 Please list and describe all of the factors that cause an
automation flat to be less expensive for the Postal Service to handle than a similarly
presorted non-automation flat.
Individually for each factor, indicate whether the resulting
(a)
savings are modeled in the flats mail processing cost model contained in LR1-90.

(b) For each factor not modeled in LF-190, please describe in detail
why it reduces Postal Service costs.
For each factor not modeled in LR-190, please provide a copy
(c)
of all studies and reports that discuss the benefits to the Postal Service of the
factor.

Response:
Holding presortation constant, the automation related factors are:

1. The accept rate on the FSM 881 BCFUOCR is higher for an automation flat
than a nonactomation flat.

2. Barcoded flats allow use of a lower-paid clerk in comparison with the clerk
required for keying nonbarcoded ffats on the FSM 1000 and nonbarcaded
OCR rejects on the FSM 881.

3. Barcoded sack labels, which allow more efficient sack handling, are
required for flat automation mailings in sacks.

4. Productivity is higher for barcodcd flats than for nonbarcoded flats on the
AFSM-100 since there are fewer read rejects that require encoding.
Keying productivibj on the FSM 881 and FSM 1000 is lower ompared to
OCR and BCR mcdes on these machines, and nonbarmded flats are
proportionately more likely to require keying than barcoded flats.
5. Address quality. See my answer to POSTCOMIUSPS-TIO-3 below.
6. Machinability.

a. Factors used in LR-1-90:
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1. Yes, I am told that different accept rates are used.

2. No, I am told that the average rate is used.

3. No, I am told that container handling is not deaveraged in the CRA
benchmark that LR-1-90 ties to.
4. Yes. I am told that different productivities are used.

5. Yes, I am told that any differences in address quality, to the extent that
they have an effect on costs, would be among the factors that cause
automation and non-automation mail to have different accept rates with
subsequent processing of rejects in operations witin lower productivity.

6. Yes, I am told that differences in machinability would be reflected in
differing flow percentages within the flats model.
b.

2. The reduction in wages paid per workhour is self evident.

3. Reading barcoded sack labels with a BCR on a sack sorter should be more
productive than keying.
c. I am not aware of any such studies.
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POSTCOMIUSPS-TI03 Please confirm that there is a difference in address quality
between automation flats and non-automation flats. If not confirmed, please provide
your rationale.

Please describe why there is a difference in address quality
(a)
between automation flats and non-automation flats.
Please confirm that better address quality stems directly from
(b)
requirements imposed on automation mail.
Please confirm that ignoring the difference in address quality
(c)
between automation flats and non-automation flats understates the cost
difference between automation flats and non-automation flats.
(e)

Please provide copies of all postal Service studies and reports
that q u a n t i the difference in address quality between
automation flats and non-automationflats.

(9

Please describe why poor address quality increases Postal
Service costs.

(9)

Please describe the mail flow of a flat mailed to the wrong
address.

(h)

Please provide all Postal Service estimates of the c o d of poor
address quality.

RESPONSE:
I wsuld assume yes, but have no data to support.

(a)

Automation rate flats must bear addresses that are sufficiently complete to
allcw matching to the current USPS ZIP+4 File m d must be matched using
current CASScertiied address matching software to obtain the correct
numeric ZIP+4 code. These are not requirements for non-automation noncarrier route presort Rats and this could result in some differences in address
quality.

.

.
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(b)

I would assume so, but I have no data to support this. Non-automation rate
mailers may also use in-house or purchased mailing lists that have good
address quality.

(c)

I am not aware of any studies on this subject, therefore, I cannot confirm.
However, I have also seen automated flats, all with the wrong +4, causing any
incoming secondary processing to require keying instead of using the
barcode. In any case, the impact of address quality differences, if any, is
reflected in the flats model as discussed in my response to POSTCOMIUSPS110-2 above.

(d)

The question omits subpart (d).

(e)

The Address Management System group, that would be most likely to have
such information, does not have any such reports or studies.

(9

Assuming the ZIP Code is correct, we may be unable to sort to the correct
carrier, post office bcx, or to the correct recipient. If the mailpiece is then
undeliverable as addressed, then, depending upon class, the disposition of
the mailpiece incurs more costs if it must be returned to sender.

(9)

It depends on the nature of the addressing problem ( Le. incorrect name,

incorrect street number, missing or incorrect direciionals, incorrect apartment
number, no apartment number, etc.). Cften clerk or carrier kncwleoge of the
address or addressee can correct missing or incorrect elements. For example,

100 Pine, without a suffix, could be St.. Rd.. or Ct., but all belong in the same
development. The camer(s) would then look at the addressee to determine
which address the piece should be delivered to.
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(h)

I am not aware of any studies or estimates of the cost of poor address
quality.

I
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POSTCOMILISPS-1104 Please refer to wbess Smith's response to DMANSPST21-2(f), which states:1am told that the Postal Service is addressing these
concerns beyond the base year, through the deployment of the OCRs to the FSM
881 and the deployment of the AFSM 100. The AFSM 100s will inltially reduce
manual work hour8 and, as deployment proceeds. start replacing FSM 881s. in the
interim, the OCRs on the FSM 881s will eliminate the need to maintain separate
barcoded and nonbarcoded mailstreams. a requirement that proved operatlonally
cumbersome. The OCRs on the FSM 881s will also reduce costs by reductions in
operator keying time."

Please provide a schedule for deploying OCRs on FSM 881s. If
a deployment schedule Is currently unavailable, piease explain
when a deployment schedule will be available.
On what percentage of FSM 881s do you plan to deploy OCRs?
What is the annual worichour reduction that would result from
deploying OCRs on one FSM 8817 Please provide all
underlying calculations and disaggregatethe workhour savings
into the two categorles referenced above: elimination of the
need to maintain separation mailstreams and reduction in
operator keying time.
What is the annual workhour reduction that would result from
deploying OCRs on all FSM 881~7Please provide all underlying
calculations and disaggregate the workhour savings into the two
categories referencedabove: elimination of the need to maintain
separation mallstreams and reduction in operator keying time.
Please confirm that these savings are not reflected in LR-1-126
or LR-1-127. If not confirmed. please provide a citation to where
these savings are Incorporated in the roll forward.

Is the Postel Servlce elso planning on deploying OCRs on
FSM 1000s? If not. ts the Postal Service considering deploying
OCRs on FSM 1WOs? If the Postal Service is conslderlna
deploying OCRs on FSM 1000s, when will the Postal S e r k be
maklng a deckion on whether to deploy OCRs on FSM lOOOs?
(i) if the Postal Senrice is planning to deploy OCRs on FSM
lOOOs, please provlde a schedule for deploying OCRs on FSM 1000s
and the percentage of FSM 1OOOs upon which you plan to deploy
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OCRs. If a deployment schedule Is currently unavailable. please
explain when a deployment schedule will be available.
(ii) What Is the annual workhour reductien that would result
fmm deploying OCRs on one FSM 10007 Please provide all underlying
calculations and disaggregate the workhour savings Into the two
categories referenced above: ellmlnatkn of the need to maintain
separation mailstreams and redudion In operator keying time.

(la) What is the annual workhour reduction that would result
from deploying OCRs on all FSM 1OOOs7 Please provide all underlying

calculations and disaggregatethe workhour savlngs Into the two
categories referencedabove: elimination of the need to maintain
separation mallshams and reduction In operator keying time.

(iv) Please confirm that these savings are not reflected in LR1-126 or LR-1-127. If not confirmed, please provide a citation to where
these savlngs are Incorporated In the roll forward.
Please provide throughput per hour and crew slze for an
(v)
FSM 1000 with an OCR.
Response:
a) The deployment of an OCR on the FSM 881 was completed 8s of April, 1999.

Please see attached deployment schedule.
b) The percentage of FSM 881s deployed wlth an OCR is 100 percent.
c) Please see page 5 of Library Reference-1-126, revised February 18,2000. The
calculated savings In this Llbrary Reference, includes reduced costs by
reductions on operator keying time; it does not Include any potential benefits of
eliminatingthe need for separate mall streams. There has been no attempt to
quantify the value, if any, of eliminatingthe need for separate mail streams.
d) Please see response to c.
e) Not confirmed. Please see page 5 of Ubrary Reference -1-126, revised Febnrary

18,2000.

9

Yes, as mentioned on page 1Iof my testimony. See response to MPAIUSPS-

TIM.

(I)

There Is no deployment schedule available at this time. The plan 1s

for 100 percent of FSM 1000s to receive an OCR.See response to
MPNUSPS-TlO-4.
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(ii)+(iii)it is premature to pro]& the savings from one and all OCR

equipped FSM 1000s. The OCR is incorporated with a feeder.
The two cannot be seperated. The savings from the FeederlOCR
will be a function of a number of determining factors which have
(hr)

(v)

c

not yet been finalized.
Confirmed

The OCR throughput would be the same as the FSM 1000 in BCR
mode -approximately 5000 pieces per hour. The crew size Is still
being determined since OCR reJecrSwill still need to be keyed and
the performance of the feeders being evaluated has not been
completed. See response to MPANSPS-TIM.
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POSTCOMNSPS-1106

.is the Postal Sewlce planning to deploy automatic

feeders on FSM 881s and FSM lWOs?

If not, why not?
If not, Is the Postal Service conslderlng deploying automatic
feeders on FSM 881s and FSM 1000~7If 80, when will the
Postal Sewice be making a dedslon on whether to deploy
automatic feeders on FSM 881s and FSM 1
~
7

If the Postal Service Is planning to deploy automatlc feeden,
please provlde a sChedule for the deployment. If a deployment
schedule is currently unavailable, please explain when a
deployment schedule will be available. Also, please Indicate the
percentage of FSM 881s and 1000s upon which YOU plan
deploying automatic feeders.

Please provide throughput per hour and crew size for FSM 881s
and FSM 1000s with OCRs and automatic feeders.

What is the annual workhour reduction that would result from
deploying automatic feeders on one FSM 8817 Please provide
all underlying calculations.
What is the annual workhour redudon that would result from
deploying automatic feeden on all FSM 881~7Please provide
all underlying calculations.

what Is the annual workhour reduction that would result from
deploying eutorna6icfeeders on one FSM 10007 Please pmvide
all underlying calculations.
What is the annual workhour reduction that would result from
deploying automatic feeders on all FSM lOOOs? Please pmvlde
all underlying calculatlons.

If so.please confirm that these savlngs are not refladed in LR-I126 or LR-1-127. If not conffrmed.please prwlde a cltetion to
where these savings are incorporated in the roll fomrard.
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Response:

a) The plan to deploy automatic feeders on FSMs is being cumntly evaluated.

Pk8S see MPARISPS-TlM.
b) Please see MPARISPS-TlW.

c) Afier testlng and evaluation are completed, the plan is to deploy automatic
feeders on 100 percent ofthe FSM 1OOOs. Please see MPAUSPS-TIM.
d) Not currently available. Please see MPARISPS-T10-5.

e) Not currently available. Please see MPARISPS-TlW.

9

Not currently available. Please see MPA/USPS-TlO-4.

g) Not currently available. Please see MPAILISPS-TlM.
h) Not currently available. Please see MPANSPS-TlW.

I) Confinneed.
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.

POSTCONVUSPS-110-8 Plea- refer to the Advanced Flat Sorttng Machlne
(AFSM) paragraph on page 6 of LR-1-128. In particular, note the final sentence,
which states Savings for FY 2001 were estimated to decrease 2,715,000 hours for
darks (1,086 machines x 2,500 hours per machlne) and cost was estimated to
Increase by 410,000 hours for maintenance (1,086 machines x 377.5 hwrs).'
Is the number of AFSM machines mentioned in this paragraph
(a)
consistent with the first deployment of AFSM 100s that you discuss In your
testimony3

(b) Is the ?,500 hours per machine" savings estimate consistent
with the savings that you think should result from deploying one AFSM 100

(c) Is the "377.5 hwrs per machlne" Increase in maintenance
workhours consistent with the Increase that you think should result from
deploying one AFSM 1007
If your response to any of the above was no, please provide
(d)
revised estimates of the reduction in clerks workhours and increase in
maintenance workhours that would result from the first deployment of AFSM
100s.

Response:
(a) (d) LR-1-126 errata was filed on February 18.2000 and Is now reconciled with
my testimony and indudes revised estimates.

-
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POSTCOMAJSPS-110.7 Please refer to your response to PostcOmRISPS-Tt0-1. Display each of the calculations to which your answer to that
interrogatory refera with exad citetion to each of the facton In each of those
calculations.

-

RESPONSE
8) costlhout by LDC
cosUTPH (000)
(e)total pieces handled (000) (TPH (000))
. [d) MODS workhoun
(e)cost of houn

Ll

(a)
(d)
2Lp6 x 967.472=
.-

(b)
69.00

379,412

(a

note: (a) x (d) = (e) = 26.179.792

(c)
note: (a) x (d) = (e) = 85,941,825

note: (a) x (d) = (e) = 116.986.063
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note: (a) x (d) = (e) = 83,674,708
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POSTCOMIUSPS-TI04
Please list and describe all of the factors that cause an
a)
automation letter to be less expensive for the Postal Service to handle than a
similarly presorted non-automation letter.
Individually for each factor listed in part (a), indicate whether the
(b)
resulting savings are modeled in the mail processing cost model presented by
witness Miller. If only a portion of the savings resulting from a particular factor
are modeled by witness Miller, please explain which portion is modeled by
witness Miller and which portion is not modeled by witness Miller.
For each factor not modeled by witness Miller, please describe
(c)
in detail why it reduces Postal Service costs. Please also quantify the savings
that result from the factor.
For each factor not modeled by witness Miller, please provide a
(d)
copy of all studies and reports that discuss the benefits to the Postal Service
of the factor.

1

If the average wage rate for clerks that primarily handle
(e)
automation letters is different than the average wage rate for clerks that
primarily handle non-automation letters, please quantify the difference in
average wage rate for handling automation letters and handling nonautomation letters.

(9

If the container handling productivity is different for containers

with automation letters and containers with non-automation letters, please
provide productivities for handling containers with automation letters and
containers with non-automation letters.

RESPONSE:
(a) Factors vary slightly between automation (barcoded) and non-automation letters
as well as between letters and flats. We DPS letters, which requires a finer depth

of sort, and we barcode letters for subsequent operations, which is currently not
the case for flats. Similar to my response to PostComlUSPS-Tl0-2 related to
flats, holding presortation constant, the automation related factors are:
1. The accept rate for barcoded letters on a BCS is higher than the OCR accept
rate for non-barcoded letters.
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2. Barcoded letters, whether barcoded by the customer, OCR, RCR or REC

keyers, allow use of a lower-paid clerk in comparison with a manual clerk.

3. Barcoded tray labels are required for automation and automation -compatible
rate mail. which allows for more efficient tray handlings at sites, particularly
with TMS.
4. Productivities for BCS operations are higher than for manual operations and in

some instances higher than for OCR operations.
5. Depth of sort for a handling is higher on a BCS than for an OCR (except the

low cost OCR since it is essentially a DBCS with an OCR) or manual
operations.
6. Address Quality. Please see response to PostComlUSPS-T10-3.

7. Machinability requirements of prebarcoded (automation rate) and automationcompatible letters are more stringent than for other letters.
(b)
1. Yes, equipment accept rates are taken into account in witness Miller's models.

2. No. It is my understanding that average mail processing wage rates are used
with CRA proportional adjustment factors.
3.

No. I am told the container handling is not part of the mailflow models.
However, given the benchmark for automation letters is automation compatible letters, which has the same labeling requirement, there would be
no expected cost difference.

4. Yes, productivity differences are included.
5. Yes, depth of sort is reflected in the downflow densities.
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peVlS&

6. Yes, I am told that any differences in address quality, to the extent they have
an effect on cost, would be among the factors that cause automation and nonautomation rate mail to have different accept rates and lower productivities.
For example, a non-automation piece without all of the necessary information
to barcode to delivery point is rejected by an OCR, unable to be resolved by
RCR. is keyed by the REC and may end up with only a 5-digit result. and is
then sorted to carrier manually would be reflected within witness Miller's
models.

7. Yes, machinability is a characteristic of the benchmark mail as well.
(c) and (d) 2. Automation allows for Casual and PS-04 level clerks which have lower
hourly wage rates than PS-05 a~&RX33for manual and manual scheme clerks.
Please see TWIUSPS-T10-1 for FY 99 average wage rates by level.

3. Barcoded tray labels should be more human-readable as well as
eliminating the need for us to re-label non-barcoded trays inducted at TMS facilities. I
know of no studies that discuss or quantify this value.
(e) Please see TW/USPS-TlO-l for FY 99 average wage rates by level. However,
barcoded letters refers both to automation AND non-automation rate letters barcoded
by customers, the OCR, RCR or the REC. The wage difference would come into
play for only the portion of volume that is sorted manually. These volumes are
estimated by witness Miller's models.

(9 I have no basis to consider that container handling productivity would vary
between automation and non-automation letters since letters are required to all be
presented in trays for presorted rates.

-zm

L)/)3
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POSTCOMIUSPS-TI0-9
Please confirm that there is a difference in address quality
(a)
between automation letters and non-automation letters. If not confirmed.
please provide your rationale.
Please describe why there is a difference in address quality
(b)
between automation letters and non-automation letters.
Please confirm that better address quality stems directly from
(c)
requirements imposed on automation mail.
Please confirm that ignoring the difference in address quality
(d)
between automation letters and non-automation letters understates the cost
difference between automation letters and non-automation letters.
Please provide copies of all Postal Service studies and reports
(e)
that quantify the difference in address quality between automation letters and
non-automation letters.

(9 Please describe all potential mail flows for a letter that is mailed
to the wrong address. In particular, please describe the mail flows individually
for the following types of address problems.
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

Incorrect name
Incorrect street number
Missing or incorrect directionals
Incorrect apartment number
No apartment number
Incorrect zip code (sic)

For each mail flow described in part (9,please describe all
(9)
incremental Postal Service handling required because the letter was
addressed incorrectly.
For each mail flow described in part (f), please quantify the unit
. (h)
cost to the Postal Service of the letter being addressed incorrectly.
If the mail flows and unit costs for flats that are addressed
(i)
incorrectly are different than the mail flows and unit costs for letters that are
addressed incorrectly, please provide the same information for flats as you
provided in parts (f)-(h) of this interrogatory for letters.
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RESPONSE:
(a) Please see response to PostCodUSPS-TI0-3(a).
(b) Please see response to PostCodUSPS-Tl0-3(b).
(c) Please see response to PostCodUSPS-TI 0-3(c).
(d) Not confirmed. Please see PostCom/USPS-T10-8(b) and MMNUSPS-T24-14(b).
Address quality is reflected in the accept rate and productivites.
(e) Please see PostCom/USPS-TI0-3(e).

(9 and (9)
(i) Incorrect name - if it is labeled as "or current resident" or there is no current
forwarding order on file, the piece would be delivered by the carrier, who may be
able to make a correction based on her knowledge of customers on the route. If
there is a forwarding order specifying all occupants, the mail piece will be handled
in accordance with the Ancillary Service Endorsement. See the Domestic Mail
Manual, sections 015 and FOIO, for details.
(ii) Incorrect street number - If it is valid but incorrect for the intended recipient,
the piece will generally be delivered to the incorrect address. However, the
carrier may be able to determine the correct address using information related to
customers on the route. If for example it looked like an 8 and should have been a
6 and it matches with the name, the carrier will make the correction either in the

office or on the street. If no such address exists, the piece will be handled in
accordance with the Ancillary Service Endorsement.

-

(iii) Missing or incorrect directionals If the directional is missing, RBCS can
correct the situation in some instances. For example, if the address is 4310
Quebec Rd, the system is able to check with our national directory to see if the
only viable option is N. Quebec within that ZIP Code if a S.Quebec also exists
but not for that address range within the ZIP Code. Most of the time the
EastMlest or North/South directionals occur within different ZIP Codes.
Otherwise, If a manual clerk and carrier is familiar with the situation, and they
generally are, they will forward the piece to the correct address.
(iv) Incorrect apartment number

- If it is a valid apartment number for the address

(just not for the intended recipient), it will be coded to the wrong ZIP+4 or delivery

point and the carrier may correct it at destination based on his knowledge of
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customers on the route. If it is not a valid apartment number for the address
'according to our national directory, the OCR. RCR. and REC results will usually
code to a building default and again will have to be corrected by the carrier at the
destination. Suite numbers for an address with multiple firms, will have an
opportunity to be correctly barcoded if the firm is in our national database.
(v) No apartment number -The piece will be coded to the building default and
the carrier will have to correct. For addresses without a suite number, just as
mentioned in (iv) above, if the firm is in our national directory we have an
opportunity to code it to delivery point. Again, the carrier will have to sort at
destination based on the name or knowledge of the route.
(vi) Incorrect ZIP Code - If the ZIP Code on the piece is not valid, the OCR, RCR
and REC will next look to the city and state and address information to make a
determination of the accurate ZIP Code. If the ZIP Code applied is valid (and is
not a unique ZIP Code) yet does not match the city, state. and address, again,
the system will provide a correction if a match is found. If the piece does not get
corrected and gets to the wrong ZIP Code, the delivery unit will cross out the
incorrect ZIP Code and return it to the plant.
(h) I do not know of any unit cost estimates for the examples in (9. In some
instances there are no cost differences if a correction can be made based on
information in our national directory.
(i) The mailflows are slightly different for flats when they are either not read by the
OCR on the FSM 881 or AFSM since these are the only opportunities for flats to
access the correction abilities afforded by information in the national database. The
other difference, is that we do not barcode flats like we do for letters, nor do we
currently DPS flats, so the absence of, or an incorrect apartment number would
totally fall to the carrier at the destination. All of the other mailflows would essentially
be the same.
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POSTCOM/USPS-T10-10 In your response to AAP/USPS-T-lO-2 you say:
'Bound Printed Matter bundles on BMC pallets will likely contain 3digit and
higher presort bundles that are incompatible with the Parcel Sorters."
Please explain why "34igit and higher presort bundles . . . are incompatible with.
Parcel Sorters.'

..

Response:
There are three basic reasons: 1) Popular industry packaging and/or bundling
methods of BPM do not meet machinability requirements, (2) BPM bundles often
exceed the maximum allowable weight for the parcel sorting machines which is 25
pounds for books or other printed matter. and (3) BMC parcel sorting machines
(PSM) primarily finalize parcel sortation to 5-digit ZIP Code destinations. The PSMs
do not assign runouts for 3digit or ADC working bundles. In addition, employees
key mail on the PSM based on the full 5-digit ZIP Code. If a parcel is not
prebarcoded. then a 5-digit barcode will be applied to the piece on the primary parcel
sorter. This 5-digit barcode application is not appropriate for working bundles and
would result in mail going to a delivery unit that must come back to the plant for piece
distribution, in addition to delaying the mail. Finally, working bundles would require
keying based on the ZIP Code of the top piece in addition to the presort level of the
entire bundle as indicated by the optional endorsement line or sticker.
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PostCom/USPS-T25-4. Please refer to LR-1-90 and your response to
MPAIUSPS-T253(b), where you state: 'It is my understanding that the USPS
Operations Considers the throughput of an FSM 881 in BCWOCR mode
processing barcoded flats to be the same a6 an FSM 881 in BCWOCR (sic)
mode processing flats." Please refer to LR-1-90. In pdcular. refer to Worksheet
'Scenario COW and the tables titled 'Standard (A) Regular Cost Averages
Actual" and Standard (A) Regular Cost Averages Nomwlized Auto-Related
Savings" on Worksheet "Cost Averaging."

-

-

(a) How many addresses can a BCR read per hour? If different BCRs have
different maximum read rates, please provide the maximum read rate for
each and provide a description of each BCR.
(b) How many addresses can an OCR read per hour? If different OCRs have
different maximum read rates, please provide the maximum read rate for
each and provide a description of each BCR (sic).
(c) Please describe the mail flow for a piece that is rejected from an FSM. in
doing this, please describe the mail flow in terms of both mail sorting activities
and allied activities.
(d) Please explain which of these activites must be performed for flats that are
not rejected.
(e) (9 NA
(g) What is the maximum throughput for an AFSM 100.
(h) What is the maximum throughput for an FSM 881 with automatic feeders?
(i) What is the maximum throughput for an FSM 1000 with automatic feeders?

-

Response:
(a) It is my understandingthat a BCR on an MLOCR or BCS has actually been

observed reading over 50.000 barcodes (not addresses) per hour. WABCR
camera scan limitation is 180 Inches per second. Given the minimum piece
length (5% Inches) and minimum gap of 90mm (approximately3% inches)

between letters, that is at most, 72,000 pieces scanned per hour. The limiting
factor on the equipment is the physical limitation of transporting the pieces
through the machine at that speed, not the ability ofthe Wlde Area BCR to

look in a llmited area of the letter for a barcode that is 'right-side up".
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The BCR on a F S M has two other constraints. finding the barcode in an
image that is larger than for letters through many more graphics, which
requires additional computing time, and reading barcodes upside down and
vertically. Therefore, a BCR on an FSM can read up to 35,000 barcoded
images per hour. Again, the physical speed of transporting the flat through
the FSM, that has more mass than a letter, and not the BCR is the primary
constraint on throughput.
(b) It is my understandingthat an OCR on an MLOCR or low cost OCR can scan
letters (not addresses) at approximately 118 inches per second. Given the
minimum piece length (5% inches) and minimum gap of 90mm
(approximately 3%inches) between pieces, that is at most, 47.200 pieces
scanned per hour. Any reduction in the gap causes physicaljams. The gap
also varies depending on the weight, length, andlor address look-up
requirements of the piece. Again, transport of the mail is the limiting factor in
equipment throughput. The OCR requires a look-up for results in the national
database. If the physlcal throughput rises. the accept rate will decline since
the amount of time provided to look up the result is diminished.
The OCR on the FSMs is similar the BCR above in that the physical speed of
transportingflats is the limiting factor. Again, the OCR on the FSMs must

look through a larger scan, through more graphics, which requires addMona1
computing time, and decipher addresses upside down and veltically as well
as right-side up. Therefore. each OCR on the F S M can scan up to 3 Images
per second or approximately 10,800 images per hour. The F S M 881 has two
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BCWOCRs (one for each feed end) and the AFSM has three per machine
(one for each feeder). The FSM 1000 is expected to have one OCR per
machine.
(c) and (d) The mailflows for flats on an FSM are shown in USPST25. page 24
and discussed to some extent in my testimony (TlO), pages 12-14. Mailflows
of rejects vary depending on which FSM they came from, what processing
mode (e.g., BCR on the FSM 1000, BCWOCR on the FSM 881, or keying),
the sort plan, the operating windows, and the amount of FSMs by type at a
facility. FSM 881 BCR and OCR rejects may be keyed on another FSM 881,
flowed to the FSM 1000, or sent to manual. FSM 1000 BCR rejects may be
keyed on the FSM 1000 or sent to manual. The AFSM 100 BCWOCR rejects
are keyed on-line and stay on the AFSM. For all FSMs, this does not include
'physical" rejects due to jams etc. that may be re-fed into an FSM or sent to
manual.
(e) and (9answered by witness Yacobucci.
(g) It Is my understandingthat the maximum throughput ofthe AFSM 100
theoretically Is approximately 21,600 pieces per hour given the three feed
systems can feed approximately 7.200 pieces per hour each. However, the last
feeder to supply mail has to %air, to a limited extent. for an available slot given

the previous two feeders have already filled the mjority of slots. The pieces
.

waiting for encoding results are also In the slots reclrwlathg through the
machine until a result has been determined. Therefore, the actual throughput is
closer to the 17.000 pieces per hour as stated in my testimony.
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(h) Since the automatic feeders for the FSM 881 have not been fully evaluated, I
do not know the maximum throughput. Please see response MPAIUSPS-TIM.
It is my understandingthat the existing theoretical, unsustainable, maximum

throughput of pieces fed on the FSM 881 without the feeders is 20.600 per hour
(LR-I-lQ3. page 5).
(i)The automatic feeder for the FSM 1000 is currently planned for vqndor testing.

Therefore, we do not have a maximum throughput at this time. Please see
MPNUSPS-T10-5. It is my understanding that the theoretical, unsustainable,
maximum throughput of pieces fed without the feeder is 10,000 per hour (LR-I193, page 5).
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TWIUSPS-TlO-1 In your answer to PostComlUSPS-10-2a you state:
'Barcoded flats allow use of a lower paid clerk in comparison with the clerk

required for keying non-barcoded flats on the FSM-1000 and non-barcoded
OCR rejects on the FSM-881. "

Please elaborate on how this works in practice. In particular:
a. What are the two pay-levels to which your statement refers, and what is
the hourly differential between them?

b. Can the feeding of barcoded flats on an FSM-1000 also be done by the
lower paid clerks?
c. Will a given clerk be paid at a different scale depending on whether
he/she is keying flats at an FSM or simply feeding flats in BCWOCR
mode? Or will a given clerk be paid at the same level regardless?
d. .How do the two FSM clerk pay levels to which you refer compare with
the pay levels for: (1) manual flat sorting, without required scheme
knowledge; (2) manual flat sorting, with scheme knowledge; (3) OCR
clerks; and (4) BCR clerks?
e. Can an FSM-881 clerk being paid at the lower level, who normally is
used only for sortation in BCWOCR mode, be asked to work on keying
. non-barcoded flats without violating any work rules? If yes, will he be
paid extra?
f. Assume that a facility has an FSM crew of lower paid workers on Tour 1
who on a given night sorts barcoded flats until 4 am, at which point all
the flats available for sorting are flats that must be keyed. Assume this
is the only FSM crew available. What do instructions require be done to
those flats, if they are time sensitive and if they are not? And what will
be done with the workers who have become idle because they are not
supposed to be keying flats?
Response:

a. The lower paid clerk would be PS-04, or possibly a casual clerk, and the other
clerk would be either a PS-05 or PS-06. If the clerk qualified to key nonscheme mail (Le. by ZIP Code) they would be PS-05. If they qualified to key

.

_...

.~

.
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incoming secondary mail to carrier routes due to scheme knowledge
requirements, they would be PS-06. I am told that the FY 99 labor rates, fully
loaded with service wide costs, are $10.77, $25.47, $29.47, and $30.97 for
Casual, PS-04, PS-05, and PS-06, respectively.
b. Yes, the answer applied to barcoded flats on both the FSM 661 and the FSM
1000.

c. Pay depends on the pay level (e.g. Casual, PS-04, PS-05, or PS-06) of the
clerk assigned. A higher level clerk can perform lower level work.
d. (1) Manual flat clerk without scheme knowledge is a PS-05.
(2) Manual flat clerk with scheme knowledge is a PS-05.

(3) OCR (FSM or MLOCR) clerk is a PS-04.
(4) BCR (FSM or BCS) clerk is a PS-04.
e. No. The Casual or PS-04 clerk would not have the skills necessary to key
non-barcoded flats. If the clerk was trained and had passed the qualification
test, they would be paid as a PS-05 or PS-6. depending on the training as
described in "a" above.
f. In your hypothetical situation, a couple different scenarios cwld occur. The

PS-04 FSM crew may be scheduled to leave at 4 am if the barcoded volume
available to work is to be completed by this time on a regular basis. A PS-04
clerk can also work on any automation equipment and might be assigned to a

DPS operation, since DPS generally runs later into the morning than incoming
secondary. If the flats are already sorted to 5-digits, are time sensitive, and
this is the only FSM crew, the mail could either be worked by manual scheme

4/10100
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clerks at the plant, if there are any (and if the operating window and

transportation allow), or sent to the delivery unit for their manual scheme
clerks to distribute. If the volume is not time sensitive, and if there are FSM

scheme clerks that will be coming in on another tour, then the volume will be
set aside for them to work. If there are no scheme clerks in the plant, the
volume will be sent out to the delivery unit where the scheme clerks are
located.
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TWIUSPS-TI 0-2
a. In FY98. what percentages of FSM-881 clerk hours were paid at
resp6ctively the higher and lower pay scale? Please provide similar
information for FY97 and FY99, and the projected percentage for
FY2001.
.

b. What was the average wage rate for FSM-881 clerks in FY98? Please
provide similar information for FY97. FY99, and the projected rate for
TY2001.
c. In FY98, what percentages of FSM-1000 clerk hours were paid at
respectively the higher and lower pay scale? Please provide similar
information for FY99, and the projected percentage for TY2001.
d. What was the average wage rate for FSM-1000 clerks in FY98? Please
provide similar information for FY99 and the projected rate for TY2001.
e. What does the Postal Service expect will be the typical pay-level for
workers on AFSM-100 machines?
f. What is the projected AFSM-100 wage rate in TY2001?

Response:

-

a. d. I am told that this infomation is not available.
e. The typical pay-level will be PS-04.

f. The projected pay rate for a PS-04 in PI 01 is $27.41.
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TWIUSPS-TI03 Please describe as fully as possible the Postal Service's
general strategy and current plans for managing the transition from flats being
mostly sorted manually or by FSM keying, to them being mostly just fed into
machines in BCWOCR sorting modes, by clerks who are paid less. In particular:

a. Has there been or will there be a program or programs to reduce the pay for
existing F S M workers to reflect the reduced use of keying in F S M sortation? If
yes, please elaborate.
b. Has there been or will there be a program or programs to replace existing

F S M workers with lower paid workers to reflect the reduced use of keying in
F S M sortation? If yes, please elaborate. Particularly: what is being done and
will be done with the higher paid workers who no longer are needed to sustain
F S M productivity?

c. What is the Postal Service doing, and what does it plan to do, to counter the
obvious incentives at this time for F S M workers and their unions to sort more
mail manually, or to use keying on FSM's. in order to protect jobs?
Response:
(a) The Agreement between the Postal Service and the American Postal
Workers' Union (APWU)outlines actions agreed upon during contract
I

negotiations by the parties related to salary changes due to technological
changes. The Postal Service is committed to placing impacted employees in
other available and necessary jobs at the same salary level, if possible.
Under the contract, employees whose jobs are eliminated by technology and

who cannot be placed in other jobs of equal salary, receive 'saved" salary.
Saved salary'retention status continues until such time as an employee fails

to bid or apply for newly available positions in the former wage level.

Impacted employees also may voluntarily accept a lower salary at any time by
bidding or applying for available assignments at lower wage levels;an option

ofien exercised by employees to attain preferred assignments or schedules.
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(b) Yes. The Postal Service has identified a lower graded position
appropriate for use in automated, non-manual keying operations. Field sites

are pursuing use of the lower graded position. Further, the labor contract with
the APWU recognizes the need to minimize impacts to career employees as
the result of operational changes. The labor agreement provides for
withholding the filling of impacted positions in anticipation of technological
changes and reduction or changes in staffing needs. The Postal Service, at
the field level, has been withholding the permanent filling of career flat sorting

positions to reduce the number of impacted career employees, in anticipation

of the use of new automated equipment, Employees still on the rolls in
positions that are no longer needed are being placed in other available
positions at their current salary level, if possible. Impacted employees who

can not be placed at their own level are being placed in other available lower
level jobs for which they are qualified.

(c) Postal Service employees and the union recognize the need for
improvement of mail service and do not oppose automation of work tasks.
The Postal Service has and will continue to invest in technology to eliminate
manual and manual keying operations. Equipment modifications have
continued to shrink the amount of mail that can not be worked on automation.

Ongoing management awareness efforts stress full utilization of automated
processing at field sites and moving mail "up the ladder". The remaining
residual non-machineable mail volumes will continue to be worked by higher
level clerks. Supervision of processing operations monitors work completion
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for efficient use of resources. The Postal Service and its unions have been
able to reduce the volume of letters in manual operations and anticipatesthe
same trends for flats.

x
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TW/USPS-T104 Please confirm that on a current FSM-1000 machine

barcodes can be read on pieces fed at the first three keying stations but
not at the fourth one, because of its location relative to the barcode reader.
Additionally:
a. Are there any plans to modify the FSM-1000 layout so as to enable
barcoded mail to be fed at all four stations? If yes, please describe
those plans and when they are expected to be realized.
b. Are the current plans for FSM-1000 machines to use only the higher
paid workers who are expected to also be able to key flats, or to use at
least some lower paid workers on the FSM-1000s as well?
Response:
Confirmed.
(a) Currently there are no plans to m o d i the FSM 1000 layout to enable
barcoded mail to be fed at all four stations.

(b) When in automation mode (BCR), management is expected to utilie lower
paid mail processor or casual clerks. The clerk levels used are further
discussed in TW/USPS-T10-1.
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TWIUSPS-TIO-5 In your answer to DMNUSPS-10-55 you state, in reference
to the economics of SPES feed systems:
"For every hour spent manually dumping sacks into the SPBS, it was
estimated that the feed system would generate approximately 143 hours of
annual savings. For every hour spent dumping non-sacks into the SPBS, it
was estimated that the feed system would generate approximately 572
hours of annual savings."
Please explain what this means. In particular:
a. Does the one hour of sack dumping required to produce 143 hours of
annual savings refer to one manhour per day? If yes, how many workdays
does that assume? If no, precisely what does the one hour used to
produce 143 hours of savings mean?
b. Are these savings estimates relative to SPES sorting of sacked and other
bundles with manual induction? If not, what are the savings relative to?
c. Confirm that sacked bundles must be dumped manually from the sacks in
order to be sorted on an SPES whether or not the SPES has a "feed
system." If not confirmed, what other method(s) is (are) used to induct
sacked bundles to SPES machines?
d. Given that sacked bundles are dumped from the sacks manually whether or
not an SPES has a "feed system," how can the feed system produce any
savings for sacked mail? Please describe all features of the "feed
systems" that make the manual dumping of sacks more efficient so as to
produce 143 annual hours of savings for every hour spent manually
dumping sacks.

e. Do the 572 annual hours savings refer to mail on pallets as well as in
hampers, postal paks and other containers? If not, what do they refer to?
f. Are the 572 hours of annual savings estimated relative to a completely
manual induction of palletized and containerized bundles to the SPES
keying stations? If not, what are the annual savings relative to?

.

Response:
a. Yes. It assumes 286 processing days for the year and a four-station
machine.
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b. The estimated savings are relative to SPBS sorting using the prior induction
belts which had limited surge capacity and used locally installed
container/pallet dumpers on some of the machines.
c. Confirmed.
d. The savings projections were based solely on the anticipated reductions in
loader staffing. Savings for sacks were anticipated as a result of the
efficiencies offered by only having one induction point. Additional savings,
predicted but not quantified, were as a result of the feed systems having
greater surge capaclty creating a more consistent flow of mail to the keying
operators. In addition, the systems contain a built-in culling station creating a
more efficient culling operation.
e. Confirmed.

f. See response to part b.

.
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TWIUSPS-TI04 Please refer again to your answer to DMNUSPS-10-55 and
explain how the savings estimates for "feed systems" with sacked and other
bundles were determined. In particular:

a. Do the estimates you give represent averages of estimates obtained from
different sites? Or do they reflect a single set of calculations? Please
explain.

b. Please provide and explain all productivity rates, conversion factors, mail
flow data and other assumptions used in deriving the estimates that one
hour of respectively sacked and non-sacked dumping would produce 123
and 572 hours of annual savings.

c. Was the possibility of increased bundle breakage caused by "feed systems"
included in the analysis that led to these savings estimates? If yes, how was it
included?
d. What instructions were given to the different SPBS sites in order for them to
calculate whether or not they had economic justification for installation of a
"feed system?" If written instructions were issued, please provide a copy.
e. Please provide one or more typical examples of calculations leading to the
conclusion that a given facility could economically justify installation of an
SPBS feed system. The identities of the specific facilities may be redacted.
f. Please provide one or more typical examples of calculations leading to the
conclusion that a given facility could not economically justify installation of
an SPBS feed system. The identities of the specific facilities may be
redacted.
Response:
-

a. The feed system was designed to require fewer loaders compared to the
previous operation where four to six individual induction stations had to be

.

supplied with mail. This allowed the staffing matrix to be adjusted for the
SPBS, and the savings were calculated based on the new staffing numbers.
The savings were demonstrated during limited operational field testing and
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were validated prior to the second buy of feed systems using the realized
savings from the first buy.
6. I assume you mean 143 hours of annual savings for sacked mail as stated in
DMNUSPS-T1-55. The savings were calculated based on the adjusted

staffing matrix for the SPBS and the machine run time used to process

sacked and non-sacked mail at a particular site. When processing sacks on a
four-station machine, the staffing is reduced by .5 positions. When
processing non-sacks on a four-station machine, the staffing is reduced by
two positions. On a six-station machine, the corresponding staffing

reductions are one position for sacks and three positions for non-sacks.

c. Savings for bundle breakage were predicted

but not included in the

calculations.
d. The field sites did not calculate whether or not they had economic justification
for installation. They were simply asked to provide their run times for the
SPBS, and the savings based on the staffing reductions were calculated and

used for the economic justification.

e. See attached spreadsheet.
f. Refer to the attached spreadsheet from part e. Sites that could not justify an

SPBS would have run times that fall below the "marginal"justification.
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TWIUSPS-TiO-7 Please answer the questions below in two ways: assuming an
SPBS with (1) four keying stations, and (2) six keying stations. Please include
references to productivity rates, conversion factors, etc. that a facility would
consider in analyzing questions of this type.
a. If the SPBS uses manual feed and is being loaded with Periodicals or
Standard A bundles from pallets, how many employees would be needed to
load the machine fast enough to keep the keyers fully occupied?
b. If the SPBS uses manual feed and is being loaded with Periodicals or
Standard A bundles from sacks, how many employees are needed to load
the machine fast enough to keep the keyers fully occupied?
c. If the SPES uses a fully mechanized feed system and is being loaded with
Periodicals or Standard A bundles from pallets, how many employees are
needed to load the machine fast enough to keep the keyers fully occupied?
d. If the SPBS uses a fully mechanized feed system and is being loaded with
Periodicals or Standard A bundles from sacks, how many employees are
needed to load the machine fast enough to keep the keyers fully occupied?
e. How many employees are needed on the sweep side of the SPBS,
assuming all keying stations are used continuously?
f. What are typically the crafts and pay levels for employees at an SPBS
performing respectively (1) dumping and feeding the belts, (2) manning the
keying stations, and (3) sweeping?
Response:
a - b. The staffing for an SPBS with manual induction is one loader per induction
station for both four- and six-station machines.
c. Based on the anticipated savings in the loading function, the staffing for

-

pallets (non-sacks) is two loaders on a four-station machine and three loaders
on a six-station machine.
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d. Based on the anticipated savings in the loading function, the staffing for sacks

is 3.5 loaders on a four-station machine and five loaders on a six-station
machine.
e. The staffing guidelines dictate that an SPBS should be staffed with four
sweeperslcullers on a four-station machine and six sweeperslcullers on a sixstation machine.
f.

PS-4 Mail Handlers are typically responsible for dumping and feeding the

belts. PS-5 Distribution Clerks are typically responsible for staffing the keying
stations. I am told that both PS-4 Mail Handlers and PS-5 Distribution Clerks
can perform the sweeping function depending on the facility and keyer
rotation schedules.

.-

.
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MIIUSPS-TI04 Please explain what happens when a bundle weighing more
than 20 pounds is entered at an SPBS.
Response:

If a bundle weighing more than 20 pounds gets past both the dumper and the
keyer, the induction lines on the SPBS contain a weigh unit section. Each weigh
unit section contains a computer-controlled weighing mechanism. The weigh unit
conveyor receives mail from the coding conveyor. If the mailpiece is too heavy,
the weigh conveyor stops and the system generates a clear line reset message
to the PC and displays a size throw off command on the operators display. The
mail must be removed by the operator who must then reset the induction line via
.-.

the operator controlled reset pushbutton switch.
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TWIUSPS-TlO-9 Please describe all activities that are needed to set up an
SPBS for a given sort scheme, using all 100 separations, if the SPBS just prior
to that has been used for a different scheme. If possible, please indicate the
approximate time normally taken by such scheme changes. Describe and
provide copies of any studies that address SPBS setup times.
Response:
Prior to the start of a given sort scheme, the supervisor must ensure that:

All data and output bins have been cleared from the previous run.
Sufficient mail volume is available and properly prepared for processing on
the SPBS.
All support equipment, such as sacks, trays, and wiretainers. is in place under
the runouts and ready for safe use.
Placards are in place on the output bins for the new scheme.
Incline conveyors and mail transport belts have been checked for any mail
remaining from previous runs.
Mail has been loaded onto the inclined conveyor belts or the SPBS Feed
System.
The machine is powered up, if necessary.
The correct sort plan is loaded.

.

The start enable and chain run key switches are turned on.

.

Each keyer turns the induction line start enable key switch on each of their
operator control boxes to the on position.
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Depending on the configuration of the machine (sack vs. container runouts on
the sweep-side), these procedures should take between 15 - 30 minutes. I am
not aware of any studies that address SPBS setup time.
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TWIUSPS-TIO-10 Roughly what is the daily volume of sacked or palletized
bundles, requiring a given sort scheme, e.g., outgoing primary, that a given
facility would need before it becomes economical to set up a separate SPBS
sort scheme for such mail, rather than sorting the volume at a manual opening
unit?
Response:
This volume has not been quantified. However, it depends on a number of
factors specific to the local site. Things to be considered when determining if a
specific volume of mail justifies SPBS processing are the length of time it takes to
prepare the machine, the SPBS versus manual productivities, the number of
separations required, the staffing available, and the clearance time of the mail.
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TWIUSPS-TIO-11 Please define the terms 'postal pak" and 'gaylord" as used in
the Postal Service today, including differences between the types of containers
each term describes. Please also describe the current uses of each container
type, by the Postal Service and by different types of mailers. In particular, please
answer the following:
a. When a mailer prepared gaylord/postal pak containing for example presorted
parcels has been emptied of its contents at the destinating facility, what is the
further disposition of the gaylordl postal pak? Will it be: (1) returned to the mailer
or another mailer with the surrounding cardboard still on it; (2) returned as an
empty pallet to the mailer or another mailer; (3) reused in postal operations to
transport mail; (4) destroyed; or (5) other disposition? If more than one answer
applies, please indicate roughly how often each would apply.
b. In which types of facilities and between which types of facilities are the Postal
Service's own postal paks used to transport mail?
c. What is the minimum and maximum height of the surrounding cardboard on a
USPS postal pakfgaylord?
d. What is the minimum and maximum thickness of the surrounding cardboard on
a USPS postal pakfgaylord?
e. What is the replacement cost of the surrounding cardboard on a USPS postal
pakfgaylord?
f. On the average, how many times is a USPS postal paklgaylord reused before
the cardboard is replaced?

g. Assume that a USPS prepared postal pakfgaylord arrives at a delivery unit and
that there is no mail to put in it for the retum trip. What would be the disposition of
the postal paklgaylord in that case?
h. Assume that a postal pakfgaylord arrives at a destinating facility which has no
equipment for dumping of such large containers. Is it reasonable to assume that
the surrounding cardboard in that case would be removed or destroyed in order
to gain access to the mail inside? If not, please explain.
Response:

A "postal pak" is a triple-wall corrugated fiberboard container 44 inches wide by
48 inches long by 69 inches high used by and procured nationally for the Postal

Service and is used primarily to ship bulk mail in the BMC network. A "gaylord" is
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a corrugated fiberboard box that ranges in height from 36,48,60, to 72 inches.
Gaylords can be constructed of single-wall, double-wall, or triple-wall cormgated
fiberboard. The terms, gaylord and postal pak, are often used interchangeably for
any type of pallet box. These boxes have a common footprint of 40 inches wide
by 48 inches long.

a) The mailer prepared gaylordlpostal pak is placed on a USPS furnished pallet
that is the base of the container. (1) The cormgated fiberboard box normally
will not be returned to the mailer. (2) The pallets will not be returned to the
original mailer but will be sent to the Mail Transport Equipment Service
Center (MTESC) to be reused by the Postal Service or another mailer. (3)
The box may be used by the Postal Service. (4) The box will not be
destroyed; it will be recycled. (5) The box may be sent to one of our MTESCs
where it will be recycled or reused.
b) Postal paks are used in the BMC network and to transport mail between a
BMC and P8DC down to smaller offices and delivery units.
c) The minimum height is 36 inches and the maximum height is 72 inches.
d) The minimum wall thickness of the postal paklgaylord is ,125 inches and the
maximum wall thickness is .70 inches.
e) The current cost of a postal pak is $18.00 and the current cost of a gaylord
ranges in price from approximately $5.00 to $8.00.

f) Because the postal paks are triple-walled, they are used appoximately 40
times before replacement. The gaylords, which are often single-walled, are
intended for a one time use and the cardboard is not usually replaced.
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.

g) Sometimes the postal pak or gaylord ( iserviceable) will be used to store
empty sacks which will be returned to the MTESC for the sacks and postal
paks (if warranted) to be processed and for the gaylords to be recycled.

h) Yes.
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TWIUSPS-117-16

(b)

Please identify all uses the Postal Service itself makes of pallets in
today's environment, to transport mail as well as other items (e.g..
sacks and trays). Indicate whether each type of usage is part of normal
operating procedures or whether it occurs only in unusual
circumstances. Please also indicate the types of facilities in which
each type of usage occurs, any estimates of how frequently it occurs,
and provide copies of any relevant operating instructions.

RESPONSE:
The USPS provides large quantities of pallets to mailers for palletized mailings and
uses pallets to transport mail and mail transport equipment. In Bulk Mail Centers,
pallets are used to make up mail to be transported to other facilities such as Bulk
Mail Centers, Processing and Distribution Centers, and Delivery Units. Empty sacks
and trays are also sometimes transported on pallets. Pallets are used at the Mail
Transport Equipment Service Centers to stack processed mail transport equipment
which is then transported to postal facilities and mailer's plants. Iam told there are
no studies of frequency by type of use.
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UPSNSPS-T10-1. Refer to the attached notice dated November 18.1999, from
'ExpeditedlPackage Services," published on page 8 of the Posfa/Bu//etinfor
November 18,1999, a copy of which is attached as Exhibit Ato this
interrogatory, regarding"'Return to Sendet Priority Mail,' which refers to T h e
Priority Mail Mailstream." Please describe in detail the Priority Mail Mailstream
and all altematiwe mail flows for Priority Mail, including a description of the types
of facilities at each point in the mail flow which process Priority Mail.

Response:
Priority Mail flows through a distribution network consisting primarily of in-house
processing facilities and, to a lesser extent, temporarily contracted-out Priority
Mail Processing Centers (PMPCs). These facilities perform distribution to
varying levels to process originating and/or destinating mail, including "Return to
Sender" (RTS) Priority Mail mailpieces. Priority Mail is generally not commingled
with other classes of mail in distribution. The contract provides a test operation
in a limited geographic service area.

The Priority Mail mailstream starts with the mailer depositing Priority Mail either

at a Postal facility, in a collection box, or with a Postal carrier. The mail is
transported to a local post office, delivery unit, or retail unit, as necessary, and is
then moved to a local processing facility via surface transportation. In the nonPMPC (in-house) network the processing facility may be a Processing &
Distribution Center or Facility (P&DC or PBDF). or an Air Mail Center or Facility
(AMC or AMF). In the temporarily contraded-out PMPC network. the contractor
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picks up Priority Mail from the USPS plants and Air Mail Centers, transports it to
its own Priority Mall Processing Centers (PMPC), sorts it there, transports it if
necessary to another PMPC, sorts it there again, and transports it to the
appropriate, contractually designated, plant or Air Mail Center. For destinating
Priority Mail at a PMPC, the PMPC will sort to the five-digit level before
transporting mail to the local plants which, in tum, will use available
transportation to move the mail on to the appropriate delivery units.

The national in-house network of processing facilities designated as Priority Mail
Area Distribution Centers (ADCs) typically process "destinating" mail to the threedigit ZIP Code level for downstream processing facilities designated as Sectional
Center Faciliies (SCFs), and to the five-digit ZIP Code level for the ADC's local

SCF service area. Downstream SCFs, in turn. typically perform five-digit ZIP
Code distribution for their SCF service area. Priority Mail (including RTS mail) is
then transported to post offices and delivery units for distribution to the carrier
route level.
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UPSNSPS-T10-2. Refer to the attached notice dated November 18,1999, from
'Operational Requirements, Operational Planning." published on page 11 ofthe Postal
&/leiin for November 18.1999. a copy of which is attached as Exhibit B to this
interrogatory, concerning 'Plant V e M i Drop Shipment (PVDS) Procedures."
(a) Provide a copy of the 'recently conducted audit by the Office of
Inspector General" referred to in that notice.
(b) Provide copies of all other audits, whether conducted by the Office
of Inspector General or by some other office, division, unit, or department of the Postal
Service, concerning drop shipments at destination BMCs, SCFs, DDUs. or other
fadlitidplants of the Postal Service.
(c) Provide all estimates and all studies, reports, memoranda, or other
documents concerning the time spent by employees involved in the acceptance of drop
shipments at destination BMCs. SCFs. DDUs, or other fadlitiedplants of the Postal
Service.
(d) Provide ail estimates and all reports, studies, memoranda, or other
documents relating to the costs of the acceptance of drop shipments at destination
BMCs, SCFs, DDUs, or other facllitiedplants of the Postal Service.
(e) Provide ell instructions, directives, manuals, or other documents
relating to the procedures to be followed by employees involved in the acceptance of
drop shipments at BMCs. SCFs, DDUs. or other fadlitiedplants of the Postal Service.
Response:
(a) The requested audit has been included in Library Reference USPSLR-1-176.

(b) An additional audit on this subjeci was conducted by the Inspection Service in 1993. We
have requested a copy of this audit from the inspection Service and have been informed that
it has been archived.

As soon as it can be located. it will be included in Library Reference

USPS-LR-1-176.
(c) There are no estimates, reports. studies. memoranda or other documents relating

specifically to the time spent by employees involved in the acceptance of dropship shipments

of which Iam aware.
(d) There are no estimates, reports, studies, memoranda or other documents relating
specifically to the cwts of acceptance of dropship shipments of which Iam aware.

(e) Several directives, manuals, and other documents relating to the proceduresto be
followed by employees involved in the acceptance of drop shipments at BMCs, SCFs. DDUs.
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or other fadlitiedplants of the Postal Service have been located and included in Library

Reference USPS-LR-1-176.
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UPSIUSPS-TlO.3. Describe all steps undertaken by "the origin office that verifie[s] the
shipment. (the attached Postal Bu//etinat page 1 1 . 1 5. attached hereto as Exhibit B).
Response:
Exhibit B refers to Plant Verified Drop Shipment procedures when the information on the

PS Form 8125 is inconsistent with the mailing at the destination entry point. The
destinating office contacts the origin office in an attempt to resolve the discrepancy by
verifying the mailing against the documentation on file. This may include volume, entry
discount, entry location, dass/sub-dass. and/or shape information depending on the
nature of the discrepancy.
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UPSIUSPS-T10-4. . Identify all instames in which you have relied on or used in
your testimony in any way any I? 1999 cost, ravenue. volume, or other data, and
state in each such instance why you used FY 1999 data insteed of data for FY
1998.

Reaponu:
The instances are the following pages and lines:
Page 4 Lines 19-20
Page5 Line 10
Page 8 Lines 10-14
Page 8 Lines 21-25
Page9 Line1
Page 14 Lines 18-1s
Page 14 Lines 2&30
Page 32 Lines 11-16

I used FY 1999 data when it was available dnca it was the latea data thatwo
had.
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UPSIUSPS-TlO-5. Refer to page 20 of Postal Bulletln 22002, dated July 15,
1999, Attachment A hereto, which contains a notice from ‘Operational
Requirements, Operations Plannlng.’ The notice indicates that ‘dellvery units will
receive a fieid instructionsdocument that describes the responsibilities of the
Postal Service, including the acceptance and sampling procedures” in connection
with certain dropshipments of parcels. Provide a copy of the field instructions
referred to in that notice.
Response:
Please see attached document.
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U.S. Postal Service /
AIRBORNE
EXPRESS
Airborne@Home
Destination Delivery Unit (DDU)
Field Instructions
July 16,1999
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ESTABLISHMENTI BACKGROUND
Beginning h July 1999, Airborne ExptCy With the USimnSe Of lbUS P d ScrVicC,will launeh 8 new
delivery amice uUcd A&bomc@4ome. which will hire advantage of recently appmved USPS warksb.rr
discounu for large portll d u r . With the new rcrvice,Airbomc Expms will utilize Postal mopship delivcry
unit ntn to offcrtheir customers burincrr m residentid package delimy; thus leveraging the Postal Scrvicc'r
vast residential delivery inbasmc~.By utilizing*ship
rnabodr.processing and l ~ s p o n a t i o COSU
n will
bedand generate additional revenue for ou1 orgml.tion. It is uscnthl that we provide timely and
iccunte delivery once the products arc in ow control. Since many potential curlolncrr will be watching tbis
new serrke, we must uuurrAirbom@fome is a NCCLU

APPOINTMENT PROCEDURES
T b C Igrcemmt With AirbOmC E X p S d h W 9 for the elabliilmwnt Of sonding droprhip tppobrhnmrr at
destination delivery unib pDUs) whm vohuncs dictate. lniniti.lly. these authorized snnding qpoinbnmls will
Mnrin of three to five drop per week on Wying &ys Monday Uuougb Friday. When volumu kcomc ~ O I C
predictable, regular schcduln yill be adhered to. In uur with antic vohunea, M r n e Exwill notify the
applicable delivery unik Weory-fouzbows (24) in rmnnCc of a ckop-shipmmL A i ~ t ~ Express
~ n c win atIcmpl
todcliveriUrhipmmubetwKnthebaurof 1OOOa.m.- 16:OOp.m i n u c o r d ~ c c w i t h t h c i r ~
appoinbnents. It is tbc expectation of the USPS and Airborne Exyleu that A i r b o m a o m e shipmentswill be
ddivwd the next business day &r receipt.

M L E R ' S RESPONSlBlLlTlES
Airborne Express will deliver s h i p m u lo delivery units according 10 thc USPS established DDU guideliu.
Each shtpment will be accomplnied with il PS Form 8125 facsimile (AnuclunraiA), wiucb will contain the
following information:
A. Total Pieces in the dropshipment to be dclivoed
B. Total weight in the dropshipment
C. Daw of the droprhipmml
D. Total portage paid for the dropshipment
E. Time of bopshipmentd v d at the locd delivery unit

The Airbomc@Homc package will *lay both a ~ l o m e and
r Airborne Express Lbcl (AUachmcnl8).
Airborne F.xppnu will ensure that each label contains the following:

A. Airborne Express label contains the package weight, USPS complny permit impnnt number,and
DDU addmr

B. automn delivay address label conhim the render DMC I .dmcrs 8nd recipient

l

a

b

As can be seen m&clinuUd, the Lkl poritionini will k :lightly d i f f m r on the Au&m@ame
packagcr. Thc svnomn address label d
l be located to the Icfl ofthe Airborne Express hbcl. Cue rmut bc
taken IO C M I T ~tbpt d employees understand the package hbehg.

USPS RESPONSIBILITIES
Wen the A h m e Exprcsr driver delivers the dropshipmcnt to the I d delivery unit, the driver will submit
the PS F m 8125 facsimile to the loul managa or their designee. Tbe posal representativewill verify the
volume infwmation on the form md ~ t my
e dixrcpancics cb.1 m y be idenhfied. Packages h a t do not appcu
on the PS Form 8125 should be rrtumedto tbc Airbomc E x p s driver. The postal repremtativc will then
accept the rnariniag shipment md co(urc thc padoper arc procnsed for delivery the next business day. Again.
it u Lnpcrativc that we process md deliver tbis mail timely and accurately. A mo-level opentional flowchart
is included in Auochmeni E.
71161Pp
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Local delivery UniDmust perform periodic weight samplings wben required fromthe Rates md Classifleuion
Service Center wd the Sa.ttle Postal Business Center. A mcmo detailing the sampling process h shown in
Anaehnml C. Posul mwaganmt must e n w e thrt an paehgu in the shipment w processed in a mrnnn thrt
is conustmt with DDU pidelinu.

PROBLEM RESOLUTION
'The Postal Smice md A i e Exprus w proactively pllnning for m y unforeseen pmblam that m y be
encountered It was a p e d that when the padugc is tendered urd accepted at the destination delivay unit, all
d e s governing the processing w d delivery of StandardB mil would be adhered to. me following ue
potential issues that may mise md guidelinesto be u t i W
A. When Airborne Express misdcliven 8 pae&gc(s) to the DDU, the p o d rqmsennIivc win round
stamp the pckagC(S) and return to the Airborne Express driver. If the package(s) is discovered
after the driver hu deputed, lhe p~ckage(s)will be given to the driver during thc tlcxt &op
SbipmmC or the next business day. whichever o c a rust. If Airborne Express is not scheduled
back within the next 48 hours, they should be contacted using the toll-frec number lined on the PS
Form 8125. Airborne will scud a driver to pick-upthe package(s). 'The porul rcpresenutive
h l d not atmmt to redirect the misdeljvered~.a c k-..
a d sto
l another DDU via uoshl

tnncponntioe

-

B. Packaner contaiainx M uadetivmblc address will be retuned to the sender using standard wstal

C.
D.

E.

l f p b l m v develop that affect the ovcnll objectivu of thir initiative, system for ruohrtton will be developed
with input from rcprcwntativu of Airborne Expu md the P d Scrvice. P a u l rcprcrcntativn from HQ
Field Opentiom 8nd E ~ k ~ k Smicer
q e m i dn've problem mluliw w d orgmhtioarl cbrngc to
alsw propnm SUCEeU.
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Attachment A

PLANT VERIFIED DROP SHIPMENT (PVDS)
CONSOLIDRTEO V E R I F l C l T l O N RNO CLERRRNCE

................................................................................

Entry

Date: 06/12/99 13135

OSMS

D r o p S h l p A p p o l n t n e n t NuDbRr:-----------

n a l l r r W~me: Rtrbornm Express
3101 Yestern R v R
SEATTLEI WR 98111

maller C o n t a c t :

P o s t a l Oprratlons D r p t .

8~8-838-aitg

CNPICCCIOFO
C l a s s o f Mallr S t a n d a r d B I P a r c R l P o s t DOU

YT

ORG

R I R B I L L NBR

CNP
CNP
CNP
CNP
CNP

2100018-040

1

2100018-051

3

2100018-062
2100018-073
2100018-084

5

7
9

TOTRL PIECES:

LISPS

couracrz

ENTRY OFFICE:

POSTAGE

PRID

ORB

A I R B I L L NBR

06/10
06/10

S

1.21
1.26
1.37

S

1.45

S

1.55

06/10
06/10

CNP
CNP
CNP
CWP
CNP

2100018-095
2100018-106
2100018-117
2100018-128
210001G-139

S
S

10

06/10

TOTAL

YEIOHTI

s e a t t l c u u r t n r r r rlcc.ptmce

55

USPS R E C E I V I N G ENPLDVEE SIGNRTURE

....................................
USPS R E C E I V I N G EMPLOYEE PRINTED NRME

____----

TIME

OF

2

S

4

S

6

S

8
10

S

TOTAL POSTRGE:

S

PRID

1.21
1.32

06/10
06/10
1.41
06/10
1.50
06/10
1-59 06/10

$13.87

o r f i c c 206-652-2200
n s k f a r R i ~ b o r n eC o o r d i n a t o r

USPS-BREIERTON
602 P A C I F I C AVE
BREIERTDN, YR 98337

DATE:

POSTROE

YT

LOA0 C O N D I T l O N i C O I M E N T S

..................................

..................................

___
___

RPPOINTIEMT:
O R R I V E D ERRLY
RRPIVED LATE
NO RPPOINTMENT

___

ARRIVAL:--------

-..- - -.... .- ..- -

... . ......

- - -IF....THE1
.- ...

POST D F F l C E L I S T E D @DOVE

PS FORM 8125 I F R C S I M I L E I

7116199

Page

I aI 1

4

.
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Attachment B

AirbornaHome
Packape LabelinP
- ExamDle

I

5

187,

Sampling Alrborne@Home Parcel Mailings
DDU Procedures

Attachment C

ZIP Code Of DDU
Jullan Date Selecled
Dear Posbnaster/SlaUonManager

-

Number of Parcels lo be Sampled

-

This memo details Insbuctlons on sampling drop shipments that wul be deposited at your office by
Alrbome Express. Parcels bearhg the Jullan date selected for sampling may arrive at your fecilily over
the next few days and will be accompanied by a facsimile Form 8126. Plant-VeMedDmp Shlpment
Sernplingend C/eerance. The sampling must be done daliy unfflthe number of parcels to be sampled
bearing the Jullan date selected (see number above) are received. The sampling should not lake more
than a few mlnutes per day.
s

Complete the heading information on the Form 8159AE Samplhg Worksheet received from
Seattle.
IdenUfy the Airborne parcels for the Julian date selected. The date will be found in the upper leR
comer of tha Airborne PDS" label (see the attached axample).
For each selected parcel, wrlte the origln code h block 9b of Form 8159. The m'gln code consists
of three alpha charaders (ex. ISP) and appears under the letters 'DDS." Peel off ona ofthe Labs
showing the parcel's Shipment Number and affix the label on Form 8159 In the 'Shipment Number
block. 9c. (or write in the Shipment Number).
Weigh the parcel and record the weight (to two decimal places if possible) In the Weight Actual"
block. 9d. The parcel must actuaw be weighed do not use the weight listed on the parcell

-

Put a check mark In block 9e, (Show4 if Julian date on parcel matches the date In D) if the Julian
date on the parcel matches the Jullan date selected for sampllng. Do not selecfparcels for
sampling !ha! bear a differenf Julian data than the date selected.

ZIP
Put a check mark in block W. (show *' K parcel at coogd DDU; il&,
&ow addressee's
Code)Kthepar~isfordaliv~atyouroRice.ffthepenelisnoliwyourDDU, wrttefheHb8
ZIP code dthe addmssse's daWey addruss in thfs Mock. Conlad Airborne and request that an
Airborne driver piclc up the parcel. The Airborne phone number Is on the Form 8125. Record the
disposition of the Darcel in the 'DIawsltlon of Parcel8 In WCommenta" uctlon at the bottom
of the form.
DO NOTcompeteblock 90. Postage m a r or block 9h. Poste(w Manifest.'

Fax the wmpleted Form 8159AE and the F m ( s ) 8125 that accompanied each day's drop
shlpments to (206) 652-2229 (preferred)or mail the Form 8159 and the Forms 8125 that
accompanied each day's drop bhlpmenb to:

Seattle Postal Business Center

Airborne Mordlnalor

PO Box 81418

Seattle WA 98108-1319

6
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Attachment D

PS Form 8159AE
Sampling Worksheet
A. Name and Sdipil ZIP Code of Po& Mfice/Station
ConductingSampling

8. Dales on Which Samplings Were Perfom

C. Name and Phons Number ofPenon CompleUng Fom

'

D. JMPn Dale Selected for VuilicsUon

9b.

,

7

8
9

10
11
12

I

13

I

I

I

I .

II

I

I

II

I

14

15

18
17

ia
1

TOTAL

DlaposIUon ol Parcels In OfICorn~~nlr:

Form BISOAE

111m9

1
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Attachment E

Cwtomrr

1/16/99

:

USPS mu

8
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RESPONSE OF UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS KINGSLEY
TO INTERROOATORIES OF THE UNITED PARCEL SERWCE

UPS/USPS-TlO-6. Refer to page 8 of Attachment B hereto, which refers to the
addition of Parcel Post routes to deliver packages and Priority Mail In order to
reduce the load for letter carrlers.
(a) Has the Postal Service in recent years added delivery routes dedicated to
delivering parcels? If so,state by fiscal year the number of such routes
that have been added since October I , 1998. to the present, what classes of mall
are dellvered on such routes, the volume of each class of mail delivered on such
routes, and the cost by fiscal year of such routes.
(b) Has the Postal Service added delivery routes dedicated to
delivering parcels and Priority Mall in the recent past? If so. state by fiscal year
the number of such routes that have been added since October 1.1998, to the
present, what classes of mail are delivered on such routes, the volume of each
class of mail delivered on such routes, and the cost by fiscal year of such routes.

Response:

a. - b. I am told that individual Post Oftices around the country may have added
dedicated parcel and/or Priority routes in the last several years; however, this is a
local decision based on a variety of circumstances. Further, the number of such
routes, the classes of mail, and the volumes of each class delivered on these
routes are not tracked at the national level. It is my understanding that witness
Meehan will be addressing the cost of these routes in response to UPS/USPST I 1-4. Headquarters, Delivery does not have a plan or a strategy to create

dedicated parcel or Priority routes at this time.

RESPONSE OF UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS KINGSLEY
TO INTERROGATORIES OF THE UNITED PARCEL SERVICE

UPSIUSPS-TlO-7. (a) Describe what postal personnel are instructed to do
when a mailer presents a Parcel Post DBMC. DSCF. or DDU mailing at a postal
facility, including a description of all acceptance activities performed by the
Postal Service. and provide copies of any and all procedures, manuals,
guidelines, instructions, directives, or other documents concerning the
acceptance of Parcel Post DBMC, DSCF. or DDU mailings.
(b) Describe what steps postal personnel take to verify the accuracy of
a mailing statement prepared by the mailer when a mailer presents a Parcel Post
DBMC, DSCF. or DDU mailing at a postal facility, and provide copies of any and
all procedures, manuals, guidelines, instructions, directives, or other documents
concerning the verification of the accuracy of the mailing statement, including the
verification of the volume information (pieces and weight) indicated on the
mailing

.-

(c) Describe what quality control measures, including any periodic
audits or inspections, the Postal Service takes to ensure that postal employees
are properly accepting Parcel Post DBMC. DSCF. and DDU mailings and
properly verifying the information on the mailing statement, and provide copies of
any and all procedures, manuals, guidelines, instructions, directives, or other
documents concerning such quality control measures.
Response:
a. Refer to USPS-LR-1-176.
b. Refer to USPS-LR-1-213 and USPS-LR-1-176.
c. Refer to Chapter 3 of DM - 109 contained in USPS-LR-1-213.
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RESPONSE OF UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS KINGSLEY
TO INTERROGATORIES OF THE UNITED PARCEL SERVICE

UPSIUSPS-T10-8. Please refer to the answer to interrogatory DFCIUSPS-3.
Attached to that answer is a copy of a 1998 memorandum which contains
"Sunday Collection 'and Outgoing Mail Processing Guidelines."
(a) Are the policies and practices established in those Guidelines still
in effect?

(b) List all operations that are conducted on Sundays and indicate in
the case of each operation the class or classes of mail for which those operations
are conducted.
(c) Are postal personnel paid more for working on Sundays than for
working on other days? If so. indicate the premium or premiums the Postal
Service pays its personnel who work on Sundays.

(d) Are the costs of Sunday operations accounted for separately from
the costs incurred on other days of the week? If so. identify all accounts in which
such costs are recorded and the BY 1998 costs in each such account.

Response:
a. Please note that the memorandum to which this question refers was issued in
1988. not 1998. I am told that these guidelines are stiil in effect with the
following modifications:
Domestic Special Delivery service was terminated.
..

State Distribution Centers were eliminated and replaced with Area
Distribution Centers and labeling lists changed accordingly.
The reference to drop shipped newspapers should be changed to drop
shipped periodicals.
The reference to AMF should be changed to AMF/AMC.
The reference to parcel post should be changed to Standard (B).
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RESPONSE OF UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS KINGSLEY
TO INTERROGATORIES OF THE UNITED PARCEL SERVICE

.

The reference to Bulk Mail Acceptance Unit should be changed to Bulk
Mail Entry Unit.
The reference to Regional Director, Operations Support should be
changed to Area Manager, Operations Support

b. I am told that the requested information can be found in LR-1-106. Part V,
Tables V-3C and V-3D.
c. Yes, the premium is 25%.
d. No, I am told that the costs of Sunday operations are not accounted for

separately. However, the Sunday premium, by itself, is accounted for
separately. See Worksheet 3.0.13, Premium Cost Calculation, in the B work
papers of witness Meehan (T11). or LR-I-8G far an electronic version.
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RWPOJJSE
OF,UNITEDSTATES POSTAL SERVGE WITNESS KINGSLEY
-'
TO IHtERROQATORlESOF THE UNITED PARCEL SERVICE

UPSRISPS-T10-9.Refer to Library Reference USPS-LR-178.
(a) For FY 1998 data, what proportian (and number) of mailing postage
statements Were submitted without PS Form 8125 for DBMC Parcel Post'?
(b) For FY 1998 data, what proportion [and number) of mailing postage
statements were s u b m w withoot PS Form 8125 for all other DBMC mail
categories? Provide this information by mal category and subclass.

(c) Explain in detaii why PS Form 8125would not be submitted with mailing
postage statementsfor a given DBMC transaction.

(a) If mailing postage statements are submitted by the mailer without PS

Form 8125.what is done to corred this error? If nothing, explain in detail why.

(e)Explain in detaii the p m s s by which information listed on PS Form 8125
is matched with maiting postage statement data.
.-

(f) Explain in detail the process by which information listed on PS Form 8125
and mailing postage statemhts is verified, against the characteristics of the mail
pieces pbvided in the transaction (Le., that mailer claimed discounts match

discounts allowed for each transaction).
(9) If errors are discovered in verifying the data provided by the mailer in the

mailing postage statements and PS Form 8125 and the actual characteristics of
me mail in the transaction, what is done to correct them? Are the mailing postage

'statetnentskxJ/or PS Form 8125 changed to reflect actual mail characteristics?
If not, please explain in detail.
(h) !n regard to FY 1998data, what proportion (and number) of all Parcel
Post mail was sampled for e m . elther on PS Form 8125 or mailing postage
statements? If sampling contained errors, what proportion (and number) of all

Parcel Post mail sampled contained errors?

(i)In regard to FY 1998 data, what proportion (and number) of all mail

categories were sampled for enom, either on PS Form 8125 or mailing postage
statements? Provide this information by mail class and subclass. What proportion
(and number) of all mail categories sampled contained errors? Provide this
information by mail class and subclass.
(i) In regard to PI 1998 data, for all sampled transactions, what proportion
(and number) of transactions were discovered to have discounts claimed on PS
Fom 8125 or the mailing postage statement that should not have been taken by
the mailef? Provide this information by mail class and subclass.
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RESPONSEOF-UNVER STATES POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS KINGSLEY
TO INTERROGATORIESOF THE UNITED PARCEL SERVICE

(k) Are PS Forms 8125 used in any way in the BRPW systems? If so.
explain how they are used and for what purpose.
(i) Are PS Forms 8125 ever used in place of mailing postage statement data
for entry into the Permit System andultimately in'the BRPW system? If so,what
proportion of all FY 1998 records used in the Permit system and BRPW system
were from PS F o h 8125 versus mailing postage statements? Provide this
information by mail dass and subclass.

(m) Is PS Form 8125 information maintained on any Postal Service
inbrmatioh systw?If ko,which one? Are-the data from this system used in the
BRPW system? If so. explain in detail how it is used.

Response:

a. The PS F o m 8125 are created in conjunction with the mailer after Postal
Service employees perfom, the initial verification against the mailing postage
statement. After verification, the shipment and the PS Forms 8125 are
tendered back to the mailer or mailer's agent. The proportion of drop
shipments that arrive at the destination Postal facility without a PS Form 8125

is not tracked. However, it is unlikely that DBMC Parcel Post mailings would
arrive at a BMC without a PS Form 8125 since is has been a well established
entry point with many long-term customers participating.
b. Refer to the response to parl (a).

c. Mailings can qualify for destination rates without plant verification and the

creation of PS Forms 8125 for each destination. If a mailer has authorization
to enter mail through a Bulk Mail Entry Unit at a particular BMC, SCF, or
delivery unit, and the mail entered meets the requirements for destination
entry, destination rates can be claimed.
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d. Refer to the response to part (a) forthe procedures for the creation of PS
Forms 6125 and how they are related to the mailing postage statements. if a
plant verified drop shipment arrives at a destination facility without the

required PS Form 8125, the driver is required to contact their dispatcher in
order to locate the document. Once located. a faxed dowment can be
accepted a s long as the original is mailed to replace the fax. If one can not
be obtained, the shipment is refused.

e. Refer to USPS-LR-1-213.

-

f. Refer to pages 20 26 of USPSLR-1-176.
c

g. Refer to pages 21,22,25. and 26 of USPSLR-1-176 for information

. concerning the steps taken to resolve discrepancies on the PS Form 8125.
For information concerning the steps taken to resolve discrepancies on the
mailing postage statement, refer to page 27 of Handbook DM-109 contained
within USPS-LR-1-213.

I

h. Refer to Chapter 9 within USPS Publication 401 for the postage verification

sampling frequency (available on http://www.usps.gov/cpim/buspubs.htm).
The proportion that contained errors is not tracked.

i. These data are not collected. When errors are found, the mailer is given an
opporhrnity to correct the problem, or the mailing statement is modified to

reflect the actual mailing (referto page 27 of Handbook DM-109 contained
within USPS-LR-1-213).
j.

These data are not collected. If a mailing is submitted for verification with
destination discounts claimed. but the physical mail does not meet the
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necessary requirements for the discount; the mailer is given an opportunityto
correct the problem. If a shipment arrives at the incorrect facility based on the

destination discount reflected on the PS Form 8125. the shipment is refused
and the driver is directed io the correct facility. The number of occurrences of
these two situations is not tracked.
k. No.
1.

No.

m. No. No.
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RESPONSE OF UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE WrrNESS KlNGSLM
TO INTEkROGATORlES6F THE UNITED PARCEL SERVICE

UPSNSPS-TIO-IO. At various pints in your testimony-you use the terms
'primary" processing and "secondw)r processing. See, e.g., Direct Testimony. at
5 1 5 , s . Provide precise operational definitions of these tenns. Ifthe definitions
vary fiom one relevant confext fo another, provide definitions foreach relevant
context
Response:
Primary refers to the first distribution process for that level of sort, outgoing
(outgoing to the rest of the world) or incoming (incoming for destination within the
faciliiies service area). Secondary refers to the second distribution process for a
given level of sort, again, outgoing or incoming. For example, mail which
destinates at a facility may be sorted to 3-digits. SCF, or AADC (sectional center

-

facility and automated area distribution center see DMM section L for details).
The facility will perform an incoming primary sort to sort these volumes to 5
digits. Incoming secondary would then sort the &digit (or &digit scheme if zones
are combined) to the carrier route, firm, or P.O. Box level.
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RESPONSE OF UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE WXTNESS KINGSLEY
TO INTERROGATORIESOF THE UNITED PARCEL SERVICE

UPSIUSPS-TIO-11. Refer to pages 3 through 7 of your testimony, where you
describe the follqwhg mal recessing equipment (i) Advanced Facer Canceller
S&em (AFCS); (ii) Letter orting Machine (t.$M); (iii) Multiline Optical Character
Reader (MLOCR); (w) Low cost M L W ; (v) Remote Batcoding System
WCS); (vi) %livery Barcode after(DBCS);4vii) Carrier Sequence Barcode
Sorter (CSBCS); (viii) Mail Processing Barcode Sorter (MPBCS): (
Letter
i
)
Mail
Labeling Machlne (LMLM);(XI
ID Code Sortation (ICs); and (xi) Tabbing
Equipment.

!f-

-

(a) Indicate whether each piece of equipment is used in MODS
facilitiesor only in other types of facilities.
(b) If it is used in MODS facilities, indicate whether it is used in all
MODS facimies, most MODS facilities, or only a few MODS facilities.

(cf Ifit is used in MODS facilities, indicate whether a facility would
contain a maximum of one unit, or possibly multiple units.
(d) If multiple units of the same model are present, describe in operational terms

how these units are used.

Response:
(a) (i.) AFCS -Vast majority are in MODS facilities (PbDCs and PbDFs).
(ii) LSM - The five LSMs left are primarily in non-MODS facilities.
(iii) MLOCR
(ii)

- Located in MODS faciliies (PbDCs and PbDFs).
-

Low cost OCRs Located in MODS facilities, and small "customer

service" plants and post offices. which are non-MODS offices (see
D F W S P S - T I M for LCOCR locations).
(v) RBCS -The vast majority are in MODS offices (PbDCs and PbDFs).
There are a few non-MODS facilities supported by RBCS.
(vi) DBCS -The majority are in MODS offices, however, DBCSs are also

located in small "customer service' plants and post offices which are nonMODS facilities.
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(vii) CSBCS - The vast majority are in non-MODS offices.
(viii) MPBCS -The vast majority are in MODS facilities.

(ix) LMLM -The vast majority are in MODS facilities.
(x) ID Code sort will be on all BCSs, so MODS and non-MODS facilities
based on previous responses above by BCS type.

-

(xi) Tabbing equipment The vast majority, if not al1;'would be in MODS

facilities.

- In all MODS faciliies.
(ii) LSM - In very few MODS facilities.

(b) (i.)
AFCS

-

(iii) MLOCR Located in all MODS facilites.
(i)

-

Low cost OCRs Located in a few MODS facilities.

(v) RBCS - Located in all MODS facilities.

-

(vi) DBCS Located in all MODS facilities.

(viii) MPBCS - Located in all MODS facilities.
(ix) LMLM - Located in all MODS facilities.

(vii) CSBCS Located in very few MODS facilities.

(x) ID Code sort - Located in all MODS facilities.
(xi) Tabbing equipment - Located in a few MODS facilities.

(ii) LSM - one unit, if any.

(c) (i.) AFCS multiple units.

(iii) MLOCR -vast majority have multiple units.
(i)

Low cost OCRs - usually one unit, maybe two.

(v) RBCS - One system per site.
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-

(vi) DBCS multiple units.

-

-

-

(vii) CSBCS multiple units, at least two.

-

(viii) MPBCS vast majority have multiple units.
( i )LMLM

- vast majority have one unit, a few sites may have two units.

(x) ID Code sort

- multiple units.
-

(xi) Tabbing equipment one unit; a few sites have two or three.
(d) (i.)AFCS
I

- multiple units required to face and cancel all of the collection mail

within the operating window. Feed systems feed all machines to level
workload based on availability.

-

(iii)MLOCR multiple units required to barcode letters within the operating

window. During outgoing processing, all OCRS are in the same sort plan and
volume is distributed to the OCRs to level workload based on availability to
complete as early as possible.

-

(vi) DBCS Each DBCS is usually assigned specific zones (ZIP Codes) for
DPS and as a back up for another zone if its DBCS 1s down for some reason.
Some DBCSs are programmed to sort FIM and barcoded outgoing primary
volumes and others sort AADC/SCF/lncoming primary programs to Wigits.
Decisions for equipment assignments are based on arrival profiles, number
of stackers, location on the workroom floor, maintenancewindows, etc.

-

(vii) CSBCS Multiple machines required to soft carrier route presorted
volume to DPS to the site's zones. Again, machines are usually programmed
to run the same routes on a daily basis and as a back-up for another CSBCS.
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-

(viii) MPBCS Similar WOCR. Required as a BCSlOSS to barcode RBCS
results primarily for outgoing primary to meet operating window requirements.

(x) ID Code sort

- On every BCS, not related to sort plan/mailflow decisions.
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UPSNSPS.110-12. Refer to pages 10 through 12 of your testimony, where you
describe me following mail processing equipment 0)Multi-Position flats Sorting
Machine (FSM WI); (ii) hnulti-Po&OnFlats Sorhg Machine (FSM 1000); and
(iii) Automated flats Sorting Machine 100 (AFSM100).

L

(a) Indicate whether each piece of equipment is used in MODS
facilities or only in other types of facilities.
(b) If it is used in MODS facilities, indicate whether it is used in all

MODS facilities, mast MODS facilities, or only a few MODS facilities.

I

(c) If it is used in MODS facilities, indicate whether a facility would
contain a maximum of one unh, or possibly multiple units.
(d) If multiple units of the same model are present, describe in
operational terms how these units are used.

Response:
(a)(i)FSM 881 -The vast majority are in MODS facilities.
(ii) FSM 1000 -The vast majority are in MODS facilities.

-

(iii) AFSM 100 Phase I will be located in MODS facilities. Phase II locations

have yet to be detmined but are expected to be located primarily in MODS
offices. See response to DWSPS-T10-17 for phase I locations.

(ii) FSM loo0 - In the majority of MODS facilities.

(b)(i) FSM 881 In all MODS facilities.

-

(iii) AFSM 100 Phase I to be located in most MODS facilities. Phase II will

reach all MODS facilities.

-

(cxi) FSM 881 Usually multiple units.

-

(ii) FSM 1000 Usually one or two units.
(iii) AFSM 100 -Possibly multiple units.
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UPSIUSPS-710-13. Refer to pages 18 and 19 of your testimony, where you
describe Primary and Secondary P a r d Sorters.
(a) Iodicate whether this equipment is used in MODS facilities or only

in other types of facilities.
-

(b) If it is used in MODS facilities, indicate whether it is used in all
MODS faciliies. most MODS facilities, or only a few MODS facilities.

IC) If it is used in MODS facilities, indicate whether a facility would contain a
maximumof ohe unit, or possibly multiple units.
(d) If multiple units of the same model are present, describe in
operational terms how these units are used.
Response:
(a) Parcel Sorters are located in BMCs, which are non-MODS facilities.
(b)

- (4NA
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UPS&WS-T10=14. Refer to page 20 of your testimony, where you described
the following bundte prckssing equipment (i) Small Parcel and Bundle Sorter
(SPB): (it) Small Parcel and Bundle Sorter Feed System; and (i) Linear
Integrated Parcel Sorters (LIPS).
(a) Indicate whether each piece of equipment is used in MODS
facilities or only in other types of facilities.

(b) Ifit is used in MQDS facilities, indicate whether it is used in all
MODS facirtes, most MODS facirnies or only a few MODS facilities.
(c) If it is used in MODS faciliies. indicate whether a facility would
contain a maxlmum of one unit, or possibly multiple units.

-(d) If multiple units of the same model are present. describe in
operational terms how these units are used.
Response:

-

(a) (i) (iii) SPBS, the SPBS feed system, and -The vast majority are located in
.-

-

MODS facilities and some are in BMCs, which are non-MODS.

-

-

(b) (i) (ii) SPBS and the SPBS feed system used in almost all MODS
facilities.

-

(iii)LIPS Used in a few MODS facilities.

-

-

(c) (i) (iii) SPBS, the SPBS feed system, and LIPS Usually one or two units
per facility.

-

(d) (i) (iii)SPBS, the SPBS feed system, and LIPS- If more than one SPBS is
present, depending on the facility, operating windows, volume, and service
commitments, etc., one SPBS may be set up to sort one shape or class while
the other sorts another shape or class.
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UPSIUSPS-TIO-15. Refer to page 3 of the document attached to the response
to UPSNSPS-TIM. Descnie imdetail all sampling activities undertaken with
respect to each of these categories:
(a) Airbome@Home DDU shipments.
(b) Plant-verified DDU shipments.
(c) All other DDU shipments.
Include in your answer all available information related to how oflen shipments
are sampled, what portion of each shipment is sampled, and the type of
information gathered in the sampling process.
Response:
a. Please refer to Attachments C and D within the Airbome@Home DDU Field
Instructions attached to UPSIUSPS-T10-5.

-

b c. All verification procedures for mailings, which include plant-verified and
other DDU shipments, tendered by customers through business mail entry
units. detached mail units, and other designated postal facilities are detailed

in Chapter 4 of Handbook DM-109 included in USPS-LR-1-213. Additional
verification reference cards, referred to in Chapter 4 and used by the
acceptance clerks, are attached. They are similar to what was included in
USPS-LR-1-213 and detail verification proceduresfor other types of mail
eligible for DDU discounts. A significant portion of Standard Mail, however, is
verified using a manifest mail system. Acceptance and sampling activities for
these mailings must follow the procedures outlined in Chapter 9 and Exhibits

34 and 45 of Publication 401 (available on www.usps.gov/cpim/buspubs.htm).
Procedures may vary between mailers based on each set of unique
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circumstances as well as their past performance. All manifest mailing
systems, however, must be approved by the Postal Service.

i
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4

Standard Mail (A)

,Non;lutomation Enhanced Carrier Route
Leitersfilatslfrrenular Parcels

I

Foliow these steps before accepting a Presorted Standard Mail
mailna at the Enhanced &Mer Route nonautomation rate.

a

Check Qualificatron for Enhanced Carrier Route Rates
Areallfeespaidandauthoriretionscumnt?

D Are there at lsast 260 pieces or 50 pounds of mail conectly sorted to canier routes?

Is postage pald by pennit imprlnt postage meter or precanwledstamps?
If permit knpht, ismoney on accwnt? Also, am all pieces identical weight,
unless othelwise authorizedby the RCSC?
Ifprecakledstamps,ktherea local return address on the mail? If not local,
does the plece b a r 8 cancekition endorsement showing the mailingo h or
has a sample piece and a cbpy of the postage statement been sent tothe post
officeserving the return address?
If metered, is the meter impression legible and complete?
If a date is shown in the meter, is it correct?

m

Select a sample piece. Are the contents eligible for Standard Mail (A) rates, or
- - nonprotitil claimed? If nonprom is it property identified?
Is each plece correctly marked 'Presorted Standard: 'PRSRT STD' ("Bulk Rate' or

S l k Rt' Is acceptable until January 10,2001) or.NonproW"Nonprofit
Organlzation: or 'Nonpmffi Org.?
Is each piece also -.to
show tha type of enhanced canier mute rate claimed?
BaSic-'ECRLOT
High bensily-'ECRWSK
Sahrration-'ECRWSS"
m If bask carrier route rate is claimed. are pieces in either walk sequence or in
lineof-trawl (LOT) sequence?
Ifhigh densily rate is clalmed, does the documentation provided show that at least
125 p!eces am preparedfor Bach carrier route (or for every possibled e r i i on'
the route illess than 125) krwhlch the rate is claimed?
m Ifwalk sequence saturation fate k claimed. does the documentation provided show
Mat pleces are addressed to either 90% or more of active residentialaddresses or
to 75% or more of total number of active possible delivery addresses, which ever is
less, pl mch &r
route receMng this mail?
If a d d M k,the s i m p l i i address formas are standards in DMM A040 met?
If ancille endorsements am used, are they correct and in the proper location?

Check Basic Prepaation
Are all pieces in same processingcategory?
Is correct fate affired to each piece or am pieces separated by rate categov
(Continued Side 2)
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Check Basic Preparation-continued
If not,Is dccqmentaUon generated by PAVE-ceMed software (or printedin
s?andardkedW t ) PmVldeQshowing quantity per rate categow

-

Has @rm 3555 been pbm#tfrdshowing that a CASScertified process was used
within 90 days before mailingto update canier route information?
IS a list avail+Ie showing the number of qualing pieces to each sdigil ZIP Code
by cam@ nWte (bMM M620)? (Mailerswho are ailwed to keep the list instead
OrsubmitUnait, must lGeep it fore0 days)

m Is a presortveriRcation requiredunder One P a s d l h Pass? If so,do Form 2866.

Check Packaging
I Are padcages mcurely banded?(4.w less In thidvless for lettersizedECWSS
and S.orl& in thidoress for letter-sized ECRWSH (L ECRLOT?)
= ~pleceshthePa*gesProperfyf-d?
8 Randomly chedc afew packages is package correctly labeledi!not in atray
labeledfor one carrier route?
When there are ten or more pieces to a carrier route, rural route, Po box section.
HCR. or general delivery unit, are pieces packaged separately?

Check Sacking/lraying
-.

-

rn Are sackRray labels white or manila?
m Are saclolraylabels legible with correct and consistent content lines?
m Do sade weigh 70 pounds or less?
m Randomly check a few sadcdtrays: Is mail in the correct saMray?
a when there are 125 or more nonlener-size pieces or 15 pounds or more of mail for
the same cerrier m e , ls a separate sa& prepared?
a When there Is a full tray for the same CR, is a separate tray prepared?
m Are piecas properly faced?
After ail canier route sadcs/trays are prepared, are packages placed in 5 digit
carrier routes sadcshys?
m For letter slze mail, after all Wigit carrier routes trays are prepared, are remaining
packages placed in 3diiiI canier routes trays? Note: The $digit tray is option?/.
If &her containersare used for local mail. has their use been authorized at your
poa office?

Check fpr Correct Postage Payment

i

i

i

m 1s It16conad poslage statement used (L properly completed? (Form 36M PR,
360243,3602-PNor 3602-N. as appropriate, 01Fimn 3602-PRV.3602-W,
3802-PMor 3602-Mfor W-Verilied Orop Shipment Mail.)
perform total piece count and weight veriRoation for permit imprint mailings. Is
mailerg piece count c o d
m ‘Ismailpiece subject 19 the Residual Shape Surcharge? (DMM E620.1.6)
a Are destination entry discounts daimed only for pieces addressed for delivary
within the service area of the destinationBMC, ASK SCF, or DDU? Is a Form
8125 required?
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Standard Mail (A)

Nonautomation Enhanced Carrier Route Letters
Package PreparaMon
Saturation

Basic
Padugas: IOormOn, piearr

sequencs order (hnoso) and mect
saturation Mndards.

!

I

I

Tray Preparation
Carrier Route
Trays: Full trays only for piaces to
~ c a n l e l f O U W ~
quanliUes nc4 ponnined:packaglng
not required.

.

5-Digit Carrier Routes

._

.-

%Digit Carrier Routes

J

1902

II
,.

.7

..:

C . 2 ~ '

Package Prepadon

Sack Preparation

Carrier Route

,Digit Carrier Routes

Sack.: Required at 125 pieces or

Sack.: No minimum number of

15 pounds. PalietbUon of
PackagES h petmlltedand
prefermd.

canler route paekages lor
same S a l mea. Pallehthm
of packaws is permined and

J.
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Standard Mail (A)

Automation Enhanced Carrier Route Letters
Fol/dw these steps belore gcceptingB bVasorted standad Mail (a)
mailing at the EnhancedCanier Route basic automation rates.
Check Qualification for Enhanced Carrier Route Automation
'Letter uate
D Are a
llfees paid and authorhtionscurrent?
D Are at least 200 piece$ or 50 pounds af mail in the mailing?
Is post&a paidby permit knpdnt, postage meter or precanceledstamps?
0'11 pennit Knprint, is money on amunt? A b , are all pieces identical weight,
unlessothemriseauthorizedbytheRCSC?
If pnhnceled stamps.is there a local return address on the mail? If not local.
does
piece bear a cancellation endcmement showingthe mainng office or
- has athe
sample piece and a
of thepostage statement been sent to the post
office serving the return address?
If metered, is the meter ImpressionIegMeand complete?
I f a date is shown in the meter, k it correct?
blect a sampfe piece. Are the contents eligible for Standard Mail (A) rates. or
honproffi Iclaimed? If nonpmflt, is h properly identified?
Is each piece conecUy marked 'presorted Standard: 'PRSRT STD"(%ulk Rate' or
"Elk R r is acceptable until January 10,2001) or Wonprofit,"
'Nonprofn Organization: Wonprofit Org.' and "AUTOCR".
I f ancilkry endorsements are used, are they coned and in the proper location?

Check Basic Preparation
Are all pieces automation-compatible? (DMM C810)

m Is conect rate affixed to each piece?
D

If not, is documentation generated by PAVE-certified software (or printed in

standardized forinat) provided showing total number of pieces for each
rate category?
Has Form 3553 been submitted showing that a CAsscertiRed processwas used

within 90 days before tnalling to update carrier mute informatlon?
Is a presort verification requiredunder One PassrrwO Pass? If so,do Fonn 2866.
L

Check Traying

m Are tray labels white or manila?
D Are tray labelsbarcoded and bible with Consistent and correct content line?

t;aus:

Mdomty check a few
Is mail In the correct tray7
pieces properly fa~ed?
m When there rs a full tray of mal for same canier mute, Is separate tray prepared?
Are only full carrier route !rays prepared?
Are pieces groupedand separated by carrier route in 5digiI and Wigit carrler
routetrays?
(Continued SMe 2)
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rn Are trays sleeved and strapped, as appropriate? Note: For exceptions to strapping
requirements see DMM MXV. 1.
8 Are separator cards used to group pieces by mmer route in lull M g i t canier

routes trays?

Check for Correct Postage Payment
Is the krreci postaae statement used (L D~OW
comdeted? (Form 3602 PR,

rn

i

Pertom total piece mnt and weight v ~ c a ~for'permit
&
imprint mailings.
Is mail& piace count conect?
rn Are destlnatlonentry d i m @ clalrned wly for pieces addressed for
delivery within the same area of destination BMC, ASF. SCF. or DDU?
Is a Form 8125 requhed?

-

..
e
.
.

.-

-.

I

.
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Periodicals

Regular-"onautomation
Carrier Route Rates

Letters/Flats

Follow these steps before accepting a mailing at Periodicals
Regular Carrier Routes rates
Check Baslo Preparation
B Are an pieces in mailing sorted to the finest extent possible?
Is a presortverificatlon requlred under One PawTwo Pass? If so, complete
FOnn2868.PresortmmXtion R d .
Are pieces that Uo not quatii for carrier route rates correctly sorted and claimed at
the appropriate rate: Wigk, &digit or basic?

Do all pieces claimed at e W r High Density Walk Sequence or Saturation Walk
!Sequence rates meet applicable density standards?
High D'enslty (WSH): AI least 125 walk sequenced addressed pieces for each
carrier mute receivingmail at the high density, w/s rates. If the carrier route
has fewer than 125 possible deliveries.there must be a piece addressed to
every possible deliveryon the route to qualify for the rate.
n i i h Density In County: At least 125 walk sequenced pieces to each carrier
route or addressed pieces for at least 25% of the total active deliveries per
carrier route.
Saturation(WSS): Pieces claimed at the saturationwalk-sequence rates must
be addressed to either 90%or more of active residentialaddresses or 75% or
more of total number of active possible delivery addresses, whichever is less,
on each cam-er route receivingsaturation walk sequence mail.

Check Packaging
B

Are only optional firm packages and requiredcarrier route packages claimed at
canier route rates?
When there are 6 or more addressed pieces to a carrier route, are the pieces
packaged separately? Note: SmaIerpackages are not permitted.
Do optionalfirm packages contain at least 2 addressed pleces?
Randomly check a few packages. Are the packages properiy hbeled?
Fackages in a 5digit canier routes sackhay must have a facing slip showing
the route type and number unlessthe pieces In the package show a carrier
route informationline or an optional endorsement line.
In addition. ilapplicable. each package must be labeledto show that mail is
"walk-sequenced:on a fadng sltp, an address label. or on a carrier route
informationline.
No label is requiredfor packagedpieces in carrier route sadcshys.
Note: A firm package maybe prepad before required canier m e packages and
lncludedin the caniermutemteporuOn d a d i n g i f i t m t a i i s at least 8
addressedpieoes each daimedas a piece on the postage statement, oris
ctaitned as a dngb addressedpiece but placed w@ at leest 5 other addressed
pieces in a camier W e sackhay. A finn package may be plecedseparetely in
the same apptvphte desilnadku, sacMay (or pallet) as the other pieces that
are packaged together.
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Check SackinglThying
1
8

8

Are brown sa&s usedwith Rat-size mail? Are sackhay labels pink?
Are % and 2-foot trays used. as appmpriate, with letter-size pieces (DMM C0502)?
Are trays sleeved and sbapped. as appropriate? Note: For excepWs to strappins
requlrenmnt see DMM MO33.1.
Mray labels legible wlth coqect and consistent contents lines?
Is'NEWS oi'PER: as applicable. shown on contents line of labels?
Isthe correct processing category shown on the contents tine?
ls'rwte type andniJmber shown on Line 2 of carrier route SedJtraY labels?
0 IsCR-RWshown on Line 2 of5digit ~anler
route sackstray labels?
ts 7NsSor 'WSK or W S or W&' as appropriate, also shown with the mute
typa and route number bn Une 2 of carrier route sackshy )abe)s?
Are only pieces in carrier mute sadrJtraysWigit canier routes SaCWbWS and
optional %digitcarrier routestrays daimed at carrier mute rates?
Doallsadcsweigf,70poundsorless?
Randomly check a few sackdhys: Is the mail in the correct sadJLraJ?

Check Documentation
Has Form 3553 been submitted showing that a CASS certified process was used
within 90 days More mailingdate?
8 For pubtications authorizedunder CPP. is each mailing accompanied by a
FOmI 81257
8 Is pOSfaaestatement checked to show that a certified prccess has been used at
least once per year to ensure accuracy of sdigit ZIP Codes?
Are pieces quafiing tsr sdigit and 3-digil. separated from basic rate pieces?
8 If not, is documentation genemted by PAVE-certified software (or printed in
standardizedfonnat) provided showing total number of pieces for each
rate category?
Was the sequencing based on one of the @Ilouvingmethods of obtaining
sequencingor defiiry stop information, (updated within 90 days Regular
Periodicals), or 6 months (Preferred Periodicals) before (he date of mailing?
Computerized Delkery Sequence (COS) imice.
Delivery Sequence File (DSF) documentation or copy of DSF invoice.
. Copies of defiiry unit summaries that served as the m a i m bills for address
sequencing charges.
Evidence of receipt of informationfrom postmastar for simpliRed
address mailfngs.
m Is postage statement annotated to show the date of the method used to obtain
sequencing or delivery stop information?
8
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Periodicals

Regular"onautomation
Letters
. - .. .. .
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Carrier Route
Trays: Requiredat 24
pi-;
optimal with one
w
p
a
d
c
a
g
e
.
Labels: For tine 1. use
city. slate. and 5digit ZIP

code on maa;for Line2
P m (orNEWS),

'LTRS: and mute marking
asapp~riabbr

saluratioll. Wss and
route type and numbeckr
high density.W S K and

route type and number:or
for bask, %Wand mute

type and rumber.

'Use NEWSif issued weekly or more fraguently.

-

(orN m -and 'LTRS 30
CR-RTS?

__
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,

Carrier Route

Sacks: Requiredat 24 pieces;optionalwith
me package.
Labels: For Una 1, use city, state, and
5digt UP Code on mail; for Line 2 'PER.
(or "NEWS"),'FLTS: and route marking as
appropriate: for saturation, V S S and mute
type and number.kw high density.WSK
and mute type and number,or tor basic.
CR'and route type and number.

&Digit Carrier Routes
Sacks: Required for rate eligibility, any
remaining Fader route packages; no
mlnimum number ofcarrier m e packages
for same Sdigt area
bbek. For L~-IE1, use city, state, and 5
digil UP Code on mail; for Line 2. PER'
(W'NEWS") and'FLlS CR-RTS.'

, .

'Use "NEWSif issuedweeldv or mom freauentk
Reference: Quidc Service Guide 231

r
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UPSIUSPS-110-16. What specMc cost segment includes the costs involved in
sampling DDU shipments?
Response:
Cost segment 3.1; cost pools MODS LD79 and non-MODS Allied Labor. A small
portion may also be in MODS platform for those DDU shipments where the
carriers are located in the same facility with the MODS processing plant.
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UPSNSPS-110-17. Provide all available information related to the volume of
plant-verified destination entry Parcel Post in comparison to non-plant verified
destination entry Parcel Post in the Base Year.

Response:
This information is not available. The data systems that contain volume-related

information related to Parcel Post do collect information about entry discounts but
not about how the mail was verified.
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UPSNSPS-110-20 Provide all available information with respect to the average
time that Parcel Post pieces take to be delivered subsequent to thelr entry or
arrival at the DDU.
Response:

The Postal Service does not track service for Parcel Post. See response to
UPSIUSPS-TIO-21 below.
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UPSIUSPS-TlO-21 Provide all available information with respect to how often
Parcel Post pieces are delivered by the next business day after entry or arrival at
the DDU.

Response:
The stated delivery expectation is next day delivery for parcels entered at a DDU
(as included in the attachment to UPSIUSPS-T10-5, page 2). The actual service
these DDU entered parcels receive is not tracked by the Postal Service.
Anecdotal customer feedback has been in the 97 percent range.
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UPS/USPS-TlO-22 Refer to USPS-LR-1-176, page 4, which states: ‘We also
found that customers did not use the proper form. Of the 2486 forms reviewed,
578 were outdated.’ Provide, separately, the total number of PS Forms 8125
processed by the Postal Service fod
(I)

FY1998,and

(ii)

FY 1999.

Response:

The Postal Service does not consolidate information about PS Forms 8125.
They are created at origin and given to the mailer so they can provide the
document at the destination, showing the facility that the mail was verified and
paid for at origin. PS Forms 8125 or facsimiles list volume-related information so
the destination can be assured that what was verified at origin is what is being
accepted at destination. The form is filed at destination for one year, then
discarded. Even thought the PS Form 8125 changed its format in July 1998, the
essential information remained unchanged.
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UPT:/U‘:P:3-T IU-43 Refer to USPS-LR-1-176, page 9, which states, These
standards will be contained in Publication 804. Dropship Guidelines for
Destination Entry, which will be printed and distributed in January 2000.” Provide
a copy of these guidelines.

q??irbpo,nire:
The Publication804 is currently being printed and will be provided as a Library
R~”Aunceonce completed.
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UPS/USPS-T70-26 In the case of a plant-verifleddropshipment, does tha

Postal Service weigh the entire mailing, either at the maileh plant or at the post
office where the mail Is accepted, prior to accepting the mall? If so, Is that done
in all cases, or only In some cases? If It is done only in some cases, provide or
describe any guidelines concerning how often or when the entire mailing should
be weighed.
Response:

It is my understanding that for parcel post plant-verifieddrop shipments with
permit imprints. total piece counts and weight verifications are performed for
identical weight mailings (see page 4-8 of Handbook DM-IO9 contained in LR-I-

213). Non-identicalweight permit imprint mail must be presented under a
manifest mailing system or other agreement authorized by the RCSC. These
procedures involve sampling for piece and weight verification at the mailers plant
(see Pub 401 available at www.usps.gov/cpimlbuspubs.htm).

I
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UP,S/USPS-TlO-27 In the case of a dropshipment other than a plant-verified
dropshipment. does the Postal Service weigh the entire mailing prior to accepting
the mail? If so,is that done in all cases, or only in some cases? if it is done only
in some cases, provide or describe any guidelines concerning how often or when
the entire mailing should be weighed.

Response:
A dropshipment other than a plantverified dropshipment is handled in a similar
fashion as other bulk mailings deposited at a bulk rnail entry unit. The
procedures for the verification of bulk mailings are described in Chapter +of
109 contained in LR-i-213.

DM-
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UPS/USPS-T1048 Refer to the letter dated September 28.1999. from Mr.
Richard F. Chambers to Ms. Anita J. BinOtto and Mr. John A Rapp which
appears after the cover page of Library Reference USPS-LR-1-176. That letter
indicates that the report on the plant-verffied dropshipment system "responds to a
request from the Chief Operating Officer and ExecutiveVice Presldent to review
the drop shipment system." Indicate what led to the "request from the Chief
Operating Officer and FseartiveVice President to review the drop shipment
system:
Response:

-

I have been toid that the Chief Operating Officer and Executive Vice President
solicited ideas for audit topics from the Vice Presidents, Area Operations. I
understand that this topic was surfaced through that effoh

,
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t

UPSNSPS-110.30 Refer to page 2 of USPS-LR-1-176. which indicates that
three processing and distributlon centers that were located in cities that also
contained a bulk mail center were judgmentally selected for the study (footnotes
omitted).

{a) At the time the study was done, how many 'processing and distribution
centers ...were located in cities that also contained a bulk mail center?

I

(b) why was the seledion limited to processingand distribution centers "that
were located in cities that also contained a bulk mail center"?

(c) At the time ;he study was conducted. how many processing and distribution
centers weie there, tegardless of whether those centers 'were located in
cities that also contained a bulk mail center?
(d) Describe the difference between "bulk mail entry personner' and 'USPS
verification and acceptance personnel" referred to on that same page, and
describe the duties of each.
Response:
a. All 21 BMCs are located In metropolitan areas with one or more PBDCs.
Refer to DMM L601 for a list of the BMC locations.
b. Objection filed on March 31,2000.
c. Refer to the response to DFCNSPS47b that provides a list containing ail of
the P&DCs developed shortly after the completion of the audit.
d. I assume that the audit was referring to similar personnelwith these two
references. Refer to LR-1-213 for the duties of business mail acceptance
personnel.

1
.
.
?

'

.

~
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UPSIUSPS-TI033 Provide a copy of all versions of PS Form 8125 that
were in use or used during any portion of FY1998.

Response:
See attached. The new forms as of July 1998 as well as the old PS Form 8125
would have been presented with mail during a portion of FY 1998. Customer
I

facsimiles of these forms are also accepted.
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*UnitedStates Postal Service

Plant-Verified Drop Shipment (PVDS)
Verification and Clearance
la. Maiieh Contact Name

1. Mailets Name

or Names

n Perkdicals

-0
-

-.

Pallets and Pallet Boxes:

L
Iy

s - -with

I

I

Standard (B)

=,",
- .."

10. Type of Mail Processing C a t e g q fChechMfhaf#W
0 Automation CompatiMe 0 Irregular Parcels
0 LenerS

.,~.

with pkgs. or bundler
trays

9. Total Gross Weight of Shipment

4. Product M Publicationlilies

3. Class of Mail

7b. Mallets CCntacI Tdephone

Non-PalletizedConlainen:

lo DDU

0 DBMC

0 DSCF

0 OBMC

0 Zone Rates 0 Local Zone Rat=

__bundles

-

0 Mailing i

n d h pieces for dermry wtside service area or entry O

-withSadc3

-with parcels

-paneb

-other

(desPibe):

-

md.vhmnn&?~m'bJm}

6. Camments

11%. Telephone

z?a. Name ot USPS Employee
Verilying Mall

pb

~mployee'r
Telephone

t W
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D.nnltlonr and Fe8tur8S
F~~ 8125 proves to the entry facililtv that the mall being presented by G
w mailer M maileh agent was vsrined and paid for at orfgir.
PImt-veriRed drop shlpment PVDS) enabler orl in VerHication and postage amen1for shipments that a mailer transporb fmm me maileh piant to deslinatio
' post Offices.where me prepad and pre-verified!hipmenu are accepted by (R, Postal S e k e as mag.
empb ees veriy PVDS mailings lor classification. rete eligibility, preparation. and presort either at the maileh piant or at the origin post o m
postal SENICE
sewinn the m a w s PLnt
Standards lor PVDSshl ments are In hasb2Ma~hfanuafDUM) P750. Information about destination enby discounts lor each class of mail are in DMM
Module E. H&tbjl& DdM E651 contains Volume limitsfor PdDS Standard Mail that b for delivery outside the enQ orre s e d area. There are no limits for
Periodicals.
Appointments to deposit PVDS mailln s at entry OKies are required lor Standard Mail. Appointments are required lor Periodicair only it they will be presented I
vehicles that also conlain PVDS Stan%ardMail.

I

instructions for Mailer

I

Completing Form 8125
'Requested In-Home Delivery Date': I! completed. the mailing should be deposited by the mailer or mailets agent at the entry office in time to meet the delivery
his window is not guaranteed.
window. Delivery within t
'Drop Shipment Appoinbnent Numbe? The appointment number may be added by the mailer or maileh agent alter the 8125 is signed and dated by the origin
post offfce but before the PVDS mailing is presented to the destination post Mce.
The 'Mailer Information' section (1 through 12) Identifies the mail re arer and provides a descdptica of the mail to be d e p o W at the destination entry post
office listed In Hem 24. The mailer m u d complete a11 items in the '&alLr Information' s d n except for optional items 6 and 1 2
* In item 5. report me mail as configured for vernation and as it will be resented to the e- offfce (lor exampla. it bsys are presorted on pallets, shDw !he
number 01 pallets with trays). If a mailing consists of a combinahon 01 palle&ed and nOn-pBIiEtRed mail. report each segment conacay in this item.
* In item 6. you may show other mailer information (for example, sequence number fora postage statement m a d e n or 8125).
In item 7 (and 12 il possible). report the name and telephone number Of a mailer COntact lamiliar with the subject mailing who can rerohre problems that
may arise at the entry ofiice.
*
in item I t , show all entry discounts claimed for pieces in the mailing. A single mailing may contain pieces subject to dinerent enby discounts (no more than
one entrv discount mav be claimed lor arm individual piece).
.
.
In the 'DesbnallOn* Secrion. fill out only the first item 24). 'Ent OfRce.'Show the city. state. and Z I P 4 of the post o R e or ostal faci when the PVDS
mailin, will be dep.?siled. For mail entered at an d o r a BM?,show the cltv and state names as they appear in the appticagle Iabeli %horn
DMM Module t
io tacitale verilicauon 01 anv enby discounts claimed. The Dhvsicai address 01 the ladm mav ako be shown. Ail enby aircounts md?e based on enbv at mis
facilily. II the mailing will be hepoiited at a bulk mail center @f.4C), s b w the des' natioi'BMe with the city and sla6 as lhey appear in the a p p b b l e libeling
list from DMM Mcdule L (the physical address may also be shown with the ZlP4?.

.-

Submltting Mailing and Form 8125 to Entry Post Office
The mailer or rnaileh agent mun submit w 1 01 this Form 8125 (with the original si nature and m n d dale 01 the ori in post olke) wW the PVDS mailing
presented lor acceptance to the entry postal%cilitf shown in the lint item olthe 'Destsnation' section. Submita secontcopy If you want one signed by the entr)
officeand returned lor vour records.
The mailing presented to the entry office must be conli ured as reported under 'Type and Number of Cchtalners' and must match the other information on Fom
8125 as validated by the origin post onice (verifying ol4ce).
*
Mail must not be reconfigured in containers alter veriniation at ori in Thii ensures that the enlry office is able to reconcile the information on the 8125 wilh
the mail bein presented tor acceptance. For example, mail veriliid an8 &ported as nongalietired sacks or trays (rather than as sacks or trays prepared on
pallets) must%, presented to the entry post office in the same configuration.
* ConsoMators must not take maa received trom mailers as non- aiiebired sacked or tra ed mailings (reporled on Forms 8125 as non-palletbed mailings)
and place the mail on pallets OT in other containers after v e f i h t b n [or reasons like facUita&g transpollalion) because me enhy omnt will be u d i e to remnd,
the mail with 8125s representing th% mail For example, ilan agent places on paUets 10 sacks fmm one mailing and 15 sacks from andher mailin reported on
Forms 8125 as non-pallatized sacks. there would be no 8125 representing one pallet 0125 sacks and me desbnation enby onice may rehrsa or d%ay aaeptanc
of the mail.
instructions lor Port Office 01 Origin (Onlce Where PVDS Mailing Is VerHied)
Be sure mailer has completed a11 required ilemr in the .Mailer Informalion' s d n and item 24.
Complete the 'Origin Post Office' senfon alter verifying that all information is correct. Optional items are Vehicle PVDS Seal number.' Yehlde ID Number: am
'Comments.'
Sign and mund date this lorm. ReNm copies t and 2 to the mailer. Retain copy 3 in your files lor one year.
InStrUCtiOns lor Destination Entry Post OtRce or Dellvery Unit
Either remove the 8125s for our oeie from the vehicle or receive them fm the mailer or maileh agent and check that your office is shown as the entry facility
under 'Entry Office' (item 24i.
Check that the lorm Is wmpieted, signed, and round dated by the origin post office.
Check the inlegrity 01 me mail load to be sure that it is sale to unload. Note any load condition irregularitiesunder 'Load CondMn Irregularities' (item 30)
Compare the shipment with the lorm(s)for class. volume (such as number 01 containers), pmcessing category. entry rates daimrd. and so on.
t i the 8125 is propetty completed and the information on it matches the mail. accept the shi ment Complete the 'Destination' section (rems 25 through 32)
legibly. Retain the completed 8125 in your files lor one year. II the mailer or maileh agent /as presented two mpies. COmpiete the 'Destinalimn' sectlon on the
second copy and reNm it to the mailer or mailer% agent who presentea It to you.
Ifthe mail is visibly damaged. the shipment does not malch the inlormation on Ihe 8125. or the entry IaciMy on the 8125 is not your laciiitf. do not accept the ma
until lhe discrepancy is resolved.
You may need to notify your supewisor 01 the probiem(s).
*
Either you or your supervisor may need to contact the origin post ollice (entered as 'USPS Employee Verifying Mail') to resobe the discrepancy.

-
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United States Postal Service

Plant-Verified Drop Shipment (PVDS)
'Consolidated Verification and Clearance
1. Mailets Name

3a Maileh Contact Name

10

3b. Mailer's Contsct Telephone

~~

Mailing indudes pieces lor delivery W d e service area or entry office

TOW

wou

Wdght

F7. comments
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United States Postal Semce
I

plant-VeniiedDmp Shipment (FVDS) Verified and Paid for a t

Plant-Verified Drop Shipment (PVDS)
VerificatiodClearance

OOrlpnMailingPIM(
(DMU V#Mc&m)

7. TOM O

1. W W s N a m e

1. Origin Post Office (my,
Stele, &ZIP
2. PMnltNumber

3.

OOd@nPostMRa
(BMEU Vmhalior)

m Weiw of Shipnem

+ 4)

9.

Pernit

a PrintedName

U W S Employee Verifying Mail

10. Dale

.

0 I,,,~N 0 sramped 0 Meter
4. Single Piece Weight

5. TOW Pieces
I

7. Vehicle Seal Number (except

b. Signahvs

6. Tofal Weight
I

I

8. V e M e ID NO.

c. Telephonetbmh

(Round Stamp)

A Recarile i n h a t i o n on this fwm against wal Mlune in the shipment(s) depo*ted (e.& mnl m!alnms, wokah SMPmenL btc.)
8. Verity (hatthe seal number in part II.item3 malched IJmt on Um seat remov6d fmmUwvehide. 8 - MNde wassealed
C. If me seal number and shipment vdume match me shlpNmt deporited. mmplete Parl Ill.items 26. and accept m% maJ. Give copy 3 to driver. 8
rsqwstad.
D. Retain ccpy 1 in your files 1M 1 year (.nlong uim ma sed rerovedlrom mS vehice, if applirabl.)
E. If the shipment volume andlor seal number do IW
ma*I (1) i-M
shipment and veMde. and (2) call the 0made the appdntment immediately10 resoIve the dtwepa!xy. Descnbe any Irregularis81in item 7.

e

1. Entry Office (Cm,
Stafe,ZlPt4Jl).;;:
rL ..::'-.

3. Daleof Arrival

4.

lime of Arrivdl

: 7.cMmsmr

of wigin or the d s m c l o f h mst
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REBPONsE OF U N I E D STAnS POSTAL SERWCE WITNESS KlNOSLEY
TO lMERRC%ATOQES 01:VAL-PAU DIWV MARKE7'lNG SYSTEMS, INC., VALPAK DEALERS' ASSOC., AND CAROL WRIGHT PROMOTIONS, INC.
VP-CWNSPS-110-1 This question pertains to ECR Saturation mailings with

detached address labels ("DALs").
a. Must DALs have a postnet barcode?
b. If not, does the Postal Service ever run DALs through Optical Character
equipment to add a posfnet barcode? If so, under what
Reader ("OCR")
circumstances?

c. When the mailing is to a rural route area where letter mail routinely is
prepared on Dellvery Point Sequencing ("DPS") equipment,
(i)Are there any areas or circumstanceswhere the DALs would be
sorted on DPS equipment?
(ii) Would the DALs be sorted on DPS equipment if the mail were
entered at the DBMC or the DSCF?
(iii) If the mail were entered at the DDU, are there any areas or
circumstances where the DALs would be trensported back to the plant and
sorted on DPS equipment?
d. When the mailing is to a city delivery route area where letter mail
routinely is prepared on Delivery Polnt Sequencing ("DPS")equipment,
(i)Are there any areas or circumstances where the DALs would be
sorted on DPS equipment?
(ii)Would the DALs be sorted on DPS equipment if the mail were
entered at the DBMC or the DSCF?
(iii) If the mail were entered at the DDU, are there any areas or
circumstances where the DALs would be transported back to the plant
and sorted on DPS equipment?

e. At all DDUs where DALs are not presorted on DPS equipment, do
carriers always case the DALs, or do circumstances exist where a carrier
would take the both DALs (uncased) and the mail which goes with the
DALs directly to the carrier's vehicle?
f. Please descrlbe all in-office procedures used for DALs that am not

presortedwith letter mall, compare the procedures for handling DALs
versus those for handling saturation enveloped letter mail (e.g.. to the
same addresses as the DALs). and indicate which is easier and less costly
for the Postal Service to process and deliver.
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RCJrUN?t OF UNI I f 0 STATES POSTAL SERVlGt WI I NtSS KlNUJLtY

TO I"ERRO(JATORIES'0F VAL-PAK DIRECT MARKETING SYSTEMS, INC., VALPAK DmLERS' ASSOC.. AND CAkOL WRIGHT PROMOTIONS, INC.

Responre:
a. No.
b. Iam not aware of any instances wh n DALs re run through an OCR to add a

PostNET barcode nor would it be advantageous to do 80. If the DALs are
mixed in the DPS letters, the carrier will not know how many DALs he has in

DPS to know how many matching pieces to take. The carrier may also not
know to take any matching pieces at all that day before going out on the
street since he may not see any DALs until on the street.
c. + d. (i>(iii) Iam not aware of any circumstances when DALs would be sorted
on DPS equipment regardless of where the mail is entered. As above, it
would nof be operationally advantageous to put the DALs in with the DPS
.-

letters.
e. Yes. with the exception of on a mounted route. See my response to

NAAIUSPS-TI 0-16.
f.

See NWUSPS-Tl0-14 and NAANSPS-TlO-17b for the handling of DALs in
the office. The handling of ECR letters is described in my testimony on page

I

25. Ihave not studied the relative costs of these mail streams, given the
many variables involved, and am unable to indicate which Is easier and less
costly for the Postal Service to process and dellver.
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RESPONSEOF UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS KINOSLEY
TO INTERROOATORES OF VAL-PAK DIRECT MARHETINO SYSTEMS, INC., VALPAK DEALERS’ ASSOC., AND CAROL WRIGHT PROMOTIONS, INC.

VPCWIUSPS-110-2 When carriers deliver a DAL mailing, do they put both the
detached address label and the mallpiece in the addressee’s mail receptacle, or
do they put only the maitpiece in the receptacle? If the Postal Service has no
standard operating procedure, please indicate what you believe to be the
prevailing practice.
Re8pn89:

Both the detached address label and the mailpiece are delivered to the
addressee’s mail receptacle.

RESPONSE OF UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICEWITNESS KINGSLEY
TO INTERI~OQATORIESOF VAL-PAK DIRECT HAFME~INQ SYSTEMS, INC., VALPAU DEALERS' ASSOC., AND CAROL WRlQHT PROMOTIONS,INC.

VPCWIUSPS-110-3 Assume that a carrier receives two ECR saturation
mailings for delivery, for example, on Tuesday.
(a) Would the carrier case one mailing and take the other as a third bundle. or
would the carrier take one as a third bundle and defer the other until the next
delivery day? Which would be most likely to occur?
(b) If one of the two saturation mailings were DAL, and the other were an
enveloped addressed mailpiece. would the carrier be most likely to case the
addressed envelope mailpieces or the DALs?
Response:
(a) See my responses to NAANSPS-T10-14 and NAA/USPS-TlO-l7.
(b) See my response to NAA/USPS-TlO-l7. Note that on a mounted route. both
could be taken to the street without casing. In a DPS environment, ECR
letters, if they are automation compatible, most likely would be sent to the
plant for DPS processing and the DALs would be cased by the carrier in the
office. If the ECR saturation letters are not run on DPS, then both the letters

and the DALs will be cased by the carrier in office.
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RESPONSEOF UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE WTNESS WNGSLEY
TO WERROOATORIES OF VAL-PAK blREC1NlARKETlNO SYSTEMS, INC., VALPAK DEALERS’ ASSOC.. A N D CAROL WRIGHT PROMOTIONS, INC.
VP-CW/USPS-TlO-4 Is it operationally easier for the Postal Senrice to process
and deliver (i) ECR saturation mail that Is enveloped and has a preprinted
postnet barcode. or (ii) ECR saturation mail that has a DAL and is ’loose.” or
folded and not enveloped?

Response:
It depends on the shape and characteristics of the piece. Iam told that it is

operationally easier to process and deliver an ECR saturation letter mailing that
is enveloped and has a preprinted PostNET barcode. That is why DALs are not
allowed for ECR saturation letters. However, in the case of flats, It is generally
easier to case the DAL than the flat.
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RESPONSE OF UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS KlNOSLEY
TO lNT€RROGATORlES OF VAL-PAK DIRECT MARKETING SYSTEMS, INC., VALPAKbDWERS' ASSOC., F.ND CAROL WRIGHT PROMOTIONS, INC.
VP-CW/USPS-TlO-S Please describe and compare the processlng of (i)ECR
saturation letter mail with a postnet barcode with (ii)ECR saturation flat mail (no
barcode) both (a) in the current mail processing environment and (b) in the Mure
"automated' flats environment when the Postal Senrice has the ability to DPS flat
mail.

Response:
(i)

If the letter is machinable and the zone is a DPS zone, then an ECR
saturation letter mailing with a PostNET b a d e may be sorted to DPS
with other b a d e d letters which oflen requires being sent back to the
plant. The letter may also be sorfed manually by the carrier Into delivery
sequence in the carrier case depending on the machinability of the piece
and if it is destined for a DPS route.

(ii)

a) See my responses to NAAIUSPS-T10-14 and NAAIUSPS-T10-16.
b) See page 18 In my testimony.
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RESPONSE OF WITTED STATES POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS KlNQSLEY
TO fflT.ERROGATORIE8 OFVAI-PAK MRECT MqRKEllNQSYSTEMS, INC., VALPAK DEALERS' ASSOC., AND CAROL WRIOHT PROMOTIONS, INC.

vP-cwIusPs-Ti0 6
a. When a carrier receives an ECR saturation DAL mailing, does the carrier
count the number of detached labels and then count the number of mailpleces
needed to make complete delivew
b. If not, how does the carrier make certain that the number of mailpieces equals
or exceeds the number of detached labels?
c. What happens if the carrier has fewer mailpieces than DALs (i.e.. the carrier
runs out of mailpieces before completing the route)? For example, does the
carrier retum to the affice with the lemalning DALs and, assuming that the
office still has sufflclent mailpleces, complete delivery the followlng day7
d. What happens if the carrier takes on the route more mailpieces than DALs
(i.e.. upon completing the route, the carrier has some mailpieces left over)? Does
the carrier return the extra mailpieces to the office, or are they discarded?

Response:
a. No. The carrier does not count the number of detached address labels nor the
number of mailpieces needed to make delivery.
b. The carrier is required to take enough mailpieces to cover the mailing. He will
determine what is enough from either:

- the counts on the muting slips for each bundle

- previous experience
- will just take them all
c. If the carrier has fewer mallpiecesthan DALs, the DALs are brought back to
the office for next day delivery with mailpie~es.

d. If the camier takes out more mailpieces than are needed for delivery with
DALs. then the extra mailpieces are returned to the office. See the Domestic

Mail Manual, section A060.4, for the disposition of eny exc88s.
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RESPONSE OF-UNITEDSTATES POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS KINGSLEY
TO JNTERROOATQRIESOF VALSAK PIRI$T MARKIEWO SYSTEMS, INC., VALPAK DEALERS ASSOC.. AND CARdL WRIGHT PROMOTIONS, INC.
VP-CWNSPS-TlO-7 When the Postal Sewice receives an ECR saturation DAL
mailing where the mailpiece is folded and loose (i.e.. un-tabbed), has dimensions
of 5.75 inches by 10.5 inches, and welghs 3.0 ounces, does such mail pay the
letter rate or the flat rate?

Reaponre:
Letters cannot be mailed with DALs, bo pieces must qualify as and pay the flat

rate to be eligible. In this case, Iwould assume the thickness exceeds % inches
to qualify as a flat.
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RESPONSE OF UNITED STATES POSTAL SE~VlCEWITNESS KINOSLEY
?O INTERROQATQRIESof VAL-PAK OlREm MARKETINGSYSTEMS, INC.. VALPAK DEALERS' ASSOC.. AND CAROL WRIGHT PROMOTIONS, INC.

vP-cw/usPs-T104

a. Please explain the acceptance and verification procedures for ECR
saturation DAL mailings.
b. Does the acceptance clerk count both the DALs and the mailpieces, or
just the DALs?
c. If the number of mailpieces exceeds the DALs, is the rate based on the
number of DALs or the number of mailpieces?
Response:

-

a. Please refer to the response for UPSIUSPS-TIO-IS b c. The referenced

verification procedures and certain reference cards attached to that response
also apply to ECR saturation DAL mailings. Additional acceptance and
verification procedures unique to DALs are listed in DMM AMO.

b. The clerk verifies the counts of both the DALs and the accompanying Items.
c. In accordance with DMM A060.5.2, if the number of DALs and items is not
identical, the number of pieces used to determine the postage is the greater
of the two.
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RESPONSE OF UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS KINGSLEY
TO INTERROGATORIESOF VAL-PAK DIRECT MARKETING SYSTEMS, INC.. VALPAK DEALERS ASSOC., AND CAROL WRIGHT PROMOTIONS, INC.

VPCWIUSPS-TIO-9 Please refer to your response to NAA/USPS-T10-13.
a. Are detached address labels ("DALs") handled as letters or flats in city
delivery?

b. Are DALs handled as letters or flats in rural delivery?
Response:

They are handled as letters in both rural and city delivery.
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RESPONSE OF UNlTEb STATES POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS KINGSLEY
TO INTERROGATQRIES OF VAL-PAK DIRECT MARKETING SYSTEMS, INC., VALPAK DEALERS' ASSOC., AND CAROL WRIGHT PROMOTIONS, INC.

VP-CW/USPS-TIO-10 Please refer to your testimony at page 9 (11.5-8). where
you speak of delivery units and plants working together "to identify and capture
Enhanced Carrier Route (ECR) letter bundles and trays to incorporate these
pieces into the carriers' DPS mail, thus elimiiting the need for manual casing.

I

a. Are DALs for saturation mailings included in this discussion of ECR letters?

b. Are there efforts to eliminate manual casing of DALs?
Response:
a. and b. Not to my knowledge. Please see response to VP-CW/USPS-TlO-l.
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RESPONSE OF UNttED STATES POSTAL SERVKE WITNESS KINGSLEY
TO INTERROGATORIES OF VAL-PAK DIRECT MARKETING SYSTEMS, INC., VALPAK DEALERS’ ASSQC., AND CAROL WRIGHT PROMOTIONS, INC.
VP-CWNSPS-TIO-11

Please refer to your response to NAAIUSPS-T10-14.
a. Under what circumstances would a carrier not case DALs?

b. In what percentage of DAL mailings are the DALs manually cased?
c. In what percentage of DAL mailings are the associated mailpieces
manually cased?
d. Describe the different ways in which the associated saturation mailpiece
could be handled, and how they vary by (i) whether the route IS DPS, and (ii)
DPS work method.

Response:
a. On a mounted route. See my response to NAANSPS-Tl0-16a.
b. I am told that this information is not available.
c. Iam told that this information is not available.
d. See my response to NAA/USPS-T10-16.
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RESPONSE OF UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS KINGSLEY
TO INTERROGATORIES OF VAL-PAK DIRECT MARKETING SYSTEMS, INC., VALPAK DEALERS’ ASSOC., AND CAROL WRIGHT PROMOTIONS, INC.
VPtW/USPS-T10-12 Can ECR parcels in a DAL mailing qualify as
automated flats, if between 0.75 and 1.25 inches thick?

Response:

No.
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CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

.-

Witness Kingsley when we were

off the record advised me that there were just a few
interrogatories that had not been designated.

Does anyone

have any additional designated written cross-examination
that will correct that situation?
Mr. Wiggins, you are going to help us out in that
regard?
MR. WIGGINS:

9

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN: Thank you.
MR. WIGGINS: Ms. Kingsley, I have handed you two

10

,-

I will do what I can, Mr. Chairman.

8

11

copies of what I believe to be your response to

12

PostCom/USPS-T10-11. If I were to put to you today the

13

questions to which you respond in writing, would your

14

answers be the same?

15

THE WITNESS:

Yes, they would be.

16

MR. WIGGINS:

Mr. Chairman, I am going to hand

17

those two copies to the reporter and ask that they be

18

entered into the record.
CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN: All right, it is s o ordered.

19

20

They will be received into evidence and transcribed into the

21

record.

22

[Additional Designation of Written

23

Cross-Examination and Response of

24

Linda A. Kingsley,

25

PostCom/USPS-T10-11,was received

RILEY & ASSOCIATES, LTD.
Court Reporters
1 0 2 5 Connecticut Avenue, NW, Suite 1014
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 842-0034
ANN
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into evidence and transcribed into

2

the record.]
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ANN RILEY

& ASSOCIATES, LTD.
Court Reporters
1 0 2 5 Connecticut Avenue, NW, Suite 1014
Washington, D.C. 2 0 0 3 6

(202) 842-0034
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BEFORE
THE
POSTAL RATE COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20268-0001

POSTAL RATE AND FEE CHANGES, 2000

I

RECEIVED

Jh10 5 23 PM ‘04

Docket No. R2000-1

.RESPONSE OF UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
WITNESS KINGSLEY TO INTERROGATORYOF
ASSOCIATION FOR POSTAL COMMERCE
(POSTCOMIUSPS-TlO-11)
The United States Postal Service hereby provides the response ofwitness
Kingsley to the following lntemgatory of Association for Postal Commerce:
POSTCOMIUSPS-TlO-11. filed on March 27.2000.
The interrogatory is stated verbatim and is followed by the response.
Respectfully submitted,
UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
By its attorneys:
Daniel J. Foucheaux, Jr.
Chief Counsel, Ratemaking

Susan M. Duchak
475 CEnfant Plaza West, S.W.

Washington, D.C. 20260-1 137
(202) 268-2990 Fax -5402
April 10,2000
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RESPONSE OF UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVIW WITNESS KlNQSLEY
TO INTERROGATORIESOF ASSOCIATION FOR POSTAL COMMERCE

POSTCOMNSPS-TlO-11 . Please refer to your response to TWRISPS-TlO-l(a)
where you p d e PI 99 labor rates individuallyfor Casual, PS-04. PS-05. and PS06 clerks.

(a) Please provide average Test Year fully-loaded labor rates individually for

Casual. PS-04. PS-05. and PS-06 clerks.
(b) Please provide FY 1999 work hours lndhriduallyfor Casual, PS-04. PS-05.
and Pso8 derks.

(e) Wease provide projected Test Year work hours IndMduallyfor Casual,
PS-04. PS-05. and PS-06 clerks.
(d) Are Casual clerks qualified to do all work that PS-04 clerks are qualied to
do? If not. please describe all work that PS-04 clerks are qualified to do, but
Casuals are not qualied to do.

RES P0NSE
a. I
L.

am told that the FY 2001 projected national average labor rates for clerks, fully

loaded with service wide costs are:

-

..

Casual $11.49
PS-04 -$27.41

-

PS-05 $31.41
PS-06 -832.93
b. I am told that FY 99 clerk casual hours were 14,500,267 and clerk hours were
538,170,739, but a breakout of dsrk houn by level Is not avalable.

c. Iam told that FY 2001 projected derk-casual and derk hours may be found in
LR-1-127, Chapter 10, but a breakout of projected clerk hours by level Is not .
avallable.
d. Not necessarily. Although a clerkkasual an theoretically be assigned to any job
that that a PS-04 derk can do, the tenure limitations on a casual may make it
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uneconomical to give a casual the training a clerk might receive. For example, it
would be unusual to see a casual keying mail in a CFS unit or for the new AFSM100.

'.
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DECLARATION

I, Linda Kingsley. declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing answers are
true and correct to the best of my knowledge. information, and belief.

&&b?
Date:

..
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I herehy cerUfythat I have thk day served the foregoing document upon all
partlclpants of record in this prOceeding in accordance with section 12 of the Rules of
Practice.

Susan M. Duchek

..

475 L'Enfant Plaza West, S.W.
Washington. D.C. 20260-1 137
(202) 268-2890 Fax -5402
April 10,2000
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CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

Is there any other additional

written cross examination that anyone wants to designate or
have we covered it all at this point?
[No response.I
CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

Well, if that is the case, then

it brings us to oral cross-examination, and it appears to me
at least so far, Ms. Kingsley, that you have hit the

.-

It's the equivalent of winning LOTTO or Powerball,

8

jackpot.

9

the Postal Rate Commission equivalent. There are 10 parties

10

who have requested oral cross examination: ADVO, the

11

Association of Postal Commerce, the Association of Priority

12

Mail Users, Keyspan, Major Mailers Association, McGraw Hill

13

Companies, Newpaper Association of America, the Office of

14

the Consumer Advocate, United Parcel Service, and ValPak

15

Direct Marketing Systems/ValPak Dealers Association/Carol

16

Wright.

17

That last string is all one party.
I will note that - - I note that Time Warner has

18

filed a notice, as they did with respect to our earlier

19

witness, reserving the right to conduct follow-up cross

20

examination.

21
22

23

Is there any other party that wishes to cross

examine today?
MR. STRAUS:

Yes.

I am David Straus, from

24

American Business Press.

25

act of penance I advised both MS. Kingsley and her counsel

I failed to file notice and in an
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1

two days ago that I would be requesting the right to conduct

2

limited oral cross examination and I even told them what the

3

subject matter would be

L

4

I

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN: And did you do an act of

5

penance to your colleagues in the Postal bar because you get

6

up near the top of the list?

7

MR. STRAUS:

8

[Laughter.I

9

COMMISSIONER LeBLANC: Watch out

10
11

I'll go anywhere you put me.

--

you'd better

be careful.
CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN: The record will note that for

12

the first time I am speechless.

13

[Laughter.I

14

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN: And that accrues to Mr.

15

Straus's benefit.

16

We will begin with ADVO.

17

MR. OLSON:

18

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

19

MR. OLSON:

Mr. Chairman, William Olson - I'm sorry, Mr. Olson.

I just wanted to make it an even

20

dozen. We just have some very brief questions from

21

District, Mystic and Cox, which hopefully could follow our

22

APMU questions.

23
24

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN: Thank you, sir. Mr.
McLaughlin, fire away.
CROSS EXAMINATION

25
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BY MR. MCLAUGHLIN:

1

2

c

Q

Ms. Kingsley, I am Tom McLaughlin, representing

3

ADVO and I will try to be brief since you have got perhaps a

4

long day.

5

A

Thank you.

6

Q

At pages 27 and 28 of your testimony, you list

7

various facts and figures about changes in postal delivery

8

operations.

9

response to NAA Interrogatory Number 3, and this

I would first like to refer you to in your

10

interrogatory dealt with your statement that coverage, the

11

proportion of delivery points receiving mail on any one day,

12

has increased to 85 percent.

13

A

Yes.

14

Q

Do you see that?

15

first of all, let's understand what coverage is.
Can you define coverage?

16

17

Now I believe you indicate - -

A

It is my understanding that coverage is the number

18

of delivery points that will actually receive mail for that

19

day and the carrier actually has to stop.

20

Q

Well, let me do it this way.

There is a concept

21

known as possible deliveries and a concept known as actual

22

deliveries, is that correct?

23

A

Yes.

24

Q

And possible deliveries is essentially all of the

25

addresses on the route, is that correct?
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1

A

That is my understanding, yes.

2

Q

Okay, and it doesn't necessarily represent the

3

addresses then on a given day actually received mail?

4

A

Correct.

5

Q

And actual deliveries represents those deliveries

6

that actually receive mail?

7

A

That is my understanding, yes.

8

Q

And so coverage is the ratio, the percentage that

9

actual deliveries represent of possible deliveries?

10

A

Yes.

11

Q

Okay. Now you indicate in your response to NAA-3

12

ttiat the 85 percent coverage figure was estimated but that

13

the fact that this has increased is widely-recognized, so

14

that the deliveries coverage factor has increased over time,

15

is that correct.

16

A

That is my understanding, yes.

17

Q

In other words, your testimony was referring to

18

1998?

19

A

I believe that was 1998.

20

Q

Okay.

21

A

But I am not sure, I don't have that in my

22

testimony or the interrogatory response.

Q

23

Now, could you turn to your response to NAA Number

This again dealt with some facts and figures you gave at

24

4?

25

page 27 of your testimony where you state that there were
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5 . 6 pieces per delivery in fiscal ' 9 8 compared to only 5.1

in fiscal ' 8 8 .
A

Yes, that is what is stated.

Q

Now, you provide the calculations for those

figures down below on that same page, and I notice that to
calculate, you have taken total daily volume divided by
possible deliveries, is that correct?
8

A

For city carriers, yes.

9

Q

Right.

Now, the daily city volume, that is the

10

volume that actually was mailed out and delivered to

11

deliveries, is that correct?

12

A

That is my understanding.

13

Q

And the possible deliveries figure, on the other

14

hand, as we just discussed a moment ago, is total addresses

15

in the system, and not necessarily representative of those

16

that actually receive mail?
So it does not apply a coverage factor.

17

A

Correct.

18

Q

So, in other words, let's take a 1998, your figure

19

there, where you show 8 2 million possible deliveries.

20

you were to apply an 85 percent coverage factor, wouldn't

21

that result in about 69 or 70 million actual deliveries, as

22

opposed to 8 2 possible deliveries?

23
24
25

A

If

Without my calculator, I will accept that

calculation.

Q

Well, but if you wanted to do it on an actual
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1

deliveries basis, and you were applying an 85 percent

2

coverage factor, it would simply be a very simple - - would

3

you accept, subject to check, that if you did that, it would

4

be 69.7 million?

,5

A

Yes.

6

Q

Now, if you look back at 1988 figures that you

7

have there, those, likewise, are based on possible

8

deliveries, and they would also, if you wanted to convert

9

them to actual deliveries, would have to be converted based

10

on the coverage in effect in 1988, correct?

11

A

Correct.

12

Q

And if the coverage in 1988 was lower than it was

13

in 1998, which you testified to, that would affect that

14

number, would it not?

15

A

For actual pieces delivered on a day, correct.

16

Q

And, for example, do you have any information

17

about what the deliveries coverage was in 1988?

18

A

I was not supplied the coverage factor for FY '88.

19

Q

But it was less than 85 percent?

20

A

That is my understanding from our delivery group.

21

Q

Well, just as sort of a hypothetical exercise, if

22

that figure had been 80 percent in 1988, would 80 percent

23

strike you - - I am not asking you to confirm that that is

24

the number, if it is 85 percent in 1998, would 80 percent in

25

1988 strike you as being wholly unreasonable?
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A

Again, I donlt have the exact number, but I don't

believe that that is unreasonable.

Q

Okay.

If we applied an 80 percent coverage factor

for back then, and we did the mathematics on there, would
you accept, subject to check, that that would result in

pieces per actual delivery of about 6.4 instead of 5.1 that
you show for possible deliveries?

I

8

A

So you multiplied the 7 7 . 2 million - -

9

Q

Times .8.

10

A

Times .8.

11

Q

To get 61.

12
13

-

14

--

the actual deliveries then become

61.7 million.
A

All right. And then you are saying the pieces per

delivery then average 6 . 4 for ' 8 8 ?

15

Q

6.4 instead of your 5.1 figure.

16

A

What would the pieces per delivery be then under

17
18

FY '98?

Q

Under '98, the coverage factor is 8 5 percent, the

19

actual deliveries would then become 69.7 million and the

20

pieces per actual delivery would be 6 . 6 .

21

A

Thank you.

22

Q

Would you accept those numbers subject to check?

23

A

Yes.

24

Q

Okay.

25

So,

in that circumstance, if we go back and

compare pieces per actual delivery, the '98 figure is 6 . 6
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1

and the ' 8 8 figure is 6 , 4 ,

is that correct?

2

A

Those would be the numbers, yes.

3

Q

Okay.

And that is, percentage-wise, a

4

substantially smaller percentage change than when you use

5

your figures based on possible deliveries?

6

A

That is correct.

7

Q

Okay.

Could you now turn to your response to NAA

And this, likewise, dealt with some of those same

8

Number 5 ?

9

statements on your pages 27 and 28, and one of those

10

statements was that carriers were delivering 8 percent more

11

mail to 2 percent fewer delivery points. Do you see that?

12

A

Yes.

13

Q

Again, you provide the calculations for that 2

14

percent fewer delivery points.

15

possible deliveries to do those calculations, as opposed to

16

actual deliveries?

17
18

19

A

And, again, don't you use

Yes, but when we structure the routes, we don't - -

we are always dealing with possible deliveries.

Q

Okay.

Are you saying that the coverage factor doesn't

20

have a bearing, that actual deliveries don't have a bearing

21

on the structuring of routes?

22

A

Oh, it does, coverage factors do have an impact.

23

But, generally, when we are discussing what changes take

24

place in operations, delivery generally talks about the

25

possible number of deliveries and not the actual.
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Q

Well, let's look at the actual number of

deliveries, though.

In fiscal '98, would you accept that

the way you would compute actual deliveries would again be
- - in fact, actually, the numbers here for possible

deliveries are the same that we discussed earlier, aren't
they?

a
9

10

A

Yes, they are.

Q

And, so, the numbers for actual deliveries, after

you apply the coverage factor, would be the same.

In other

words, actual deliveries would be 69.7 million?

11

A

Yes.

12

Q

Okay.

I

-

And that would result in pieces per - -

13

actual deliveries per route of 420 instead of 494, would

14

that be correct?

15

16
17

A

As far as the actual deliveries per day, on

average, that would be correct.

Q

Now then, if we looked at the 1988 figures that

18

you have got, and, again, we don't know the actual coverage

19

factor for that period, but if we used that 80 percent

20

figure that we had used earlier, what you said was at least

21

maybe ballpark, by my calculation, you would come out with

22

actual deliveries per route of 403?

23

subject to check?

24
25

A

Yes, I would.

Would you accept that

So comparing the 403 in '88 to - -

what was the number again in ' 9 8 ?

...
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Q

420.

A

Thank you.

Q

Actually, it is 419.8, but we will round it to

420.

So

that would mean that there was actually, using

those figures, there would have been an increase in the
number of actual deliveries per route, is that correct?

8

9

I

I

A

Yes.

Q

I would like to refer you to now to your response

to MPA Interrogatory 18.

10

A

Yes.

11

Q

Now this interrogatory related to your statement

12

about the change in pieces per delivery in 1998 compared to

13

1988, and we just discussed that previously in connection

with NAA Number 4, is that correct?
15
16

17

A

I'm sorry, which figures are you referring to in

MPA-18?

Q

Okay. Well, MPA-18 dealt with your statement

18

concerning the change in pieces per delivery, is that

19

correct?

20

A

Yes.

21

Q

Okay. And that was the subject that we just

22

discussed a few moments ago concerning the NAA Interrogatory

23

4, right?

24

A

Yes.

25

Q

Okay.

Now, down there in part (c) of that
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1

interrogatory, this is MPA-18, you said you found a limited

2

study of

3

of a bigger study?

routes performed in 1997. Was that study part

4

A

I believe it was not.

5

Q

What kind of a study was it?

6

A

I am not familiar with who conducted the study or

7

what the study was for. When asking the delivery group if

8

they possibly had information, this was all that they were

9

able to gather for me.

10
11
12

13

-

202

14

15
16

And the package that they provided

me just included the 202 routes.

Q

Is that a lengthy study or is there like a report

that comes along with that?
A

It looked an informal type of data collection, it

was just performed at a couple of locations.

Q

Okay.

This was not connected with, for example,

the Engineered Standards study or delivery redesign studies?

17

A

I do not believe so.

18

Q

Is it possible to find out whether that is the

19
20

case?
A

Yes, we can check into that for you.

21

MR. McLAUGHLIN:

22

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

23

Okay.
And how and when will you be

prepared to let Mr. McLaughlin know?

24

MS. DUCHEK:

I assume the seven days.

25

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

Is the seven day rule that we
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established earlier this week okay with you?

.-

I am prepared

to change it.
MR. McLAUGHLIN:

Yes, I am not even sure at this

point that we will necessarily go any further with that, and
if MS. Duchek could just give me a call and let me know, it

may be something that we will want to ask for at some point,
we may not.
CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

8

9

Well, let's try it informally

then.

10

MR. McLAUGHLIN:

11

MS. DUCHEK:

Yes, informal is fine with me.

That is fine, and if I can find out
the answer is simply, no, it is not

12

if there is a simple

13

from the same study, I can endeavor to find that out quicker

14

than the seven days.
BY MR. McLAUGHLIN:

15
16

--

Q

Well, I now want to refer you to your response to

17

- - actually, it was not your response to MPA-21. MPA

18

Interrogatory 2 1 was directed to you and it concerned

19

changes in

20

for different kinds of deliveries.

21

redirected to Witness Baron.

--

whether there had been changes in access time
And that question was

22

A

Correct.

23

Q

Who responded with showing numbers based on this

24

new study that has been present by Witness Raymond, is that

25

correct?
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A

1 am not familiar Witness Baron or witness

Raymond's testimony.

Q

Part of the reason for the question was to ask

whether you are aware of the reasons why certain types of
accesses would have changed. And let's just take, for
example, a park and loop route.

I live on a park and loop

route, and it was a park and loop route back in 1 9 8 8 and it
8

is a park and loop route today. Would there be any reason

9

that you could think of why the amount of time to access a

10

stop, and the time traveling between stops on a route like

11

that would have changed noticeably from 1 9 8 8 ?

12

A

I am not very comfortable with the official

13

definition of access time, and it is not something I have

14

personally studied or am familiar with.

15

Q

Well, what about just the total time that it takes

16

to go from address 1 to address 2 to address 3 on a street,

17

would you expect that on a park and loop route, a particular

18

park and loop route, that the amount of time that a carrier

19

takes getting from one address to the next would have

20

changed very much on a walking park and loop route between

21

1 9 8 8 and 1 9 9 8 ?

22

A

Again, I am not familiar with how this would
I mean there could

23

change by route types or anything else.

24

have been changes in the number of park points.

25

not comfortable with answering that question.
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Q

And the same would apply to other types of routes

as well?
A

Correct.

Q

Is there a witness who is familiar with changes

that have occurred in actual operations that would relate to
a change in the access time required to go from one house to
another?
8

A

It would not be me.

9

Q

Do you know who it would be?

10

-.

That is not you, I take it.

MS. DUCHEK: Mr. McLaughlin, I would suggest,

11

since the interrogatory was redirected to Mr. Baron, that he

12

might be the person you want to talk to on that subject.

13

MR. McLAUGHLIN:

Okay. We will do that.

14

That is all I have, Mr. Chairman.

15

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

Thank you, Mr. McLaughlin.

If

16

we can just step back a moment.

17

request regarding the existence of that study, I think that

18

the interest of others in the room may have been piqued by

19

your inquiry, and perhaps we would all be better served if,

20

indeed, we got a very short written response from the Postal

21

Service indicating its existence, and then others, as well

22

as you, could decide how to proceed.

23

us know in writing.

24
25

With respect to your

So, if you could let

It doesn't need to be anything long, we will even
take a half a sheet of paper.
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Mr. Straus, American Business Press. We will

1
2

wait.

You see, he wouldn't go exactly where I wanted to put

him.
[Laughter.I
CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

And you are all obligated to

remind him of that later.
Mr. Wiggins.
MR. WIGGINS:

8

9

CROSS-EXAMINATION
BY MR. WIGGINS:

11

-

i

I supposed

I should say, thank you, Mr. Straus, too.

10

12

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Q

Ms. Kingsley. my name is Frank Wiggins, and I am
When I was

13

here for the Association for Postal Commerce.

14

talking on Tuesday with Mr. Tayman, seeking to get behind

15

some of the numbers that he employed in calculating test

16

year cost savings associated with certain things,

17

particularly flat sorting machines, he said, oh, I just got

18

those from Library Reference 126, I don't know anything

19

about them, you had better talk to some operations people.

20

Would that be you?

21

A

I did not prepare any of the write-ups for Library
I am vaguely familiar with some of them,

22

Reference 1 2 6 .

23

specifically, those related to the AFSM.

24

prepare those documents.

25

Q

But I did not

With regard to the information concerning the
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AFSM, are you my best target if I want to seek
enlightenment?
I would suggest I will do the best that I can to

A

answer your questions.

8

You are not sponsoring any part of 1 2 6 , however?

A

I am not.

Q

Have a l o o k with me, if you would, please, at Time

Warner/USPS-T-10-5.

9

A

Yes.

10

Q

You're talking with Time Warner there about SPBS

11

machines and you say in your answer to Subpart A that you

12

assume 2 8 6 processing days for the year. Do you have that?

13

-

Q

14

15

A

Yes.

That was the assumption in the DAR, I

believe.

Q

Would that be a good assumption if one were to ask

16

the question, how many processing days I want to assume for

17

an AFSM?

18

A

Off the top of my head, my personal experience, I

19

would say that that would not be an adequate number for

20

assuming AFSM utilization.

21

Q

What, in your view, would be a good number?

22

A

And again, this is just my opinion.

23

assume six days a week, six-plus days a week.

24

Q

Six days a week and 5 2 weeks a year?

25

A

Yes.
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Q

At a minimum

A

At a minimum.

Q

Okay. And if you had to make an assumption about

the number of hours a day that the machine was normally in
use in AFSM again, what would that number look like?
A

I
I

7

training to the field has been that it should run 20 hours a

8

day.

9

Q

And you think that's a reasonable goal?

10

A

For the phase 1 machines, yes.

11

Q

Do you differentiate between phase 1 and phase 2

12

-

I

Well, the goal for the AFSM that we provided in

machines in terms of number of hours a day of operation?

13

A

I would, yes.

14

Q

And what would it be for phase 2 machines?

15

A

Well, that would vary on a facility by facility

16

basis based on the volumes they have available, operating

17

windows, travel distances, those types of things.

18

Q

On average across the system, what do you think?

19

A

I don't have that figure handy, but I would assume

20

that it's, you know, over twelve hours a day.

21

Q

And under 20?

22

A

And probably under 20.

23

locations.

24

Q

25

It may be 20 in some

Well, no, I'm looking for a system-wide average.

Someplace between twelve and 20.

...
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A

That would be my estimate.

Q

Okay. Do you - - and would the number of

processing days, six-plus days a week, remain constant in
phase

2?

A

I would assume so.

Q

Okay.

7

1 machines and phase 2 machines is about the same, and it's

8

six-plus days a week?

9

A

Would be fairly similar, yes.

10

Q

Okay.

11

I

And we just went through the number of

hours a day.
Do you have a sense, Ms. Kingsley, in the test

12

-

So the number of processing days for phase

13

year, of the proportion or percentage of flats in the mail

14

stream that will be machineable, that will be eligible to

15

run over any one of the three flat sorting machines that

16

will then be out in the field?

17

A

I had some idea you might be asking this.

18

Q

So you studied up on it?

19

A

Since Mr. Yacobucci's testimony.

20

I do not have the exact portion that we would

21

expect to be on a flat sorter during the test year, but

22

given his models and the assumptions that he made in there,

23

I feel that those would be a very accurate tool to determine

24

those percentages.

25

Q

So the 50 percent machine/50 percent manual number
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remains a good one in the test year?
Again, that would be dependent on the class of

A

mail, whether it's barcoded and whether it's machineable.

Q

Standard A regular is what I'm asking about, if

that affects your response.
I wouldn't know the exact value per class and

A
subclass.
8

9

-

Q

And if I understood correctly Mr. Yacobucci's

testimony, what he was telling me was what would actually

10

happen at the incoming secondary sort of a standard A, that

11

50 percent would be machined and 50 percent would be manual.

12

Is that - -

13

A

If that's what his model said, that seems

14

reasonable.

15

Q

Okay.

I was asking you a considerably different

I was not asking you what you project will happen

16

question.

17

in the test year; I'm asking you whether you have a sense of

18

what percentage of standard A regular flats in the test year

19

will be machineable, could take advantage of a machine

20

rather than will take advantage of a machine.

21

A

So are you asking what portion of standard A flats

22

in the test year would be machineable versus

23

non-machineable?

24

Q

Yes.

25

A

I do not have that number handy, but I would have
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1

no reason to assume that it's any different than the percent

2

that we probably achieved or found in the last mail

3

characteristic study for standard A.

4

Q

Do you have that number in mind?

5

A

I'm not that familiar with that study.

6
7

I believe

that was from R97.

Q

You talk in various ways about the processing

8

speed of the FSM 881 and the AFSM 100, and I want to make

9

sure I understand the nuance in the different responses that

10

you make.
Look with me first, please, at ANM/USPS-T10-20.

11
12

A

Yes.

13

Q

You tell me there that the FSM 881 has a maximum

14

sustainable throughput of 10,000 pieces per hour, and then

15

you go on - -

16

A

In the keying mode.

17

Q

In the keying mode, correct. And then you - - you

18

confused me a little bit by going on to say 14,000 may be

19

possible.

20

A

How is that different from maximum sustainable?
The 14,000 was provided in Publication 128, which

21

is part of our Library Reference 1-193, and the throughput

22

of the 14,000 basically came from engineering an ideal world

23

- - all the flats are nice and clean, they're lightweight.

24

But in reality, given the mail base that we are dealing

25

with, 10,000 is the maximum sustainable throughput, and
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again that would be for a longer run and very little scheme
changeover and things like that.

a

Okay.

In your answer to an interrogatory

redirected to you from Mr. Yacobucci, PostCom/USPS-T25-4,
subpart G - A

Yes.

Q

- - you give me similar information for the AFSM

8

100, and you say theoretically, maximum throughput

9

theoretically is approximately 21,600 pieces per hour.

Is

10

that theoretically the equivalent of the 14,000 that we just

11

talked about?

12

A

Theoretically, yes.

13

Q

Okay.

And when one gets a little more

14

real-worldly about it, down toward the bottom of your

15

response in G there, you say, therefore the actual

16

throughput is closer to 17,000.

.
I

17

A

Okay.

18

Q

And that's the equivalent of 10,000 for the 881;

19

is that right?

20

A

Correct.

21

Q

And you then go on in responding to

22

ANM/USPS-TlO-21 - - we talked about their number 20 to you

23

last time; now we're over to their number 21.

24

A

Sorry, I just have a few here to get through.

25

a

Sure.

I appreciate the logistics of navigating
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that considerable book.
A

Yes.

Q

Here, you confirm to ANM that the FSM 881

throughput is approximately 6,500 pieces.

Can you explain

to me the shift from 10,000 to 6,500?
A

ANM Question 20 asked for, in the key mode, what

is the maximum throughput per hour using the full
8

complement, and on ANM 21, that was quoting my testimony,

9

which covers more common actual operational throughput that

10

-

we see is 6,500 pieces per hour.

11

So I understood Question 20 say even though your

12

testimony says you can get 6500 through this machine, what

13

is really the maximum sustainable throughput, if you, you

14

know, you focused all your attention on this, could you

15

possibly get.

Q

16

And then I provided the 10,000.

Okay, so we had a theoretical level, an actual

17

level, and now a really actual level; is that sort of where

18

we're going with the three FSM881 numbers that we've looked

19

at?

20

A

I would say the first one is engineering lab

21

environment; the second one is with every resource and every

22

moment, maximum attention, most beautiful mail, what would

23

be realistically the maximum you could get on the workroom

24

floor, versus what are you actually seeing on the workroom

25

floor, based on your changeover of schemes, your actual
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volumes and things of that nature.

Q

Okay.

A

Rotating keyers, and things.

4

Q

Have a look at ANM/USPS-T-l0-42.

5

A

Yes.

6

Q

How do the TPH numbers that you list in your

7

answer to Subpart C, which is the average productivity of

8

the FSM 881, how do those numbers relate to the numbers that

9

we've j u s t been talking about?

10

A

11

fed through this machine per hour. The TPH is total pieces

12

handled. That is a productivity figure.
So TPH is taking into account, how many pieces are

13

-

All right, throughput is how many pieces can be

14

actually sorted and finalized on the piece of equipment.

15

it's not pieces fed; it's how many were actually sorted.

So

So that would take into account, any OCR rejects,

16
17

bar code sorter rejects that we did not finalize, but we had

18

to feed through the machine.
And the productivity then would be divided by the

19
20

amount of work hours.

21

you the machine's capacity and capabilities, versus the

22

productivity of how many pieces are we actually finalizing

23

per work hour for that operation.

24
25

Q

So the throughput is kind of telling

So that, again, looking at your response to

Subpart C of ANM-42 to you, in 1998, you're having a
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throughput - - total pieces handled, rather, in the BCR mode
for the 881 of 800 pieces an hour.
A

Correct.

Q

And that number is properly compared to the

capacity number of 6500?
A

No, the 800 is saying that for every work hour on

that machine, on average, we finalized 800 mail pieces.
8

throughput does not take into account, how many work hours

9

were used to achieve that throughput, but productivity

10

includes the work hours, and the pieces finalized, versus

11

just the pieces fed.

12
13

-

So

Q

I certainly understand pieces finalized as opposed

to pieces fed. That makes real good sense to me.

14

A

Okay.

15

Q

But the work hour piece of this is eluding me

16

somehow. Can you say that in somewhat different words, and

17

see if I can grab it?

18

COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY: Six employees?

19

THE WITNESS:

Productivity would then be how many

20

pieces were sorted on that machine in an hour, divided by

21

how many work hours you used to sort that mail; that's your

22

productivity, how many pieces did you finalize per work

23

hour, not per machine hour.

24
25

COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY:

So if there were like six

employees, would you multiply by six?
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CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN: Excuse me, you have to turn

1

2

your mike on and speak up so we can hear.

3

COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY:

4

but I'm trying to clarify. That would mean that if you had

5

six employees working on the machine, you could multiply

6

your 800 by six to get something equivalent?

1

If YOU - -

7

THE WITNESS:

8

COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY: That would give you the

9

I

I don't mean to interrupt,

final pieces?

10

THE WITNESS:

11

COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY: Relative to the pieces fed?

12

THE WITNESS:

13

COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY: In some way that was

14

Correct.

Correct.

comparable?

15

THE WITNESS:

16

COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY: Assuming you had six people

17

Correct. And productivity

--

on the machine?
THE WITNESS:

18

Yes. And also the productivity

19

takes into account, the amount of time to set up a machine,

20

to pull down a machine, do scheme changes, and things of

21

that nature, while the machine itself is not running.
MR. WIGGINS:

22
23

That was elegantly done.
BY MR. WIGGINS:

24
25

Thank you, Commissioner Goldway.

Q

And there are on the FSM 881, conventionally six
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1

2

A

Yes.

3

Q

So that instead of 800 as a comparison point with

4

the 6500, you would compare 4800 or six times 800 and 6500;

5

is that right?

6

A

If that was, in fact, how many people were used,

7

correct.

8

incur more than exactly six people for that amount of run

9

time. Do you see what I'm saying?

10
11

12

-.

employees running the machine; are there not?

Q

We also sometimes cover for breaks, and that may

Well, doesn't it take six people at the machine

when the machine is running, at all times?
A

Yes, but some sites do some of their prep work at

13

the machine and charge those hours to that operation.

14

of the prep work being unbundling and things like that, so

15

the staffing for that machine is six, but the productivity

16

takes into account, what portion of work hours were charged

17

to that operation, which may include some prep time.

18

19

Q

I appreciate that, and I understand you.

Some

Have a

look now at ANM/USPS-T-10-16,please.

20

A

Yes?

21

Q

Are the productivity numbers that I see in the

22

column at the far right-hand side of Attachment - - page 1 of

23

1 of the attachment to that interrogatory answer, comparable

24

to the productivity numbers that we've just been talking

25

about?
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1

A

The productivities in the attachment are for all

2

flat sorter operations, so it would average the

3

productivities that were keying.

4

the productivities because of bar code read, OCR read, and

5

it would also average in productivities for incoming

6

secondary that has a different productivity than maybe an

7

outgoing primary.
So it would be the average of all productivities

8
9

It would average in all

across all those machines for each one of those areas.

10

Q

Do you still have 42 handy, ANM/USPS-T-l0-42?

11

A

Yes.

12

Q

Other than the fact that your answer separates out

13

keying and BCR and once you get OCR separates that out, what

14

differentiation is there here that is not in Attachment 1 of

15

No. 16 to you from ANM?

16

fM

A

I'm not clear&

the question. Are you asking in

17

42, there are separate productivities by keying BCR and OCR

18

in those instances?

19
20

Q

Correct. And that you don't see in No. 16,

correct?

21

A

Correct.

22

Q

Is there any other distinction, other than that

23
24

25

averaging phenomenon?
A

Again, that would be across all different schemes,

which have different productivities.
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For example, if I'm keying incoming secondaries,
I'm keying and I need to have carrier knowledge. The
productivity generally is lower than if I'm just keying
outgoing and I have to key the zip code.

Q

Well, but isn't the answer in 42(c) also averaging

those different schemes together to come up with a number?
7

8

9
10

That's what I was trying to get at.
A

lot of First Class flats that are bar-coded. And so we
require keying for those.
So on the Attachment, it would w
e
i
g
h
)
!

11

c

To some extent, but, for example, there are not a

in all of

So it would weigh in, if the

12

those types of handlings.

13

majority of First Class require keying, then it would weigh

14

the lower productivity associated with keying.

15

16

Q

Look now with me, if you would, please, at

MH/USPS-T10-8.
COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY:

17

18

Okay.

Would you repeat the

number?

19

MR. WIGGINS:

Sure, sorry.

20

THE WITNESS:

Repeat the number of the question.

21

BY MR. WIGGINS:

22

Q

Sure, I'm sorry.

23

A

Yes.

24

Q

You are asked the reason that - - you say up above,

25

It's McGraw Hill/USPS-T10-8.

50 percent of non-carrier routed bar-coded flats are
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1

processed and distributed in operations other than

2

automation.

3

A

Yes, that was from the Strategic Improvement Guide

4

for Flat Processing, and it's part of Library Reference

5

1-193.

6

Q

And you're then asked by McGraw Hill, the reasons

7

that more - - one does not see more stuff processed in

8

automation operations.
And you rejoin, the main reason was due to not

9
10

-.

See that up above?

enough flat sorting machine capacity.

11

A

That was the main reason as mentioned in my

12

testimony.

13

Q

And the timeframe for that observation, what

14

period of time were you looking at when you observed not

15

enough capacity?

16

17
18

19

A

I would say FY 98 - - well, FY 97, 98, 99, would be

a fairly fair time period.

Q

And do you have hope that that state of events is

going to get better?

20

A

Yes, I do.

21

Q

You say in response to McGraw Hill/USPS-T10-5 - -

22

and I'm looking at Subpart

C

of that - -

23

A

Yes?

24

Q

That in 1998, and you expect the same to be true

25

in the test year, you are asked if the necessary number of
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1

FSM 1 0 0 0 s will be onhand and you answer, the Postal Service

2

expects sufficient FSM-1000 capacity in the test year, given

3

Phase I AFSM deployments.
And let me just pause with you for a moment.

4
5

realize that's not all of your answer, but let me pause with

6

you there.
Does that mean that when the AFSM starts being out

7

8

there in the field, and it will be - - is it your

9

understanding that the first buy, which I mis-hypothesized,

10

and I apologize.

12

I didn't mean to mislead anybody.

I said to Mr. Yacobucci, 2 7 3 machines in Phase I.

11

-

I

It's 1 7 3 ; am I right, Ms. Kingsley?

13

A

That is correct.

14

Q

Okay.

And they are all going to be out there

15

fully deployed in the test year, is that your understanding

16

as well?

17

A

That is correct, by December of 2 0 0 0 .

18

Q

End of November, right. Yeah.

Does this first

19

sentence of your reply in subpart (c) mean that some of the

20

jobs that require an FSM 1000 today will be taken over by

21

the AFSM 1 0 0 ?

22

A

That is not what I am saying. What I am saying is

23

the FSM 1 0 0 0 s today, even though they were intended for what

24

we normally consider nonmachineable volumes, because we have

25

insufficient 8 8 1 capacity, we are using them to fill that
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And, so, once we get the new deployment of the AFSM

1

gap.

2

l O O s , that 881 compatible mail will shift to the lOOs, and

3

then we will be able to use the lOOOs, as it was intended.

4

Q

I was a little - - I was confused by your answer, I

5

guess, because the question is, state the extent, or your

6

best estimate of the extent of the shortfall, if any, in the

7

number of FSM

8

noncarrier route flats that are machineable only on the FSM

9

1000. And then you talk about the capacity being okay in

10

11

1000s

necessary to handle the full volume of

the test year because of AFSM deployment.
A

The question was, does the Postal Service

12

currently have or is considering any plans to purchase

13

additional 1000s.

14

So, I was saying that we feel we have sufficient FSM 1000

15

capacity for the volumes that it is intended to sort. All

16

right.

17

1000s

18

sufficient numbers of machines to do that, we believe.

19

If not, explain why no such plans exist.

So, if the 100 - - AFSM 100s are there, then the

can do what they were intended to do, and we have

Q

Okay.

There is not a sufficient number today

20

because they are been dragooned off to do the work of 881s,

21

is that

--

22

A

In some instances.

23

Q

Okay.

Good.

I understand that. And you go on to

24

say in your answer to subpart (c), in 1998 there was an

25

adequate number of FSM 1 0 0 0 s deployed, however, not
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necessarily to the right locations due to insufficient
capacity for FSM 881 compatible volumes.

Is that just

another facet of the same phenomenon that you just talked to
me about?

A

Yes.

Q

You then say, in your answer to NNA/USPS-T10-10 - -

Yes.

I am sorry to keep you paging around there, but

-

I

--

8

A

That was "A-lo?

9

Q

"A-10,

10

A

Yes.

11

Q

You are asked there what the use of the first

that s right"

12

phase 173 AFSM 100s will be.

And you say they will handle

13

incoming secondary, not outgoing secondary flats that are

14

currently sorted manually to carrier route.

15

the ways in which they will be absorbing the 881

16

under-capacity and freeing up the lOOOs, to do just the work

17

that they were intended for?

Is that one of

18

A

Yes.

19

Q

Do you know, you say they will handle incoming

20

secondary, referring to the AFSM 100s.

21

Phase 1 machines will be doing?

22

A

No.

Is that all that the

The Phase 1 machines will be doing outgoing

23

primary processing, incoming processing, as well as incoming

24

secondary.

25

approximately half the savings were for incoming secondary.

I had an interrogatory response that shared that
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1

Q

I have that one coming up.

2

A

All right.

3

Q

Let's talk about it as long as you have it in

4

5

A

Yes.

6

Q

And as you correctly recalled, what you say is

I

it is assumed that at least half the

7

that you assumed

8

savings occasioned by the deployment of AFSM 100s would come

9

from moving incoming secondary flats sorted manually to the

10

-

It is DMA/USPS-T10-53, I believe.

mind.

--

AFSM 100. Do I have that correct?

11

A

Correct

12

Q

Yeah.

That means, I assume, that there will be

13

less manual sortation of incoming secondary in the test year

14

than there is today.

Is that a fair read?

15

A

Yes, it is.

16

Q

And yet you project that in the test year there

17

will be fully 50 percent of the incoming secondary sorted

18

manua11y ?

19

A

Yes.

If you also look, we have stated that the

20

incoming secondary first is going to be targeted for zones

21

with ten or more routes. And I believe, if you look at what

22

portion of our volume does not destinate in zones with 10 or

23
24

more routes, it is over 30 percent. So, for flats, if we
+L
QR
already know that # ~ L % S G
small zones, we aren't going to

25

put them on a flat sorter, that automatically is 30 percent.
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We also have some volume that is nonmachineable.

1

2

So that is not going to be sorted to incoming secondary on

3

an AFSM 100.

4

percent is.

5

rejects, and OCR rejects, because, again, we are not

6

planning on having scheme clerks - - and even though the AFSM

7

has video encoding, there are still some times where we

8

cannot get enough information on the address to sort to the

9

carrier route level.

Then we also have rejects, bar code read

So, you take all those into account,

10

50 percent seems very reasonable in the test year for

11

volumes to be incoming secondary f at sorters.

12

-

That is going to be manual, whatever that

T
A

Q

So you are projecting that between the things that

13

cannot be handled by a machine, for one reason, and the

14

pieces that are rejected by the machine, for some reason,

15

those are going to make up 2 0 percent of the universe of

16

flats in a test year.

17

50, is that right?

You add that to 30 and you get the

18

A

Approximately, yes

19

Q

Okay.

So let's focus - - and I appreciate, and do

20

you have a reason for thinking that that 20 percent number

21

is a good number?

22

A

Again, I believe the portion that are going to

23

destinate in those smaller zones is over 3 0 percent.

24

really am not quite sure, you know.

25

is not a precise number in any way, shape or form.

I mean the 20 percent
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1979
1

Q

2

and stuff.

3

A

Right.

4

Q

But, you know, 30-something, 50 minus 30-something

5

yields a residue that is someplace int he zone of 20. And I

6

am just asking whether you have any empirical evidentiary

7

basis for thinking that that is a good number, or whether

8

you have done what I just did, which is to subtract?

9

-

I am not trying to pin you down to decimal points

A

Well, I think Mr. Yacobucci's models take into

10

account most of those situations, where it is too small of a

11

zone, we have reject rates, we have nonmachinability issues,

12

and some of it, again, is coverage factors. We will not

13

have AFSM 100s everywhere.

14

there are 250 processing facilities. S o we know that it is

15

not going to be available to cover every zone with 10 or

16

more carrier routes.

17

Q

There are only 173 machines, and

Let's talk a bit about the 30 percent.

18

I believe, that is 30 percent

19

percent represents for me, would you, please?

20

A

--

You said,

say again what the 30

All right. Again, we intended the machines

21

looking at zones with 10 or more carrier routes. Well, the

22

volume that destinates in zones with less than 10 carrier

23

routes is over 30 percent of our flat volume.

24

not expect that to be on the flat sorter, those zones are

25

too small. There is a bigger bang for our buck going to

So we would
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some higher volume locations.

Q

And I think you said the €irst time you described

the 30 percent phenomenon for me, I think you said,
initially, we don't plan to send into zones with 10 or fewer
routes, is that right?

9
10

Correct.

Correct.

Q

Does initially include all of the test year?

A

Yes.

Q

You are not going to send into zones with 10 or

fewer routes in 2001, at all?
A

11

-

A

It is possible in some locations, but, in general,

12

I would say no.

13

intended to go in at certain sizes, we found it was

14

economical in some situations if we had the machine, the

15

delivery unit was nearby, the delivery unit had volume.

16

there will be some instances in the test year, I am sure,

11

where it might be less than 10, but, in general, I would say

18

no.

19

Q

It is very similar to DPS, even though we

So,

And do you believe that you are going to have a

20

volume of'flat mail for the 50 percent that is going to be

21

machined in the test year, that will fully utilize the

22

capacity of the AFSM loo?

23

A

I would assume - - the feedback from the machine in

24

Baltimore has been very favorable, and given how that

25

machine literally is eating up the volume, we will try and
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get as much run time out of that machine as possible and put
on as many zones as actually feasible, as soon as possible.

Does that answer your question?

Q

Yes, that absolutely answers my question, and let

me frame a subpiece of it in a slightly different way.

If I

wanted to know or have an estimation of how much volume that
represents, how much mail is the AFSM-100 going to process
8

for you in the test year, I could take six days a week,

9

right?

times 20 hours a day, and multiply it by 173, the

10

number of AFSM machines that will be out there in the field

11

for all of the test year, and that would be a good

12

estimation of the flat volume process by AFSMs?

13

-

--

14

Well, I am not sure how many pieces per hour you

A

are assuming.

15

Q

17,000. Give me a good number?

16

A

Again, that is throughput and some small portion

17
18

will be rejected and - -

Q

I understand, but I would like your estimate of

19

what a good number would be for that factor. You do need

20

that in the equation.

21

A

And again I would point to David Yacubucci's

22

models as being a fairly accurate representation of what

23

will happen in the test year.

24

25

Q

H i s model doesn't give me processing capacity,

does it?
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A

1

2

But his Capacity SOP factors take those items into

account, I believe.

Q

3

You think that you can back the number that I need

4

to do my calculation out of his Capacity SOP factors?

5

Probably should have asked him that.

6

A

That would be my suggestion.

7

Q

Well, shucks, he's gone. Do you have a view at

A

When working through those Capacity SOP factors

8
9

all?

10

with the processing folks, again I believe they are the most

11

accurate picture of the test year that we have currently.

12

Q

Okay, but - -

13

A

Because we have not done any particular modeling

14

that shows exactly how many pieces are we going to run by

15

site by machine.

16

Q

Right, but the general notion of the calculation

17

that I just described to you is an accurate one if I could

18

find myself a good number for the throughput?

19

give me a view of how many pieces would be processed over an

20

AFSM-100 in a test year?

21

A

That would

Then you would also have to consider things like

22

switching over schemes, so the machine isn't running. There

23

is no throughput, so if we are doing outgoing primary we

24

have to stop the machine and sweep the machine for that, so

25

that is a part of that 2 0 hours a day where the machine will
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not be running, and then setting up f o r the next managed
mail or incoming SCF sort plan, and then setting up for
multiple incoming secondaries, so there would be some other
indications that you would have to make some pretty vast
assumptions to use that approach.

Q

In addition to the ASFM-100s, the FSM-1000s are

going to be deployed in the test year, correct?
8

9
10

11

-

A

All the FSM-1000s are already deployed and will

all be there in the test year, yes.

Q

That was my point.

They are going to remain there

in the test year?

12

A

Yes.

13

Q

As far as you know?

14

A

Yes.

15

Q

And I am a little confused about the state of the
In your testimony at page 13, lines 9 through 11, do

16

881s.

17

you have that?

18

A

Yes, I do.

19

Q

You tell me that the FSMs are going to be

20

relocated to smaller sites and I take it that means in the

21

test year?

22

A

Yes.

23

Q

And then in your answer to ANM/USPS-T10-2, you say

24

25

in subpart (c)
A

--

I'm sorry, just one moment.
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1

Q

Sure, I'm sorry.

2

A

Yes?

3

Q

That the majority of the FSM-881s are expected to

4

be retired.

5

right?

6

A

L

7

8
,9

..--

That is at a time after the test year, is that

That is correct. That would be with the Phase 2

AFSM deployments.

Q

Okay, so during the test year all of the 881s are

going to remain in - -

10

A

- - operation.

11

Q

- - in force.

12

A

That is our expectation, yes.

13

Q

Okay, and your answer to ANM-T10-3, which says you

14

are studying on what to do with the FSM-881s, do you have

15

that?

16

A

Correct.

17

Q

That, too, is referring to a time further out - -

18

A

Yes.

19

Q

--

20

A

Yes, it is.

21

Q

Okay.

22

past the test year?

You were asked by us in PostCom/USPS-T10-4,

do you have that?

23

A

Yes.

24

Q

Whether the cost savings reflected by the

25

deployment of the AFSM-100 showed up in Library References
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1

126 or 127.

You say sure, they do.

2

answer to subpart (e).

I am looking to your

,-

A

3

4

Reference-126.

5

Q

No, I'm sorry, I am looking at subpart (e) - -

6

A

Yes, but that is referring to the OCRs on the 881,

7

in the main paragraph.

Q

8
9

I'm sorry, I misread my own question.

Let me ask

you the other question. What about the cost savings

10

reflected by deployment of the AFSM-100? Are they reflected

11

in 126 or 127?
A

12

.-

The OCRs on the 881 are in fact in Library

Yes, Phase 1 of the machines are located, are in

13

126 in more than one location, and there is reference also

14

to some savings in the test year for Phase 2.

Q

I'm sorry, there is reference with regard to Phase

17

A

In Library Reference-126.

18

Q

Okay, got it.

15
16

19

2

--

If I wanted to find that in 126, I

would look at page 6 of the last revision, wouldn't I?

20

A

That is one of the locations.

21

Q

If you could get there with me?

22

A

Y e s , I'm on page 6, revised April 5th version.

23

And I'm looking at the paragraph that's headed

24

Flat Sorting Machine (AFSM) 100.

25

Is that the

right place?
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A

Yes.

Q

Can you tell me - - and down in the last bits of

this, you tell me the
A

--

I just want to clarify this.

I'm not telling you

this; the Library Reference is stating it from the program
manager.
7

Q

But you know about this, don't you, or not?

8

A

I know of it, but it's not like - - again, I did

9

10

not prepare this and I did not support this entry in the
Library Reference.

Q

11

12

-

And nobody did?

Nobody supports this?

told me that he didn't, and you don't.

13

A

I did not provide Mr. Tayman

14

Q

Okay.

15

--

Well, let me ask you a question, and we'll

see whether you can answer it.

16

A

Yes.

17

Q

That's a better use of time.
There is a calculation here of savings for FY

18

19

Mr. Tayman

2000.

20

A

Yes.

21

Q

Do you know how - - and that 1 2 9 , 0 0 0 hours for

22

clerks we are told by Library Reference 1 2 6 is the result of

23

multiplying 173 machines by 745.7 hours per machine.

24

know where that last factor came from?

25

A

Do you

I'm not familiar with where all the calculations
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came from, but I do know that, again, these are averages,
and if you look at

--

in the - - in FY 2000, we know not all

173 machines are going to be deployed in FY 2000.

Q

Okay.

A

so - -

Q

Let's look at FY 2001.

out of play, because

-

So we take that problem

--

8

A

Correct.

9

Q

- - they're all going to be there in 2001, correct?

10

A

Correct.

11

Q

And here, it's showing me a gain of two-million

12

seven-one-five-thousandhours for clerks, which is 173

13

machines times

14

15,693.6 hours per machine.

--

and this number now gets much bigger - -

15

A

Yes.

16

Q

That's what Library Reference 126 tells us.

17

A

18

Q

19

20

Yes.
Can you tell us where the number 15,693.6 hours

per machine came from?
A

Again, it's my understanding that the savings are

21

based on the deployment schedule. Where that exact number

22

came from, I do not know.

23
24

25

Q

The deployment schedule has nothing to do with it,

does it, MS. Kingsley?
A

Didn't you tell me before

--

Well, the amount of savings does depend on the
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-

1

2

Q

Won't you tell me again what you told me before,

3

and that is all of the AFSM phase 1 1 0 0 s or 1 0 0 phase Is,

4

those 173 first buys,

--

5

A

Yes.

6

Q

- - they are all going to be in place for all of

7
8
9

the test year, are they not?
They are not all going to be in place for all of

A

the test year, because day 1 of the test year, we aren't

10

going to have all 1 7 3 machines, but by the end of the test

11

year, we will have all 1 7 3 machines.

12

13

-

deployment schedule.

Q

I mistook your testimony earlier.

I thought you

told me that by December, - -

14

A

Yes.

15

Q

--

16

A

Yes. And that is not the beginning of FY 2 0 0 1 .

17

Q

Oh, that's right. Certainly.

18

forgetting.

19

A

Yes.

20

Q

Okay.

21

they were all going to be on.

I keep

It's fiscal year, not calendar.
So there is a deployment effect f o r roughly

three months.

22

A

Roughly, yes.

23

Q

Yes.

Okay.

Deployment is one phenomenon. What else do you

24
25

I'm sorry.

think

--

and deployment you say has to do with the 1 5 , 6 9 3 . 6
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number?
A

I would assume so because we can't have savings

for a machine we don't have in place.

Q
number?

Perfect. What else do you think informed that
Where should I look if I want to chase that number

to its hole?
A

-

Well, I would say if you want to chase the number

8

to the hole, my personal opinion would be to take the amount

9

of total savings for 2000, the total savings for 2001, both

10

listed on page 6 of the Library Reference, then there are

11

also phase 1 savings on page 18 of that Library Reference,

12

and again, there was a revision on the April Sth,

--

13

Q

Okay.

14

A

- - and there, there is a work savings for phase 1

15

Got that.

of 1.7 million work hours.

16

Q

Right.

17

A

And another item that is not in this Library

18

Reference would be any particular savings in 2002, because

19

if we're deploying machines in 2001, obviously we hadn't had

20

a whole year to capture savings, so there will be some

21

savings in 2002 that are not in the Library Reference.

22

Q

Incremental savings, additional savings in 2002.

23

A

Yes.

24

Q

Yes.

25

But - - I appreciate all that and I could sum

all these things up and I would get the total number of
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savings, but I'm really looking for a different thing.

I'm

I

looking to understand how you got the numbers by which those
savings numbers are calculated.
I understand 173 machines, but those

173

machines

are multiplied by different factors as one goes through 126
and totes up references to AFSM 100 efficiencies, and it's
__
8

9
10
11

12

-

A

Right, based on the amount of deployment, et

cetera.

Q

Okay.

But it's the et cetera. Where else do I

need to look to understand those numbers?
A

It's my understanding these numbers were provided

13

by the program managers under Mr. Tayman's direction.

14

not familiar with all the background behind these numbers.

15

Q

Well, that's what Mr. Tayman told me, too, and I

16

appreciate that, but the numbers don't exist anyplace

17

outside the summary form in which they're presented in

18

Library Reference 126 unsponsored?

To your knowledge.

19

A

I'm looking to counsel.

20

Q

I don't want counsel's testimony.

21

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

22

BY MR. WIGGINS:

23
24

25

Q

I am

No, counsel can't testify.

Just to your knowledge
MS. DUCHEK:

--

I can't, but I did want to correct a

statement, if I could, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Wiggins said that
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126 was

--

I thought I heard him say it was unsponsored, and

I believe that's not the case.

I believe Mr. Tayman did

adopt it.
MR. WIGGINS:

Well, no one has knowledge of the

contents or those things which went into 126 unless

--

because Mr. Tayman said he did not.
BY MR. WIGGINS:
8

Q

Unless you can tell me.

9

A

Right.

10

Q

I appreciate that.

11

A

--

12

Q

I apologize if I misspoke.

And I was not a sponsor of this item or - -

or any item in the Library Reference.
I didn't realize Mr.

13

Tayman had sponsored it.

It certainly wasn't moved in in

14

the fashion that Mr. Yacobucci's stuff was moved in earlier

15

today.
But I'm just asking you, MS. Kingsley, what you

16
17

can tell me about those factors that are multiplied by 173

18

in order to determine the efficiency in terms of clerk hours

19

that we're going to enjoy by reason of the deployment of the

20

AFSM 100. That's what I'm looking for.

21

A

Okay. And again, the only additional information

22

that I had been provided was that more than half of those

23

savings would be for automating incoming secondary

24

processing.

25

are based on productivity improvements, depth of sort

And assuming

--

I am assuming that the savings
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-

1

improvements are possible.

2

reasons.

3

Q

Sure. No, analytically, I'm absolutely with you
I'm persuaded of that my own self.

4

on that.

5

figure out how you quantify it. That's what I'm trying to

6

chase after.

7

looking for the quantification.

8

9

If there was any ambiguity in my question, I'm

cannot - -

10

Q

I understand.

11

A

- - answer that.

12

Q

I understand that.

14

I'm trying to

And I did not conduct the quantification, so I

A

Take a look at your answer to PostCom/USPS-T10-3,

13

-

I mean, I'm not sure of the

please.

15

A

Yes.

16

Q

We ask you in subpart C of that question about the

17

difference in address quality between automation flats and

18

non-automation flats, and you say in your answer that I

19

would like you to focus on here, "However, I have also seen

20

automated flats all with the wrong plus four." That's

21

referring to zip plus four?

22

A

Yes.

23

Q

The last four digits in the zip, plus-four

24

A

Yes, it is.

25

Q

- - zip code.
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-

when you say all with the wrong plus four, tell me

2

would

3

what you mean by that.

4

--

A

An example would be being called over to the flat

5

sorter as a crew is seeing all of these pieces reject

6

because they don't match the sort program.

7

randomly generated numbers or they're all nines or - - it Is

8

just a few anecdotal situations where I have actually seen

9

the barcodes themselves do not have the proper plus four.

10
11

-

And do you have any notion why automated flats

1

Q

It's

--

they are

This isn't a recurring or regularly recurring

problem, it's an aberration; is that right?

12

A

Yes.

13

Q

And have you examined or sought to examine the

14
15

cause for the aberration?
A

No, I have not.

In those types of situations, we

16

generally would try and get back to the mailer and let them

17

know.

18

Q

And in subpart F of your answer, we're asking you

19

why poor address quality increases Postal Service costs, and

20

you say, "Assuming the zip code is correct, we may be unable

21

to sort to the correct carrier." Why would that be?

22

A

Well there are multiple carriers within a zip

23

code, and if it doesn't have the right directional or

24

suffix, it may be impossible to decide which carrier without

25

some kind of specific knowledge to the route that that
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1

2

should be sorted to.

Q

3

wrong address?

4

talking about?

5

A

--

Let me

No.

it would have the right zip code but the

Is that the sort of thing that you're

I am saying that the zip code may be correct,

6

but you are inferring if there was some type of address

7

quality problem.

8

Main Street and a 200 South Main Street, and there are two

9

different carriers, and the directional is missing, we don't

10
11

So, for example, if there is a

200

North

know which carrier to sort it to.

Q

Or if it's not missing, but it's simply wrong.

12

sent addressed to North Main Street something that I

13

intended for South Main Street.

14

you're talking about?

That's the kind of problem

15

A

That is possible as well, yes.

16

Q

Okay.

So that all of those infirmities of

17

address, if I read you right here, are costing the Postal

18

Service money.

19

A

To some extent.

It really depends on what the

20

problem is with the quality of the mail piece.

21

different if you don't have an apartment number versus

22

having a directional that is in a totally different zip

23

code.

24

25

Q

I

It's

Well, both of those things are going to cost you

some money, are they not,

--
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-

1

A

Yes.

2

Q

- - but different amounts of money?

3

A

Exactly.

4

Q

Okay.

5

question - - no wonder itls pretty much the same question; it

6

is the same question.
You noted or you and MS. Duchek both noted that

7

8

*_

And we asked you pretty much the same

there had been an amendment to PostCom/USPS-T10-8.

9

A

Yes.

10

Q

Could you tell me what that is?

11

A

Yes.

Let me pull it up.

On the third page of the

12

response, part C and D, where it covers what are the wage

13

levels for various clerks,

14

Q

Yes.

15

A

--

--

the hourly wage rate is a PS5 for manual and

17

manual scheme clerks, so we crossed out PS level 6 . There
mOUA\
are no level 6 &cai-aA scheme clerks. The level 6 is for

18

scheme clerks that key on flat sorters or an LSM.

16

19

Q

Good.

I appreciate that.
I have no further questions.

20

M R . WIGGINS:

21

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

Good timing because it's

We're going to take an hour, and I would

22

lunchtime.

23

appreciate it if counsel who plan to cross examine after

24

lunch could come to the front and give me a guesstimate of

25

how much time they think they're going to need on cross so
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-

1

that we can figure out how late we're going to be here

2

tonight since we're two down and ten to go.

3

So with that, we'll come back at 1 : 3 0

4

[Whereupon, at 1 2 : 3 2 p.m., the hearing recessed

5

for lunch, to reconvene this same day at 1:30 p.m.1

6
7

8
9

10
11

12
13

-

14
15

16
17

18

I

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
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A F T E R N O O N

1

S E S S I O N

I

[1:34 p.m.1

2

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN: American Business Press, I

3

presume next up.
MR. STRAUS:

Yes.

Thank you.

Whereupon,
LINDA A. KINGSLEY,
8

the witness on the stand at the time of the recess, having

9

been previously duly sworn, was further examined and

10

testified as follows:
CROSS-EXAMINATION

11

BY MR. STRAUS:

12
13

-

Q

M s . Kingsley, as I said to you two days ago, we

14

are going to just talk about one subject, which is annexes,

15

the uses of annexes. You state in your testimony that you

16

go through a significant process to decide what to do when a

17

processing plant seems to become inadequate in size. And

18

you say that you look at the cost and service impacts of the

19

various options available to you.

20

go to an annex, to either build or buy or rent an annex

21

associated with a processing plant, could you be a little

22

more specific about what costs you would look at in terms of

23

the need to add an annex?

Focusing on a decision to

24

A

Let me get to that part of my testimony here.

25

Q

Page 3 3 .
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A

Thank you.

Some of the things that we would

consider when looking at an annex, one would be location.
Is it near our existing facilities or an airport?

The

other, transportation access, because, again, that can
affect our costs, you know, if we have - - we don't want to
be driving halfway across town, for example.
Available power, and that gets to a cost for us.

-

8

An example would be delivery bar code sorters have different

9

power requirements, database requirements than some other
So, if the power doesn't

10

equipment that we may have.

11

already exist, it would be very expensive for us to prepare

12

that annex to accommodate a delivery bar code sorter,

13

especially if we might only have that annex for a short

14

period of time, like a three to five year lease.

15

Q

And you would also l o o k , I assume, at the added

16

handling costs of mail of having to handle, basically

17

processing mail in two facilities at one location, such as

18

the need to transport mail back and forth, the need to load

19

and unload mail maybe more times than you would like.

20

21
22

A

Yes.

Yes.

So we would look at the different ways

that we could handle the mail in the annex.

Q

And if a decision is made to go ahead with an

23

annex, I guess, either a related decision or an additional

24

decision is, what do you move to the annex, and what do you

25

keep in the main plant, is that right?
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A

Yes.

Q

And, again, when you are looking at the economic

effects of the decision that you have to make, are you
looking on an overall system-wide basis at the economic
effects?
Yes, we are.

Q

Let me give you an example.

Let's say that you

8

are basically down to two choices.

9

of the periodical processing to the annex, or you can move

10
11

.-

A

You can either move all

half of the Standard A processing to the annex.
A

We generally don't move just a particular class of

12

mail to an annex.

13

whatever might require a certain type of handling, or a

14

certain type of equipment, the mail that would be associated

15

with that equipment.

16

Q

It would be a particular shape or

Well, aren't there annexes where, say, for

17

example, all of the incoming primary periodical handling

18

takes place?
-

19

A

+i-

But it may be all flat processing,,takes

20

do not know of any annex that is specifically for

21

periodicals.

22

Q

place.

No, but do you know of annexes where there is some

23

flat processing taking place in the main plant, and some

24

processing taking place in the annex?

25

A

I

Yes.
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Q

1

And somebody has to make a decision about which

c

-

2

portion of the flats to move to the annex and which to leave

3

in the plant, is that right?

4

A

Correct.

5

Q

Now, if you will bear with me on this
well,

6

hypothetical, let's say that that person determines

7

let's start with the premise.

8

to an annex is going to raise Postal Service costs some and

9

your goal is to minimize that increase?

10

A

Correct.

11

Q

Okay.

--

The fact that you have to go

So, let's say that moving

--

one option

12

would be to move either most or all of the periodicals into

13

the annex, get that amount of flats out of the main plant,

14

and that would cost the Postal Service an additional $10

15

million.

16

maybe at random, or to move just Standard A, and that

17

decision would cost the Postal Service not $12 million, but

18

$10

19

equal.

20

option, I would assume, wouldn't you?

21

Another decision would be to move a mix of flats,

million, and let's hold everything else like service

A

At that point, you would go with the least expensive

Yes, but, again, in your examples, you are being

22

class specific, and in many of these cases, for example, I

23

am familiar with some annexes that do just incoming

24

secondary.

25

the carrier regardless of class. It may be specific to

So that would be all incoming secondary sorts to
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shape, like that is where we have DBCSs and it would be all
incoming secondary letters for certain zones, or it may be
flat sorter, so that is where we are doing incoming
4

5

secondary for all flats.

Q

I understand. But I assuming, we are assuming for

6

these purposes that some incoming primary flat sorting is

7

being done in the annex and some incoming primary flat

8

sorting is being done in the plant.

9

that that exists, that situation exists?

10

A

And I think you agree

I personally don't know of any of those types of

11

situations where we would have incoming processing of the

12

same shape going on in two different locations.

13

Q

So you are saying that wherever there is incoming

14

primary periodicals being sorted in an annex, all Standard A

15

incoming flats are also being sorted in the annex?

16

A

Not all, but given all the information I have on

17

where we are processing periodicals in annexes, the

18

responses back have been we are processing flats in that

19

annex, or we are processing incoming secondary flats in that

20

annex.

21

Q

22

But the response hasn't been we are processing all

flats in that annex?

23

A

In some situations, yes.

24

Q

In some.

25

A

I happen to know, Phoenix, Arizona, they have a
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separate building, and that has always been their flat
c

processing facility.

Q

Would the decision-maker ever look at the effect

of the cost increases on a class-by-class basis, or would
that examination be on a facility or Postal Service basis?
A

It would be on a facility Postal Service basis.

Q

Please look at your response to McGraw Hill

8

Question Number 7 , which would be MH/USPS-T10-7. That will

9

be the only interrogatory response I ask you to look at, so

10

you can use all of your fingers.
[Pause.I

11

-

12

A

Yes?

13

Q

In response to Parts A through C, you say that

14

there appears to be some form of periodicals processing in

15

3 4 of

the annexes.

16

A

Yes.

17

Q

Would it be true that incoming primary would be

18

performed in all of those annexes, at least incoming

19

primary?

20

A

In some situations, yes, some situations, no.

For

21

example, an annex may be handling the bundle sorting in the

22

SPBS operations.

Are you talking about bundled type situations or

23

24
25

piece handling incoming secondary, or incoming?

Q

Well, I was talking about both.

So you're
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-

1

suggesting that there may be situations where there's an

2

SPBS at the annex, which sorts the bundles and those bundles

3

are transported back the main plant for the piece

4

processing?

5

A

In some situations, yes.

6

Q

You also state in that same answer that you

7

compared the 3 4 annexes that have some periodical processing

8

with 251 plants.
How many annexes are there?

9
10

-

The information that I was able to get, I did not

A

11

add up the number of annexes, but it would be safe to say

12

that it was more than double the 3 4 provided in the

13

response.

14

Q

Is the Postal Service now undertaking any effort

15

to determine the types or quantities of mail being processed

16

in annexes?

17

that subject .
My question is, are the data being developed now?

18

19
20
21
22

You testified that you don't have any data on

A

The data being developed to determine how we

should proceed with annexes in the future?

Q

No.

You said in your response, we do not

separately track the volumes of mail processed in annexes.

23

A

Oh, correct.

24

Q

And I'm just trying to find out - - sometimes the

25

Postal Service says we don't do something when it hasn't
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quite been finished yet.

I'm just trying to find out

whether that process is underway.
A

As far as I know, there are no plans to track

volumes specifically worked in annexes.

Q

In response to Part F of that interrogatory - -

well, the question asked you whether volume growth was a
principal reason for the need for annexes, and your answer
8

says that you wouldn't say that it is the principal reason.
Would you say that it is a principal reason?

9
10

-

A

An example:

The SPBS feed systems take a fair

11

amount of space, so we didn't add the feed systems because

12

of additional volume, but we added it for other

13

efficiencies.
So that took up more floor space, so in that case,

14

15

that would be additional equipment not necessarily related

16

to volume.

17

Q

I understand that there can be more than one

18

reason for annexes, but in some cases, it can be traced to

19

load growth; can't it?

20

A

Yes.

21

Q

You say in response to Part H of that question

22

that 2 2 of the annexes have FSMs; do you see that?

23

A

Yes.

24

Q

Are all of those 2 2 among the 3 4 at which

25

periodicals are processed?
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A

1

Yes

--

well, let me

--

I do not know if those 2 2

2

exactly equate to the 3 4 , because there could be an FSM at

3

an annex that doesn't process periodicals.

Q

4

--

But we do know - - I'm sorry.

5

COURT REPORTER:

6

THE WITNESS:

7

MR. STRAUS:

8

BY M R . STRAUS:

Q

9

I didn't do a

You didn't do a what?

We didn't do a cross-check. Sorry.
I apologize.

We do know, though, that because there are 3 4

10

annexes at which periodicals are processed, and there are 2 2

11

annexes that have FSMs, there are at least 1 2 annexes at

12

which periodicals are processed that have no FSMs?
A

13
14

That is correct, but, again, the periodical

processing could be on an SPBS, and the bundle processing.

Q

15

But focusing on those at least 1 2 , you don't know
or do you know whether there are any of those at

16

whether

17

which incoming primary sortation is being done without an

18

FSM?

19
20
21
22

A

--

That, I do not know.
MR. STRAUS:

Thatls all the questions I have.

Thank you.
CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

Unless there's been some

23

agreement that I don't know about, we will hear from

24

Association of Priority Mail Users

25

agreement that I now know about.

--

ah, there is an
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1

MR. HALL:

2

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

usual you are the last to know.
It doesn't bother me too much

3

when it is in the hearing room. Mr. Hall.

4

MR. HALL: Thank you.
CROSS EXAMINATION

5

BY MR. HALL:

6
7

8

9

Q

Good afternoon, Ms. Kingsley. My name is Mike

be.

Hall, and I am going to asking you questions on behalf of
A
Keyspan Energy and Major Mailers Association.

I think we will try to begin and end on page 1 of

10

-

As

11

your testimony and I only go to page 1 to note first that

12

you have been with the Postal Service since 1985, originally

13

in a field position and then in subsequent slots where you

14

had more experience and more supervisory experience, is that

15

correct?

16

A

Yes.

17

Q

I would like to kind of compare and contrast the

18

mail processing system, especially for automation compatible

19

prebarcoded letters in the period prior to 1990 and today,

20

so I think that that would sort of coincide with your tenure

21

at the Postal Service.
Today we have, reading from your testimony,

22

23

increasing use of what are called delivery point bar code

24

sorters or BCS, is that correct?

25

A

Yes.
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1

Q

And you characterize those as the workhorse

I

2
3

machines for mail processing?
A

Yes, for letter operations.

Q

Right, and they were originally intended for a

very narrow task, but now have been - - their use has been
expanded into the incoming and outgoing primary operations
because they have so many more bins, is that correct?

-

I1

8

A

Yes, it is.

9

Q

Okay. Now one of the responses, I believe it was

10

a response to Keyspan Energy Number 6 , Interrogatory Number

11

6, you provided Library Reference-271. Do you recall that?

12

A

Yes.

13

Q

Do you have a copy of that Library Reference?

14

A

Yes, I do.

15

Q

I am going to try to do this with you in just a

16

simple, broad brush fashion here, but based on my quick

17

review of the Library Reference, I see that your DBCS Phase

18

1 deployment schedule really began in late 1991, but I guess

19

gathered strength in '92 and you have some further

20

deployment during that phase in

21

'94, is that correct?

'93

and as late as early

22

A

For Phase l?

23

Q

Yes.

24

A

Yes.

25

Q

Similarly, f o r Phase 2, it began in '93, but
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-

1

occurred mainly in '94.

2

A

Yes.

3

Q

'95 was the year for Phase 3 deployment, is that

4

correct.

5

A

To start, yes.

6

Q

And that was really one of the largest phases

7

during which these machines was deployed, wasn't it?

9

12
13

-

14
15

I really don't

remember that.

Q

10
11

I would have to check on that.

A

8

you?

Just by the weight of the paper, will that help

That's all I did.

A

It does appear that there were approximately 980

some machines in that deployment.

Q

Yes.

I think I misspoke before.

It covers both 1995

and 1 9 9 6 .

16

A

Yes, it does.

17

Q

Then in 1997, during Phase 4, you had a relatively

18

small number of machines deployed?

19

A

Yes.

20

Q

And again in 1999 - - well, I guess we skipped
There were no machines deployed in 1998, is that

21

1998.

22

correct?

23
24

25

A

Given the date in the Library Reference it appears

that is the case.

Q

Okay, and then you cranked back up in 1999 and
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1

installed a lot of machines?

2

A

Yes.

3

Q

Okay, and to add some of the later refinements to

4

Some were to replace existing machines.

existing machines as well?

5

A

Yes

6

Q

Okay.

So this DBCS deployment schedule, you

7

didn't have DBCSs in the field in any meaningful numbers

8

prior to

1990?

9

A

That is correct.

10

Q

And during that period you had what you call the

11

generation earlier machine, the MPBCS, is that right?

12

A

Yes, the Mail Processing Bar Code Sorter.

13

Q

Which has fewer bins - -

14

A

Yes, it does.

15

Q

- - and also a much fewer number of machines that

16

were ever deployed, less than 1500, right?

17

A

Correct.

18

Q

Now we asked you in one interrogatory about the

19

deployment schedule for the MPBCS and I believe you

20

indicated it began more than 10 years ago and you didn't

21

really have a deployment schedule.
Let me ask you, do you know when that deployment

22
23

24
25

ended or would you have some feel for that?
A

I am not quite sure of the timing but it would

have probably been the early ' 9 0 s that it was completed.
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Q

And basically when you started to deploy the DBCS

you halted deployment of the MPBCS, is that correct?
It would have been about that timeframe, yes

A

There may have been a little overlap, but I would not expect
much.

Q

Okay.

Prior to 1990 the notion of bar coding was

just beginning to gather force, wasn't it?

-

8

A

Yes.

9

Q

And obviously since 1990 we have had a - -

10

A

Well, I guess I should ask you what you mean by
I mean at that point in time we were doing a

11

gather force.

12

fair amount of incoming secondary in 1990. We had started

13

sector segmenting. We hadn't started DPS yet.

14

Q

Right, but the proliferation of the machines to

15

process bar coded mail really gathered force, to use a

16

non-technical term, since 1990?

17

A

Yes.

18

Q

I have a couple of questions for you on the

19

Library Reference itself, if you could just help me out with

20

some of the - - if you turn, for example, to Deployment

21

Schedule 1 and tell me what the column headings mean, for

22

example.

I think I can understand "site"

23

locations

--

24

A

Yes.

25

Q

--

--

those are city

SN, is that the code for the particular
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1

2

A

I do not believe it is a facility code.

To me it

3

looks like it is related to the bar code sorter itself,

4

because they run in sequence with the deployment dates.

5

-

facility?

Q

Okay. Now when you get to the Schedule 4, you

6

start to provide a little more information about the

7

machines that are going in.

8

date and acceptance date, I guess, but you indicate the

9

area.

Not only do you have delivery

Is that the meaning of the fourth column over, area?

10

A

Yes.

11

Q

That means like HQ is Headquarters?

12

A

Correct. AL would be Allegheny; GL, Great Lakes.

13

We have 11 areas that we geographically divide the country

14

and MA would be MidAtlantic.

15

Q

Okay, and then are these all in what type of

Is that what they are, they are going

16

processing plant?

17

into processing plants as opposed to delivery offices or

18

A

The majority of DBCSs are in plants.

There are

19

some in delivery units, in large delivery units.

20

few actually in some AMFs.

21

Q

We have a

And I guess when we get to Phase 5, I have

22

everything I need to know including the physical address

23

that I want to v i s i t ; is that correct?

24

A

Yes.

25

Q

And I have a zip+4 code, which is important.
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A

If you're delivering the piece of equipment, it

Q

Right.

is.
Is Library Reference 271, one of the ones

that you have sponsored so far?
A

It was provided to me by Engineering in response

to one of the interrogatories, yes.

Q

But you're familiar with everything in there?

8

A

The basics.

9

Q

Right.
MR. HALL:

10

Mr. Chairman, I'd like to have that

11

Library Reference entered into evidence, if we could,

12

please?

13

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

Counsel?

14

MS. DUCHEK: Mr. Chairman, I think because it is

15

referenced in an interrogatory response, you had stated

16

yesterday and there was no disagreement, that those are sort

17

of deemed automatically in evidence. Witness Kingsley did

18

not have any initial Library References with her testimony

19

that needed to be moved in.

20

MR. HALL:

That's fine.

21

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

So it's in evidence, but it's

22

not sponsored by this witness, unlike the others that we

23

entered in earlier today.

24
25

MR. HALL:

I understand.

I think she's answered

all the questions I needed to have answered, and I'll accept
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those answers.
BY MR. HALL:

Q

So, to continue, basically, the processing

environment is a lot different today than it was ten years
ago?

7

-

A

Yes

Q

And as part of that, you've evidenced in response,

~

8

I believe, to our Keystone Interrogatory Number 6, as well,

9

in Part C , the percentage of letters that are finalized on

10

automation for incoming secondary operations; that's one

11

measure of change; isn't it?

12

A

Yes.

13

Q

Now, you've indicated there that you don't have

14

information going back past earlier than 1995.
Did you look in the earlier cases, perhaps where

15

16

you testified?

17

there?

18

A

Wouldn't some information be gleaned from

We had a lot of different types of information,

19

but it wasn't all in the same format, or giving us the same

20

information for this series of time.

21
22

23

So we just provided the answers that specifically

responded to the question.
But if the intent is, can we see the progression

24

from that time of the amount of volume we've automated, I

25

would say yes.
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Q

Good. And you could - -

L

MR. HALL:

Is counsel willing to provide that for

the record, or should I perhaps address that to you, Mr.
Chairman?
MS. DUCHEK:

Oh.

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:
MS. DUCHEK:

I need to clarify exactly what you're

8

requesting. I thought that MS. Kingsley was just giving you

9

a response that she only provided certain information in

10

response to this interrogatory because the earlier

11

information was different than what you had requested.
THE WITNESS:

12
13

-

It's on the record now.

MR. HALL:

Could I have an apples-to-slightly

different kind of apples
comparison?
What kind of - __
THE WITNESS:

16
17

It

was not - - we could not have an apples-to-apples comparison.

14
15

It was in a different format.

,

I think we could provide

lines.
MS. DUCHEK:

18

We'll attempt to do that.

I just

19

wanted to make the record clear as to exactly what it was

20

that Mr. Hall was requesting.

21

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

22

MR. HALL:

23

BY MR. HALL:

24

25

Q

Our seven-day rule will hold.

Great, thank you.

And, for example, I see that between 1995 and

1999, the fiscal years, you saw an increase in the
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percentage finalized, going from 78 percent to 93 percent.
That was a rather substantial increase in terms of your
world, the processing of letter-shaped mail, right?
A

Yes.

Q

And so would we have expected maybe 20, 25 percent

increase, would we have expected something like that if we
went back another four years?

9

A

I'm not sure, but that is feasible.

Q

Okay, now, when you come to the test year in this

10

case, you have a figure of 94.1 percent, and you provided

11

that also in response to a DMA interrogatory.
Can I ask you, is the 94.1 percent figure that you

12
13

provided there, is that 94 percent of all letter-shaped

14

First Class pieces, or is it something else?

15

A

I'm not sure if you had mentioned class in there,

16

but that would be what portion of all of our letters are we

17

actually finalizing on automation.

18
19
20

Q

Actually, I did use the class there, First Class,

and I'm dealing with letter-shaped.
A

So it would be all letters.

It would not be 91

21

percent of First Class, it would be 94.1 percent of all

22

letters, we are planning to finalize on automation to

23

incoming secondary by the test year.

24
25

Q

Okay, but would it - - if we were looking at just

First Class, would it probably be the same percentage?

.-
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1

2
3
4

A

Class, I would think that's consistent.

Q

Right. And what percentage of that 9 4 percent of

First Class letter-shaped pieces are automation-compatible?
I'm sorry, what percent - - what is the total

5
6

percent of all First Classvpieces that are

7

automation-compatible?

8
9

10
11

-

Since the vast majority of letters are First

A

I don't have the answer to that question.

I

haven't done a study to know.

Q

Does it exist in there, in the world of the Postal

Service in the great headquarters somewhere?

12

A

Not that I know of.

13

Q

Okay.

14

A

And I'm not quite sure of your definition of

15

automation compatibility, because there are times that we

16

receive a piece that it does not l o o k automation compatible.

17

And as I have mentioned in my testimony, we have some

18

tabbing machines in some locations for us to increase the

19

amount of volume that's automation-compatible.
So there would have to be some sort of distinction

20

21
22

as well as to the - -

Q

I'm not really talking about pieces that you then

23

make automation-compatible through the various systems that

24

you discussed in your testimony.

25

that start out.

I'm talking about the ones
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A

I do not know what that percentage is, and I don't

know if that exists.

Q

Okay. Now, if you will look at your responses to

Keyspan Energy's questions 1 and 5 .
A

Yes.

Q

There we have asked you certain questions about

culling out certain letter shaped mail by weight, and your
8

-

answer is basically that we don't do it, correct?

9

A

Correct.

10

Q

And, so, you do have machines that cull out, we

ni

will call it, for purposes of this question, nonconforming

i2

pieces based on shape, for example.

13

A

That is correct.

14

Q

And you are very concerned about that problem in

15

terms of processing, is that right?

16

A

That is correct.

17

Q

But weight is not such a problem for you?

18

A

For letters, that generally is not the issue.

19

Q

Right.

20

21

And part of the reason is that there are

so few heavy letters, isn't that right?

A

The reason of what?

I mean the reason our

22

equipment can't handle it is the throughput that these

23

pieces go through in AFCS or in OCR, there is no way we

24

could physically measure the weight of each individual

25

piece, unlike you are feeding one piece onto a parcel
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sorter, it is much easier to weigh each individual piece.

Q

But in the overall scheme of things, the weight of

the pieces doesn't cause you that much concern when you are
running your machines, is that correct?

For this, we have

been talking about First Class letter shaped mail.
A

'6

7

It is hard to get a very heavy letter

into letter dimensions.

Q

8

-

Correct.

Right. As a matter of fact, we have checked,

9

based on one of Witness Daniel's Library References, and I

10

believe it is Library Reference 91, and determined that 99

11

--

12

piece letters and First Class presort letters weigh not more

13

than 3 ounces.

we will just call it 99.7 percent of First Class single

14

A

Okay.

15

Q

So that is sort of getting onto Ivory soap

16

standards, or exceeding them, isn't it?

17

A

Yes.

18

Q

Thank you. Now, if you could turn to your

19

response to Keyspan Interrogatory 3.

20

discussing the likelihood, and I am referring specifically

21

to part (b), the likelihood of a recipient with a unique 11

22

digit zip code that consistently receives 5,000 or more

23

letters a day, getting a final separation to his address in

24

the incoming secondary sortation, and your answer is that it

25

would be very likely.

There you are

That would also be true of a unique
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nine digit Business Reply Mail customer, wouldn't it?
A

Correct.

Q

And in terms of a Business Reply Mail customer

that is a high volume user, high enough to have a unique
five digit zip code, it is possible that they would get
their final sortation to the addressee in the incoming
primary, isn't it?
8
9

10

-

A

I believe Keyspan Number

4 talks about what volume level justifies an incoming

primary sort. Even though - -

11

Q

12

there.

13

A

14

Not at the 5,000 pieces.

For an eleven digit, I think we are discussing

Yes. And that would be the same, though, for a

unique nine.

15

Q

And a unique five?

16

A

And possibly a unique five.

17

Q

But, for example, you don't have to have large,

18

exceptionally large volumes to get a unique five digit zip

19

code, do you?

20

A

Yes, you do.

21

Q

Doesn't this Commission have a unique five digit

22

zip code?

23

A

Yes, it does.

24

Q

And although I know we are keeping them very busy

25

today, I don't think we could put them on the 20,000 piece
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per day level, although I have been trying.
A

For a customer to justify a five digit unique, I

have been at a plant when we have requested that for a
customer, and it was denied because they did not have enough
volume.

So, generally, to justify a five digit for a

customer, it has to be volume warranted, as well as what
kind of zip codes are available in that zip range.

Q

8

9
10

or the incoming secondary, but we have a relatively large
volume, say, 5,000 pieces a day, - COMMISSIONER LeBLANC:

11
12

-

Now, whether it gets done in the incoming primary

you.

13

MR. HALL:

14

BY MR. HALL:

15

Pull the mike closer to

Q

Oh, sure.

I am so lost in my own question here.

Let me

--

16

now let me just start again.

17

volume of Business Reply Mail, and it gets sorted to the

18

addressee in either the incoming primary, because he has got

19

sufficient volume to get himself a unique five digit zip

20

code, which I guess is part of the nine digit zip code he

21

gets as a BRM customer, is that right?

22

works?

23

A

24
25

If we have a relatively large

Is that how that

Are you asking that for every BRM piece, is there

a unique five?

Q

No.

Every BRM piece has a unique nine, is that

.-
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correct?
c

A

It should, yes.

Q

That‘s right. And, in addition, if the customer

is large enough, he will have a unique five digit zip code.
He may have other digits that end up totalling up to nine,
but he has got five. And, so, for example, if he has got
enough volume, he will end up getting the mail sorted to him
8

in the incoming primary?
A

9

4

says, on the incoming

10

primary, that generally is 20,000 pieces per day on average,

11

to justify a holdout there.

Q

12

.-...

And, again, as Question

Right.

And I am sort of going beyond that and

13

saying, whatever volume it is, and if it is relatively

14

large, say, 5,000 or 20,000, and it comes out

15

addressed to the final addressee in either the incoming

16

primary or the incoming secondary, it is then put in trays,

17

is it not?

18

A

Yes.

19

Q

To go
to the PDU or the Postage
Due Unit?
-

20

A

Yes, unless the

-

--

comes

I am familiar with the

21

old - - the old software version where we would run the BRM

22

on-

23

‘bRprMsG,

on the b a r code sorters, to do the mail counts.

Q

You are almost getting me back to page 1. But let

So, and where

BlrArrl+

is done, you would have

24

me just wait.

25

the final piece count as a result of the BRAMIS program,

Bftpsms
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1

2

A

3

Q

And -R.RAKES still operates?

4

A

I am sure some form of it does somewhere.

5

Q

Okay.

And another means of providing a count that

6

will be used by the PDU is the end of run report, is that

7

correct?

8
9

10
11

12
13

-

right?

14

A

Yes, but, again, depending on where it is pulled

off, that would mean an end of run report from each machine
that that was run on.

Q

Right.

And then those are physically put with the

trays that then go to the PDU, is that correct?
A

&I.-?.AV&

Are you talking specifically BRAW-6 or any sort

plan?

15

Q

16

the moment.

17

A

I am talking about EOR, or End of Run reports at
Those are simply counts.

For example, an incoming primary End of Run report

18

would not be provided to a delivery unit in the case of a

19

unique five digit.

20

Q

Would an incoming secondary End of Run?

21

A

We generally only provide End of Run reports for

22
23

24
25

D P S runs to the delivery units.

Q

But where is the

--

okay.

And the D P S is in the

incoming secondary?
A

Correct.
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Q

It is a sub

A

Right.

It is a sub set of incoming secondary.

Q

Right.

Okay. And now let's actually get back to

--

sub-version?

4

page 1, if we could, of your testimony. At some point you

5

cut your teeth out in Denver, is that right?
Yes, I worked in the Western Area Office in

6

A

7

Denver

8

Q

And that was in about 1993, is that right?

9

A

Yes, that is when I started at the Western Area.

10

Q

And you are familiar with the processing

11

12
13

14

operations that went on there at that time?
A

A little bit, I didn't
lla*&

plant in '93

Q

Are you generally familiar with the fact that they
-

15

processed a large volume of

16

facility?

17
18

my time in the

A

BRM through that

I am familiar that they have a customer, a very.

large

customer, BRM customer in that area.

19

Q

And that is a large customer with many accounts?

20

A

Yes.

21

Q

Okay. And, so, the mail would have been processed
-

22
23

in Denver on
A

.

equipment down to the addressee level?

I believe so, but I am not quite sure. At some

24

point I think a bar code sorter was provided to a facility

25

closer to that customer and it was done specifically at the
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Denver plant.

Q

And that was Boulder, right?

A

[Nods yes.]

Q

Right.
THE REPORTER:
THE WITNESS:

That's a yes?
Yes.

Sorry.

BY MR. HALL:
8
9

Q

But when it was processed in Denver, in the

timeframe that you were there, it would have been processed

10

down to the addressee level and then simply delivered out to

11

Boulder for pickup?

12
13

A

that they followed for that customer.
MR. HALL:

14

15

I am not that familiar with the exact procedures

have.

Okay. Those are all the questions I

Thank you very much.

16

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

17

Next we have - - unless there is yet another

18

agreement, the Association of Priority Mail Users and

19

perhaps others. We are five down and seven to go. Do you

20

want to change the box score significantly, Mr. Olson?

21
22

M R . OLSON:

Thank you, Mr. Hall.

Within 3 0 minutes we hope to knock

down three more.

23

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN: And they are?

24

MR. OLSON: APMU, District-Mystic-Cox and ValPak.

25

And I want to thank Messrs. Bergin and Baker and Costich and
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1

McKeever for their indulgence so I can make the game.

2

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN: This is the game.

3

[Laughter.I

4

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

CROSS EXAMINATION

5

BY MR. OLSON:

6
7

I

But not your son's game.

Q

M S . Kingsley, I would like to begin with some

8

questions for the Association of Priority Mail Users and ask

9

you to take a look at your response to APMU-1.

10

A

Yes.

11

Q

And I just have some questions to clarify some of

12

your responses beginning with question A.

You had indicated

13

that - - we were asking about the situation that has

14

eventuated since June of ' 9 8 when the last of the ten PMPCs

15

came on line in the PMPC network, and we're asking, as you

16

will recall, about the effect that might have on freeing up

17

space and mail-processing equipment in the Northeast and

18

Florida for other classes of mail.

Do you recall that?

19

20

A

Yes.

21

Q

Okay. And you answered that there was

--

skipping

22

over the part about space, you said the space needs for rack

23

and tub setups may have been reduced; however, most

24

facilities still must remain - - I'm sorry - - still must

25

maintain priority mail operations for late-arriving mail.
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Could you explain to me what happens in the PMPC

1

2

network for late-arriving mail?

3

mail being handled both in the PMPC network and the

4

duplicate, redundant system - - not redundant necessarily,

5

but a backup system for late-arriving mail?

6

An example that the Northeast area shared with me

7

was, for example, in I believe it is Boston, they have a

8

critical entry time for the PMPCs of like 2100.

9

priority mail that arrives at the facility after that, the

So any

10

PMPCs are not required to sort and to make service on.

11

we internally are sorting that information

12

and trying to get them home.

13
I

A

In other words, is priority

Q

--

So

those pieces

Do you know if that's being done within the

14

entirety of the Northeast and Florida areas where the PMPCs

15

operate?

16

A

Yes, but they would each probably have different

17

critical entry times, so there are some facilities I know

18

that have later critical entry times, such as 2 3 0 0 .

19

Q

Do you have any ideas on the volume of priority

20

mail that goes through that normal Postal channels as

21

opposed to the PMPC network?

22

A

No, I do not have that information.

23

Q

You then provided an attachment which is your

24

designated first attachment. Did you create that attachment

25

for us or did you have that?
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1

A

That was created for yourinterrogatory.

2

Q

Thank you.

What I want to do is ask you to help

3

me understand it to be able to figure out what to compare,

4

because you compare SBPS and FSM 1000 utilization by volume,

5

and then you have plants affected before and after

6

implementation versus plants unaffected, and I'm trying to

7

figure out which columns to compare.
Could you first just read to me what the

8
9

10
11

abbreviations mean at the top of the page for each of the
columns?
A

All right. The first column is PMPC, and it's

12

basically separating out all the plants supported by a PMPC

13

versus those not supported by a PMPC, and it separates FSM

14

1000 versus SPBS.

Then the next column talks about fiscal year and

15
16

what accounting period, and then mixed would be volumes that

17

weren't necessarily tracked by class.

18

of volume on that piece of equipment, and then in some cases

19

where we did have class separate, preferential, priority,

20

standard, and then it goes for the fiscal years across the

21

top, from '97 to 2000.

22

23
24

25

Q

That would be a mix

So mixed is a total of preferential, priority and

standard?
A

It could be anything.

It could be standard E . it

could be periodicals, it could the anything.
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1

2
3

Oh.

In other words, it's everything other than

preferential, priority and standard?
A

It's the volume that they could not or for some

4

reason did not hold out separate.

5

SPBS, we have a separate priority mail sort plan, so it was

6

easier to sort - - hold out what were the priority volumes

7

run on the SPBS during that time.

8
9
10

Q

So for example on the

But they're all zeros there pretty much under FSM

1 0 0 0 until you get to a particular accounting period in '97,

correct?

11

A

Correct.

12

Q

I take it something changed to begin to record

13

-

Q

14

priority at that point?
A

One, we did not

--

we just started deploying the

15

FSM 1000s at the very end of calendar year '96, so for all I

16

know, it may not have been available at that site.

17

a l s o started the PMPCs during FY '97, I believe.

Plus we

18

Q

What does preferential mean?

19

A

I would assume preferential is first class and

20
21

Express?

express, but I'm just assuming there.

Q

If that's not correct and you could let us know, I

22

would be grateful.

It's hard sometimes to read these charts

23

that have abbreviations at column heads, and the one that we

24

provided the reporter is the only one we had, but some of

25

the gray scaling shows up as black.
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1

A

Okay.

2

Q

so

3

A

I could get back to you on that, - -

4

Q

Thank you.

5

A

- - the definition.

6

Q

Is it true, then, that with respect to the plants

--

7

that are affected or unaffected by the PMPC network, that in

8

--

9

that the ' 9 7 period might be a pre-PMPC network period,

since they - - all ten were up and running in June of '98,

10

fiscal ' 9 7 ?

11

A

Well, there was a phase-in of the PMPCs, so - -

12

Q

Right, the ramp-up period.

13

A

Right.

14

Q

But, I mean, you have only given us '97 through

15

2000, which is a partial year, and I'm just trying to figure

16

out what to compare to see the effect of the utilization of

17

the machines.

18

for full-year data, anyway, to compare '97 versus ' 9 9 ?

19

A

Do you think the best thing would be to - -

I think the intent was to show you the difference

20

between PMPC-supported plants and non-PMPC supported plants.

21

So they would have similar growth trends possibly or

22

whatever, and it might be a more apt comparison.

23

Q

Well, I guess that's

--

what do you think is the

I've just - - I appreciate the data

24

way to read this, then?

25

and your developing it, and I'm just trying to figure out
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1

how to compare the effect of utilization of the FSM 1000 and
the SPBS’s in affected and non-affected plants, and I ‘ m not
sure which numbers you think most useful to compare in the
chart.

A

The questions you had asked were whether we could

specify the extent of transferring priority mail to the PMPC
had to generate space on flat-sorting machines or SPBs, and,
8

again, we had no data specific to that.

9

could think of that might attempt to answer your question

10
11

The only data we

would be what was provided here in the attachment.

Q

Well, these are volume data, and I ’ m n o t sure how

12

to compare them since the volumes could fluctuate based on

13

factors other than the fact that the PMPC network went into

14

effect.

15

A

Correct.

But you can see some trends.

You can

16

see how on the FSM 1000 the PMPC plants do not have a lot of

17

priority mail volume on the FSM 1000s while there is a very

18

significant portion that shows up in the non-PMPC supported

19

plants, just as the - - not only the FSM 1000, but even

20

looking at the SPBS’s SPBS volumes, there’s a dramatic

21

difference between the two.

22
23

Q

Okay.

And are you comparing ‘97 versus ‘ 9 9 or

comparing each year, the affected versus unaffected?

24

A

Each year affected versus unaffected.

25

Q

Okay.

In your response to Section D of that
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1

question, you had a sentence I want to question, and we had

2

asked you to specify the extent to which the transfer of

3

priority mail processing to the PMPC network has helped to

4

increase on-time delivery performance of mail processed in

5

the Northeast and Florida, and your response in the first

6

two sentences was, "The PMPC contract was awarded as a pilot

7

test of an approach for improving the service delivery for

8

priority mail.

9

improvements in priority mail with the PMPCs compared to the

10

rest of the network, any theoretical benefit to other

11

classes . .

,

would be incidental."

First of all, with respect to that, when you say

12

-

Though there has been measurable

13

compared to the rest of the network, what do you mean by the

14

rest of the network?
A

15
16

The rest of the Postal processing network for

priority mail.

17

Q

So anything other than the PMPC network?

18

A

That is what I meant by that statement.

19

Q

Okay.

It's just when we use the word network in

20

the same sentence for two purposes, I just wanted to clarify

21

that.

But it makes sense that way.
And you talk about measurable improvements. Could

22

measurable improvements are things that can be

23

you

24

quantified. What evidence do you have

25

--

--

MS. DUCHEK: Excuse me, Mr. Chairman.
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this is - - the follow-up right along these lines is the
subject of an outstanding objection by the Postal Service.
APMU filed number 2, which asked pretty much that same
question, if I'm not mistaken, and we objected to it.
MR. OLSON:

Well, I'm asking about 1, and if you

want to object to the oral question, that's fine, but my
question is to find out what you meant by measurable
8

improvements.
CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN: Are you objecting to

9

-

10

MS. DUCHEK: Yes, I am, Mr. Chairman.

11

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

!

You're objecting to a

12

definition of the phrase - - term "measurable improvement" on

13

the grounds that that language was contained in a previous

14

interrogatory to which you filed an objection?
MS. DUCHEK: Yes.

15

I

--

Is that

--

If she can give just her

16

definition of what she meant by "measurable", that would be

17

fine, but we don't want to go further than that because of

18

the outstanding objection.
CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN: Well, let's see

19

--

I mean,

20

that's what you're after, a definition of "measurable", and

21

then let's see what happens after that and we'll worry about

22

whether we're treading on the objectionable interrogatory or

23

not.

24

25

MR. OLSON:

May I say just for the record that I

have not yet received that objection, nor did I know it was
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filed. I know that the response to question APMU 2 is not
due until tomorrow and we hadn't noticed whether you had
objected within the ten-day period.
MS. DUCHEK:

But

--

It was filed on Tuesday and I believe

that was within the ten-day period.
MR. OLSON:

No, no question that it was; I just

remarked that it - - I wasn't aware you had objected.
CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN: We're all having difficulty

8

9

keeping up with the flow of paper and there have been a slew

10

of objections and motions to compel and new Library

11

References and all kinds of interesting things that are

12

stacked up in my in-box, perhaps in yours, too.
MR. OLSON:

13

-

Well, there will be one more motion.

14

But let me go ahead and see if we can at least clarify the

15

term "measurable improvements".
BY MR. OLSON:

16
17

Q

What did you mean by measurable improvement?

18

A

It was my understanding, working with some of our

19

PMPC Postal coordinators, that the service within the PMPC

20

network was at a higher level than the priority outside of

21

the PMPC network.

22
23
24
25

Q

Okay.

And where did that information come from?

MS. DUCHEK: Mr. Chairman, this is where the
interrogatory comes in and we start objecting.
CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN: Well, we'll leave it for some
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motion practice, I guess.
interrogatory up.

I have not brought the

If you have it in front of you and you

want to try and dance around it a little bit, if you

--

I

don't know whether you agree that what you're asking now is
part of an interrogatory that we now know an objection has
been filed to.
MR. OLSON:

7

I

Mr. Chairman, it's clear that this was

8

redundant to interrogatory 2A that counsel advised me Postal

9

Service has objected to.

I would say that I don't know

--

10

I'm trying to find out what the basis is and they don't want

11

to disclose the numbers, and that's going to be the basis of

12

the motion practice.

13

allowing the discovery, there may be a need to recall the

14

witness, but that always exists.

15

questions to ask other than the source of the information.

I think if the order is granted

I don't know any other

I assume counsel is advising she'll object to each one of
them.
MS. DUCHEK:

18

I believe that's correct, and I would

19

point out that our objection, although you haven't received

20

it, Mr. Olson, generally follows along the identical lines

21

to the objection to very similar if not identical questions

22

you asked of Witness Robinson.

23

MR. OLSON:

24

BY MR. OLSON:

25

Q

I look forward to reading it.

Let me ask you to take a look at some of the rest
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of that.

You provide what you call the second attachment.

You have EXFC scores.

I guess EXFC scores we can discuss

even if we can't talk about priority mail processing center
scores.

B u t can you tell me, first of all, is this

something you also generated just for us, this Attachment 2 ?
A

Yes.

Q

Okay.

I'm trying again here to

8

9

-

Thank you again.
--

this one, I think it's

better to compare between the pre-PMPC era of Fiscal '97 and

10

the post-PMPC era of Fiscal '99, and I wonder if you think

11

that's a reasonable conclusion.

12

A

Yes.

13

Q

In terms of the dates you've given us, that's

14

probably the most legitimate comparison, would it not be?

15

A

I believe so.

16

Q

Okay.

Could you, just again because the last row

17

is obliterated by the gray shading on page 2 of attachment

18

2 , could you just read across the numbers that appear in the

19

twelve columns very quickly for us?

20

headings; I think if you just gave us the numbers in order

21

__

22

A

Okay, but on page 2

23

Q

Yes.

24

A

--

25

Q

Yes.

You don't need

--

of 2?
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A

So

was 9 2 . 9 1 ;

for ' 9 7 , the cumulative was 9 1 . 4 7 ;

for ' 9 9 , 9 3 . 2 1 ;

and for 2 0 0 0 , 9 3 . 5 2 .

all overnight. For the two-day, 7 6 . 4 9 ;
The three-day, 7 6 . 9 6 ;

Q

80.64;

84.93;

82.07;

for ' 9 8 , it
Those were
86.18;

84.47.

and 8 1 . 4 4 .

Okay. Thank you.
Changing to District Mystic-Cox, I would like to

ask you a couple of questions.

.-

8

Are you aware of the Presiding Officer's

9

Information Request Number 4 relating to unit mail

10

processing and city carrier in-office cost for letters,

11

flats and parcels?

12

A

Yes.

13

Q

Did you help prepare the response for that or are

14

you familiar with the response?
A

15
16

I did not help prepare the response for that, but

I have read the response.

Q

17

Okay. And are you

--

have you ever had occasion

18

to look at - - I know you're an operations witness, but to

19

l o o k at the unit costs of parcel handling over time?

20

A

Let me pull out that response.

21

Q

Well, actually, I'm referring to a motion that's

22

pending before the Commission and some charts that we

23

appended to the motion which have to do with mail processing

24

and city carrier in-office unit costs from Fiscal ' 9 0 to

25

'98,

and I don't know if you have ever seen that, those
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charts. Have you?
A

I don't seem to have them here, but yes.

Q

Okay.

Let me just say in brief that they show for

standard A regular commercial an increase in unit parcel
handling costs from 15.3 to 22.9 cents, and those are wage
level adjusted, so we're dealing with apples and apples, I
7

think.
Do you have any thoughts as to underlying reasons

8

9
10
11

12

for that increase that could be operational?
So the 22.9 was the FY '99 mail processing and

A

in-office costs or just the mail processing?

Q

No, it's combined mail processing plus in-office,

13

and actually what that is, to be more specific, is a

14

three-year moving average which we did to round it out, and

15

to show

16

not asking you to speak to the validity of those numbers,

17

but rather to just assume them for the moment and if that

18

were demonstrated, that those costs were accurate, and they

19

come right from the Postal Service's filing in response to

20

P O I R Number 4, but if they were accurate, would you have any

21

operational spin you could put on this as to why parcel unit

22

costs might be increasing in that fashion?

23

A

--

to avoid some annual variations, and I am really

I happened to bring a little sample here of what a

24

typical Standard A parcel might be and again I am not an

25

expert in delivery, but sometimes Standard A parcels are
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1

difficult to fit into like apartment-size mailboxes, compact

2

disks, for example.
You can bend and fold a flat, but something like

3
4

this may have to be left notice.

5

Another delivery-related item might be the case

6

holdouts for the carrier's case are usually about an inch

7

thick and usually that section in vertical flats casing may

8

be two different addresses, so a piece like this - - I mean

9

that fills up the whole slot and that means there's nothing

10

else we can put in there, so frequently the delivery side,

11

this is kind of like an irregular parcel, and it is kind of

12

set aside and then collated in later.

13

Q

If I could hand you a ruler, if you don't have

14

one, if you could give us the dimensions of the box you are

15

referring to.

16
17

A

record, we should all state that it is a video box.
It is

18
19
20
21
22
23

If I could add here, perhaps to clarify the

7

and a quarter by an inch and an eighth by

4 and an eighth.

Q

And what did you say was the width of a flats

case?
A

Usually the holdouts for a carrier case is one

inch.

24

Q

So you are saying that would not fit in at all?

25

A

Correct.
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Q

Okay.

A

In the average holdout.

Q

My question originally was as to what processing

costs might have been incurred now that were not being
incurred before and if there were changes in processing that
could account for that increase in unit cost, and you
described a change in mail mix, is that what your theory is?
8
9

A

For example, the carriers today sort flats

into a vertical flats case with those holdouts.
In the early ' 9 0 s they I believe just started

10

I

No.

11

implementing the vertical flats case, so going back to that

12

time they had the wider horizontal slots so something like

13

this they could put on top and then collate it in with the

14

flats afterwards, so they may have handled it differently

15

because of vertical flats casing.

16

Processing-wise, if this is presented to a BMC as

17

a machinable parcel, there should not have been any change.

18

We did not change our parcel sorting, processes, or depth of

19

sorts or anything else during that timeframe.

20

Q

If I were to tell you that in Fiscal '93, again on

21

a three year moving average, that the cost was 1 6 . 1 cents

22

and now is 2 2 . 9 cents, that ' 9 4 would be after the

23

implementation of the vertical flats casing, correct?

24

A

Correct.

25

Q

So that wouldn't explain that away.
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A

No, it would not, unless there was more vertical

.-

flats casing as a result of more DPS volume or something.

Q

Do you know when vertical flats casing was fully

deployed as a technology?
A
of

'93,

Q

s o it should have been full up by then.
So I guess I am struggling with trying to find

8

what could be driving the costs, and it seems to me that the

9

choices are operations, change in mail mix, or change in

10
11

I

It was before we implemented DPS in the beginning

costing. Can you think of any other options?
A

There are things like the amount of drop ship

I don't know how much was DBMC than versus today, so

12

entry.

13

obviously DBMC should be a lower cost.

14

average weight.

15
16

17
18

Q

Don't know the

The average weight of the piece would - -

But that would drive the cost down, would it not,

if it was destination entered?
A

Correct.

I am just saying I don't know the amount

of destination entry in those two comparisons - -

19

Q

Right.

20

A

--

Thank you.

to decide.

The other point is, if I recall,

21

Standard A parcels would probably also include ECR or

22

merchandise sample type parcels and those are a different

23

type of impact sometimes on the delivery unit if every stop

24

almost has this sample that is an awkward box, versus just

25

getting a couple of these during the day, so I don't know
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1

2

Q

Actually I didn't give you the ECR numbers.

They

3

go up from 6.8 cents to 64.1 cents so I haven't even dealt

4

with that issue, but anything else for Standard A regular

5

commercial that you can think of, any other changes?

6

A

Unless some of the pieces that technically could

7

qualify for an automation bar code flat rate and were

8

prepared as flats and then, you know, lost bundle integrity

9

or we were opening up those packages and sorting them

10

individually - - because this is not something we generally

11

process on the FSM-1000 even though it physically meets the

12

machinability requirements.

13
1

what portion might have been ECR during that time period.

Q

And if the First Class parcel costs increase

14

comparably, any thoughts as to what could be driving that

15

different than what you have already described?

16

A

I believe the First Class parcel volume is

17

generally there is not a lot of First Class parcel volume,

18

and so my guess is it does not justify an SPBS handling, for

19

example, and - - it is very time-consuming to set up racks

20

and things like that to sort basically what little of this

21

we have today, whereas in the past sometimes we would throw

22

all these little, teeny-tiny bundles that we would sort off

23

of an LSM. Before we would put them into trays we used to

24

sort those in with all these little spurs going to far-flung

25

places that we didn't have enough volume to justify a tray
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and it was before this timeframe though as well.

Q

Well, I'd like to give you an A for anticipating

questions, and providing questions, unless you have one for
every possible question up there.
A

I have several.
[Laughter.I
BY MR. OLSON:

8
9

10

Is there anything else you want to demonstrate for

A

Not at this time, thank you.

US?

11

[Laughter.I

12

BY MR. OLSON:

13
.-.

Q

Q

I do want to say that I thought - - not that you

14

care, but you had spectacular testimony, and very clear, and

15

lots of useful information, and I really appreciate the

16

detail you went into to explain the changes in processing

17

over time, a walk down memory lane for some of us.
But let me go on to ValPak, the few questions I

18
19

have for them, and ask you to look at your response to

20

Interrogatory Number 1.

21

objections.

22

A

Yes, I'm there.

23

Q

And I ask if you could look at Interrogatory E.

24
25

I think we're out of the area of

I

want to ask you to clarify what's there.
First of all, we said that at all DDUs, where DALs
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are not presorted on DPS equipment, and I think one of your

.-

other responses said that it was not desirable to process
DALs on DPS equipment, because they would get ignored by the
carriers and they wouldn't bring out enough pieces of them
to deliver, or they might even forget to bring pieces out at
all; correct?
A
8

they had to bring pieces, because the DALs were mixed in the

9

DPS mail, yes.

10

-.

Q

A much better way to say, right.

So, if we just

I want to streamline my

11

take that phrase out of it

12

question to you - - so at all DDUs, do carriers always case

13

the DALs, or do circumstances exist where a carrier would

14

take both the DALs un-cased, and the mail which goes with

15

the DALs directly to the carrier's vehicle?

17

with the exception of a mounted route.
What does yes mean, always cased, manually?

18
19

--

And in response to the question, you said, yes,

16

,

Not forget to bring pieces; they wouldn't know

A

Yes, the DALs are cased manually with the

20

exception on the mounted route, they can take out a tray of

21

the DALs in walk sequence and just grab them when they're

22

out on the street.

23
24
25

Q

Okay.

You're saying that on a mounted route, they

can take out a fourth bundle or a fifth bundle - A

Fifth or sixth or, yes.
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Q

No restrictions in the carrier agreement on that?

A

That is my understanding, yes.

Q

So you are saying that with the exception of

4

mounted routes, that the DALs would always be manually

5

cased?

6

A

Yes.

7

Q

Okay. Your testimony also deals with future

8

environments for flats and parcels and letters and such.

9

Actually, in your testimony when you get to parcels on page

10

18, and you deal with equipment, you don’t talk much about

11

equipment, but under bundle processing, you bring in the

12

section on small parcel and bundle sorters.
Is the section on equipment describing small

13

-

14

bundle and parcel sorters, equally applicable to fall under

15

parcels as under bundles?

16

A

Oh, in some instances, yes, but the majority of

17

our parcels are sorted at our BMCs on the parcel sorter

18

machine.

60

19

Q

When are parcels sorted on &SPBS?

20

A

Parcels might be sorted on an SPBS like First

21

Class, for example, because they’re not MBMCs for

22

processing; Priority Mail may be on an SPBS.

23

Q

Okay.

24

A

Typically not Standard-A.

25

Q

Okay, now, speaking to the future environment of

And typically not Standard-A?
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1

flat processing, I think you talk about the desire to DPS

2

flats.

Is that one of the objectives of the Postal

3
4
5

Service?
A

6

long way DPS'ing letters and have realized a lot of savings

7

opportunities there, and feel that we need to evaluate DPS

a

for flats.
So we haven't come to any final conclusion to say,

9

-

The Postal Service realizes that we have come a

10

you know, yes, DPS for flats is a definite winner and we're

11

going to go with it; it's being evaluated now to determine

12

the extent, if any, that savings are available to us.

13

Q

14

A

klw

Do you when such a decision would be made?
A
NO. There are a lot of things obviously pending

15

on this, and in one of my interrogatory responses, I believe

16

I said it would be about five years out before we'd expect

17

to actually DPS flats.

ia

(2

Is one of the problems that not all flats are

19

capable of being run over equipment, things that are not

20

tabbed, for example, wraps that have loose pieces in it?

21

A

Yes.

22

Q

Speaking of these kinds of saturation pieces, I

23

had asked a question of Witness Hunter, and I don't - - I

24

know you're not here to talk about revenues, pieces, and

25

weights, but I had asked him about whether the Postal
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1

Service maintained volume data on detached address label

2

mailings.
And he said the way that the numbers are kept,

3

they don't have that.

5

find them when he asked, and he didn't think they existed.

6

Do you know if volumes on detached address label

7

8

9

mailings are available?
A

I've never seen any type of report that's tracked

that type of volume separately, no.

10

Q

Even for, say, saturation mail?

11

A

No.

12
13

-

He didn't think - - he wasn't able to

4

Any idea?

I may have seen saturation volumes, but,

again, not knowing if it was letters or flats or - -

Q

In a rural environment, again, I don't know if

14

this is your area, and if it isn't, stop me, but it's my

15

understanding that DALs have this abbreviated addressing of

16

Postal Customer, do not need to contain actual delivery

17

addresses; is that accurate?

18

A

You're right, that is not my area of expertise.

19

Q

Okay.

Is there a move of which you're aware, to

20

- - I think it's the 9-1-1 system that is trying to put rural

21

street addresses - - or street addresses on all rural

22

addresses?

23

A

Yes.

24

Q

What's the purpose of that; do you know?

25

A

I would assume so that when someone makes a 9-1-1
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1

2

Q

Is there any Postal reason for it?

I'm not

3

talking about the 9-1-1system, but rather, is there any

4

effect it's going to have on the future environment?

5

that's a better way to ask the question.

6
7

A

Route 126 at the intersection of Route T, you know?

Q

9

direction?

11

12
13

Maybe

We would always prefer a number and a street over

8

10

-

call, they know where to go.

A

Right.

And do you see things moving in that

I would hope so, but I have no specifics to say

that we're doing anything in particular to address that.

Q

Right.

Let me ask you to look at your response to

Question Number 7, and this is all I have.

14

A

May I assume, ValPak-7?

15

Q

Yes.

The question had to do with these kinds of

an

16

wraps, and we said that when the Postal Service receives&

17

ECR saturation DAL mailing where the mail piece is folded

18

and loose, i.e., un-tabbed, has dimensions of 5.75 inches by

19

10.5 inches and weighs 3 . 0 ounces, so it's below the break

20

point, does such mail pay the letter rate or flat rate?

21

And your answer was that letters cannot be mailed

22

with DALs, so pieces must qualify as and pay the flat rate

23

to be eligible.

24
25

Now, I understand that to be correct, that you
can't pay the letter rate; you have to pay the non-letter
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rate, correct, if you have a DAL?
A

I would guess so, but, again, I'm not an expert in

all the requirements in the DMM.

Q

Well, I'm just dealing with this one thing that

you said that letters cannot be mailed with DALs.

I think

what - - would it not be more correct to say that you can't
pay at the letter rate with a DAL?
8

It's not that you can't

mail a letter?
You went on to say, in this case, I would assume

9

10

the thickness exceeds 1 / 4 inch to qualify as a flat.

11

in fact, are there not letter-shaped pieces which pay the

12

non-letter rate such as this, which is a letter-shaped piece

13

that pays the non-letter rate because it has a DAL, if you

14

know?

15

A

17
18

I do not know.
MR. OLSON:

16

But,

Mr. Chairman, that's it.

Thank you so

much.
CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

Thank you, Mr. Olson.

I think

19

at this point we're going to take a ten-minute break and

20

come back at five after the hour, and unless there is some

21

other agreement that I'm not aware of, we'll be hearing from

22

McGraw Hill next?

Yes?

That's correct?

23

MR. BERGIN:

Yes, sir.

24

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

25

[Recess.I

Thank you.
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CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:
MR. BERGIN:

Mr. Bergin.

Thank you.
CROSS EXAMINATION

BY MR. BERGIN:

Q

Good afternoon.

A

Hello.

Q

My name is Tim Bergin.

8

Hill Companies and I have a few questions focused on your

9

answers to McGraw-Hill interrogatories.

*

If I could refer you to Library Reference-1-193,

10

-

I represent the McGraw-

11

which I believe you supplied in response to an ANM

12

interrogatory?

13

A

Yes.

14

Q

That contains two documents, the first of which is

15

a Postal Service strategic improvement guide for flats

16

processing, is that correct?

17

A

Yes.

18

Q

And you are familiar with that document?

19

A

I have read it, yes.

20

Q

On page 3 of that document, in paragraph 4, the

21

statement appears that “Despite the technological advances

22

made over the past five years and a more favorable mail base

23

for automation processing, productivity in both mechanized

24

and automation flats processing operations continues to

25

decline each year.’’
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Then there is a table on page 4 which shows
generally declining productivities for flats processing from
Fiscal Year ' 9 3 through the first accounting period of
Fiscal Year '98, is that correct?
A

Yes.

Q

Now if you could refer to McGraw-Hill

Interrogatory Number 13 to you - - excuse me, it is Number 2.

,-.-

8

A

Yes.

Do you have the revised version there?

9

Q

I believe I do.

Now basically we asked you for

10

reasons for the declining productivity in flats processing,

11

both mechanized and automation, and you responded, "I

12

believe the reduction is due to the OCR on the FSM-881,

13

which has a higher reject rate than the BCR"

14

your answer continues. Is that correct?

--

and then

15

A

Yes.

16

Q

Now my question - - I understand from your response

17

to a PostCom interrogatory the OCRs were not deployed until

18

I believe July of '98 - - I am referring to PostCom-T10-4.

19

20
21
22
23

A

Yes, the OCR-881 deployment was from July of ' 9 8

until April of ' 9 9 .

Q

So that couldn't really explain declining

productivity beginning in Fiscal Year 1993, could it?
A

Correct, but we had bar code readers on the

24

machines, on the 881s at that time, but you are right, we

25

didn't have OCRs at that time.
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I was going to anticipate a question and I didn't

mean to do that.

Q

Well, perhaps the question you were anticipating

is what is your understanding of the principal reasons for
the declining productivity from Fiscal Year 1993 forward as
indicated in the Library Reference-193?
In Library Reference-193 on page 4, it has two

A
8

different types of productivities there.

9

productivity and a bar code automation productivity.
The bar code productivity actually peaks in '94

10
11

and drops after that, whereas the keying productivity drops

12

and actually comes up a little bit in AP-1 of FY '98.
Several different things, I believe, impacted FSM

13

-

It shows a keying

14

productivity.

One, more recently, was the OCR added to the

15

881s, and this relates to my responses earlier this morning

16

where I talked about the productivity again is total pieces

17

finalized on the machine, so when we started adding bar code

18

readers, and put more mail through the bar code reading

19

operation, that also had a similar effect. You tend to get

20

more rejects on a bar code reader than if you key them.

So as we put more mail through the machines in bar

21

22

code reader mode, you would expect more pieces to have to

23

subsequently be rehandled because there were some more

24

rejects.

25

In addition, we started deploying FSM-1000s, as I
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mentioned earlier, at the end of Calendar Year '96 and just
as any piece of equipment, when you start adding pieces of

b*

equipment you start off if youAcapacity shortfalls you can
have nice long runs, run the best-looking mail, because you
can run anything you want, so you want to best utilize that
piece of equipment and as you start to add pieces of
equipment or add incoming secondary programs, it requires
8

more turnovers because you are sometimes running some

9

shorter runs or some less clean type mail pieces, so I think

10

it is a combination of several different things - - bar code

11

reader rejects

12

code reader code

13

more equipment and you have already gotten the cleanest

14

stuff on the machines so it's

--

we had more volumes going through in bar
--

OCR rejects, as well as again adding

--

15

[Laughter.I

16

THE WITNESS:

17

COMMISSIONER LeBLANC:

18

THE WITNESS:

19

22

a little distracting over here.

Yes.

It will be clean.

So those I believe are the

primary reasons for the declines in productivity.
BY MR. BERGIN:

20
21

--

Q

Are you familiar with Witness Smith's response to

DMA/USPS-T21-2?

23

A

I don't have a copy of that.

24

Q

Well, if you'll accept my representation of what

25

he said - -
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MS. DUCHEK:

1
2

he had an extra copy and could give it to the witness that

3

would expedite matters.

4

THE WITNESS:

5

MR. BERGIN:

6

I believe I know which one it is.
I don't have an extra copy but I

would be happy to show - CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN: Why don't you show the witness

7

-.

Mr. Bergin, Mr. Chairman, perhaps if

8

so that we can make sure that you are all singing off the

9

same song-sheet.

10

THE WITNESS:

11

MR. BERGIN:

12

THE WITNESS:

13

BY MR. BERGIN:

14

Q

Thank you.
I need it back.
Okay.

My question is in reference to the statement of

15

Witness Smith in response to DMA/USPS-T21-2F, quote, "I am

16

told that the Postal Service is addressing these concerns."

17

And the concerns he is referring to relate to decreasing

18

flat sorting productivity, addressing these concerns beyond

19

the base year through the deployment of the OCRs to the FSM

20

881, as well as the deployment of AFSM 100.

21

consistent with your testimony that it is the O C R s , the

22

deployment of the O C R s that is exacerbating the declining

23

productivity?

24

25

A

Is that

Again, the productivities are total pieces handled

or finalized.

So, for example, if we can take volumes away
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1

from a manual clerk in incoming secondary processing and put

2

them on a flat sorter, using an OCR, without any scheme

3

knowledge, using a lower level clerk, that still is at a

4

higher productivity than the manual.

5

some savings.
But looking at just flat sorter productivity as a

6
7

whole, your total pieces finalized is going to be reduced.

8

So I don't think that they are necessarily conflicting with

9

each other.
The OCR helps us reduce our costs overall in the

10

-

We still will make

11

scheme of the whole flat sorter, flat processing picture,

12

but the productivity itself on the flat sorter, the more we

13

rely on the OCR, the more we actually do have to rehandle

14

those rejects, but it is still less volume going to a manual

15

operation or a keying operation than would have been

16

required before.

17

Q

Thank you.

Library Reference 1-193, which is the

18

Strategic Improvement Guide for Flats Processing, September

19

1999, on page

COMMISSIONER LeBLANC:

20

21

--

j u s t a little bit, please?

22

MR. BERGIN: Yes, sir.

23

COMMISSIONER LeBLANC:

24

BY MR. BERGIN:

25

Mr. Bergin, can you talk up

Q

Thank you.

On page 3, it refers to a separate concern of the
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Postal Service, and this would be the sixth paragraph down,
which reads, quote, “Another alarming statistic provided
through MODS indicates that in fiscal year 1997, more than
5 0 percent of all noncarrier routed bar coded flats, per an

approximately 12.9 billion in fiscal year 1997 presented by
mailers at automation discount rates, was processed and
distributed in operations other than automation.
8

significant bar coded volume was either keyed on an FSM

9

mechanized operation or cased by a manual distribution

10

clerk.“
Now, first of all, in McGraw-Hill/USPS-T10-8A, - -

11

-.

The

12

A

Yes.

Yes.

13

Q

We had asked you for similar statistics on the

14

amount of prebar coded flats that were nevertheless not

15

processed in automation processing for the years ‘97 - -

16

A

Ninety-eight.

17

Q

Excuse me, ‘98 and ‘99. You responded no such

18

data was available. Can you help me understand why such

19

data would be available through MODS for 1997?

20

A

We tried to recreate this 5 0 percent that is here

21

in the Strategic Guide and could not figure out how that

22

number was derived.

23

based on piece handlings and not necessarily pieces.

24

for an example, a piece requiring a three digit sort could

25

have a three digit sort and a five digit sort, and a sort to

So, given our best estimates, it was
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1

carrier route

2

digit to five and five to carrier route. And, so, we didn't

3

think it was an apples to apples comparison.

4

not find where that information came from, where that number

5

came from, because we could not figure out a way to

6

calculate that data.

actually, that is two sorts, from three

You still look confused.

7

So we could

I'm sorry.

We could not

We had no method to figure out how

8

recreate the 50 percent.

9

to get that data and tried to go back to how was the 50

10

percent derived, and it was not clear.

11

not an accurate representation the way it was presented here

12

in the guide.

Q

13

-

--

14

Is there any existing documentation that underlies

the guide in this regard?
A

15

16

We believe it was

No, we went back to the source and were not able

to get the background on that number.

Q

17

Do you have any basis for determining whether the

18

amount of prebar coded flats, machineable prebar coded flats

19

that were not processed on automation - - in automation

20

operations has increased or declined in the base year of

21

'98,

22
23
24
25

as opposed t o fiscal year 1 9 9 7 ?
A

I would assume the volume on automation on flat

sorters has gone up from ' 9 7 to ' 9 8 .

Q

Well, I am talking about the percentage of

pre-bar-coded flats that are nevertheless, not processed in
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1

2

automation processing.
Well, looking at - - we don't have enough flats or

A

capacity to do incoming secondary sortation, and there is a
fair amount of this volume that is 5-digit presorted and
bar-coded, that we do not use the bar codes for.
For example, one of the facilities that I worked
at, we were only doing incoming secondary distribution on
8

flat sorters for, I believe, it was six out C u n d r e d

9

zones that we supported.
So, obviously, those other 94 zones that had any

10

-

11

five-digit bar-coded volumes, we never put those on a flat

12

sorter, because those all went out to the delivery unit for

13

distribution to the carriers.

14

So, again, I don't have a breakdown of all the

15

bar-coded flats, what portion saw a bar code reader on a

16

flat sorter, at least once, which is what I believe the

17

question was asking.

18

Q

If I could refer you to ANM/USPS-TlO-l6?

19

A

Yes?

20

Q

In response to this interrogatory, you produced

21

something called an FSM utilization indicator?

22

A

Yes.

23

Q

An example of one such indicator, and this is a

24

measure of utilization of the flat sorting machine, the

25

FSM- 881?
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A

And the 1000 is on that page as well, yes.

Q

The 1000 as well.

And at the top, referring to

the chart for the FSM-881, there is reference to an
accounting period target of two million utilization rate per
machine?

7

8
9

10

A

Yes.

Q

And that would be two million total pieces

handled?
Finalized, per flat sorter, on average, per

A

machine, for that AP.

11

Q

Do you know who set that target?

12

A

I have an idea, but I'm not sure.

13

Q

Would you agree that it was a reasonable target?

14

A

That's definitely a matter of debate with the

I

15

facilities. That target initially had been 1.6 million for

16

a long time, for years, and was recently changed to two

17

mill ion.

18
19

20

Q

And do you understand the reasons why it was

changed to two million?
A

I believe because they were meeting the 1.6

21

million and wanted to raise a higher target, one, for cost

22

savings purposes, as well as &machine

23

is primarily cost reasons.

24
25

Q

utilization, which

Now, I know this chart attached to this

interrogatory only gives us a snapshot of one accounting
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1

period.
But what's your sense of the extent to which that

2
3

target has been met in other accounting periods?

4

A

For the 881 or the lOOO?

5

Q

The 8 8 1 .

6

A

For the 881, I've seen that chart, and, again,

7

it's total pieces handled, so it's pieces finalized per

8

machine.

9

recreate that chart to know the history behind this and how

10

And off the top of my head, I don't think I could

far back that may have gone.
MR. BERGIN: Mr. Chairman, I would request

11

-

12

production of the FSM utilization indicators for other

13

account periods, to the extent they exist.
CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

14

Before we hear from the Postal

15

Service counsel, would you like to give us a range of

16

accounting periods that you're interested in?
MR. BERGIN:

17

Well, I'm not certain how far back

18

they go, but certainly, say, from 1997, Fiscal Year 1997

19

forward.

20
21
22

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

Okay, well, we know what you're

seeking now. MS. Duchek?
MS. DUCHEK:

I think that we can attempt to

23

provide that. That's doesn't appear to be unreasonable.

24

don't know if the data exists for every accounting period in

25

that timeframe, but we'll provide what we can.
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1

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

2

MS. DUCHEK: Yes.

3

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

4

BY MR. BERGIN:

5

-

Q

Seven-day rule?

Thank you.

Ms. Kingsley, referring you to the text of your

6

response to ANM-T-10-16,you state there are two indicators,

7

including increased FSM utilization, that are being tracked

8

and discussed via teleconferences on a regular basis,

9

once or twice per month, between Headquarters and area

r&

10

operations.

11

A

Yes.

12

Q

Can you tell me when the Postal Service began

13

focusing on utilization to that extent of having the

14

teleconferences on a regular basis and so forth?

15

A

hpr'

I don't,\w en it started, but I know it had to be

16

at least by June of last year, because I remember first

17

hearing about it at that point in time, so it had to have

18

occurred no later than that.

19
20
21
22

23

Q

And what was it that gave rise to this

--

is it

fair to call it increased focus on FSM utilization?
A

Yes.

There were several indicators that are

discussed at these telecons, and that is one of them.

Q

But this was an increased focus beginning in J u n e

24

of last year over the past attention and focus on FSM

25

utilization; is that fair to say?
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-

'1

2

A

I would say that there has been increased focus on

flat sorter utilization, as well as some other items since

I3

June, yes.

4

Q

And can you tell me why?

5

A

One is, there was the Vice President for that

6

operation who chose some indicators that he felt were

7

important, and worked through the areas to come up with some

8

agreements on where should they be focusing their efforts.
Also at the same time, about that time, we were

9

10

getting indications of our flat sorting costs, and wanted to
make sure that we were putting attention back on flat
sorting.

13

-

14

15

Q

So there was concern to increase the utilization

of the flat sorting machines?
A

Yes, but I don't want to indicate that that's a
I mean, the concern on flat sorter utilization

16

new concern.

17

has gone back quite awhile.
I mean, when I was in the Western Area, for

18
19

example, we were always short of flat sorters, so, I mean,

20

there was always the push, and there were utilization goals

21

provided at that time as well, and that was back in the

22

w i m e f r a m e .

I73

23

Q

So it wasn't a totally new concept.

One other question along these lines, back to the

24

attachment, with respect to the FSM 881, I believe the

25

figures show an average utilization rate of about roughly
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1

1.6 million per machine, is that correct?

2

A

That is correct.

3

Q

Which is roughly 20 percent below the 2 million

4

utilization rate target?

6

area, you can see that they vary all over the place.

7

as I have responded in one of my interrogatories, there are

8

places that we have flat sorters there for service purposes,

9

and have chosen to keep them there for service purposes,

10

And,

knowing that they may not reach these utilization targets.

Q

11

-

Yes, but if you look at the utilization rates by

A

5

Thank you.

Now, with respect to the FSM - -

12

actually, the AFSM 100, which is going to be deployed in two

13

phases,

-

14

A

A s it is currently envisioned, yes.

15

Q

And the first phase includes, what was it, about

17

A

The buy was 1 7 5 , with 173 to actually be deployed.

18

Q

And they are going to be deployed in the test year

16

19

175?

2001?

20
21
22

A

Yes.

Phase 1 should be completed by December of

Q

And the early indications are that these machines

2000.

23

are highly productive, I think you mentioned earlier in your

24

testimony today?

25

A

Yes.

.-
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Q

Are there any plans to accelerate Phase 2 of the

deployment into test year 2001?
A

Yes, and that is already included in Library

Reference 126, where, basically, when Phase 1 is done being
manufactured, Phase 2, the manufacturing process will just
be very smooth and it will just be a continuation, is the
So, we would, in fact, have some machines from Phase

plan.
8
9

-.

2 deployed before the end of the test year.

Q

Can you tell me about when that would be in the

10

test year?

11

A

Well, they pick up right after the Phase 1

12

completed in December of 2000, so we would envision, at that

13

same time, then we would go right in to Phase 2.

14

Q

So, pretty much as fast as they can be deployed?

15

A

As fast as they can be manufactured, yes.

16
'

MR. BERGIN:

17

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

18

Mr . Baker

19

MR. BAKER:

I have nothing further.

Thank you, Mr. Bergin.

I

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
CROSS-EXAMINATION

20

BY MR. BAKER:

21

22

Thank you.

Q

Good afternoon, MS. Kingsley.

I am Bill Baker

23

representing the Newspaper Association of America.

24

to ask you first a few questions about your testimony

25

regarding carrier in-office time, beginning around page 25
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of your testimony. And beginning at line 21 there, you
describe how ECR letters in many cases are transported from
the delivery unit back to the processing plant to be bar
4

coded and run on DPS. And you further state that the

5

carrier route sort loses all value to operations in this

6

situation. Do you remember that?
A

7
8

Q

Right. With respect to those routes, is this

state of affairs going to persist in the test year?

11

A

Yes,

12

Q

And do you recall what year the Postal Service

13

-

And, again, it was for those zones that are

DPSed on a DBCS, not for all carrier routes.

9
10

Yes.

began DPSing?

14

A

Yes, I do, it was the beginning of 1993.

15

Q

And I believe your testimony goes on to say that,

16

as a result of DPS, carriers are spending less time in the

17

office than before 1993?

18

A

Correct.

19

Q

Okay. And in your answer to NAA-1 to you, you

20

provide an estimate of DPS work hour savings that are

21

budgeted for carrier in-office time for fiscal years '99 to

22

' Ol?

23

A

Yes.

24

Q

Could you explain how to read this?

25

In

particular, is each year cumulative or each year a separate
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budget savings from the year before?
A

There are separate budget savings from the year

before.

Q

So, by the end of FY '01, you hope to have saved

closed to 18-19 million work hours?
Yes.

Q

Okay. At the end of FY '01, will carriers be

8

spending even less time in-office than they do now, or has

9

the Postal Service arrived at some sort of steady state?

10

-

A

A

Well, all things being equal, I would hope that we

11

could save more carrier hours, but that does not take into

12

account any particular volume &est+

13

in-office time unrelated to letters.

14

15

fodh

Q

that may affect their

So if volume were constant, you are hoping that

they would be spending less time in the office?

16

A

Yes

17

Q

But volume could offset that?

18

A

[Nods yes.]

I

19

THE REPORTER:

20

THE WITNESS:

21

BY MR. BAKER:

22

Q

All right.

That's a yes?
Yes.

I would like to direct your attention

23

to page 28 of your testimony, where, in summarizing this

24

discussion, you state that comparing FY '88 to '98, today's

25

carrier - - city carriers average an additional 25 minutes on
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the street, delivering 8 percent more mail to 2 percent
fewer delivery points.

That is good, right?

I would

Q

That means they are actually spending more of

--

yes.

I would think so.

A

their day delivering, actually delivering mail rather than
simply preparing to deliver mail, is that right?

8
9

Q

Okay.

A

And the 2 percent fewer delivery points is

Per carrier, on average, correct. Yes.

We have

more delivery points today than we did in '88.

Q

12

-

Yes.

2 fewer per carrier, n o t total?

10
11

A

Okay.

Let's see, your explanation for that

13

statement is on the continuing pages

14

am particularly directing your attention to page 27,

15

beginning around, oh, the paragraph beginning on line 16 or

16

so.

17

A

Yes.

18

Q

I believe that was page

--

--

prior to that, but I

line 19. And among the

19

factors that account for the increased delivery time - -

20

well, there you are pointing that delivering mail to

21

delivery point is one area where carriers actually are

22

spending more time than compared to 1988, is that correct?

23

A

That is my understanding.

24

Q

Okay.

25

And you recite there several factors that

contribute to that.

One of them is more pieces per delivery
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1

and we asked you, Interrogatory NAA-4, where you elaborated

2

on that figure a little bit.

3

A

Yes.

4

Q

And I notice that in FY '99 this shows that the

5
6

A

That is where there, yes.

7

Q

Okay.

Would you accept, subject to check, that

8

the increase in possible city deliveries from FY '88 to '99

9

is about

7

percent, roughly?

10

A

Yes.

11

Q

And the increase in the daily city volume is about

12

13

-

city possible deliveries is 82.7 million, is that correct?

14

2 2 percent, from '88

A

to '99?

It doesn't look like 22 percent is possible.

went from 459 to 482.

15

Q

Excuse me.

16

A

Oh, I apologize.

17

It

I was referring you to the ' 8 8 entry.
Because the last comparison,

though, was '98 to '99, was it not?

18

Q

My 7 percent was the '88 to '99 figure.

19

A

Oh, all right.

20

Q

Okay.

I apologize.

With the understanding I am comparing the

21

'88 to the '99 figures, will you still accept the 7 percent

22

figure for the possible deliveries?

23

A

Yes.

24

Q

Okay.

25

And the approximately 22 percent for city

volume?
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A

Yes.

Q

Which suggests that the city volume has actually

increased at a pace about three times the increase in
delivery points?
A

Yes.

Q

Okay. And that is fully consistent with the

pieces per delivery, which is the bottom line of that
answer, right?
9

-

you divide the top two lines?

10

A

Yes.

11

Q

Okay.

12

In fact, that is simply what results when

I notice in N M - 4 , that your source is the

National Flash Data System.

13

A

Yes.

14

Q

Could you, in a sentence or two, explain what that

A

Believe it or not, Flash is not a Postal acronym.

15

16

is?

'1
7

Flash is getting the information in a flash.

ia

report that goes out that the areas, the delivery units, the

19

clusters focus on, and they get an opportunity to see where

20

they stand on volume delivery points, cost per delivery.

21

is a management tool.

22
23

Q

It is a weekly

And so what would the inputs to that be?

data systems would you

--

24

A

At the delivery units.

25

Q

Okay.
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A

They would be inputing possible deliveries as well

as the volumes that they receive.

Q

In referring back to your testimony at page 27,

you then proceed to identify several other factors that have
contributed to the increase in delivery time.

I notice that

one is a larger flat volume, more parcels, those are two,
correct?
8

A

Yes.

9

Q

You mentioned additional DPS handling costs.

10

what you mean by that described in Footnote lo?

11

A

Yes.

12

Q

Will delivery confirmation add additional delivery

13

-

Is

14

15

time?
A

I have no data to support that, but my instincts

would be to say yes, would be yes.

16

Q

17

study?

18

A

No, I am not.

19

Q

Okay. Do you know whether the data you report

20

Are you familiar with Mr. Raymond's engineering

here is independent of his study?

21

A

I would assume so.

22

Q

Okay. Also on page 27, beginning above that at

23

line 16, when you are talking about coverage, you state that

24

the coverage has increased to about 85 percent, so there is

25

less travel time without useful activity at a delivery
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point.

Can I correctly infer that at least some of the 25

minutes that the carriers are not spending in the office are
now being devoted to, to use your words, useful activity at
a delivery point?
Useful activity at the - -

A

Did I use that word?

Q

I think the phrase "useful activity at a delivery

point" I believe is in your testimony
8
9
10

-

A

--

or if it is not - -

So I am basically saying that they are not walking

by the house, example, for nothing. Yes.

Q

Okay.

With respect to this 85 percent figure,

11

coverage of delivery points, is a cluster box one delivery

12

point or more than one?

13

A

That I do not know,

14

Q

You don't know, based on this information, whether

15

a delivery point is

16

box constitutes?

17

A

--

how many delivery points a cluster

Correct, but we did, we did supply coverage

18

factors in NAA Number 3 by route type, so you have specific

19

NDCBU coverage factor is different from centralized

20

residential, for example.

21

Q

And what are you referring to?

22

A

NAA Response 3 , Part (a), and again this was all

23

from the interest arbitration with

24

testimony provided there.

25

Q

&

the operations

So would the cluster boxes appear in these
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1

centralized categories there?

2

A

Well, NDCBU is a cluster box.

3

Q

Also - - so those are three different lines in

4
5

6

which the cluster boxes would be present?
A

in any type of route.
CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

7

a

MR. BAKER:

All right.

BY MR. BAKER:

10

-.

Mr. Baker, could I ask you to

speak up a bit, please?

9

11

I would think in theory you could have cluster box*

Q

Finally, MS. Kingsley, at page

27,

lines 7 and

8,

12

as you are wrapping up the summary of this discussion you

13

state that, “The trend of increased carrier time spent at

14

delivery points may well be even more pronounced in the

15

future.

16

A

Yes.

17

Q

And what is the period of time is the future that

18

19

you have in mind here?
A

Well, given the items that I discussed there,

20

being parcel and flat volume increases, so again it would

21

depend on the rate of growth for those products as well as

22

the amount of delivery confirmation and signature

23

confirmation, depending on the demand of those that may

24

impact that.

25

Q

Would it include the test year?
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1

Yes.

A

I would assume so.

2

MR. BAKER:

3

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN: Thank you, Mr. Baker. Mr.

4

Costich.
MR. COSTICH: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

5

CROSS EXAMINATION

6

BY MR. COSTICH:

7

8

Q

Good afternoon, M S . Kingsley.

9

A

Good afternoon.

10
11

-_

No more questions, Mr. Chairman.

have met. .last.

Q

Long time ago.

Gee, I hope it was pleasant for you.

12

[Laughter.I

13

THE WITNESS:

14

BY MR. COSTICH:

15

Q

It has been 10 years since we

More than I'll admit.

In the notice of intent to cross examine you that

16

the OCA filed, I said that we wanted to discuss the

17

processing of non-Standard First Class pieces.

18

aware of that?

Are you

19

A

Yes, I am.

20

Q

Do you know what a non-Standard piece is?

21

A

Yes.

22

Q

Can we agree on the definition - - it can't be

23

longer than something, 11 and a half - - is that - -

24

A

Yes.

25

Q

Can't be higher than 6 and an eighth?
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1

A

Yes.

2

Q

Can't be thicker than a quarter inch?

3

A

Yes.

4

Q

And it has to have an aspect ratio between 1.3 and

6

A

Yes.

7

Q

And that's it, right?

8

A

Yes.

9

Q

There is no restriction - -

5

-.

2.5?

10

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

Excuse me, Mr. Costich, could I

11

ask you also to speak up a little bit?

12

be getting stronger and stronger and the rest of us are

13

getting weaker and weaker.

Our witness seems to

[Laughter.I

14
15

THE WITNESS: Am I too loud?

16

MR. COSTICH: Well, I have no excuse.

17

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN: NO.

18

BY MR. COSTICH:

19

20

Q

There is no restriction on the smallness of a

piece, is there?

21

A

There is a minimum letter definition, yes.

22

Q

Do you know what that is?

23

A

I believe it is 3 and a half by 5 and a half

24

inches and there is a thickness. I want to say it is

25

but I am not exactly sure about the thickness.
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1

So we are talking about pieces that do meet that

2

minimum and don't have any of those characteristics that we

3

just went through?

4

A

Yes.

5

Q

Would you look at page 4?

6

A

Yes?

7

Q

Here you discuss optical character readers; is

8

that correct?

9

A

Yes.

10

Q

Do you know who manufactures the OCRs that are

11

12
13

-

Q

currently in use?
Currently, they're ECA Electro Comm of America,

A

part of a much larger German conglomerate.

14

Q

You joined the Postal Service in

15

A

Correct.

16

Q

Do you remember a Burroughs OCR being used at that

17

1985?

time?

18

A

Yes, I do.

19

Q

How many of those are in use now?

20

A

I hope, zero.

I believe there are zero, because

21

they were not going to be supported by the Y2K software

22

upgrades.

23
24
25

Q

And on page 5 you discuss bar code sorters; is

that correct?
A

Yes.
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1

Q

How many kinds of bar code sorters are there now?

2

A

By kinds, do you mean brands?

3

Q

Not yet.

4

A

Well, we have the delivery bar code sorter and the

You have

--

5

mail processing bar code sorter, and a carrier sequence bar

6

code sorter.

7

Q

Okay. And who manufactures those?

8

A

The carrier sequence bar code sorter, I knew at

9

one time, but I don't right now.

The DBCSs are all Electro Comm.

10

They were at one

11

time. We a l s o had Martin Marietta's and we've replaced all

12

of those.

And the mail processing bar code sorters, I

13
14

15

16

believe, are also all ECA, but I'm not sure about that.

Q

Do you remember in 1 9 8 8 , an Bell and Howell bar

code sorter?

17

A

Yes.

18

Q

How many of those are currently in use?

19

A

Again, I assume zero, since they were not

20
21

supported with the Y2K software.

Q

Now, the reason I'm asking you all these questions

22

is because Witness Miller has provided a Library Reference

23

154 in support of his nonstandard surcharge testimony.

24
25

The Library Reference consists of operating
manuals for certain types of automated equipment, a Bell and

1025
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1

Howell bar code sorter, a Burroughs OCR, and a 1 9 9 2 handbook

2

on AFCS ' s.
Now, is there a more recent version of the

3
4

handbook for the AFCS?

6

there is a more recent one for the AFCS.

Q

7
8

-

But information on a Burroughs bar code sorter

really wouldn't be of any interest to us; would it?
A

9

10

I am not - - I would assume so, but I'm not sure if

A

5

It depends on what information is provided in that

handbook.

11

Q

The entire handbook - -

12

A

I mean, does it talk about machinability

13

characteristics, mail flows?

14

Miller's Library Reference.

Q

15
16

I'm not familiar with Mr.

Let me ask you this:

Are you familiar with the

concept of a piece tumbling on the automated equipment?

17

A

Yes.

18

Q

Can you explain what that means?

19

A

Yes, what that means is, if you have a piece,

20

frequently something like this that is not square, the

21

machine has very fast throughput. As you've seen in my

22

testimony, you can have throughput on that OCR in the high

23

30,000

24

8-12

25

accelerating that mail piece, the piece can sometimes tumble

pieces per hour, so those things are zipping by at

a second, and by the speed of trying
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1

through the machine.

Q

2
3

holding and demonstrating with?
A

4

5

I ' m sorry.

Q

I

through the

8

A

So tumbling means that as the piece is drawn
--

what's the word for the - -

Through the belt, through the feed system, through

the equipment?

Q

10
11

The piece I'm holding is a square

piece about six by six inches.

6

9

-

Now, can you describe the piece that you are

The fact that it's the same length on each side

somehow causes it to roll; is that it?

12

A

Yes, and then it would lose orientation.

13

Q

On page 2 of your testimony, you discuss the

14

advanced facer/canceller; is that correct?

15

A

16

on page 3.

17

Q

18

Yes.

Part of the equipment is discussed there and

You mention

&

out non-letter-sized pieces;

is that correct?

19

A

Yes.

20

Q

Can you describe how that culling process works?

21

A

Yes.

Culling for the height is actually fairly

22

easy.

There a r e feed b e l t s t h a t go i n t o t h e AFCS, and t h e r e

23

are chains that are basically pushing off pieces that would

24

be over 6 1/8th inches tall, so they go into a reject

25

hamper, usually, and that would go towards the flat sorter.
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The pieces

--

the length, the machine is actually

checking for the gaps in the lengths in the piece, and,
again, can reject that.
The thickness, there is the dual-pass rough cull
before the machine, and it just - - the rollers keep getting
CondQ$f
closer and closer to the GSFFEY belt, basically kicking off
pieces that are too thick, and so would not be allowed to
8

9
10

-

get to the machine.

Q

Now, consider the piece that you were just

demonstrating with.

I believe you're still holding it.

11

A

The square piece, yes.

12

Q

Would it be culled out in any of those operations?

13

A

No, because we have not quite figured out a way to

14

cull out a piece with this type of aspect ratio, because it

15

still meets the height, it still meets the length, it still

16

meets the thickness, and it's a little bit harder to cull

17

out, based on the other characteristic.

18

19

Q

So it's going to move on down through the AFCS

process, right?

20

A

Yes.

21

Q

Now, the piece you've got looks pretty stiff; is

22

that true?

23

A

Yes, this example happens to be very stiff.

24

Q

So it's going to get rejected eventually at the

25

stiffness detector, right?
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A

1

2

This would not be something we could put

through an OCR or bar code reader.

Q

3
4

Yes.

But it wouldn't even make it to the end of the

AFCS; would it?
A

5

I'm not sure.

It might actually make it to the

6

AFCS, but you're right, it may not make it through the AFCS.

7

Those belt turns are pretty tight.

Q

8

9
10

the really stiff ones, or the pieces that have pencils in
them or things like that; isn't there?
A

11

12

There is a detector that's supposed to knock out

There may be.

I'm not that familiar with how the

machine does that.

Q

13

But if you had a piece shaped like the one you are

14

demonstrating with, but it was flexible - - I see you have

15

one - - it would make it all the way through, correct?

16

A

It should, yes.

17

Q

Now, that piece is going to have a stamp or some

18

other indicia on it, right?

19

A

It should yes.

20

Q

Well, the AFCS l o o k s for that, right?

21

A

Yes, it does.

22

Q

Now, how does it see the stamp or meter strip or

A

The

23
24

25

FIM?
--

I think I cover that in my testimony,

talking about how the stamps are - - I always get these two
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-

1

mixed up, so I have to check.

2

fluorescent and the meter strips are phosphorescent.

I believe the stamps are

Either way, they're hot, and the equipment is

3

looking for that indicia in the corners, or it's looking for
the FIM mark for like BRM where you would not have a stamp
or a meter.
So it goes through the machine and it's actually
8

looking for that indicia on the bottom, either on the left

9

--

10

both sides, because a mail piece could be faced either

way.
And if it doesn't see it, then it flips that mail

11

-

12

piece over, and then again is looking for it along the

13

bottom.

14

or the FIM along the bottom, going through the machine.

So it's always looking for the stamp or the meter

15

COURT REPORTER:

16

THE WITNESS:

17

The film mark?

FIM, F-I-M, firm identification

mark.
BY MR. COSTICH:

18

19

Q

Facing identification mark?

20

A

Thank you.

21

Q

If the piece is square, in other word, has no long

22

edge, what's the probability that the part of the AFCS

23

that's looking for the stamp is going to find it?

24

25

A

I don't think it's an issue of the AFCS finding

the stamp or the meter mark on an aspect ratio piece.
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Q

Okay, let's back up a second in terms of how the

AFCS works.

There's a part of it that bangs the pieces and

knocks them and tries to get them onto the long edge of the
4

5

A

Yes.

6

Q

A square piece doesn't have a long edge, correct?

7

A

Correct.

8

Q

So even after all that banging and running over

9

-

piece; is that correct?

the rollers and everything else that the machine does, the

10

piece could land up on any one of its four sides with equal

11

likelihood, correct?

12

A

Yes.

13

Q

And - -

14

A

It will still cancel that mail piece, though.

15

Q

All right, a minute ago you were describing how

16

the facer/canceller spots the stamp; do you recall that?

17

A

Yes.

18

Q

And you showed how the facer/canceller l o o k s along

19

the bottom edge of the piece as it's passing through the

20

detector?

21

A

Yes.

22

Q

And it looks on both sides of the piece, correct?

23

A

Yes.

24

Q

If the piece is oriented 90 degrees from where the

25

stamp would be on the bottom edge, what will the detector
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-

1

2

find?

A

3

machine and the stamp is on the bottom, on one side, the

4

detector is looking for a stamp on the leading edge, so, in

5

my case, it would be on my left-hand side of this piece of

6

paper.
If it's going through the other way, it's looking

7

8

-

The detector, when the mail piece goes through the

for the stamp, meter, and indicia on the trailing side.

9

So if it didn't find it, and it flipped it over,

10

and it ended up being in the wrong corner so it was at the

11

trailing edge instead of the lead edge, or the lead edge

12

instead of the trailing, the AFCS would not find something

13

to cancel.

14

Q

And that's going to happen half the time, right?

15

A

Statistical probabilities, I would say, yes, half

16

17
18

the time for just that one operation.

Q

But

--

and it will get cancelled if the stamp is

in the right position, correct?

19

A

Yes.

20

Q

But if that piece, we are still talking about the

21

22
23

square piece, is then fed either to an OCR or a BCS

A

--

So you are saying it was canceled improperly

faced, okay.

24

Q

It gets taken to an automated equipment?

25

A

Yes.
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Q

Then you run into this tumbling or rolling

problem?
A

Yes.

Every time that piece of mail would go

through a piece of equipment, you have an opportunity for
that piece to lose its orientation.

Q

Does that happen to every square piece?

A

I don't know, it may happen somewhere along the

8

flow.

It may happen more than once to that piece along the

9

flow.

It may happen during transportation if the mail

10

pieces aren't tight in that tray, and that tray, we are

11

putting it in the air, flying it.

12

piece can also lose its orientation there as well.

13

14

Q

It is on a truck, the

But there is some probability that the piece will

make it through any given operation, isn't there?

15

A

There is always some probability, yes.

16

Q

Now, let's think about a piece that is not quite

17

square, say it has an aspect ratio of exactly 1.3. How

18

likely is the AFCS to put that onto its long edge?

19

A

That, I don't know.

20

engineering question to me.

21

break point is.

That sounds like an

I haven't looked at where the

22

Q

Gee, do we have an engineering witness?

23

A

No.

24
25

I am saying I am not technically qualified to

answer that question.

Q

But none of the other witnesses is either, is that
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-

1

2
3

4

A

Not that I know of.

There may be some surprises

out there, but - -

Q

Well, as you might suspect, I am trying to nail

5

down why 1.3 is the minimum aspect ratio. The expectation

6

apparently is that if the aspect ratio is 1.3, it will make

7

it all the way through with a pretty high probability,

8

wouldn't you say?

9
10

,-

correct?

A

But we don't know. And if we know this is a

problem, a square piece, and we - -

11

Q

When you say this?

12

A

That is why I corrected myself.

A square piece is

13

a problem, and we know that a standard business envelope is

14

not a problem, I don't know where the break point is to say

15

when a problem becomes not a problem.

16
17

Q

Okay.

So you can't tell us why 1.3 is the minimum

aspect ratio?

18

A

No, I cannot.

19

Q

Do you know why 2.5 is the maximum?

20

A

Looking at the minimum height requirements, and

21

maximum length requirements, that is about that ratio, 3-1/2

22

by 11-1/2. I don't know.

23
24
25

Q

That's right. Does that mean it is a sort of

redundant requirement?
A

I don't know
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2

Well, a piece could be less than the maximum

length and still have that aspect ratio, right?

3

A

I am not sure how.

4

Q

Because it would be too short in terms of height?

5

A

So you are talking about mail pieces that would be

6

--

Q

more vertical instead of horizontal?

7

Q

8

long edge.

9

A

Yes.

10

Q

A piece can be 1 1 - 1 / 2 inches long?

11

A

Yes.

12

Q

But it can't be less than 3 - 1 / 2

13

A

Correct.

14

Q

So, even if you took

15

Well, no, let's just talk about pieces on their
Okay.

--

inches high?

anything with 2.5 is

either going to be exceeding the maximum length or - -

16

A

You're right

17

Q

- - or failing to get to the minimum - - maximum

~

18

length, minimum height.

19

aspect ratio of 2 . 5 ?

S o , are there any pieces with an

20

A

I don't know.

21

Q

Or rather, I guess I should say, are there any of

22

those pieces that would make it past the first cull on the

23

AFCS?

24
25

A

A piece that is over that 2.5 aspect ratio could

make it through the AFCS because it had met the length

LTD.
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1

requirement as well as the height requirements.

Again, we

2

aren't pulling out on the AFCS based on aspect ratio, if

3

that is your question.

4

Q

You are pulling out on the basis of height?

5

A

And length and width, yes.

6

Q

Now, if it is over 11-1/2, it is going to get

7

pulled out?

a

A

Correct.

9

Q

Now, is it possible for

--

well, I guess it is

10

physically possible for a piece to have a 10 inch length and

11

a 2.5 aspect ratio.

12

correct?

Somebody could create such a piece,

13

A

Yes.

14

Q

But it wouldn't be mailable, would it?

15

A

I believe it could be.

If you look at the 3-1/2

16

inches tall, times two-and-a-half,right?

We have got seven

17

plus one-and-three-quarters,so you have a piece that if it

18

was 3-1/2 inches tall, anything over 8-3/4 inches long could

19

exceed the 2.5 aspect ratio, right?

20

Q

Okay.

21

A

Yes.

22

Q

And those pieces will not be culled out at the

24

A

No.

25

Q

And because they have got a real long, long edge

23

So there are such pieces in the mailstream?

AFCS?
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1

it is very likely they are going to be correctly oriented

2

for the stamp detecting equipment, correct?

3

A

Yes.

4

Q

So they will go through the facer-canceller, be

5

cancelled, be faced, sent to automation equipment.

6

kind of problems will those pieces cause on automation

7

equipment?

8

_-

A

What

Again it may be affected by the weight of the mail

9

piece, but if it is flimsier or the material that it is

10

made, a real l o n g piece can easily get jammed up into a

11

piece of equipment.

12

Q

When you say jammed up, do you mean wadded up?

13

A

Accordion - -

14

Q

There you go.

15

A

- - if you are familiar with that.

16

Q

Do you have any idea how frequently that actually

17
18
19

20

happens ?
A

NO, I don't know.

I don't see very many of those

pieces.

Q

And is this again a situation where there is some

21

positive probability that piece with a high aspect ratio

22

would make it all the way through

23
24

25

A

--

Without damaging itself or other mail pieces?

Yes, that is possible.

Q

And you don't or you are not aware of any data on

,-
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the frequency of this problem?

I

A

No, I am not.

Q

And you are not aware of any data on the frequency

of the rolling and tumbling problem?
A

No, I am not.

Q

Pardon me for the blues song expression, but I

couldn't resist.

It's just too bad Mr. Tidwell isn't here

Well, let's go back to the beginning. What
9

10

11

.-

information does the Postal Service have on why non-standard
pieces are more costly?
A

I do not know.

I haven't received any

12

interrogatories related to this, so I have not done any

13

particular search for data for this information.

14

Q

When you say you didn't get any interrogatories,

15

did Witness Miller consult with you about a couple of

16

interrogatories that the OCA sent him?

17

18
19
20

21
22

A

We discussed a couple interrogatories but I don't

recall specifically if they were OCA interrogatories.

Q

Do you recall whether they had to deal with

non-Standard pieces?
A

Believe me, I had a lot of phone calls about

interrogatories from other people.

No further questions.

23

MR. COSTICH:

24

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN: We have got one more party who

25

Okay.

I don't recall.

wishes to cross examine.
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and we will be back here twenty minutes after the hour and
hopefully we can go straight through and wrap up.
Ms. Duchek will try to continue the string of “No
redirect,’’ of course.
[Recess.1
CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN: Mr. McKeever?
MR. McKEEVER:

7

CROSS EXAMINATION

8

BY MR. MCKEEVER:

9
10

11

Q

-

Good afternoon, MS. Kingsley. My name is John

McKeever and I represent United Parcel Service.
MS. Kingsley, could you turn to page 19 of your

12
13

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

testimony, please.
I would like to direct your attention in

14

15

particular to line

16

part parcels are sorted to carrier route at the delivery

17

unit,“ do you see that?

26,

where you state, quote, “For the most

18

A

Yes.

19

Q

I do have a few questions, I would like to ask you

20

a few questions about how parcels are sorted to carrier

21

route at the delivery unit.

22

Does the way parcels are sorted to carrier route

23

at the unit depend in any way on the size or the weight of

24

the parcel?

25

A

I would assume so, yes.
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1

2

Small parcels, lighter parcels may be handled one

way and larger, heavier parcels another way?

3

A

Yes.

4

Q

Okay.

5
6

7

Does it make a difference who actually

sorts them at the unit, a clerk as opposed to the carrier?
Clerks do the work of sorting to carrier route, so

A

there would be no carrier sorting to carrier route.

8

Q

Okay.

9

A

Yes.

10

Q

Now when they sort to carrier route, the clerk,

Is that always the case?

11

after the clerk has finished the sort, what does the clerk

12

do with the parcels that he has sorted to carrier route?

13

-

Q

14

A

They frequently sort the parcels into a hamper and

then they would roll that hamper over to the carrier's case.

15

Q

So the hamper would go to the carrier's case?

16

A

In some instances, sometimes they have a staging

17

area where they may actually take that to their vehicle and

18

then basically sort it while they are loading into the

19

vehicle.

20

Q

Now when you say they would take it to a staging

21

area and sort it while they are loading into the vehicle,

22

are we still talking about a clerk?

23

A

No, I apologize. The clerks take it over, either

24

to the carrier case and sometimes the carriers will go

25

through and determine their walk sequence order for those
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1

parcels, or the clerk may take the hamper over to like a

2

staging area where the carriers take that hamper as they go
to load the truck, and when they load the parcels into the
truck they sort it as they are loading into the truck.

Q

Is there any way to establish any general rule as

to what the practice is?

Again I have in mind here smaller,

lighter parcels as opposed to bigger, heavier parcels.
Are one treated predominantly one way and the

8

9
10

*

other treated another way?
A

I would say yes, like a Standard A, lightweight

11

parcel the carrier most likely would try and either collate

12

with their flats when they are pulling down something like a

13

compact disk or a videotape. A heavier parcel obviously you

14

can't do that and would not be merged in, so to speak, with

15

your flats at any point in the process.

16

Q

Okay. Just to make sure that I understand, so

17

that a smaller parcel, like a Standard A, might be sorted by

18

the - - it would be sorted by the clerk first, taken over in

19

a hamper to the carrier route, and then the carrier might do

20

some sorting in the sense of putting that parcel together

21

with the mail for that address.

22
23
24

25

A

Again it depends on the characteristics of the

mail piece and the quantity of the parcels, yes.

Q

Okay. The larger parcels like Standard B parcels

are more likely to go to the carrier case, but then not have
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any further activities performed there, but instead taken in
.-

the hamper to the staging area for the loading?
A

Some carriers will go through their hampers at

their case and kind of put them in some semblance of order,

so they don't have to spend

--

especially in wintertime

--

they don't have to spend all this time in the cold loading
the truck.

Q

8
9

10
11

"-

the

--

Okay.

Is it common for carriers though to sort

take the parcels out of the hamper and arrange them

in the truck at the staging area?
A

The staging area I was indicating was where the

12

clerks may leave the hamper so the carrier can then take the

13

hamper to the truck.

14

Q

Oh, I see.

15

A

And then as they take the hamper up to the truck,

16

as they are pulling the parcels out of the hamper they sort

17

them as they put them into the truck.

18
19

Q

Well, once again, I want to be clear I want to

know who "they" is.

The clerk takes it to the staging area?

20

A

Yes.

21

Q

And then the carrier would move it from the

22
23
24

25

staging area to the loading area?
A

Yes, or from there the carrier would take it from

their case to the vehicle, yes.

Q

Okay.

Then it would be the carrier who at the
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1

loading area would arrange the parcels in the truck in the

2

way the carrier thinks is most efficient for him to deliver

3

those parcels?

4

A

Yes.

5

Q

Do you know

the carriers typically put parcels

6

in order of the delivery address when they put them in the

7

truck?

8

A

9

10

....

if

They are usually doing some sort of sort, whether

it is by park and loop or in sequence, yes.

Q

Okay, thank you.

MS. Kingsley, could you turn to

11

page 31 of your testimony, please, and in particular take a

12

look at lines 1 to 2.

13

There you state, quote, "TO effectively plan

14

staffing, it is important to understand the cause of a

15

volume change by shape or work content, not just the

16

magnitude. Do you see that?

17

A

Yes.

18

Q

By magnitude, do you mean increase in the number

19

of pieces?

20

A

Yes, the volume increase, yes.

21

Q

By shape do you mean whether the volume that has

22

increased consists of either more letters or more flats or

23

more parcels?

24

A

Yes, that is what I meant.

25

Q

So those different shapes have different impact on
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planning staffing needs?

c

2

A

Absolutely.

3

Q

And can you describe for me the different impact

4
5

that each has?
A

As you can see from the testimony that we have

6

already provided in the case, our letter equipment has

7

higher throughputs, higher productivities, so a portion of

8

growth in that, just a flat volume percentage, has a

9

different impact on us than if it were flats that we have

10

machines that don't have as high a throughput and we have

11

lower productivities, s o the amount of work hours we would

12

need to handle a thousand additional pieces varies depending

13

on the shape.

14

Q

Okay, and if it were a thousand different flats

15

instead of a thousand different letters, there would be more

16

work hours needed, is that correct?

17

18

19

A

With everything else constant

--

same presort

levels and things like that, yes.

Q

Right, and am I correct that again all other

20

things equal, with the thousand additional parcels, that

21

would require more work hours than a thousand additional

22

letters or a thousand additional flats for that matter?

23

A

Yes.

24

Q

Okay.

25

Could you turn to page 32 of your

testimony, please?
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1

A

Yes

2

Q

There you provide some information on cost per

3

thousand pieces for flats and letters, do you see that?

4

A

Yes, I do.

5

Q

Do you have similar information for parcels?

6

A

No, I do not.

7

Q

Okay.

8

9
10
11

13

Do you know if that type of information is

available, post per piece for parcels
A

No, I do not.

--

cost per thousand?

These are the ones that we

typically see, these are the ones that we typically use, so.

Q

Okay.

Thank you.

Could you turn to your response to interrogatory

12

-

I

UPS/USPS-T10-1, please?

14

A

Yes.

15

Q

On page 2 , you indicate, and I am looking at the

16

paragraph that begins at about the middle of the page, that

17

the national in-house network of processing facilities

18

designated as Priority Mail Area Distribution Centers,

19

typically process destinating mail to the three digit zip

20

code level, et cetera, you go on.

21

A

Yes.

22

Q

Now, what are you referring to when you refer to

23
24

25

Priority Mail Area Distribution Centers there?
A

In our domestic mail manual we have a list of our

Area Distribution Centers. An example would be Denver is an
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Area Distribution Center that serves multiple SCF plants, so

2

they serve Colorado Springs, Grand Junction, other office

3

smaller plants within that geographic area.

4

5
6

Q

And certain of those process Priority Mail and

others don't?
A

No.

Basically, it is kind of massed onto Denver,

7

and then Denver makes the sort down to the smaller

8

facilities, and then they make the sort either to five digit

9

or - - for their smaller geographic area.

10

Q

Okay. What I am

you used the term Priority

--

11

Mail Area Distribution Centers, and I am just trying to

12

indicate whether that was because you were just talking

13

about Priority Mail, or whether there is something special

14

in terms of the processing of Priority Mail and Area

15

Distribution Centers.

16

A

There is nothing special, but the zip codes that

17

are supported by the ADC and the Priority Mail network may

18

be slightly different than the mail that is supported by the

19

Standard A ADC network and&

20

Q

5D

Okay. Thank you.

on.

Ms. Kingsley, I would like to

21

ask you some questions about bulk mailings of Standard B

22

Parcel Post as it was handled in FY

23

it is any different the way it is handled today, but my

24

focus is on the test - - the base year in this case.

25

I understand it, in the case of a bulk mailing of Standard B

1998.

I don't know if
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1

2
3

4

--

A

So is this after the rate implementation in

January of '99?

Q

Well, we are talking fiscal year 1998, which would

5

have ended before the rate implementation in January '99, if

6

I am correct.

7

A

Yes, I am sorry.

8

Q

That's okay.

9

_-.

mail,

It is a long day.

Now, a mailer

would bring a bulk mailing of Parcel Post to a Postal

10

facility and have the mail accepted there by the Postal

11

Service, and in a number of instances it would be physically

12

entered there into the mailstream, is that correct, that is

13

one possibility?

14

15

16

A

It sounded like you were mixing a couple of

different things here.

Q

I'm sorry.

Let me try it again.

Could you restate it?

Sure, sure.

I want to focus

17

on a bulk mailing, if there is such a thing, where a bulk

18

a mailer brings a bulk shipment of Standard B mail to a

19

Postal facility where that mailing is physically accepted by

20

the Postal Service for processing into the mailstream.

21

A

All right.

22

Q

That does happen?

23

A

Yes.

24

Q

Okay.

25

--

Now, my understanding is that the mailer in

that instance would give the Postal Service employee who
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accepts the mail a postage statement, sometimes called a
mailing statement, that describes the mailing, is that
correct?
A

I believe they would give that to the bulk mail

acceptance or entry personnel clerk.

8

9

Okay.

A

I am not familiar with the form numbers.

Q

Okay.

Do you know if that is Form 3 6 0 5 ?

In any event, that document would contain

some basic information about the mailing, is that correct?

10

A

Yes.

11

Q

That information, do you know if that would

12

-~

Q

include the total number of pieces presented?

13

A

I don't know, but I would assume so.

14

Q

Now, am I correct that the Postal Service employee

15

who accepted the mailing, one of his duties or her duties

16

would be to verify the information on the mailing statement

17

against the actual mailing that is presented, is that

18

correct?

19

A

Yes.

20

Q

Could a postage statement be used only for

21

identical weight mailings?

22

A

I do not know, I am not an acceptance expert.

23

Q

Okay. Now, am I correct that the information on

24

the mailing statement would be entered into the Postal

25

Service's PERMIT System database in the case of a PERMIT

. --
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System or automated office, is that correct?
A

Again, I am not familiar with that system at all,

or the data sources for it.

Q

Now, there are also instances where a mailer would

want to enter a bulk mailing into the Postal system and the
mailer would take that mailing to one facility, but the
mailing would be physically entered into the mailstream at
8
9

10

-

another facility, that happens, is that correct?
In 1 9 9 8 , are you talking about like a DBMC

A
situation?

11

Q

Exactly. Yes, exactly.

12

A

Yes.

13

Q

Okay.

Now, in the case of DBMC bulk mailing, am I

14

correct that the mailer would first take that mailing, let's

15

say it is a permit imprint mailer, would first take that

16

mailing to the facility that issued the permit, even though

17

the mail was going to be entered at a different facility,

18

that is the destination BMC, is that correct?

19

A

I am really not clear since most of the mail that

20

is entered at the destination entry rates is Postal verified

21

drop ship, so it is verified at the Postal customer's

22

facility and not at one of our facilities.

23

24
25

Q

Okay.

Well, let's talk about

--

that is plant

verified drop shipments?
A

Yes.
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Q

Okay.

shipments then.

Let's talk about plant verified drop
In that case, in the case of a mailer, the

Postal employee will go to the mailer's plant and get a
postage statement, verify the information on the postage
statement against the mailing, and the mailer would then
take the mail and transport it to the Destination BMC,
another facility, is that correct?

.-

8

A

That is my understanding, yes.

9

Q

So the Postal employee who takes the postage

10

statement and verifies the mailing is associated with

11

another facility, we will call it - - I think the parlance is

12

the origin facility, but the mail is actually physically

13

entered into the mailstream at a separate facility, the

14

Destination BMC. is that correct?

15

A

Yes.

16

Q

Okay. Am I correct, and I am not sure you will

17

know this based on one of your prior answers, but am I

18

correct that the information on that postage statement would

19

be associated with the origin facility, not the Destination

20

BMC?

21

get the credit for the revenue and the pieces that are

22

actually accepted by the Postal Service?

In other words, it was the origin facility that would

23

A

I believe so.

24

Q

Okay, now, in that case, the Postal Service had to

25

have a way of knowing that the mail that its employee looked

.-
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at, at the mailer's plant, would be the same mail that was
later entered into the mail stream at the destination BMC;
is that correct?
A

Correct.

Q

And there was a time, a long time ago, when the

Postal Service would actually put a seal on the truck before
the truck left the mailer's plant to go the destination BMC;
8

,-

is that correct?

9

A

Yes.

10

Q

And the purpose of the seal was to ensure that the

11

mail that was in that truck wouldn't be changed; otherwise,

12

the seal would be broken?

13

A

Correct.

14

Q

Okay, now, the sealing requirement was suspended a

15

number of years ago; is that correct?

16

A

Yes.

17

Q

Do you know why that was suspended?

18

A

No, I don't. I would have a few guesses, but

19
20
21
22

that's all they would be.

Q

Well, I'll take them.
[Laughter.I
THE WITNESS:

One is, the customers doing the

23

transport are going to be going sometimes to more than one

24

location, so, by dropping at the first BMC and unloading,

25

now your truck has lost its seal and you still have mail for
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another facility.
And it would be very costly to have sent two
separate trucks and not have full trucks, so it was to
accommodate multiple stops for the contents of that
vehicle.
Again, I think we've gotten better in our
documentation and acceptance procedures, and there has been
8

more destination entry volume and more employees are

9

familiar with how to accept that mail and know what to do in

10

the event of a discrepancy.
BY MR. McKEEVER:

11

-

12

Q

Okay - - I'm sorry, were you finished?

13

A

Yes.

14

Q

Now, since there is no longer any seal on the

15

vehicle, there has to be another way for the Postal Service

16

to know that the mail presented at the DBMC is the same mail

17

that its employee viewed at the origin facility; is that

18

right?

19

A

Yes.

20

Q

And the Postal Service uses Form 8125 for that

21

purpose?

22

A

Yes, it does.

23

Q

And that form is separate, a different form from

24

25

the mailing statement?
A

Yes, it is.
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Q

And I understand the way that works is that the

mailer fills out the Form 8125, which also contains basic
information about the mailing; is that correct?
A

Yes, it does.

Q

Such as number of pieces and weight?

A

Yes, and if it's pallets, what class it is, things

like that.
8

9

10
11

-

Q

And that information on the Form 8 1 2 5 should be

the same information that's on the mailing statement; is
that correct?
A

I think they would be different, only for the

12

amount that the mailing statement would have the entire

13

mailing, whereas you require an 8125 for each destination

14

entry.

So, in theory, the sum of the 8125s would match

15

16
17

18

the total, yes.

Q

Form 8125 that goes along to the DBMC, is that

correct?

19

A

Yes, as well as DSCF and DDU today.

20

Q

Right.

21

A

For Standard-B, yes.

22

Q

Right.

But in 1998, we only had DBMC, correct?

And then when the mail arrives at the

23

DBMC, the Postal employee there who is going to accept it

24

and physically have it entered into the mail stream, is

25

supposed to make sure that the information on the Form 8125,
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matches the mailing that's being presented to him; is that
correct?

4

A

Correct.

Q

So it's really important for two things to happen:

5

The Postal employee at the origin facility must verify that

6

the mail presented there matches the information on the

7

postage statement and on Form 8125; that's number one.
And, number two, the Postal employee at the DBMC

8
9

10

-

must verify that the mail entered there matches the
information on Form 8125?

11

A

Yes.

12

Q

Ms. Kingsley, in response to Interrogatory

13

UPS/USPS-T10-2, you supplied us as part of Library Reference

14

176, with an audit report on plant-verified drop shipments

15

that was done by the Office of the Inspector General.
The report was dated September 28, 1999; is that

16

17

correct?

18

A

Yes.

19

Q

Do you have that with you?

20

A

Yes, I do.

21

Q

Okay, could you take a look at the cover letter to

22

that report?

23

A

The one signed by Richard Chambers?

24

Q

Yes. Now, am I correct that the objective of that

25

audit was to, and I'm quoting here, "evaluate the adequacy
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of verification and acceptance procedures for plant-verified
drop shipment mail"?
A

Yes.

Q

And the cover letter indicates that the audit, and

I'm quoting again from the cover letter, "identified
problems with verification procedures not being followed,
and with the preparation of PS Form 8125;" is that correct?

9

A

Yes.

Q

In particular, the cover letter indicated, and I'm

10

quoting again, "in addition, USPS personnel accepted mail

11

without a PS Form 8125, or with a form PS 8125 containing

12

incorrect information;" do you see that?

13

A

Yes.

14

Q

And, finally, on page 3 of the audit report, if

15

you could turn to that, the audit report indicated, and I'm

16

quoting here in the second paragraph under the title,

17

Verification Procedures, quote, "USPS employees did not

18

always verify the quantities delivered to the amounts

19

reflected on PS Form 8125, and sampling procedures were made

20

difficult by the mailer's preparation of bed-loaded

21

parcels." That's the end of the quote.
Is that correct?

22
23

A

Yes.

I do want to state that the previous

24

paragraph started that USPS employees generally verified

25

drop shipments correctly, and we found opportunities to
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'1

improve procedures.

2

MR. MCKEEVER:

3

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

Is there any follow-up? I see

4

a hand in the back of the room.

5

McLaughlin - - ah, yes, it is.
MR. McLAUGHLIN:

6

10

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

BY MR. MCLAUGHLIN:

8
9

I think it is Mr.

FURTHER CROSS EXAMINATION

7

_-

That's all I have, Mr. Chairman.

Q

Ms. Kingsley, I have some follow-up on some

questions asked by Mr. Baker for NAA.

11

He was asking you questions concerning your

12

testimony on pages 27 and 28 and also concerning your

13

response to NAA Interrogatory Number 4.
On page 27, I believe you there talk about

14

--

15

A

May I - - NAA-24?

16

Q

Yes - - first on page 27, lines 19 through 21, you

17

talk about the volume growth per delivery from ' 8 8 to '98.

18

That is the subject of NAA Number 4. We did have this

19

conversation earlier.

20

here when we had our conversation about NAA Number 4

21

concerning the fact that the figures you have in your

22

testimony for pieces per delivery are pieces per possible

23

delivery as opposed to pieces per actual delivery.
You do recall that conversation, don't you?

24
25

I am not sure whether Mr. Baker was

A

Yes.
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1

If we look at your page 27, and I think the

2

transcript will reflect this, we went through a discussion

3

about if you had an assumed 80 percent coverage in 1988 that

4

the pieces per actual delivery would have gone from 6.4

5

pieces per actual delivery in 1988 to 6.6 pieces per actual

6

delivery in 1998, is that correct?

Do you recall that?

7

A

Yes.

8

Q

And that is about a 3 percent increase, is it not,

9

-

Q

roughly?

10

A

Yes.

11

Q

And that is as compared to the increase that you

12

show going from 5.1 to 5.6 pieces per possible delivery,

13

which would be about a 10 percent increase, is that right?

14

A

Yes.

15

Q

Mr. Baker then in his cross examination talked

16

about some figures from 1988 to 1999, and this is based on

17

your Interrogatory Number 4, he asked you to confirm that

18

there's been a 7 percent increase in possible deliveries and

19

a 22 percent increase in volume.

Do you recall that?

20

A

Yes.

21

Q

And I believe you said that that was a 3 to I

22

relationship.

23

A

Yes.

24

Q

In terms of actual deliveries, if we assume an 80

25

percent coverage in 1988, which you said was probably
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reasonable but you don't have an actual figure, would you
I

agree that the increase in actual deliveries would in that
case be on the order of 16 to 17 percent as opposed to 7
percent?

I can give you those figures if you would like.
If you used a 80 percent coverage

A

--

Yes, that got us to the 61.7 actual versus the

69.7 actual in '98.

-

8

Q

And that was 1988 versus 1998.

9

A

Right.

10

Q

You went to 1999 - -

11

A

Eight million, so there is an 8 million difference

12

there.

13

Q

Yes.

If you went to 1999, which I believe were

14

Mr. Baker's figures, the 1999 figure for actual deliveries

15

would be about 71.9 million - -

16

A

Okay.

17

Q

Would you accept that subject to check?

18

A

Yes.

19

Q

And the 71.9 million

20

A

I wasn't clear what the 12 percent referred to, to

21
22

--

'98 or '99.

Q

Yes, I think that Mr. Baker I believe is referring

23

to the '99 versus '88 figures, so you would agree then that

24

if you based it on actual deliveries that instead of a 7

25

percent increase it is a 16 to 17 percent increase in actual

.-
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deliveries over that time?
A

Yes.

Q

Now there was also some discussion just in general

about that paragraph on page 27, starting at line 19 where
5

you are talking now about costs at the delivery point and

6

you mentioned several factors, one of which is this pieces

7

per delivery which we have just discussed.

You then also talked about DPS implementation

8

9

-

causing additional costs.

The discussion there - -

10

A

I didn't say DPS caused additional costs.

11

Q

Well

12

A

I said we allowed in the DAR - -

13

Q

Okay - -

14

A

--

15

Q

You allowed

--

for some time to handle the DPS volumes.
--

right, but this discussion of DPS

16

is in the context of a paragraph that discusses extra costs

17

at delivery, is that correct, at the delivery point?

18

A

Yes.

19

Q

So were you citing DPS as being a factor that

20

21

caused extra costs to be incurred at the delivery point?
A

We were saying that there were some, there was

22

some time put in the DAR for DPS to allow the carrier,

23

either on the street or in the office, to check through the

24

mail.

25

Q

Well, the paragraph

--
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1

A

In the footnote.

2

Q

I thought the subject of the paragraph, the first

3

sentence says “Delivering mail at a delivery point is one

4

area where the carrier time has actually increased“ and then

5

you conclude by saying, on the next page, that “The carrier

6

spends more time at each delivery point and the time can be

7

expected to vary with volume” so I thought that all these

8

reasons you cite here were reasons that caused an increase

9

in delivery costs at the delivery point.
A

10

-

Yes - - I wanted it to come across that all that

11

time was given to the street time and that - - or that we

12

were actually using all that time that they put in the DAR

13

for savings.

14

to.

Q

15

16

Are you saying here that DPS caused additional

load time type costs to be incurred at the delivery point?
A

17

18

That was the point that I was trying to get

Again, I am not an expert on the definition of

load time versus access time versus - -

Q

19

Okay, well, to help you out on that, refer to
NAA asked you a question along those lines.

20

your

21

NAA Number 22.

--

They asked you to confirm that when

22

23

--

It was

well, the

entire question dealt with DPS mail, is that correct?

24

A

Yes.

25

Q

Okay.

It asked to “Please confirm that when DPS
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1

mail is incorrect sequenced carriers will spend more time at

2

the delivery point due to the need to verify the address"

3

and your answer is "Not confirmed.

4

mail as they approach the delivery point" so I take it it is

5

your testimony that DPS mail does not have any significant

6

impact at the delivery point?

7

A

Correct.

City carriers finger the

My testimony was to say they may

8

actually be taking time on the street though to go through

9

DPS when they are deciding where their park and loop break

10

points may be, for example.

11

Q

Okay.

12

A

Correct

13

Q

At that delivery point.

14

A

Correct.

15

Q

After citing these various factors which we have

As distinct from delivery time?
~

16

discussed here, you then at the very bottom of page 27 and

17

top of page 28 say, "This is all very different from the old

18

environment of dropping a few letters in each mailbox."
Are you there talking about dropping 6.6 letters

19

20

versus 6.4 letters in a mailbox?

21

and flats and parcels, but you are talking there - - I am

22

just trying to get the context - - "It is all very different

23

from the old environment of dropping a few letters in each

24

mailbox"

25

A

I understand it's letters

--

Right.

Again, the comparison was more '88 we
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1

didn't have - - of all our volume we didn't have as much flat

2

volume as a portion of letters back then as we do in '98 or

3

' 99.

4

Q

Do you have those figures?

5

A

Not handy, but I have just knowing for example

6

that in the response to another interrogatory that there was

7

a 50 percent increase in non-carrier route Standard A flats

8

from FY '92 to FY '98 is pretty significant to me and

9

knowing that letters also grew at that time, but not at

10
11

12

I

those rates.

Q

Do you recall at all what the growth experience

was of Standard A ECR mail between 1988 and 1992?

13

A

That I do not.

14

Q

Do you know whether there was actually a decline

That I did not track or look at.

15

in volume between 1988 and 1992 following the 1987 rate

16

case?

17

A

No, I don't know about ECR flats.

18

Q

So you don't know what the volume trend is from

19
20
21

'88 to '98 then in terms of letters and flats?

A

Just the one figure that I provided you for the

Standard A non-carrier route flats.

22

Q

That wasn't '88 to '98, that was '92 to '98.

23

A

Correct, because that was in response to something

24

that dealt with volumes that had to go across a flat sorter

25

so that would have not considered carrier route volumes.
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1

Q

2

versus ' 9 8 ?

3

A

Carrier-delivered volumes?

4

Q

Well, aren't we talking here about - -

5

A

Isn't this all carrier-delivered? I guess I am

6

not clear.

7

Q

8

11

-

Well, there may be some volumes for example that

Does the Postal Service have a breakout of volumes
by shape for 1988 and 1998, carrier-delivered volumes?
A

Not that I know of, but I do not know.
MR. McLAUGHLIN:

12
13

'88

go to post office boxes that are not carrier-delivered.

9
10

Can we get carrier delivered volumes for

Could the Postal Service check to

see if that information is available?
MS. DUCHEK:

14

I would prefer that Mr. McLaughlin

15

file an interrogatory to the Postal Service on that.

16

could be a huge, voluminous amount of information.

17

not be.

18
19

20

That

It might

I just don't know.
MR. McLAUGHLIN:

the witness

Well, I am really - - you know,

--

MS. DUCHEK:

I shouldn't say a voluminous amount

21

of information, I'm sorry, but it may be difficult to by

22

shape go back and determine if we even have that.

23

MR. McLAUGHLIN:

Mr. Chairman, the witness has

24

made statements here to the effect that a change in mix has

25

contributed to what she states is going on here in her
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1

testimony and I think that that is

2

information herself, as far as I can tell that provides that

3

information.

4

she doesn't have

Mr. Chairman, Mr. McLaughlin has had

5

her testimony since we filed the case in January.

6

like this - - what she said - - is a surprise and he could

I

have asked an interrogatory then.

8
9

10

-

MS. DUCHEK:

--

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

Time out.

It is not

I have heard the

arguments.
Mr. McLaughlin, so that we can have more volumes

11

of paper than we might otherwise have, would you please

12

reduce your request to writing and submit it to the Postal

13

Service and I will expect that they will respond promptly

14

and tell you whether they have the data and if they do to

15

provide the data.

16

MR. McLAUGHLIN:

11

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

18

MR. McLAUGHLIN:

19

20

I will do that.
And then

--

With that, that's all I have.

Thank you very much.
CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

And then they may not have to

21

find volumes and volumes but we will have more volumes here,

22

so thank you very much.

I appreciate your cooperation.

23

Is there any additional follow-up?

24

There doesn't appear to be any.

25

I know that there

are a number of questions from the bench and we will go down

c
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the line in order of time served.
Commissioner LeBlanc?
COMMISSIONER LeBLANC:

MS. Kingsley, I have just

got basically one question, and I know my colleagues have
got some, and I may have to follow up on what they have, but
I will use this one.

In response to United States Postal

Service Robinson to interrogatories of David Popkin, he was

-

8

talking about, and I know you are the operations witness,

9

and that is why I want to bring this out, because Mr.

10

McKeever touched on it, so it was something that I had in my

11

mind, and this is a great time to do it, it is DBP/USPS-128,

12

and the question is part (b), and he is asked, "Is there a

13

financial advantage to process a Priority Mail article

14

outside of the Emery system?" And his response, in effect,

15

was "The term financial advantage is interpreted to mean

16

lower cost.

17

expensive to process Priority Mail within the PMPC network."

18

I am informed that on average it is more

So, as an operations expert, are there any

19

operational differences, if you will, that make it more

20

expensive under the contract?

21

THE WITNESS:

I am not familiar with how Emery

22

processes the mail or their contract.

23

understanding that it is more expensive to process it, but

24

they also have dedicated air that I know we do not.

25

don't know what portion of that

It is also my

is transportation
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1
2

3

COMMISSIONER LeBLANC:
Robinson draw up his response?

Do you know who helped
Were you privy to that?

4

THE WITNESS:

5

COMMISSIONER LeBLANC:

NO, I was not involved.
Ms. Duchek, would you have

6

any earthly idea who that might be, who works on which - -

7

who would have the been the person to have helped Robinson?

a

MS. DUCHEK:

9

COMMISSIONER LeBLANC:

10

one lay there for a while then.

11
12

13

-

versus processing, versus other.

I have no idea, Commissioner LeBlanc.

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

Okay.

Then I will let that

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I think I am going to reserve

my get out of jail free card and pass to Commissioner Omas.
COMMISSIONER OMAS:

MS. Kingsley, in response to

14

interrogatory Time Warner/UPS-10-9,you describe activities

15

needed to set up an SPBS for a given sort scheme and

16

estimated the time required as between 15 and 30 minutes.

17

You also state that you are-

18

addressed the SPBS.

19

SPBS after the set up procedure that you described as

20

completed.

21

n o t aware

of any studies that

What is the typical run time for an

THE WITNESS:

I think the run time generally

22

varies depending on what it is running.

23

they are running Priority Mail, you may have a really tight

24

window where you are running it from

25

midnight or the outgoing.

7:OO

For example, if

at night until

You may be running bundles much
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longer than that during tour 2 into tour 3 , so you might
start at 9 : 0 0 in the morning and run those until Priority
Mail comes in.
The last facility that I spent the most amount of

4

5

time in, we pretty much just had two sort plans.

6

your Priority and you had your bundles, and that was it.
COMMISSIONER OMAS:

7

Are there any shutdown time

8

activities required that do not overlap the set up

9

activities?

10

11

12
13

-

You had

And, if so, how much time do you estimate is

required?
THE WITNESS:

I am sorry.

Could you please repeat

what might overlap?
COMMISSIONER OMAS:

Are there any shutdown

14

activities required that do not overlap the set up time

15

activities?

16

THE WITNESS:

Okay.

To pull down, you have to

17

pull all the containers away from the machine, so,

18

obviously, you can't be putting new ones up for the next

19

sort plan until the next one is done.

20

finalize running your reports.

21

sort plan or load that until you have downloaded like your

22

End of Run type information from the sort plan you just

23

finished up.

24
25

You also have to

You can't start your new

You have to make sure all the mail is swept from
the machine.

You can't still have mail in the feed section
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1

for one that you are wrapping up with before you start the

2

sort plan.

3

Some of the things that can overlap, I guess, is

4

while some keyers are keying out what is finished, and you

5

are starting to take away the containers that are full of

6

mail, you can already be loading the feed system and loading

7

the sort plan before all the new containers are actually set

8

up.

9

situation.

So, there is some overlap, but it is a task-by-task

COMMISSIONER OMAS:

10
11

then?

12

in that one estimate?

13

-

14

15

So you have no time estimate

I mean you don't know how much time that is required

THE WITNESS:

We1 , that would be in the response

that I provided.
COMMISSIONER OMAS

Okay.

Are there any non-run

16

run time activities that affect productivity, such as

17

breaks, break time?

18

THE WITNESS:

Yes.

And, again, that depends on

19

the facility and maybe how many people you have trained to

20

actually key. You might have people that rotate breaks, so

21

the machine is covered during break periods, and in other

22

situations, you don't have someone to relieve all your

23

keyers, you may only have them relieve some or not at all.

24

25

COMMISSIONER OMAS:

While there are no studies you

lcxs

know of on set up times, do you believe that the L@3r-
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tallies contain that information, or estimation between the
relationship of set-up time and run time?
I have no idea what IOCS detail

THE WITNESS:
exists?

COMMISSIONER OMAS:
CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

Okay, thank you.
Commissioner Goldway?

COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY:

-

I am still not clear about

8

the discussions that went on earlier today about the

9

separation of manual sortation; that you are estimating the
and this also refers to discussions with Mr. Yacobucci

10

--

11

that in the test year, there will be 50 percent rate of

12

manual sortation at the secondary level; that he was

13

estimating that that would continue into the test year, or

14

that would be the rate.

15

THE WITNESS:

16

COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY:

17

THE WITNESS:

No, I was trying to get to the point

COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY:

THE WITNESS:

23

COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY:

25

So it's currently about 50

percent?

22

24

Are you saying now that it

that it wouldn't be likely to be any higher than 50 percent.

20

21

The portion in the test year, yes.

is less than 50 percent?

18
19

--

stay at 50 percent?

No, it is not.
And it will be likely to

What is it now?

THE WITNESS:

Currently, if you put together the
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1

different pieces in my testimony, how it works out is, of

2

the hundred percent of the volume, about 60 percent is going

3

to delivery units to be handled manually.
About 4 0 percent is sorted in the plants.

4

5

4 0 percent in the plants, about 60 percent is on flat

6

sorters, and 40 percent in manual operations.
So if you add those all up, your percent on a flat

7
8

sorter, and, again, that would be about 2 5 percent today.
COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY: So today, it's only 25

9
10

percent?

11

THE WITNESS:

12

COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY: Well, that makes it a lot

13

-

Of that

Correct.

clearer to me.

14

THE WITNESS: Good.

15

COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY: Because it sounded from the

16

discussion as though, with all of the additional automation,

17

we were going to maintain the same percentages.

18

THE WITNESS:

19

COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY:

20
21

NO.
Okay, that makes it

clearer.
Now, I have another general question: You were

22

trying to describe the decline in work hour productivity of

23

these machines over the last few years as they've been

24

introduced, and I can understand that the initial automation

25

captures the cleanest mail.

.-
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And then as you expand your automation, the amount

1

2

of cost savings decline.

But you still should be gaining

3

efficiency overall as you automate?

4

THE WITNESS:

Yes.

5

COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY: And yet it appears that the

6

costs for handling flats have not gone down as we've

I

increased this automation.
It seems to me the normal manufacturing model of

8

9

automation that engineers would have, is the measurement for

10

increasing your automation, even though the impact of

11

automation may decrease, is that you're continuing to save

12

money.

13

THE WITNESS:

But that's assuming everything else

14

stays the same; that presort levels don't change; drop ship

15

entry doesn't change; the machinability of the pieces don't

16

change; the volume of the pieces don't change.

17

The 881s, the last buy of the 881s were justified

18

on volume projections into FY92, so there has been

19

significant amount of change in the amount of volume since

20

'92 for flats.

21

COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY:

Do you think that this new

22

generation of AFSM 1 0 0 s is anticipating future changes in

23

volume and characteristics of mail, so that there won't be

24

the same pattern of additional costs with additional

25

automation?
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1

THE WITNESS:

2

COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY: And why is that?

3

THE WITNESS:

Talking with the engineering group

4

and seeing how they're looking towards Phase I1 and how many

5

pieces of equipment - - I mean, again, we haven't finalized

6

how many AFSMs we're going to buy yet in Phase 11, and

7

looking towards using volume growth, they're already looking

8

towards maybe the next generation machine.

9

machine that we're going to use to actually DPS?

10

-

I believe so, yes.

Is there another

I hope you had a chance to see the videotape that

11

we added as a Library Reference to see how this machine is

12

working. And in some respects, they were conservative in

13

the DAR, and that's why we added some more savings into the

14

roll forward, once we actually saw the machine in Baltimore.

15
16
17

So, I think things are - - have a pretty rosy

outlook for flats in the fairly near future.
COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY:

Well, assuming that's the

18

case, you have indicated in this recent testimony that in

19

addition to the full complement of AFSMs that we knew about

20

that were going to be deployed during the test year, there

21

may be additional AFSMs deployed during the test year.

22

THE WITNESS:

Yes.

23

COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY: Over and above the

24

THE WITNESS:

25

COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY: Are the potential savings

173?

Correct.
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from that deployment included in the cost savings estimates
that are presented?
THE WITNESS:

There are savings for FY2001 in

Library Reference 126
COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY:
they include these additional
THE WITNESS:
8

The additional machines for Phase

COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY:

10

THE WITNESS:

11

COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY:

Over and above the 173?

Yes.
Yes, in the Phase 11, they

do include that?
THE WITNESS:

13

-

--

11.

9

12

I know there are, but do

Yes.

There is a separate item for

14

Phase I1 machines and their impact in 2001, of which the

15

Board has not approved the DAR yet, but that we anticipate

16

their approval.
COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY:

17

Okay. And then with regard

18

to potential additional costs, you indicated that the 881s

19

are going to be relocated?
THE WITNESS:

20

Some.

Once Phase I1 comes in, we

21

will probably just totally get rid of the majority of the

22

881s,

23

some

24

AFSM 100, for example.

25

but we'll be looking for opportunities to relocate
881s

to smaller facilities that could not justify an

COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY:

So the cost for relocation
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are included in the test year?
THE WITNESS:

No, because we don't know, one, how

many machines we're going to hold onto yet, or how many
we're going to move yet.
COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY:
THE WITNESS:

So, that - -

That evaluation has not occurred

yet.
COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY:

8
9
10

-

That could be an additional

cost.
THE WITNESS:

But then there would also be

11

subsequent savings that aren't in there, either because of

12

the savings at the new facility. I mean, it's fairly

13

reasonable to relocate a machine, compared to the savings

14

you're going to get from it.

15

16

COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY:
all of my questions.

I think those are

Thank you.

17

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

18

COMMISSIONER LeBLANC:

Commissioner LeBlanc?

I apologize to my

I just want to pick up on one thing that

19

colleagues.

20

Commissioner Goldway said.

21

Okay.

You believe that the cost will be recaptured, but

22

if you have to expand on a plant or if you have to build

23

extra facilities or whatever, Just to house it in an older

24

facility, you still believe all of that kind of major - -

25

what I call major construction work will be all recaptured
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throughout the country here?
I mean, we're not talking about just moving it
now.
THE WITNESS:

The AFSMs are not a one - - are you

talking about when the AFSMs come in?
COMMISSIONER LeBLANC:

Yes, ma'am.

THE WITNESS: And replace the 881s. The AFSMS

-

8

aren't a one-for-one replacement on the 8 8 1 s .

So, two to

9

three 881s will be replaced by an AFSM 100, s o you have

10

space right now where you have two machines, where you're

11

going to be basically putting in one machine that takes a

12

little bit more space, but it's still less space than the

13

two machines took before.
COMMISSIONER LeBLANC:

14

I understood that, but

15

you're going to replace all three at one time; is that the

16

game plan?

17

18

And that was - - I was unclear about that.
COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY:

I see, so you may have two

881s running.

19

COMMISSIONER LeBLANC:

20

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

You may have two 881s - -

Please, you have to speak one

21

at a time if the Reporter is going to be able to make a

22

transcript.

23
24
25

COMMISSIONER LeBLANC: You may have two 881s, as
an example, going, with one 100 in there?
THE WITNESS:

Correct.
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COMMISSIONER LeBLANC:

1

2

into consideration?
THE WITNESS:

3

So the space that we would need to

4

put in the new machine and leave the other two there until

5

the machine is up and running?

6

COMMISSIONER LeBLANC:

7

THE WITNESS:

8
9

10
11

-

NOW, has that been taken

Yes, ma'am.

I do not know how that was accounted

for.
COMMISSIONER LeBLANC: Okay, thank you.

I

apologize to my colleagues, Mr. Chairman, thank you.
CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN: Actually, I think that the

12

flats mailers would be happy if the savings were captured,

13

not even getting into recapturing them.

14

15

16

In any event, Commissioner Covington, you have
some questions, I know.
COMMISSIONER COVINGTON:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

17

Welcome, MS. Kingsley.

18

this is over with as fast as I am, so I'll see if I can't

19

help both of us get out of here.

20

I know you're probably hoping that

I noticed in reading your biographical sketch,

21

that you've been basically across the world and back,

22

Chicago to Washington, and in between.

23

got your feet wet in R90-1.

24

Then back out to Denver and back out to the East Coast.

25

the first question I wanted to pose to you, with the

I notice you also
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1

enormous amount of parties who stated their intent to cross

2

examine you and after the filing of some 320-plus

3

interrogatories - -

4
5

THE WITNESS:

I didn't want to know that answer,

but thank you.

6

[Laughter.I

7

COMMISSIONER COVINGTON:

--

320 interrogatories,

8

260 of which were delegated, I was just wondering out of

9

curiosity, is there any particular reason why you were able

10

to do all of this and generate so much attention, and thus

11

far you have been the only witness who has come before us

12

that has not had workpapers or library references presented

13

with your testimony in the evidence?

14

I don't know something about?

15

[Laughter.]

16

THE WITNESS:

Is there a secret that

I don't have to come up with any

17

calculations or any data to support most of these things, so

18

that's why I don't have a library

19

tell it like it is and tell it how it's going to be, so it's

20

a little bit easier for me on the library reference aspect.

21

--

COMMISSIONER COVINGTON:

I just am supposed to

Well, I understand.

Attorney Hall had kind of alluded to

22

commend you for that.

23

that earlier today when he was cross examining you.

24
25

I

Commissioner Goldway touched on one question that
I had in my mind.

With regard to all the experience that
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1

you have had with the equipment and automation and

2

processing costs, have you ever had the direct

3

responsibility for any equipment deployment?

In other words

4

-

5

THE WITNESS:

As far as where does it go?

6

COMMISSIONER COVINGTON:

Well, no.

Particularly

7

like if you take an FSM or an OCR, have you - - has anyone

8

ever - - have you very said, well, we need to send this piece

9

of machinery to X location?

10

THE WITNESS:

Yes.

11

COMMISSIONER COVINGTON:

You have?

Okay.

When

12

equipment is replaced and upgraded, I guess you - - you

13

really never know exactly what the final disposition is

14

going to be, but like Commissioner Goldway and Commissioner

15

LeBlanc alluded to, I would like to think that you would try

16

to place that equipment in some non-automated setting.

17
18

19
20

THE WITNESS:

Or where we could capture the most

savings from.
COMMISSIONER COVINGTON: Along the lines of
processing costs - -

21

THE WITNESS:

Or service.

22

COMMISSIONER COVINGTON:

23

Attorney Olson asked you earlier today about

Or service. Okay.

twkmeot

24

volume arrival, okay?

Now, when I think of an hskmaA+

25

environment, I think of like snow and icy weather, and when
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I think of other things that could impact volume arrival, I
think about a lack of what you would call an ideal
infrastructure, you know, like no road, inadequate bridges,
or maybe a footpath that's just wide enough, you know, for
one person to go down.
What overall impact do these type factors have
with your volume arrival and what allowances do you make for
8

9
10

.-

them?
THE WITNESS:

So are you talking about maybe large

metropolitan areas where - -

11

COMMISSIONER COVINGTON:

That's correct.

12

THE WITNESS: As you saw in my autobiographical

13

sketch, my first plant work was really at the North Suburban

14

facility, and it was at one corner of a very large

15

geographical area.

16

COMMISSIONER COVINGTON: And near the Windy City.

17

THE WITNESS:

Yes.

And so we suffered from having

18

to get collection mail in from fairly great distances in a

19

very congested area, yes, and ideally, it would have been

20

nice to be more centrally located. And then that facility

21

was split into two facilities and are more geographically

22

centered with the areas that they serve.

23

But trying to put a cost to any of this, I - -

24

COMMISSIONER COVINGTON:

25

THE WITNESS:

There is no formula.

- - couldn't begin to.
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COMMISSIONER COVINGTON:

1

2

You couldn't begin to.

Okay.

3

THE WITNESS:

to start.

4

COMMISSIONER COVINGTON: Okay. As far as - - I

5

guess as far as barcoded letters, I think overall, that has

6

allowed the Postal Service to remove almost all type of

7

letter mechanization equipment.

8

THE WITNESS:

9

COMMISSIONER COVINGTON:

Yes.
You know, I'm saying

--

10

guess that's a fair statement to make.

11

almost equate to percentage-wise, because I think in your

12

testimony, you stated that only seven machines of this

13

nature remain nationwide, so

Now, how does this

--

14

THE WITNESS:

15

COMMISSIONER COVINGTON:

Now it's four.
Four. Okay.

Could you

16

tell me how many it was, you know, in the genesis of all of

17

this?
THE WITNESS:

18

I

Oh, my gosh.

I don't know. But a

So

19

plant like Denver had like 13, to give you an example.

20

there were many of these monstrosities out there in plants.
COMMISSIONER COVINGTON:

21
22

23

four.

So down from seven to

Okay.
You mentioned in your testimony also that by

24

September of this year, September 2000, that you were going

25

to have an additional 270 delivery barcode sorters deployed
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to join about 48-, 4900 that you've already got operational
nationwide.

Is that figure still true?

THE WITNESS:

Yes, those numbers have not changed.

COMMISSIONER COVINGTON:

4

Okay. And then these

5

additional DBCS's, what effect will they have on the mail

6

processing flow and cost?
THE WITNESS:

7

Again, I think they will only

8

continue to enhance and reduce the cost for us to process

9

letters.

Some of the other changes that we're making are

10

going to help us get more volume into DPS and more volume to

11

automated incoming secondary operations, such as the ID code

12

sort, if you recall that from my testimony, will have less

13

rejects, so we will be able to keep more volume actually

14

sorted on the machines.
COMMISSIONER COVINGTON:

15

Funny you would mention

16

rejects.

17

rejected that you all have to reprocess yearly?

18

Do you know roughly how many manual letters are

THE WITNESS:

The only figure that I have is the

19

portion of manual processing for letters in plants is about

20

7.4 percent of our letter volume.

21

COMMISSIONER COVINGTON: And if I were a mail

22

handler, would it be safe for me to say that I would

23

probably detest and totally dislike what you call the

24

prepping process?

25

THE WITNESS:

For letters, for parcels, for flats,
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for what?
COMMISSIONER COVINGTON: Any of them. Anything
coming through the system.

If I were a mail handler

--

I

mean, would that be a fair statement to make?
THE WITNESS:

NO.

I don't know what you mean.

COMMISSIONER COVINGTON:

Because I think that any

time you can reduce how much stuff you have to handle, you
8

should realize cost, and the way you describe the prepping

9

process in your testimony was almost like, you know, that's

10

the grunt work, I mean, that's where you could really work

11

up a sweat in lieu of all the automation that you've got in

12

place to alleviate that type of activity.

13

-

14

THE WITNESS: What automation do we have to
alleviate prepping bundles and all those things?

15

COMMISSIONER COVINGTON:

16

THE WITNESS:

17

COMMISSIONER COVINGTON:

18

Emptying out bags.

And emptying bags.
Yes.

is all a part of it.
Some of them think it keeps them in

19

THE WITNESS:

20

shape, so they don't mind that.

21

COMMISSIONER COVINGTON: Oh.

22

[Laughter.]

23

COMMISSIONER COVINGTON:

24

25

That's what I think

Okay.

Well, I'm just thankful

I'm not one of those people.
THE WITNESS:

Me, too.
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COMMISSIONER COVINGTON:
questions.

I had just a couple more

Commissioner Omar briefly touched on this, and I

would imagine in a processing environment, you've got a
certain amount of run time, you know, you take that with the
people that go out for the coffee breaks, the cigarette
breaks and so forth, but with your equipment and with your
machinery, less maintenance down-time, what percentage of
8

the time is it going, is it running, processing?
THE WITNESS:

9

10

you're talking about.
COMMISSIONER COVINGTON:

11

12

13
-.

That would depend on what machine

Let me give YOU a

Okay.

__

THE WITNESS:

Like for example, it depends on how

14

much volume there is for that machine, it depends on the

15

service windows.

16

mail out by six in the morning, there's nothing to run until

17

three in the afternoon

For example, if we have to get all the

--

18

COMMISSIONER COVINGTON:

19

THE WITNESS:

20

COMMISSIONER COVINGTON:

21

THE WITNESS:

In the afternoon.

- - then - -

Right.

So it varies.

ma-I

be

mc)

An SPBS twy-us~ more than a

22

DBCS that's doing some incoming primary and incoming

23

secondary for two zones.

24

COMMISSIONER COVINGTON:

25

THE WITNESS:

Okay.

So it really would depend on the
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type of machine as well as the location.
COMMISSIONER COVINGTON: Okay. You also stated
that the Postal Service had

--

you know, you voiced some

concerns about mailers as it related to OCR standards, you
know, the

--

and I would like to know which USPS component

has been or will be charged with the lead in achieving
better conformance and getting better performance from
8

mailers in that effort.
THE WITNESS:

9

-

So improving OCR

10

COMMISSIONER COVINGTON:

11

THE WITNESS:

12

COMMISSIONER COVINGTON:

13

THE WITNESS:

--

Standards. Yes.

- - read rates on the flat sorters

--

--

Uh-huh.

and barcode standards?

I think

14

as an organization we're kind of working hand in hand.

I

15

know that there is an MTAC work group that's trying to look

16
17

towards what do we do towards this next generation and we're
A
all in this together, and that's headed by an engineering

18

manager and someone from industry.

m

We have other functions - - pre-sort optimization

19
20

work groups that I'm involved in, and again, with various

21

mailers.

22

marketing and operations and engineering to head in the

23

direction we all need to go.

24

25

So it's across multi-functions. We work with

COMMISSIONER COVINGTON:

So is it safe to assume

that we can expect this outreach effort to continue
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THE WITNESS: Absolutely.
COMMISSIONER COVINGTON:

--

through MTAC and, you

know, the presort optimization group?
One other thing.

With respect to your small

parcel and bundle sorting machines, some of your, you know,
periodical people have stated that this particular machine
brings about excessive stress and it really j u s t makes
I think you

handling

9

addressed this in your testimony and you stated that from an

--

10

engineering standpoint of view, this was something that

11

either you all were focusing on or you were going to put

12

greater emphasis on.

13

-

I mean, it gives them fits.

8

14

15

I mean, what's the current status of the SBPS
situation?
THE WITNESS:

A letter

--

I think what you're

16

referring to is a letter went out to the field telling them

17

how to handle broken bundles to hopefully maintain the

18

integrity of the bundle so we don't lose that, and to not

19

sort individual pieces on the SPBS.

20

As Mr. Yacobucci mentioned, there is again another

21

MTAC work group looking at bundle integrity and

22

recommendations in mail make-up, so before it even gets to

23

us, is it the right wrap for the right package, you know,

24

the glossiness of the paper, the weight.

25

I believe engineering i s a l s o looking at ways to,
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so to speak, soften the blow for these bundles as they go

through the SPBS feed system.
COMMISSIONER COVINGTON:
THE WITNESS:

So that's also ongoing?

Yes.

COMMISSIONER COVINGTON: Okay.
thing, explain to me allied labor, okay?

And then the last
I don't know

anything even after - THE WITNESS:

9

COMMISSIONER COVINGTON:

--

even after reading

Could you explain - - tell me what's

10

what you had to say.

11

allied labor.

12

a piece of the puzzle that you all can't fit in - -

13

-

If I could do that - -

8

I want to know.

THE WITNESS:

I mean, that appeared to be

Allied labor is a much harder beast

14

to get your hands around either when you're doing staffing

15

and scheduling or - -

16

COMMISSIONER COVINGTON:

So it's not just me.

17

THE WITNESS:

18

COMMISSIONER COVINGTON:

19

THE WITNESS:

20

COMMISSIONER COVINGTON: All right.

Correct.
Oh.

Correct.
Well, when

21

you come up with a little bit more on that, I would

22

appreciate someone sharing that with me.

23

24
25

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

That's all I have for

Ms. Kingsley.
CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

I have a few questions, some of
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1

which may seem repetitive, questions you've been asked by

2

intervenors, counsel, and my colleagues, but I have

3

difficulty if I don't go down my list and get all the

4

answers, all the ducks lined up the right way.
But before I get to my questions that I wanted to

5

6

ask before the questions from the bench started, if I u s e

7

the terms clean and dirty as relates to mail, you and I

8

would have a general understanding of what clean and dirty

9

mail is?

10
11

12

-

Clean mail has got a good address on it, barcoded;

dirty mail is mail that - THE WITNESS:

Well, clean also is machinability

issues, yes.
Good.

13

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

14

THE WITNESS:

15

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

16

In response to some questions earlier on, I

Yes.

Okay.
All right.

17

believe from Commissioner Goldway, you talked about

18

increased volumes since 1 9 9 2 and the change in the mix of

19

the mail and that, you know, there might be more rejects and

20

all. Has, indeed, the proportion of clean to dirty mail

21

changed as the volume has increased?

22

THE WITNESS:

It may have.

23

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

I don't really know.

Commissioner Covington just

24

asked you about whose going to be in charge of trying to get

25

mailers to produce more clean mail.

Hasn't there been an
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-

1

ongoing effort since, oh, my goodness gracious, I think the

2

first time I saw a brochure addressing OCR readability was

3

1980.

THE WITNESS:

5

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

No, it was before that.

It was

6

in 1980, actually, and it was a nice little brochure that

7

was put out right after the so-called nine-digit zip code

8

was proposed.

9

mailers, but you don't have a sense of whether the

There has been an ongoing effort to get

10

proportions have changed, whether mailers have been doing a

11

better job as the volumes have increased?

12

-

I think '84 - -

4

THE WITNESS:

I would say overall, things have

13

definitely improved because mailers understand the

14

implications of incomplete addresses and, you know, service

15

is important to them, and understand that - -

16

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

I was wondering about that, you

17

know, in relationship to your response before and also to an

18

article that I read early last fall from an organization

19

that used to be called the Advertising Mail Marketing

20

Association, and the fellow who's its president had a little

21

article that said something about how mailers, flat mailers

22

primarily, had been asked by the Postal Service to do

23

certain things in the way of putting barcodes on and

24

cleaning addresses up, and that the mailers had by and large

25

done this, and then, lo and behold, he was concerned about
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-

1

the size of the rate increase that was only being discussed

2

at that time but now is more or less on the table.

3
4

5

mailers had been falling down on the job.
In your testimony, you stated that the FSM 881

6

throughput rate is approximately 6500 pieces per hour for

7

the OCR operation with a maximum staffing of six employees.

8

It's at page 11, lines 3 and 4.

9
10

11

-

I just was kind of curious as to whether, in fact,

Does this calculation include set-up time and does
it include break time, not breakdown, but break time?
THE WITNESS:

No.

The throughput is just telling

12

you what is the machine capable of when it's fully up and

13

running, so it doesn't - - productivity, however, takes that

14

into account.

15

time and switchovers and things of that nature.

16

Productivity would take into account break

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

Okay.

In response to

E M

17

ANM/USPS-TlO-42, you provided productivity data for the

18

881s from 1995 to 1999, and we have also included that data

19

in Presiding Officer's Ruling Number 31.

20

supplementing Order 1289.

21

familiar with it.

It was a ruling

I think you probably are somewhat

22

For operating in the barcode sort OCR mode,

23

productivity started at a little more than a thousand

24

pieces, 1,050, 1040, something in that range, per work hour

25

in 1995 and declined to 720 pieces per work hour in 1999.
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-

Now, assuming a staff of six

1

or should I, since

2

we're talking about productivity here, assume a staff of

3

more than six?
THE WITNESS:

4

5

It may be more than six if prepping

is done at the machine, yes.
CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

6

-

--

But assuming a staff of six,

7

this translates into throughputs of about 6300 pieces per

8

hour going down to 4 3 0 0 pieces per hour.

9

figure comes close to the 6500 throughput that you had.

10

THE WITNESS:

11

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

The

6300

piece

Uh-huh.
Now, can you discuss these two

12

throughput figures, the 62 and the 4 3 , and why they're less

13

than what was claimed for the - -

14

THE WITNESS:

15

So let me understand.

from what time?

16

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

17

THE WITNESS:

18

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

19

The 63 is

The 6 3 is from - -

The 95 BCR?
'95, yes.

And the 4 3 is from

the 1999.

20

THE WITNESS:

BCR, OCR?

21

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

22

THE WITNESS:

Okay.

Yes.
Thinking back to 1995 when we

23

had the barcode readers on the machines, in '95, that was

24

before reclass implementation. We still allowed

25

non-barcoded pieces to be mixed with barcoded flats up to 15
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percent.

.-

So some facilities were less than enthusiastic

about putting barcoded volumes on a barcode reader knowing
that 10 to 15 percent could reject because they really
weren't barcoded, all right?

So we had a hard time

convincing the field that they should even use the barcode
mode.
So when they did decide to use that, they tended

-

8

to go for mailings that they know were great.

It was

9

beautiful mail, good, high read rates, you know.

You

10

generally know what kind of mail you've got, you know the

11

mailers, you know certain things are going to run and when

12

they don't. You have experience, and that leads you to some

13

decisions on the workroom floor.

14

So all I can say is in the early years of the

15

barcode reader rate, it was prime operating conditions

16

because we didn't have a lot in the barcode reader mode

17

during that time, all right, because the plants were

18

hesitant to put it on because it was mixed with non-barcoded

19

stuff in the same bundles.

20

In July of '96, reclass was implemented where pure

21

barcoded flats had to be separate from non-barcoded flats,

22

so when we were going through doing the separation of what

23

to run in barcode mode and in keying mode, we at least knew

24

that this package was pure, it was all barcoded, we could

25

run it all, and what rejected was really barcode rejects and
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not because it didn't have a barcode on it.
So that helped influence the field to put more in

the machine in barcode read mode, incurred a separate mail
stream, because now you have a different person that can
Y o u can have

feed that barcoded mail.

--

I can do it, okay?

I can feed barcoded flats into a flat sorter.
7

higher-level person to do keying for the flat sorter, so you

8

had to keep those volumes separate because you had to staff

9

those people separate and had to know the workload for those

10

different people.

11

So - - yes?

12

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

13
I

You needed a

Are you sorry?
I hope I'm not the only one in

the room that is thoroughly confused at this point in time.

14

THE WITNESS:

I apologize.

15

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

If I understood what you just

16

said, in pre-reclassification, you could have up to 15

17

percent that was not barcoded, that the folks out there in

18

the field were resistant to putting mail that was not

19

barcoded onto machines that would handle barcodes, and so

20

they put good, clean mail on there, and that's why you got

21

1,000 pieces, 1,047 pieces per work hour.

22

And then the rules changed and you had to put

23

clean mail on there and the mailers had to have clean mail.

24

What did the people on the workroom floor do

25

dirty mail to put on the machine so that the productivity
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would go down?

They resisted putting dirty mail on

pre-reclass, so - THE WITNESS:

Right.

So it was all - - the only

thing they ran in barcode reader mode was the cream of the
cream.
CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:
THE WITNESS:

10
11

12
13

-

14

Okay.

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN: After reclass, they hunted up

8

9

Okay.

- - where there is now a requirement that you have to have it

all

--

COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY:
the machines less.

They must have been using

Is that what you're saying?

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN: I can't hear what you're
saying, and you can

--

15

COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY: All right.

16

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

17
18

I'll ask later.

If you want to ask for a

clarification, you can - - I'll defer to you to do that.
So now we've got a requirement that you can't have

19

15 percent, it's all got to be barcoded, and what happens

20

that makes productivity lower?

21

THE WITNESS:

All right.

So now again we're

22

dealing with two different mail streams for one sort plan,

23

two different types of clerk, two different issues as far as

24

your staffing, and you're putting more volumes on, so again,

25

you're going down the food chain, you're going from your
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cleanest volume to anything you can get on the machine in
some instances.

So just as when we first put letter automation in
place, the OCR read rates were higher because we put all the
cleanest stuff on the machine.

As we got more machines and

more volumes, the accept rates went down.
CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN: Doesn't throughput of a machine
8

include the rejects that come out the other end that go

9

into, you know, that go into the separate bin that says,

10

-

sorry?

11

THE WITNESS:

12

productivity does not.

The throughput does, but the

13

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

14

THE WITNESS: And these here are productivities in
ANM-42.

16

or sorted.

17

fed that were rejected.

19

So it does not account for the pieces that we

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

THE WITNESS:

21

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

23
24

25

So the 6282 pieces per hour and

the 4320 pieces per hour are not throughput numbers?

20

22

--

Total pieces handled means total pieces finalized

15

18

Well, the

Correct.
They are not total pieces

handled numbers?
THE WITNESS:

They are total pieces handled per

work hour.
CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

Per work hour
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THE WITNESS: And pieces handled means finalized

1

2

or sorted.

3

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

4

THE WITNESS:

5

So it does not

--

TPF, total pieces

fed - CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN: Okay.

6

-

Okay.

So what you're saying is

7

that now the workers have been beaten down to the point

8

where they just throw everything through the flat sorters,

9

they don't worry about whether they - - the mailer, that

10

mailer you talked about who they knew who has great, clean

11

mail, they don't worry about putting his stuff on there;

12

they just take everybody's stuff and throw it right on

13

there?

14

THE WITNESS: No.

They still start at the top,

15

but as you go down, the quality and machinability levels

16

start dropping off, and weight defects throughput, okay?

17

if you're getting heavier pieces, for example, less

is

machineable pieces, you may have more downtime.

19

results in more jams on the 881s.

20

So

Polywrap

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN: How much of the delta from 1995

21

to 1 9 9 9 is caused by mailers who are putting the wrong kind

22

of wrap on a flat or who don't have it properly addressed

23

for OCR readability, and how much of it is caused by

24

machine-related problems per se?

25

THE WITNESS:

I wish I could quantify that, but I
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.-

don't know.

2

case, these machines are over 2 0 years old. They are not in

3

peak operating condition, and there is some more opportunity

4

_-

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

5

I know the feeling.

I'm over

6

20 and I don't feel I'm in peak operating condition right

7

about now.
Are you staffing the machines with more people

8

9

now?

You said six was the staffing level before.
THE WITNESS:

10

~-

I would say the vast ma'jority is - - in this

1

It's still six for keying, sweeping

11

and ledge loading, but again, the productivities would take

12

into account any other hours that were in that

13

operation, and we as an organization have been trying to get

14

a better handle on our allied hours, Commissioner Covington,

15

and in order to do that have been trying to put allied work

16

hours in with the operation when that is appropriate. So if

17

they are actually doing some prep work right there at the

18

machine

19

they're not a ledge loader

20

productivity.

21
22

--

they're not a keyer, they're not a sweeper,
--

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

that would factor into the

It would factor into the

productivity?

23

THE WITNESS:

24

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

25

E

Yes, sir.
So if you had people who were

not operating the machine but who were involved in dividing
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-

1

the mail stream out to get out the stuff which you now tell

2

me is actually going through the machines, the manual stuff

3

_-

THE WITNESS:

4

5

prepping the mail, yes, they would be included in this

6

number.
CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

7

I take it those people weren't

8

doing a very good job given the productivity decline for the

9

machines.

10

THE WITNESS:

11

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

12

the flats which are

--

THE WITNESS:

13

-

If they are, they are at the machine

Who is not doing a very good job?
Well, aren't they culling out

which need manual treatment?
Yes, there's some prep work for

14

before it gets to the machine as well as the ledge loader

15

and the keyer is making the ultimate decision before it goes

16

on the machine.
CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

17

If one did the absolute maximum

18

positive job that one could do in culling out, then the

19

productivity on the 881s would not have dropped off the way

20

it did?

21
22
23

That's a question, not a statement.
THE WITNESS:

Theoretically, I would think so, but

I'm not sure.
CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN: Why - - I won't go back to your

24

answer before, but I don't understand why you wouldn't be

25

absolutely positively sure.
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-

THE WITNESS:

1

2

allied hours to make sure that we get that mail absolutely

3

perfect, so that would impact productivity, too, and I don't

4

know the level of trade-off.
CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN: When did the culling out, the

5

6

dividing of the mail stream function start?
THE WITNESS:

7

In July of 1 9 9 6 with reclass

8

implementation, they were required to separate barcoded from

9

non-barcoded flats.
CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

10

-

Because we may be spending more

I was just looking at the '95

11

and ' 9 6 numbers to get a sense of what happened, but since

12

it wasn't a full year, I can't calculate it right off the

13

top of my head.
Better equipment - - that is, upgrading 881s - - is

14

By, you know, retrofitting them with

15

an improvement, right?

16

OCRs and barcode sorters, that's an improvement.
THE WITNESS:

17

18

yes.
CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN: And it's an improvement that

19
20

results in a decrease in productivity.
THE WITNESS:

21
22

Compared to sorting it manually,

you have

For total pieces finalized, yes.

--

23

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

24

THE WITNESS:

25

If

Okay.

- - an OCR that reads at 8 3 percent,

you have to rehandle the other 17 percent.
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-

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

2

Did you have some clarification or questions?

3

COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY:

Yes.

It sounded to me in

4

your explanation to the Chairman about the decline in work

5

hour - - productivity per work hour - -

6

THE WITNESS:

7

COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY:

Total pieces handled per work hour.
Total pieces.

I'm getting

Is that, in fact, the machines were not

8

awfully tired.

9

being run very often when they were first implemented, that

10

-

Thank you.

1

the various - -

11

THE WITNESS:

What machines?

12

COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY:

--

managers on the shop

13

floor could choose when to use the machines and they would

14

only run the machines at certain times when they had good

15

mail that they liked to run on these machines?
THE WITNESS: No, that's not what I'm implying.

16
17

I'm talking about running the machine in barcode read mode

18

versus keying mode.

19

on the flat sorters back in ' 9 2 , so we did not have a lot of

20

__

21
22

We still had a lot of capacity issues

COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY: But there was a decline in
productivity in all modes over time.

23

THE WITNESS:

24

sorting that manually.

25

Yes.

But it's still higher than

COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY:

It's a dilemma.
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1

THE WITNESS:

2

COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY:

3
4

I am trying to get some

understanding, and it's difficult.
THE WITNESS:

Yes, there are a lot of factors

5

involved and it's really hard to pinpoint how much each one

6

of those factors has impacted the operations.

7

8

-

Yes.

COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY: Okay.

I'll just ask one

other question, if you don't mind.

9

Do you have any information or statistics to

10

measure the change in the mail stream that you say has

11

impacted the productivity, measuring how the flats have

12

increased in weight or changed in their polywrap or changed

13

in their barcoding or not barcoding over time, that might

14

correlate in some way with this productivity pattern?

15

THE WITNESS:

I don't have one nice little neat

16

summary sheet, but, I mean, we could go back and look.

11

Polywrap wasn't allowed at one point in time on flat

18

sorters, and at some point, the mailers said they wanted to

19

use polywrap, so we went and tested that, and so obviously

20

we know now there's a lot more polywrap.

21

Characteristics study for periodicals - - there is not one

22

place that I think summarizes what you're looking for.

Mail

23

COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY: Thank you.

24

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

25

I understand that the Postal

Service tries to accommodate its customers, but if mailers
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1

came to me and I was the Postal Service and asked me for

2

polywrap and I decided after some testing that polywrap was

3

going to be a problem for my equipment, I think I would go

4

back to my customers and say let's find another solution

5

rather than accepting the request that my customers made

6

that would decrease productivity and ultimately perhaps

7

drive up the cost to my customers of sending their flats

8

through the system. But, hey, that's why I'm here - -

9

10
11

I

THE WITNESS:

I think we did by allowing - - the

FMS 1000 has less stringent polywrap requirements.
CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

I understand that and I

12

understand, you know, there's going to be the next

13

generation of machines which are better, but, you know, you

14

have to deal with the here and now of things, and I don't

15

want to get preachy, but I don't understand decisions that

16

decrease productivity and result in higher costs for your

17

customers in the intervening period.

18

that's why I don't work at the Postal Service and probably

19

never will.

20

But, hey, you know,

But I did at one time. Way back in the early

OS, I delivered mail.

21

Commissioner LeBlanc had another question.

22

COMMISSIONER LeBLANC: Ms. Kingsley, I'm sorry to

23

bring this up here.

Unfortunately, I've been around a

24

while, and they used to have what they called non-productive

25

time, which rolled into time away from job. Now it's some
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1

--

2

THE WITNESS:

3

COMMISSIONER LeBLANC:

Standby time?
Then it's gotten - - standby

4

was another one people put on it.

5

worked into allied time.

6

productivity figures, and do you look at that now from an

7

operational standpoint as far as putting in new equipment,

8

how you break your bundles, not break them?

9
10

-

kind of

THE WITNESS:

I guess it's some way

How has that affected your

It sounds like there are a lot of

questions there.

11

COMMISSIONER LeBLANC: There's three, basically.

12

THE WITNESS:

The standby time, I haven't seen any

13

tracking of that, and that would show up in the bottom-line

14

productivity of a facility.

15

COMMISSIONER LeBLANC:

16

THE WITNESS:

Correct.

But how it's tracked in our system

17

as far as to allied or whatever, I have no idea how that

18

would be tracked.

19

20
21
22

COMMISSIONER LeBLANC:

So there's no correlation

there, in your mind, then?
THE WITNESS:

Standby time has nothing to do with

these productivities, in my mind, no.

23

COMMISSIONER LeBLANC:

24

THE WITNESS: Well, I'm not quite sure how standby

25

Even to the allied time?

time would be treated and where it would be attributed.
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1

COMMISSIONER LeBLANC: Okay.

2

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

3

questions from the bench?

4

some.
MR. HALL:

5

Is there any follow up to
I hope not, but I guess there are

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I have one

6

question prompted by a question that was asked by

7

Commissioner LeBlanc.
FURTHER CROSS EXAMINATION

8

BY MR. HALL:

9

Q

10

-

Thank you.

He was asking you if you had contributed to a

11

response that was a question redirected to another witness,

12

and my question to you is, because we have had a lot of our

13

interrogatories redirected to the Postal Service as an

14

institution, on matters that involve operations, have you

15

either authored or been involved in or been consulted about

16

responses that would be given to various interrogatories of

17

intervenors?
A

You mean working with other witnesses in answering

20

Q

Yes.

21

A

- - the interrogatories? Related particularly to

18

19

22

__

priority mail?

23
24

25

Q

No, n o t to priority mail, to

A

Well, we've worked with quite a few different

--

let me give you a

__
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witnesses in the case on preparing answers, yes.

.-

2
3
4

Q

And would they include Witnesses Miller and

Campbell ?
We talked about a few interrogatory responses with

A

5

Witness Miller, and there may have been one or two with

6

Witness Campbell.
MR. HALL: Thank you.

7

8

hold the witness here today, but - THE WITNESS:

9

MR. HALL:

10

Are you sure?

- - I do have in mind that it's been ten

11

years since her last appearance, and I don't want it to be

12

that long in the future.
CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

13

-

It's not my intention to

14

might have come back sooner, but I'm not sure about that.
If there's no further follow up, that brings us to

15
16

redirect.

17

witness?

18

If we'd let her go earlier, she

I take it you would like some time with your

MS. DUCHEK:

Yes,

Mr. Chairman, but I'm happy to

19

do either of two things. We can take a break if everyone

20

wants one, but if everyone would prefer that matters be

21

expedited, they could just stay in place and I could just

22

approach my witness for about one minute and, I think, get

23

everything resolved.

24
25

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN: Well, I think we all appreciate
your offer and we'll take you up on the latter course.
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1

[Pause.I

c

2

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

3

MS. DUCHEK:

4

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

5

MS. DUCHEK: NO redirect, Mr. Chairman.

6

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN: Not only that, but you get a

7

8

9

-

You have 2 0 seconds left.

I beat a minute?

Great.

You beat a minute.

gold star, both of you get a gold star.
If there's no redirect, then, M s . Kingsley, that
completes your testimony here today.

We really do

10

appreciate your appearance and your contributions to the

11

record, the brevity and pointed nature of your answers.

12

thank you very much and you're excused. Thank you.

13

[Witness excused.1

14

CHAIRMAN GLEIMAN:

We

I have to tell people, yes,

15

that this concludes today's hearing, which you're all happy

16

to hear. We'll reconvene on Monday next at 9 : 3 0 a.m., and

17

we'll receive testimony from Postal Service Witnesses

18

Burnstein, Bradley, Pickett and Mien.

19
20
21

22

Thank you all and have a pleasant

vening and a

nice weekend.
[Whereupon, at

5 : 5 5 p.m.,

the hear ng recessed, to

reconvene on Monday, April 17, 2 0 0 0 , at 9 : 3 0 a.m.]

23
24
25
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